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Colors and fonts used in this book:

I’m big on using colors, fonts, footnotes, hyperlinks, and SHOUTING…

 BOLD, UPPER CASE AND UNDERLINED:    A new glossary term being introduced.

 Bold:  Important, or a path for speed-reading.

 Red:  Very important, or a very concise speed-reading path.

 BOLD Lucida Console Font:  Programming code, file names, operating 
system commands.

 Dark Yellow: Denotes changes to programming code from example to example.

 Teal: References to the FREE OF CHARGE OPEN-SOURCE  
1
   tools:

Pelles C IDE, available from pellesc.de (C language development).
Processing, available from processing.org (JAVA language development and graphics).

 Pink: Programming assignments and spot quizzes (bummer, sorry), Pink also denotes program 
declaration sections in program code examples.

 Yellow: In progress. $$$ Also denotes in-progress.

 Green: Religious, spiritual, atheist, and creationist connotations, all of which are to be considered 
from a scientific point of view. Green also denotes comments  in all program code examples.

 Italics: Humor.

Hyperlinks are “optional reading”, unless otherwise instructed.

Footnotes are required reading: When encountering a sentence laced with 
footnotes, its best to read through it first and then go back and examine the 
footnotes.

1Open-Source is perfectly valid software provided free-of-charge as alternatives to paying big bucks to 
companies like Microsoft and Apple for the same functionality. Open-Source is supported by donations 
from users.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/processing.org
http://pellesc.de/


Brief overview:

This book fully describes the simple computational algorithm that I’m 
claiming is THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING… a single, unified 
explanation of how the entire Universe operates… the “Holy Grail of 
Science” that has yet to be claimed.

I honestly believe that this algorithm (or one similar to it) IS all there is to the Universe. 
It’s so simple that it all fits into < 10 pages of C programming code.

In subsequent chapters I explain how and why something so simple can result in an entire 
Universe filled with all of its complexities. I also explain why it needs to be so small and 
simple.



Scientists in a hurry:

To continue following these links for a condensed summary of 
the Theory-Of-Everything:

1. Please begin reading the Appendix: A condensed summary of the Theory-Of-
Everything.

2. About 5 pages into it you’ll find a full-size photo of Stone Mountain, Yukon, and 
be directed to read another chapter named: Another example: M7P1DPOU.

   (Like this but bigger)

3. About ¾ of the way through Another example: M7P1DPOU, you’ll again be 
directed back to Stone Mountain for some summarizing thoughts.

Click HERE RIGHT NOW to continue following these links …



Reading this book

Background required…

You don’t need too much of a technical or a deep scientific background to 
understand this book, as I attempt to introduce new concepts on top of those previously 
explained.

Reading this book in sequential order from start to finish is thus 
recommended.

I introduce readers to all computer terms in this same step-by-step manner, and so, 
even if you walk away not believing what I’m saying here, at least you will have 
learned some programming skills in the C programming language!



Hyperlinks, footnotes, and humor…

Hyperlinks are usually “optional reading”, unless otherwise 
instructed. Footnotes are required reading.

Many include new glossary terms being introduced. Some are just for humor and/or unrelated 
editorializing/bragging. So, if you’re humor-less and in a big frickin’ hurry, you can skip 

my jokes2.

                

Seriously, the humor and the photographs are there to help get you through the dry 
subject matter. Just ask any of these distinguished scientists!

Try to not get lost jumping around within the footnotes and hyperlinks.

2 Skip my jokes; eat some crap, choke and die.



This book is stand-alone and “100% Scientific”???

This book provides a complete, stand-alone explanation of the theory-of-everything 
algorithm. For more background you can follow the external hyperlinks or browse at the 

e-books I’ve written on these subjects3.

Recently, whilst explaining my theories to a group of real live credentialed scientists, it 
was pointed out that my work is NOT scientific at all… that I have made the most 
fundamental error of any scientist; I offer no real proof of what I claim.

Although I feel that I’ve done a lot of genuine hard work and research, I 
MUST ADMIT these scientists are correct (by scientific method, in any 
case).

I realize that I need to back-down from my hard-and-fast claims and 
also to clarify what I mean by “100% scientific”.

3 All books and software is freely available at discflicker.com. In any case, please see the explanation of 
TheTruth machine.

http://www.bautforum.com/showthread.php/125256-A-theory-of-eveything-in-5-pages-of-program-code!
http://discflicker.com/


Clarification of my use of the term 
“100% scientific”

1. Everything I’m suggesting is based upon concepts of computer science that I 
know to be correct; some of the scientists on the forum agreed, and a few were 
intrigued by my postulations. Click HERE for a short list of references about 
Virtual Reality.

 

2. The basis of all my theories rests solidly upon the believability of VIRTUAL 
REALITY.

I didn’t invent the concept of virtual reality. As science progresses, more and 
more respected scientists believe these ideas are not only possible, there are 
aspects of our contemporary understanding of the Universe that DEMAND it.

3. In any case, the scientific basis of my work has nothing to do 
directly with any religion.

When I claim “100% scientific”, THIS is how 90% of the readers 
interpret it… on whether it involves shape-shifting, fork-bending, 
voodoo, blue Gods, aliens, forces of evil, Mayan calendars, the 
“official story” of 9-11, the Hebrew Torah, the Catholic bible, or any 
other doctrines of faith.

Although some of my books do mention religion (or the lack there of), faith, 
creation, evolution, and religious oppression of scientific discovery, THIS 
BOOK FOCUSES ONLY ON THE SCIENCE.



Implications and Fanatical Expectations

Some these virtual reality ideas introduce the possibility that the Universe is 100% 
DETERMINISTIC, and thus, it is 100% REPRODUCIBLE.

Based upon these concepts I dreamed up a few “neat inventions” and one really cool 

idea… I call it TheTruth machine:

1.  Here is a simple explanation.

2. Admittedly it’s a total boatload of wishful fanaticism.

3. However, there is a very slight4 chance that it might actually work!

4. And thus, this book provides a very thin thread of credibility to the even 
thinner possibility of TheTruth machine being built and utilized within our 
lifetimes.

Regardless of whether TheTruth machine is an unrealistic fantasy or not5, this 
explanation of the operation of a Universe is based upon a computational approach 
that is realistically achievable upon realistic hardware.

IN ANY CASE, THE THEORY-OF-EVERYTHING ALGORITHM IS 
SIMPLE ENOUGH TO USE AS AN EXAMPLE FOR LEARNING C-
LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING ON WINDOWS!

4 Like about a single snowflake freezing all of hell over, but still, POSSIBLE.
5The purpose of the concept of TheTruth machine is non-religious accountability for mankind with a 
“scientific basis”.  As for expectations, please see “Reality”, below.



Seriously, though …

Please excuse my repeating certain topics, SHOUTING, poor use of grammar, and 
repeating myself.

Please excuse my repeating certain topics, SHOUTING, poor use of grammar, and 
repeating myself.

SERIOUSLY, though … PLEASE try to keep an open mind to these suggestions; 
every day, the scientific community is more and more accepting ideas like these!

Most important; in any case, please read the URGENT MESSAGE 
about TheTruth machine.

ENJOY!

Marty… discflicker.com

*** The book starts here ***

http://discflicker.com/


1 The Current State of Scientific Discovery

On its most fundamental levels, what we consider to be “solid matter” is actually 
composed of a set of newly discovered sub-atomic particles that seem to elude all of the 
previous laws of physics we have established for hundreds of years. 

These sub-atomic particles appear to operate more on a numeric (or a computational) 
basis, rather than by physical aspects of mass, acceleration, spin, and magnetism, as the 
old ways would have predicted, leaving a huge gap in our understanding of the way the 
universe really operates on its most basic levels.

Scientists have gone bonkers looking for answers to these new questions, and new 
QUANTUM THEORIES developed about these newly discovered sub-atomic particles 
seemed to provide them by way of real-world inventions based upon them. The best 
example is digital circuitry, implemented upon the digitized locations of electrons by 
energy level, as predicted (correctly) by quantum mechanics theory.

Still, the new theories seem to clash with the old, leaving a mystery to figure out how 
they can co-exist in the same Universe. It is in this gap between the old and new where 
many consider awaits the most cherished prize in all of science… a SINGLE, 
UNIFIED EXPLANATION of how the universe really operates…a “theory of 
everything”… it is known as “The holy grail of physics”.

Many of the scientists on this quest have looked to the skies to try to figure out how 
matter got created in the first place in order to help figure it all out. Many have invested 
in huge atomic-colliers and similar multimillion dollar devices to help them uncover 
more clues about the behavior of sub-atomic particles.

And nearly all of these scientists use a lot of mathematics for help… some use math 
to derive new problems to unanswered questions, some use math to try to answer 
old questions, taking into account new observations, etc., etc. Most of this math is 
VERY THICK.

Please click HERE for a more detailed explanation of these issues6.

6   Unless otherwise instructed, hyperlinks like this are for optional reading, as described HERE.



2 Computational algorithms

2.1 Marty’s qualifications, Part 1

I’m Marty Wollner  of Livonia, Michigan, and I’m NOT a qualified 
physicist, cosmologist or mathematician, however, I am a nice guy and a qualified 
computer programmer.

I created a COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM that I’m calling “God’s program”… 
my theory-of-everything solution. It’s relatively short and simple (as far as computer 
programs go), but in order to really understand it, you need to be familiar with 
programming.

And so, right, here, right now, let’s ease our way into programming, step-by-step. This is 
child’s play; please don’t be afraid…



2.2 Simple lists and ordered lists

This stuff is obvious, but it introduces TERMINOLOGY we’ll need later down the pike.

2.2.1 Bagels and lox:

Here is an example of a simple, straightforward LIST, numbered from 1 to 6:

Ingredients for bagels and lox:

1. Bagels
2. Lox
3. Cream cheese
4. Red Onion
5. Sliced tomatoes
6. Capers

Obviously, in general, lists are always numbered from 1 to N (the Number of list 
ENTRIES). The numbers from 1 to N shown on the left side of each entry are called 
INDEX NUMBERS.

In the Ingredients for bagels and lox list, the order of the entries really doesn’t mater; 
the list still functions the same when it’s displayed as such:

Ingredients for bagels and lox:

1. Red Onion
2. Lox
3. Capers
4. Cream cheese
5. Bagels
6. Sliced tomatoes

(The positions have been switched around; the former index numbers are now different 
for each entry. Who cares ??).



Oy Vey !!7

7 Doesn’t this look good? I think there might be some chives mixed in with the cream cheese, though. If 
you’re gonna be a programmer, you need AN EYE FOR DETAIL and a thick skin.



2.2.2 Cat of the week:

Here’s another simple list, numbered from 1 to 8:

Top prizewinners in last week’s cat of the week contest:

1. Franklin: $500
2. Caesar: $400
3. Smokey: $200
4. Dusty: $100
5. Nails: $60
6. Angus: $60
7. Catcher: $40
8. Mickey $25

This list is ORDERED because the assignment of each entry to its associated index 
number is meaningful; you can’t just switch #8 Mickey for #2 Caesar, Caesar would rip 
Mickey a new fur-hole!

The order is important because, for example, the two entries #5 Nails and #6 Angus both 
won $60, but Nails came in ahead of Angus in the contest, and that is a significant fact.

Because it’s a significant fact, if we mixed up the order of the list entries (as shown in an 
example, below), this would really mess things up; Angus would never forgive us.

It has been said    :

“To err is human. But to REALLY mess things up, you need a computer”

That’s funny, but it’s not really true…



2.3 Computer list records, array lists 
and data tables

In fact, computers are really good at working with lists of information. In computer 
programmer lingo, the entries in a list are called RECORDS.

Another computer-programmer-lingo thang is to call an entire list of records an 
ARRAY. So an array is a list of records in a computer program. Just to confuse you, 
another term for records in an array is ”ELEMENTS” of the array.

When displaying arrays, I like to show them as such:

Top prizewinners in last week’s cat of the week contest:
Index # Prize Cat name
1 500 Franklin

2 400 Caesar

3 200 Smokey

4 100 Dusty

5 60 Nails

6 60 Angus

7 40 Catcher

8 25 Mickey

Here is a bit of basic terminology:

1. This array can also be described as being a DATA TABLE8.

2. A data table consists of ROWS (horizontal records) and COLUMNS (the 
vertical groupings; each  is ASSIGNED A TITLE: Index #, Prize, and Cat 
Name).

3. This data table consists of an ordered set of records.

8 Like an Excel spreadsheet.



Because this data table consists of an ordered list from 1 to N, we don’t really need the 
index numbers in the first COLUMN at all…

Top prizewinners in last week’s cat of the week contest:
Index # Prize Cat name
1 500 Franklin

2 400 Caesar

3 200 Smokey

4 100 Dusty

5 60 Nails

6 60 Angus

7 40 Catcher

8 25 Mickey

Same as:

Top prizewinners in last week’s cat of the week contest:
Prize Cat name
500 Franklin

400 Caesar

200 Smokey

100 Dusty

60 Nails

60 Angus

40 Catcher

25 Mickey

No indexes, but as long as we don’t mix anything up, no problem-o.



If this “index-less” list was hand-written on a blackboard, or maybe constructed of cards 
thumb-tacked to a corkboard, we would need to be extra careful that we don’t mix-up the 
order of records.

       

But in a computer program, that is no problem what so ever.

     (Unless Mickey has plans of his own)

Computers are excellent at manipulating huge list of numbers and never mixing 
anything up.  Good thing, because the list of stuff that makes up our Universe is pretty 
big. Not infinitely big, but still…



2.4 Introduction to God’s Program’s VP 
list

The Theory-Of-Everything (a.k.a. “God’s Program”) manipulates numbers in a list 
in a sequential series of steps.

Each entry in the list represents a “Virtual Particle” or VP for short.

For example, here is a list named M4P1DPOU representing a very small Universe 
containing only 4 Virtual Particles:

M4P1DPOU  :  

1. 0
2. 5
3. 7
4. 8

This list is the simplest yet... it just a list of INTEGER NUMBERS!

Let's go ahead and present this simple list in the form of a data table and assign 
names to its columns:

M4P1DPOU:
VP List Index # Location Pointer
1 0

2 5

3 7

4 8



The VP List Index # identifies each particular VP… it’s a list… this never changes. 
Duh.

What can change are the integer values of the Location Pointers.

The process of how the location pointers in this list are 
manipulated and what it means in the big picture is what this 
book is all about!

It’s really simple, and in any case, you will learn C 
programming along the way.

But, how am I qualified to discuss these subjects? Let’s think about this over an ice-cold 
German stein full of Canadian beer …

        



2.5 Have a drink on me

2.5.1 The Offer:

If this is the very first time you’ve ever seen computer programming code, relax, its 
really simple!!!   Are you still nervous?

I got an offer you can’t refuse…

IF (You’re thirsty) THEN

        Have a drink on me

END IF

Well, OK, that wasn’t really actual computer programming code…

(Keep scrolling down…)



        Sorry.



But the meaning should be clear; these LINES OF INSTRUCTIONS express my offer 
to have a drink on me. You did understand it, right?

If so, we are well under way…

 

                        

Trust me.



The 3-lines of English-like instructions in this example are called Pseudo-code as in:

 PSEUDO   (fake, a descriptive substitution for actual computer code syntax)

 CODE   (instructions).

Pseudo-code is your first big-ass cryptic computer-programmer-lingo word that looks 
scary but is easily defined.

Programmers use a lot of cryptic lingo like that, for example, the word ALGORITHM 
simply means the “entire set of instructions it takes to perform a task”… in this case 
the “entire” 3-line example:

1) IF (You’re thirsty) THEN

2)     Have a drink on me

3) END IF

Programmers also like to squeeze multi-word terms down into cryptic one-word 
expressions, so instead of calling this algorithm “The Offer”, we’ll name it 
“TheOffer” (no space, one word, CASE SENSITIVE).

Programmers use big words and make things appear cryptic so nobody will think we’re 

stupid9.

9 No italics used here.



2.5.2 Organization of algorithms like TheOffer:

We programmers are also way uptight about the ORGANIZATION of multiple 
(possibly thousands of) algorithms, and so we provide a unique NAME (a.k.a., a TITLE) 
for each algorithm we proudly create.

And since we’re so darn proud, we usually include our own name and the date of our 
masterpiece creation, as shown in this RENDITION of TheOffer:

1. TheOffer

2. Proudly written by Marty, 09-Aug-2012

3. IF (You’re thirsty) THEN

4.     Have a drink on me

5. END IF

6. All Done!!



2.5.3 Notes on TheOffer:

1. This algorithm is named (titled) TheOffer.

2. TheOffer is now 6 lines long (I’m not counting the blank lines), however, it 
actually entails only the middle three lines of instructions (the previous rendition); 
the two green lines on the top and the one green line at the bottom were added to 
describe the algorithms’ title, its creator, and its date of creation. These are 
known as COMMENT LINES.

3. Comment lines help keep us programmers sane by providing ANNOTATION as 
to what we’re trying to accomplish. This in turn, helps us organize our work.

4. We are using green highlighter color to denote comment lines in our 
examples throughout this book.

5. (IMPORTANT) Comment lines are NOT instructions… they have no impact 
on the algorithm’s actual function. They’re only there to help us remember 
what we wrote and why we wrote it, and to let other programmers (who have the 
misfortune of reading our code) know what we’re thinking, as well.

Are you still with me? OF COURSE you are…

                Trust me.

What’s that? You really ARE thirsty? OK, HERE is $5.0010, have a drink on me!

10 EXAMPLE ONLY. Nice try.



2.5.4 TheDrinkOrder:

All right, here’s another example, titled TheDrinkOrder. I just FICTITIOUSLY gave 
you $5.00. Now go ahead and fictitiously drive down the street to the bar and order up 
a frosty one. 

The bar tender says11:

IF (You have $2.00) THEN

You can have a drink

END IF

But he lives on tips, so what he really means is this:

IF (You have AT LEAST $2.00) THEN

You can have a drink

END IF

Sorry to interrupt your drink order, let me just make a couple more notes about the 
notation we’re using in these examples:

1. We are using BOLD LUCIDA CONSOLE FONT for our instruction code 
(including comments).

2. We are using the dark yellow color to denote the changes in these instructions 
from the previous example. In this case, we’ve inserted AT LEAST in 
between have and $2.00.

11 This sounds like a joke, its not, but here’s one: A horse walks into a bar. The bartender asks “Why the 
long face”?



And since he’s used to vagrants, he also means this:

IF (You have LESS THAN $2.00) THEN

Take a hike, pal!

END IF

12

12 Jackie Gleason as Joe the Bartender



2.5.5 A complete rendition of TheDrinkOrder:

All in all, here’s how Joe, the bartender is instructing you to order up 
your brew:

IF (You have AT LEAST $2.00) THEN

You can have a drink

END IF

IF (You have LESS THAN $2.00) THEN

Take a hike, pal!

END IF



2.5.6 A more structured rendition of TheDrinkOrder:

Here’s another, more structured (and a bit more cryptic) rendition of TheDrinkOrder 
algorithm.

(Fear not, I WILL EXPLAIN EVERYTHING):

TheDrinkOrder

Written by Marty, 09-Aug-2012

IF (YourCoinOnHand >= $2.00) THEN

You can have a drink

ELSE

Take a hike, pal!

END IF

All Done!!

($$$ Include photo of Art Carney as a drunk, HERE)



2.5.7 Notes about TheDrinkOrder:

In this explanation, I’m going to use the terms “OPERATOR”, 
“CONSTRUCTION”, “IF-THEN-END IF” and “IF-THEN-ELSE-END 
IF”. Following these notes are definitions for these 4 new terms.

1. YourCoinOnHand looks cryptic but makes perfect cents. It’s the amount of 
money in your pocket (the you have in the previous rendition); Your Coin On 
Hand is squeezed together into one, cryptic word.

        

2. The  >=  is a replacement for “AT LEAST” from the previous rendition. But this 
one ain’t as cryptic as it looks;  >=  is an OPERATOR.

It means GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO (a more analytical definition of 
the term “AT LEAST”).



3. Because of (1) and (2), 

     IF (You have AT LEAST $2.00) THEN

becomes

     IF (YourCoinOnHand >= $2.00) THEN

4. We also introduced an “IF-THEN-ELSE-END IF” CONSTRUCTION here, 
which works a lot better than the two successive “IF-THEN-END IF” 
constructions used in the previous rendition.

Did you understand the use of the terms “OPERATOR”, 
“CONSTRUCTION”, “IF-THEN-END IF” and “IF-THEN-ELSE-END 
IF” in these notes?

IF not, THEN read the next three sections: Math Operators, Comparison 
Operators, and Constructions and Rendition, and try these notes again, 
ELSE keep on reading. END IF.



2.5.8 Math Operators:

An “Operator” is used, for example, in a math formula, where two numbers need to be 
“operated upon”, like A + B, A - B, etc…

+ Addition A + B

- Subtraction A – B

* Multiplicatio
n

A * B

/ Division A / B

** Exponent A ** B

Etc…

These are called MATH operators. We will see working examples of these math 
operators shortly…

            Trust me.



2.5.9 Comparison Operators:

However, in all of our examples thus far, we’ve only used operators for 
COMPARISONS:

AT LEAST >= If you have AT LEAST $2.00 A >= B

LESS THAN < If you have LESS THAN $2.00 A < B

There are many such “comparison” operators and they’re all useful:

= Is A EQUAL TO B? A = B

>= Is A GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO B?

(AT LEAST)

A >= B

<= Is A LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO B? A <= B

> Is A GREATER THAN B? A > B

< Is A LESS THAN B?

(LESS THAN)

A < B

<> Is A NOT EQUAL TO B? A <> B

Etc…



2.5.10 Constructions and Renditions:

I slipped in the term “construction”… this means the layout of the code, and it brings 
up a good point… an algorithm can be written in several different ways. More on this 
will be discussed below, a lot more, in fact.

We call the various different ways an algorithm can be written:

RENDITIONS

I had also slipped in the terms “IF-THEN-END IF” and “IF-THEN-ELSE-END IF”. 

To demonstrate how these different CONSTRUCTS13 can be used, please stare at the 
following two renditions of TheDrinkOrder algorithm…

First rendition: TheDrinkOrder algorithm, using two successive “IF-THEN-END 
IF” constructs:

TheDrinkOrder, First rendition

Written by Marty, 09-Aug-2012

IF (YourCoinOnHand >= $2.00) THEN

You can have a drink

END IF

IF (YourCoinOnHand < $2.00) THEN

Take a hike, pal!

END IF

All done!!

13 Short for construction



Second rendition: TheDrinkOrder algorithm, using only one “IF-THEN-ELSE-
END IF” construct:

TheDrinkOrder, Second rendition

Written by Marty, 09-Aug-2012

IF (YourCoinOnHand >= $2.00) THEN

You can have a drink

ELSE

Take a hike, pal!

END IF

All done!!

Bottom line: These two different renditions of the TheDrinkOrder algorithm let Joe, 
the bartender perform the exact same FUNCTIONALITY, they just perform them 
differently by using different constructs.



2.5.11 Program line counting:

It sounds stupid to count lines of code14, but there are good reasons, as usual, to be 
understood later.

1. TheDrinkOrder, First rendition

2. Written by Marty, 09-Aug-2012

3. IF (YourCoinOnHand >= $2.00) THEN

4.     You can have a drink

5. END IF

6. IF (YourCoinOnHand < $2.00) THEN

7.     Take a hike, pal!

8. END IF

9. All Done!!

The First Rendition entails 9 total lines of code, but comment lines don’t count for 
shit. Only the 6 NON-COMMENT LINES have any meaning.

1. TheDrinkOrder, Second rendition

2. Written by Marty, 09-Aug-2012

3. IF (YourCoinOnHand >= $2.00) THEN

4.     You can have a drink

5. ELSE

6.     Take a hike, pal!

7. END IF

8. All Done!!

The Second Rendition entails 8 total lines of code, but only the 5 non-comment lines 
are considered in PROGRAM LINE COUNTS.

14 Other than getting paid by the line.



2.5.12 Your first Spot Quiz:

Ho boy!

Spot Quiz #1: What are titles and the program line counts for the previous two 
renditions of TheDrinkOrder? Which rendition has the least number of program lines 
counted?

                    

Answers:

1. The first rendition of the algorithm is titled TheDrinkOrder.
Its program line count is 6.

2. The second rendition of the algorithm is titled TheDrinkOrder.
Its program line count is 5.

3. The second rendition has the lesser number of lines counted.

Well that was a bit confusing… the titles are the same. The reason: these two 
renditions both perform the same FUNCTION.

Oh, BTW, I lied in my previous explanations, where I said the 3-line example and the 6-
line example (with the 3 green comment lines added) were different renditions. Adding or 
changing comments doesn’t do shit as far as renditions. Sorry.



2.5.13 Are we OK?

Hey, did I mention I repeat myself a lot?

Perhaps, but are we OK?

I certainly hope you understand all of this, its still the easy part!

If not, it’s likely MY FAULT for yackin’ so dern’ much.

The Pseudo-code itself speaks volumes in a terse number of “lines of 
code”15.      You HAVE TO agree, right?

15 This is also true for all forms of programming languages.



Of course! But you STILL haven’t seen any real computer programming yet...

Are you ready?



OK, OK, coming right up…

Ahhh… where were we?



2.6 Back to the point!
 

I’m gonna go ahead and assume that you do understand the new terminology and these 
simple Pseudo-code examples, and FINALLY show you some real programming code 
and eventually get back to why I’m qualified to discuss physics and the creation of the 
Universe.

Ahheeeemmmmmmm…

Programmers are often confronted with issues of unknown input quantities, dividing by 
zero, and infinite processing loops (all described below).

We need to anticipate and account for these situations, ALWAYS. We often make 
explicit paths in our code to assure it all operates correctly. For example:



2.7 An IF statement in Visual Basic: 
DontDvideByZero

Our first actual computer language code16 example will entail 3 non-comment lines of 
code written in the Visual Basic (VB) programming language17.

VB is about as close to the English language (and therefore as close to Pseudo-code) as 
possible. Ready?GO!

REM DontDivideByZero

REM Written By Marty, 13-Aug-2012

IF (Denominator_Value <> 0) THEN

Output_Value = Numerator_Value / Denominator_Value

End IF

REM Next statement goes here…

16 As opposed to Pseudo-code
17 Visual Basic (or VB) is a simple, (but somewhat obsolete) programming language. It is said to be "self-
documenting" because of the English-like syntax used.



2.7.1 Notes on DontDivideByZero:

1. Comment lines in VB are known as REMARKS, and identified by prefacing 
every comment line with “REM ”.

2. Obviously, the title of this algorithm is DontDivideByZero.

3. This is an “IF-THEN-END IF” construction, exactly like some of our examples 
above.

4. The <> operator says: “Is not equal to”, and it works just like our 
previous examples of comparison operators.

5. The line

    Output_Value = Numerator_Value / Denominator_Value

is a DIVISION OPERATION… it doesn’t work like a math equation like you 
would expect it to. A math equation might say something like this:

    y = 1 / x        

Although the division operation LOOKS LIKE a math equation, its completely 
different:

    Output_Value = Numerator_Value / Denominator_Value

The operation is instructing the computer to set the value of Output_Value to 
the EXPRESSION on the right side of the = sign, in this case the number that 
results18 from  Numerator_Value / Denominator_Value.

18 Programmers call this “number that results” from an expression such as   Numerator_Value / 
Denominator_Value the EVALUATION of the expression.



6. A Pseudo-code rendition of these 3 lines of VB code would say:

“IF the Denominator_Value is not equal to zero, THEN perform the 
division operation, which is to divide the Numerator_Value by the 
Denominator_Value and store the result in Output_Value. END IF. ”



2.8 A Second rendition of 
DontDivideByZero, using a GOTO

Our next actual computer language code example will entail 5 non-comment lines of 
code also written in VB. This performs the same function as the first rendition, but using 
a different construct:

REM DontDivideByZero, Using a GOTO statement

REM Written By Marty, 14-Aug-2012

IF (Denominator_Value = 0) THEN

GOTO Skip_The_Division_Operation

End IF

Output_Value = Numerator_Value / Denominator_Value

Skip_The_Division_Operation:

Rem Next statement goes here…



2.8.1 Notes on DontDivideByZero, second rendition:

1. The title of this algorithm is still DontDivideByZero, however, this is a different 
rendition described as DontDivideByZero, Using a GOTO statement.

2. This is an “IF-THEN-END IF” construction, like some of our previous 
examples; however, the GOTO statement changes the behavior.

3. The = operator (replacing <> in the previous example) says: “Is equal to”, 
and it works like our previous examples of comparison operators.

4. The instruction

    GOTO Skip_The_Division_Operation

is called an UNCONDITIONAL GOTO. When this instruction is encountered, it 
always jumps directly to the LABEL specified as (in this case): 

    Skip_The_Division_Operation:

Labels mark out places inside of programs for the purpose of transferring 
execution there from within other parts of the program.

5. And so, the 2 lines:

    IF (Denominator_Value = 0) THEN

        GOTO Skip_The_Division_Operation

in Pseudo-code, says:

    IF (Denominator_Value is zero) THEN

        Jump to the label Skip_The_Division_Operation, 
thus by-passing the divide operation.

6. The Pseudo-code rendition of these 5 lines of VB code STILL says:

“IF the Denominator_Value is not equal to zero, THEN perform the division operation, 
which is to divide the Numerator_Value by the Denominator_Value and store the 
result in Output_Value. END IF.”



2.8.2 DontDivideByZero, second rendition showing line numbers:

Just to make it crystal clear what is happening here, let’s re-examine this second 
rendition, this time we’ll show the instruction line numbers:

REM DontDivideByZero, Showing line numbers,
REM Using a GOTO statement

REM Written By Marty, 14-Aug-2012

(001) IF (Denominator_Value = 0) THEN

(002) GOTO Skip_The_Division_Operation

(003) End IF

(004) Output_Value = Numerator_Value / Denominator_Value

(005) Skip_The_Division_Operation:

Rem Next statement goes here…



2.8.3 Notes on DontDivideByZero, second rendition showing line numbers:

1. This example is showing LINE NUMBERS ((001), (002), etc.) next to all 
non-comment statements in order to demonstrate the FLOW OF EXECUTION 
from instruction to instruction.

2. Execution begins at the line

(001) IF (Denominator_Value = 0) THEN

3. There are 2 scenarios here:

FIRST SCENARIO: The Denominator_Value is NOT zero, the condition of the 
IF statement is FALSE, and so the program DOES NOT execute what’s inside 
the IF-THEN-ELSE construction; instead it jumps right over it and executes line

(004) Output_Value = Numerator_Value / Denominator_Value

The first scenario therefore executes the division operation whenever the 
denominator is NOT zero. SUCCESS!!

SECOND SCENARIO: The Denominator_Value is zero, the condition of the 
IF statement is TRUE, and so the program executes what is inside of the IF-
THEN-ELSE construction, which is to execute the line

(002) GOTO Skip_The_Division_Operation

 causing execution to then jump directly to the label

(005) Skip_The_Division_Operation

The second scenario therefore skips over the division operation if the 
denominator is zero. SUCCESS!!



2.9 A Third rendition of 
DontDivideByZero… OOPS!

Our next example will entail these exact same 5 non-comment lines of VB code, 
however, the label

(005) Skip_The_Division_Operation:

is MOVED to a different location amongst the non-comment lines.

Unlike all our previous examples, this last CODE CHANGE was done by mistake. 
This code change was ACCIDENTAL. The programmer (who’s name has been 
changed to protect the guilty, and it wasn’t me), still INTENDED the same functionality 
as the previous renditions, he just mucked up:

REM DontDivideByZero, The GOTO statement is moved 4 lines up,
REM Showing line numbers,
REM Using a GOTO statement

REM Written By “Accident”, 14-Aug-2012

(001) Skip_The_Division_Operation:

(002) IF (Denominator_Value = 0) THEN

(003) GOTO Skip_The_Division_Operation

(004) END IF

(005) Output_Value = Numerator_Value / Denominator_Value

REM Next statement goes here…



2.9.1 Notes on DontDivideByZero, third rendition:

1. Because (former) line (005) was moved to the top, it becomes line (001) and the 
rest of the line numbers get shuffled down accordingly.

2. Program execution now begins at the line

(001) Skip_The_Division_Operation:

This instruction is a label; whenever a label is encountered, the program simply 
moves on to the next instruction after it19.

3. So, execution continues at (002) and (003), which are the IF statement followed 
by the GOTO statement as described in the second rendition.

4. Once again, the programmer’s intentions were still the same as the Pseudo-code 
in the first and second renditions:

“IF the Denominator_Value is not equal to zero, THEN perform the division operation, 
which is to divide the Numerator_Value by the Denominator_Value and store the 
result in Output_Value. END IF.”

5. Now let’s again follow the flow so we can determine the 
program’s PATH OF EXECUTION and make sure this 
programmer’s code changes yield the functionality he intended…

19 A programmer would say, “The program’s execution FELL THROUGH the label, and on to the next 
instruction”.



Once again, there are two scenarios:

 
FIRST SCENARIO: The Denominator_Value is NOT zero, the condition of the IF 
statement is FALSE, and so the program DOES NOT execute what’s inside the IF-
THEN-ELSE construction, instead, it jumps right over it and executes line

(005) Output_Value = Numerator_Value / Denominator_Value

The first scenario therefore executes the division operation whenever the 
denominator is NOT zero. SUCCESS!!

SECOND SCENARIO: The Denominator_Value is zero, the condition of the 
(002) IF statement is TRUE, and so the program executes what is inside of the IF-
THEN-ELSE construction, which is to execute the line

(003) GOTO Skip_The_Division_Operation

 causing execution to then jump directly to the label

(001) Skip_The_Division_Operation

The second scenario therefore bypassed the division operation if the 
denominator is zero. SUCCESS, EH ???

HOLD ON, LET’S KEEP GOING A BIT FURTHER…



2.9.2 Code reviews, code segment walkthroughs:

Success, huh?    This question is being posed as if a student had submitted his 
assignment to a teacher. In the real world it would be a programmer submitting his 
code to be scrutinized by a committee of other programmers. This process is called a 
“CODE REVIEW” and often time’s programmers get all defensive about their 
“masterpieces”.

 (Smug)

However, if this CODE SEGMENT20 were to, say, control the liftoff valves of a space 
ship, you can bet that a CODE WALKTHROUGH will be performed, despite the 
programmer’s arrogance.

 (Flawless, can’t fail)

20 A SEGMENT of code is a chunk of lines, usually extracted from a larger segment of code. The term 
“code segment” is roughly equivalent to the term “algorithm”. The term “program” can also be substituted 
for “algorithm”, but rarely is the term “code segment” substituted for the term “program”.



Questions for Mr. ImAlwaysRight:

In that second scenario, when the (003) instruction transfers execution 

back to the label at (001), what happens next?

It will fall through the label, it will re-enter the (002) IF statement, the 
Denominator_Value is STILL zero, the condition of the IF statement is 
STILL TRUE, and so the program AGAIN executes what’s inside of the IF-
THEN-ELSE construction, which is to execute the line

(003) GOTO Skip_The_Division_Operation

 causing execution to then jump directly back to the label

(001) Skip_The_Division_Operation

AND THEN?



(AT LAST, WE’RE GETTING TO THE POINT !!!)

It will fall through the label, it will re-enter the (002) IF statement, the Denominator_Value is STILL 
zero, the condition of the IF statement is STILL TRUE, and so the program AGAIN executes what’s inside 
of the IF-THEN-ELSE construction, which is to execute the line

(003) GOTO Skip_The_Division_Operation

 causing execution to then jump directly back to the label

(001) Skip_The_Division_Operation

What, AGAIN???

It will fall through the label, it will re-enter the (002) IF statement, the Denominator_Value is STILL zero, the 
condition of the IF statement is STILL TRUE, and so the program AGAIN executes what’s inside of the IF-THEN-ELSE 
construction, which is to execute the line

(003) GOTO Skip_The_Division_Operation

 causing execution to then jump directly back to the label

(001) Skip_The_Division_Operation

ON AND ON, FOREVER AND EVER, AMEN!

This code segment has just entered into… … … … AN 
INFINITE LOOP!



21

22              

“Room for one more, honey…”

23      24

21 Albert Einstein riding his famous train
22 “Twenty Two”, one of my all-time favorite TWILIGHT ZONE episodes.
23 Sir Isaac Newton
24 Gottfried Leibniz; he and Newton are credited with the discovery of “The Fluxions”, the precursor to 
modern day CALCULUS. Calculus is mathematics based upon the concepts of infinity. The resulting 
physics formulas that Newton became famous for are all based upon infinitesimal resolution of time and 
space.



A VERY Important Question:

How long will it take to finish these 3 repetitive instructions and 
continue on with the program’s intended functionality

???
Forever, that’s how long.

 25        OOPS.

25 Texas governor Rick Perry FAILING in a nationally televised debate with Texas congressman Ron Paul.



2.10 Division by zero, infinite 
looping

(We’re finally back to the point!)

The above code segment intended to skip around the division operation if the 
Denominator_Value is zero for a darn good reason:

We always try to avoid situations like this because division by zero can place 
the program into an unpredicted (and often uncontrolled) state26.

 
Even worse is where the program falls into an INFINITE LOOP  27  … it will NEVER 
recover from an infinite loop because it would take FOREVER to complete the 
processing  , during which time the program is NON-FUNCTIONAL  . **

** = At last, the point…

26 No computer can accommodate division by zero. However, modern computers are designed to not 
explode when it occurs within a program… at worst, the computer will “FREEZE-UP” or “HANG”.
27 Computers running programs cannot tell the difference between infinite loops and intentional “typical” 
processing, and so it becomes a matter of what functionality the program (the algorithm) had intended. No 
sane programmer desires a program to fall into an infinite loop if the loop is not intentionally 
programmed.



2.11 Programming digital simulations 
of a Universe

Likewise,

in programming a digital simulation of any Universe, we must restrict all processing 
to being non-infinite, otherwise the program would be non-functional, and nothing 
in the simulated Universe could move.

 28

The conclusion of this very long chapter is surmised on the following page:

28 Ultimate Frisbee… CATCH IT! These guys really MOVE! Contact the Ultimate Player’s Association for 
information.



2.12 Programming digital simulations 
of our Universe

In my humble opinion, things in our real Universe DO MOVE. 

And so I question anyone who claims that a computer simulation of the Universe 
can be infinite in any possible manner; sizes, distances, temperatures, durations, 
EVERYTHING must be computable using FINITE numbers over FINITE number 
of instructions being executed.

IT GOES BEYOND THAT…

In this same light, I question the validity of many of our current scientific theories… 
I question them based up my digitized approach to explaining reality.

This is also why I feel I’m qualified to discuss these matters:

I’m approaching the entire thing from a programming point of 
view… that if the universe is really a computational simulation, 
HOW WAS IT REALISTICALLY PROGRAMMED?

“Realistically programmed” = actually being able to program it on realistic 
hardware and have it run without freezing up because its trying to accomplish 
processing the motion of particles to INFINITE precision.

I’m working from the inside-out; creating CAUSALITY and then 
testing if what EMERGES matches our perceived reality.

This approach requires us to re-define many of our basic 
understandings about the Universe; it must be based upon non-infinite 
operations of motion, location and time.

I will now attempt to re-define these basic understandings29…

29 This chapter’s real purpose was to introduce the reader to a boatload of fundamental concepts and 
terminology in computer programming. We will resume these programming lessons in the chapter 



Introduction to Simple Digital Universes, however, Marty recommends that you just continue reading on.



3 Marty’s Contentions About the Universe:

3.1 Emergence of ALL behaviors arises 
from the sub-atomic level:

I don’t believe the Universe has a separate set of rules for the behavior of whole atoms 
and for sub-atomic particles. I believe that the behavior of the sub-atomic particles is 
the only behavior the Universe actually engages in.

I believe that all of the behaviors that we perceive, measure, and attempt to 
interpret, all EMERGE from the behaviors that occur at the sub-atomic level…this 
includes atomic structures that result from close alignments of sub-atomic particles, 
chemical structures that result from combining atoms, and all of the classical physics and 
higher sciences that result from the presence and motion of this matter.

I do NOT believe that any of the higher sciences that emerge from these fundamental 
activities have any bearing on what happens at the sub-atomic level… the cart must be 
pulled by the horse, not the other way around… in order to understand everything, we 
only need to know what causes it at the   GRASS-ROOTS LEVEL  .  



3.2 Virtual Reality:

My second contention is based upon this supposition:

If the Universe can be simulated to such a high degree of resolution that it behaves 
exactly like the real thing, what’s the difference? NOTHING!

My contention is to suggest that

The entire Universe is, in fact, a digital simulation30.

Here are 2 immediate forms of proof:

30 This does not imply that someone is required to be operating a computer that runs the theory-of-
everything program, but it does imply that the process is computational. My guess, however, is that it IS 
being done in a computer.



3.2.1 Proof of VR #1… Instantaneous connectivity between disparate particles:

Think about the way scientists used to31 believe the way GRAVITY operated… the fact 
that all matter in the Universe was believed to be instantaneously attracted to all of the 
other matter in the Universe regardless of the distances apart… an invisible connectivity 
seemed to exist between all particles, and thus gravity seemed to defy the “laws” of the 
speed of light.

I often wondered why this seemed to be something ignored by nearly every physicist in 
the classical approaches to describing how the Universe operated! Maybe that’s why they 
embraced the newer theories with such open arms32.

In our newer quantum physics approaches, scientists have come up with the concept of 
GRAVITONS, “little particles of gravity that traverse the Universe at the speed of 
light”33. This new approach nixes my objections to the classical theories about an 
invisible connectivity exceeding the speed of light.

    

(Gravity experiments)

31 These classical theories were accepted as solidly science until about 50 years ago, when quantum theory 
hit the scene.
32 Actually, this was the whole reason for Einstein and his contemporaries to even come up with Relativity.
33 Right now, scientists are seeking ways to prove the existence of gravitons, but haven’t yet done so.



Personally, I say these new approaches are all phooey34, however, these same scientists 
have now come up with an even better form of proof for my theories! The current 
scientific consensus believes in a newly observed phenomena known as QUANTUM 
ENTANGLEMENT, wherein even today’s modern scientist admit that information is 
being exchanged between particles in remote locations “INSTANTANEOUSLY”. 
(Instantaneously is faster that the speed of light, BTW).

($$$ Photo of speed Gonzales)

I contend that the only way ANYTHING can traverse distances faster that the speed of 
light, and MOST CERTAINLY, anything moving or transmitting information 
INSTANTANEOUSLY, MUST BE ACCOMPLISHING THIS 
PROGRAMMATICALLY.

34 I contend that it’s all phooey because it’s all based upon theoretical mathematics, and this math is all 
assuming the existence of the time / space continuum… infinite resolution of location and time 
everywhere… PHOOEY!!!



3.2.2 Proof of VR #2 … the size, mass, and locations of fundamental particles:

Recent discoveries reveal the size and mass of the most fundamental of the fundamental 
particles is ZERO! 

In fact, this is one of the great-unsolved mysteries... where does mass come from35?

(The Large Hadron Collider at CERN)

I contend that if all matter (all perceivable matter that has measurable mass) is composed 
entirely of sub-atomic particles that have no mass, then these “sub-atomic particles”, as 
they are called, are not really particles, they are really INFORMATION 
POINTERS; they DELINEATE where (what we interpret as) “matter” is located at 
any given moment in time.

I also contend that the precision manner in which they are observed to move about also 
implies a programmatically induced course of motion36.

35 Right now, scientists are seeking the HIGGS-BOSON, which is a “fundamental particle” that exists only 
in theory; it theoretically imparts mass to matter.
36 I am ESPECIALLY certain of this now that I’ve had a chance to study the operation of QUANTUM 
COMPUTERS. Dr. Seth Lloyd , an M.I.T. professor calls it “Hacking into the computations that run the 
Universe”.



3.2.3 Bonus proof #3 … Jumping and multiple-concurrent locations:

And, as a bonus proof, now they’re telling us that they believe many of these particles 
move in instantaneous jumps from place to place and many of them can be found in 
multiple places at the same time.

And yet, according to the PAULII EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE, NOTHING is EVER 
found in the same location at the same time.

Once again, I content that the ONLY way to account for these behaviors is by 
programmatically moving these particles around in discrete steps and programmatically 
implementing the Paulli exclusion principle, and THAT requires the entire operation to 
be both DIGITAL and VIRTUAL.



3.2.4 My Virtual Reality RANT:

I contend that all of the “matter” in the Universe actually consists of an organized 
set of INFORMATION; it does NOT really exist in any of the classical 
interpretations of “matter”… I say that when we grip a chunk of clay, it occurs not as a 
matter of physics and chemistry, it occurs as “data processing” performed by what the 
Universe itself really is… a list of numbers being manipulated by a computational 
algorithm.

(And now, an obvious heads up, and I WILL EXPLAIN THIS IN DETAIL, BELOW) 

The algorithm examines the current state of EVERY PARTICLE in the Universe, 
determines its next position according to the states of EVERY OTHER PARTICLE, 
and moves it into this next position simply by changing the pointer values.

Think about it… this is the only way gravity or quantum-entangled particles can 
possibly work instantaneously across the entire universe without somehow 
“violating” the “laws” of the speed of light in a failed attempt to instantaneously connect 
2 bits of matter over such distances.



3.3 The Universe IS DIGITAL:

The following is all fully described in subsequent chapters…

1. The Universe is not eternal in age (at least not since the last big bang).

2. The Universe is not infinite in size, all of its contents is being expanded outward 
from the location of the last big bang, and thus the relative location of all matter 
can be determined as being finite distances from the center or relative to other 
matter.

In the context of “what’s beyond the outer edges of the Universe”, there is no 
need to consider infinity at all; we only need the capacity to measure where 
any of the matter within it can be located.
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37 The graphic shows the expansion of the U., starting from a single point (the HEART as I call it), onward 
and off into finite space. As long as we don’t go out too far to make valid calculations of the numbers 
describing these distant locations, we can keep on processing the Universal expansion. The only thing that 
limits the range is the WordSize of the computational algorithm making these calculations.



3. The Universe is composed of a finite number of locations

The virtual location of each fundamental particle fits into a finite set of discrete 
locations, and these locations are all described using integer numbers.

If these locations were allowed to be described as “real numbers” of infinite 
precision, then this would provide for an infinite set of locations for them to exist 
in, however, because of the DIGITAL NATURE of the fundamental particles, 
infinite precision is not an option (more on this below).

Similarly, if these locations were allowed to be “infinite distances”, they couldn’t 
be contained in a finite size number, and the math would become ridiculous and 
ambiguous.

Please research the term Planck Unit.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_units


4. The Universe is composed of a finite numbered list of FUNDAMENTAL 
PARTICLES.

The fact that the contents of the entire Universe at one time was 
all concentrated into a finite area, combined with the fact that all 
matter IS composed of a finite number of fundamental particles, 
proves there are a finite number of them.

And thus, if these are really virtual fundamental components 
(information pointers, also known as Virtual Particles, or VPs for 
short), they are really just a set of related numbers specifying their 
locations38 at any moment in time.

And so, being a finite number of finite size numbers, they can all 
fit into a finite-size list.

The state of this list thus represents that state of the entire 
Universe at any moment in time.

5. Most importantly, time is NOT continuous… time is broken into a 
series of discrete steps… within each of these steps, the integer 
values of the pointers that specify the virtual locations of matter 
may change, and when they do, this represents motion within the 
virtual universe.

(This is all described below!)

38 Locations as well as other attributes such as heat level



3.4 Infinity is Impossible

The most important thing is to realize the digitized mechanism by which this 
computational algorithm operates (as the examples in this book will demonstrate).

Because we can only change the integer location pointers in the list, the motion of the 
matter represented is NOT CONTINUOUS… IT JUMPS FROM PLACE TO 
PLACE INSTANTANEOUSLY!!!

And thus it seems very obvious to me that time is sequential, the count of particles being 
moved is finite, and the locations they get moved into are limited to a finite set as well.

Does it operate this way because I say so? Do the numbers in the list have to be 
integers because I say so?

We could try changing the way the data in the list works. Lets try using FRACTIONAL 
VALUES as location pointers, thus stepping up the accuracy of these locations. Now 
when we change the value of a pointer, the location represented is closer than before… 
but if you look closely, IT’S STILL JUMPING from place to place instantaneously.

It quickly becomes obvious that the only way to make the motion of matter NOT 
instantaneously jump from place-to-place is to increase the resolution of the location 
pointers ALL THE WAY to infinity.

As described above, when infinity is involved the processing takes forever, and so 
nothing could move; this is impossible… THINGS DO MOVE… at some point, a 
determination on RESOLUTION MUST BE MADE, and it MUST be a finite 
“granularity”.



3.5 The “Fabric of Space” IS the Virtual 
Grid of Integer Locations

Many of our ancient philosophers and physicists claimed that there must have been an 
”aether” that fills all space. They felt it was necessary to create this concept in order to 
explain the behavior of sound, light, heat, etc. They considered these energies as existing 
on their own, and the “aether” was required as a sort of conduit of connectivity; a 
FABRIC OF SPACE through which energies can be transported from place to place.

This is a great example of what I call “invented science”. The aether was never 
directly detected, however, it was invented as a means to explain other activities that 
ARE detected. More on this topic of “invented science” will be discussed below.

Nearly all modern scientists have replaced the “fabric of space” concept with a new one 
that’s based more upon mathematics than anything previous: the time-space continuum, 
which is based upon infinite accuracy of all measurements of time and location; this 
is the currently accepted basis upon which ALL modern science rests.

Obviously, this is where I have a big huge problem with modern science.

And even though recent discoveries have led the consensus to accept the concept that 
there are a finite number of particles in the Universe, NOBODY HAS BOTHERED 
TO RETRO-FIT THIS BACK INTO THE INFINITY-BASED MATHEMATICS 
UPON WHICH THE ENTIRE FOUNDATION OF ALL PHYSICS RESTS!!!

This same problem applies to the size of the Universe (finite, NOT infinite), the age 
of the universe (finite, not eternal), and most importantly, the CONTINUITY OF 
TIME ITSELF (sequential steps, not continuous)!



3.6 The “Fundamental Particles” are 
NUMBERS!

The world of Newtonian science ends abruptly at the sub-atomic level where the 
new world of quantum physics begins. I say this transition (that has mystified 
everyone since its discovery), is very simple:

How can all of the fundamental particles be identical?

Why can’t this smallest of all particles be sub-divided further?

Why does it have zero mass?

Why does it have zero size?

BECAUSE IT’S A NUMBER!!

More specifically, these numbers are information pointers that 
map out their position within the virtual grid.

Scientists have admitted that these “particles” have no detectable MASS or size. That 
makes perfect sense to me; they’re just numbers… how can they have mass or size?

3.6.1 This, right here, marks the boundary between classical physics and virtual 
reality.

This, right here, (well, actually, the previous section) marks the boundary between 
classical physics and virtual reality.

Hey, this is important!



3.7 One Algorithm Operates the Entire 
Universe

This is how all matter in the Universe is INSTANTANEOUSLY affected by all other 
matter in the Universe.

This is how the Universe got started and how it continues to run.

This is why there are no inconsistencies in the story of time we perceive from looking at 
the stars.

This is why there are never any inconsistencies in sub-atomic physics or any science 
emerging from it.

I believe that this algorithm never changes throughout the lifecycle of a given 
universe… ever… why? Because a Universe is defined by the algorithm itself.

That’s just the way it is (according to me). To explore this concept, please see:

 Clarifying the term Functionality  

 Standardizing descriptions of digital Universes  

 Appendix: The FINITE NUMBER of Universes Possible  



3.8 The algorithm is VERY SIMPLE

I also believe this algorithm is very simple… so simple, it can all fit into a very short set 
of conditions and associated actions, like what can be accomplished in about 10 pages of 
C code (which we will soon master).

It HAS TO BE SIMPLE, (AS WE SHALL SEE BELOW)…



3.8.1 How can it be so simple?

Anyone who studies Origami knows that a very simple pattern can unfold into designs of 
enormous complexity. Because of the power of emergence, it is very possible for our 
complex Universe to have arisen from a very simple algorithm.

            

    “I am not a 
quack pot!”



In fact, if you look at things from a point of view of higher technologies and then ask 
how they operate, EVERYTHING OPERATES UPON SIMPLER AND SIMPLER 
OPERATIONS!

It’s far more likely that if our Universe is a computer simulation, that it’s a 
simple one vs. a complex one.

That’s just me guessing… non-scientific conjecture, but based on the reverse view of 
emergence and extending that increasing simplicity across the boundary between 
classical physics and virtual reality.

Please see the sections explaining EMERGENCE.



3.8.2 My answers to how also involve an understanding of the why:

Note to religious readers:

Let’s not get into a pissing match over the question of whether God exists or not. 
In my way of describing the Universe, God definitely can fit in, or can be optional 
if you chose to only look at the science.

In either case, I believe I can explain scientifically, where the Universe 
ORIGINALLY came from. 

Go ahead and read the SCIENCE–ONLY “Appendix: Where did the 
Universe come from to begin with?” right now, please.

To summarize this appendix, I suggest the Universe was implicitly created from the 
ordering of the prime numbers, and that life indeed did evolve spontaneously within this 
numerical virtual reality.

If this is true, then the Universe already operates upon a very simple computational 
algorithm, regardless of whether God is involved or not.

A simple algorithm is what makes this approach to explaining where the Universe 
originally came from possible; the more complex the algorithm is, the less likely the 
chance that it can be found among the naturally occurring spaces in between the prime 
numbers.

This suggestion is really more of a how than a why.



3.8.3 Why?

Even if we were sure that the Universe originated only from numbers, THAT STILL 
DOESN’T ANSWER WHY! I suggest this one is part science, part operational 
simplicity, part faith, and in part, (for those with faith) a gift of love from God himself39.

1. Atheists   should be happy to have a numbers-only based explanation for the origin 
of the Universe and know that this does NOT necessarily require God. Happy?

2. To make us not-necessarily-religious-but-at-least-faithful guys happy, I 
personally believe that someone who evolved from within this original Universe 
then figured out the simple algorithm and used the simple digital technology to 
build the divine creation we know as our Universe. I believe that he did it all 
without using magic, and without requiring any special powers; because its all 
100% deterministic, anything he created was PERFECTLY REPRODUCIBLE 
all the way from the big bang right through every movement of every 
particle in the entire Universe.  That’s the only way he realistically could have 
done it, and by using a trial-and-error approach; he had all the time he ever 
needed to make it just right.

3. To make you religious guys happy, this also gives God the power to have created 
the heavens and the Earth (and all of us), to be able to listen to everyone’s prayers 
and to be able to enact upon them, all at the same time.

Is everybody happy???

39 Please see my paper: Marty’s message to the world: TheTruth machine. I also explore these topics 
in depth in my e-book “From the Side of God”.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/FromTheSideOfGod.htm
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/MartysMessageToTheWorld.htm


3.8.4 Why = How and How = Why:

Note, however, that I didn’t mention God just for the hell of it;

I believe that God’s limited choice of realistic methods of designing a 
theory of everything program have everything to do with figuring out 
how it was realistically done, and thus, how it operates.

For example, I believe that what we observe to be THE LAWS OF 
CONSERVATION OF MATTER AND ENERGY within our Universe 
result from the realistic limitations of computer resources required to 
ACTUALLY programming it on REALISTIC hardware.

In other words, let’s try programming the freakin’ thing our dern’ selves to be able to run 
upon real hardware and we just might figure it out.  The why helps explain the how and 
the how helps explain the why. 

This is all elaborated upon throughout the remainder of this book.



3.9 Real Matter Comes from the 
Assignment of MASS to Atoms When 
They’re Constructed from “Fundamental 
Particles”

Small groups of these location pointers become associated with each other and get 
“locked” into arrangements; ATOMS. As this occurs, this group of pointers is 
ASSIGNED an ATOMIC MASS.

In subsequent activities, the behavior of atoms reflects the collective of the group. Note 
that previous to this, these “particles” had no mass or size, and weren’t subjected to the 
laws of gravity, force, collisions, etc… in other words, the numerical information 
becomes “real matter” by the processing performed by the algorithm as atoms are 
created.

THIS, RIGHT HERE, EXPLAINS THE TRANSITION BETWEEN NEWTONIAN 
AND QUANTUM PHYSICS.

This will all be made crystal clear, and quantified precisely, below.



3.10 1-2-3 Summary of a Digital 
Approach to Understanding the 
Universe:

3.10.1 The fabric of space is the grid itself.

3.10.2 The content of “matter” in this space (at its most fundamental level) is 
numerical information in a list.

3.10.3 The motion of this content occurs according to a simple algorithm enacting 
upon all the information in the list from step to step.

If we can figure out the algorithm, we will be able to master our reality.

Please see the Appendix: Benefits of the technology.

I have a lot more contentions, but these are sufficient to start thinking about HOW IT 
CAN BE PROGRAMMED.

In order to explain this, we’ll start out very slowly, and assume that you, the reader know 
nothing about programming.

                

“Break time”



4 Introduction to Simple Digital Universes

4.1 God’s Program’s VP list

4.1.1 Quick review:

God’s Program manipulates numbers in a list in a sequential series of steps.

Each entry in the list represents a “Virtual Particle” or VP for short.

For example, here is a list representing a very small Universe containing only 4 VPs:

M4P1DPOU:
VP List Index # Location Pointer
1 0

2 5

3 7

4 8

The VP List Index # identifies each particular VP… it’s a list… this never changes.

What can change are the integer values of the Location Pointers.

These values represent locations in virtual space… where each VP is currently 
located within the virtual universe that springs fourth because this list exists40.

Quick review over.

40 If you just got a creepy feeling running up your spine when you read this sentence, this is a normal 
response showing that you are right in tune with what I’m trying to teach you. Many more creepy passages 
will follow. If not, maybe I’m the one who’s creepy!



4.2 Visualizing the Virtual Universe 
Represented by a VP list

The locations of the VPs in this example can easily be visualized as existing in a 
virtual universe consisting of a NUMBER LINE of positive integers:

M4P1DPOU:
VP List Index # Location Pointer

1 0
2 5
3 7
4 8

Visualization of M4P1DPOU:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … 
1 2 3 4

(THIS IS THE NUMBER LINE OF POSITIVE INTEGERS)

Just to be absolutely clear,

 VP # 1 is currently located in position 0
 VP # 2 is currently located in position 5
 VP # 3 is currently located in position 7
 VP # 4 is currently located in position 8

The overall state of this simple universe at any given instant can be described by the data 
list or by the visualization, equally as well. 



4.3 Notes about this example

This is really as simple as it looks, however, these examples will become more 
complex…

 I have my own system for describing these examples: M4P1DPOU is named as 
such because this is Marty’s 4 Particle, 1-Dimensional Positive-Only Universe.

 The Location Pointer values are expressed as single integer numbers because 
this is a 1-dimensional example. If this were a 2-dimensional Universe, location 
pointer values would specify both the X and Y coordinates, for example, (0,0). If 
this were a 3-dimensional Universe, location pointer values would have the X, Y, 
and Z coordinates, for example, (0,0,0).

 The list of VPs in more complex version’s of God’s program have additional 
ATTRIBUTES41, including a “heat level”, a “motion counter”, etc, as described 
below. These have been removed (for now) for clarity.

41 “ATTRIBUTES” are additional columns of information in a data table, for example, the prize money 
column in the CAT OF THE WEEK example, above.



4.4 Visualizing Motion Through Time in a 
Virtual Universe

As stated above, time is broken into a series of discrete steps, and during these steps 
the values of the Location_Pointer(s) may change, and that represents motion 
through time. 

To demonstrate examples of these state-to-state transitions, we will add a “STEP 
NUMBER” to the example name; M4P1DPOU:1 for step #1, M4P1DPOU:2 for step #2, 
etc.

  Stairway to heaven (STEPS!)



4.5 Example of Motion: M4P1DPOU:1 and 
M4P1DPOU:2

M4P1DPOU:1:   (Step #1)
VP List Index # Location Pointer
1 0

2 5

3 7

4 8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … 
1 2 3 4

An example RULE OF MOTION: Add 1 to the value of each 
Location Pointer and then go on to the next step…

M4P1DPOU:2:   (Step #2)
VP List Index # Location
1 1

2 6

3 8

4 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … 
1 2 3 4



4.6 Visualizing the Example of Motion: 
M4P1DPOU:1 -> M4P1DPOU:2

We shifted the locations of all of the VPs in the Universe one position to the right:

M4P1DPOU:1:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … 
1 2 3 4

 >   >   >   >   >   >   >   >

M4P1DPOU:2:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … 

1 2 3 4

Can you visualize it?



4.7 Believing in Virtual Reality

We shifted ALL of the VPs and then called the entire action a “step”42.

The sequential order of these steps make up the timeframe observed 
from within the virtual universe, where it appears to be a smooth, 
steady, and continuous flow.

Have you ever seen that TV commercial where a guy is watching a video of an action 
movie, pauses the action, and then walks into the next room where he resumes the 
movie? To the characters inside of the movie, no pause occurred… the SEQUENCE of 
video frames make up the only timeframe they exist in.

Understanding this is key to believing that virtual reality is possible! This topic is covered 
in excessive detail in all of the books. Just to make sure you understand this, please see 
the hideously long and repetitive Appendix: Time Frames: Beating a Horse AND a Pony 
to Death.

42 This is similar to a game of chess… each move counts as one “inning”, even if the move involves more 
than one piece.



4.8 The Algorithm of Motion for Example 
M4P1DPOU

This example started off in the state M4P1DPOU:1 and TRANSITIONED into the state 
M4P1DPOU:2. As mentioned above, this transition from state-to-state resulted in having 
all of the VP locations shifted right by one location.

M4P1DPOU:1:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … 
1 2 3 4

 >   >   >   >   >   >   >   >

M4P1DPOU:2:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … 

1 2 3 4

The right-shifting of the VPs in M4P1DPOU is what I’m calling the BEHAVIOR OF 
MOTION for this Universe. This behavior resulted from the RULES OF MOTION, 
which are a very simple set of NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS being performed upon 
values of the VP locations in the list of numbers.

Did I mention that I repeat myself a lot? Yup.

And I also promised this would be simple, yes? Are you still following this? 
Of course you are… I’m hammering these concepts at you again and again, 
and its all been SIMPLE!



4.9 Assignment # 1

All right, here’s an assignment for us to complete over the next few chapters; Assignment 
#1:

Write a functional algorithm that performs ten thousand right-shifts starting 
from M4P1DPOU:1, all within a single page of C code. Make it so.

Don’t be afraid of learning something new. This is very simple.

As simple as following instructions to make a beer run…
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43 Canadian beer store



5 Introduction to programming simple Universes: 
LEARN C IN any case!!

5.1 An Algorithm is a List of 
Instructions

(Some of this is repetition from previous chapters)

If you were going to drive to the beer store down the street, you could follow a 
simple list of instructions:

// DRIVE_TO_BEER_STORE
//
// Instructions to drive to the beer store
//
// Written by Marty on 04-Jun-2012
//

Begin the task
{

1) Get into the car;

2) Start the engine;

3) Hold your foot on the brake pedal;

4) Engage the transmission;

5) Step on the gas;

// (Etc…)

}
End the task

Computer geeks like to call it all “code” and act like it’s a big mystery to 
understand.

If you can understand the above partial list of English language instructions, you 
are well on your way to being a C language programmer. (And an alcoholic!)



5.2 Statements: Comments and Actual 
Instructions;

Each line in the list of instructions is called a “statement”.

Because algorithms can be very complex, programmers often write little notes to remind 
us of what we’re trying to accomplish44.

These are called COMMENTS (shown in GREEN), and they have no effect upon the 
program’s execution, what so ever.

That’s why comments aren’t even part of the numbered list of “actual” instructions.

I must repeat, I repeat a lot. Comments were explained previously. These comments are 
about comments in C, twee dilly-dee, dilly-dee, dilly-dee.

We’re going to indicate comments in C by always preceding them with double 
slashes (//)45.

In order to mark off where these actual instructions begin and end, 

Begin the task
{

marks the start, and

}
End the task

marks off  the end. Is this too complicated? No? Have another beer!

44 More important, comments explain our thoughts to other programmers who try to understand what we’ve 
done.
45 Comments in C can also be delineated by enclosing them in between /* and */. We will try to keep 
with the // method so our examples look consistent between Pseudo-code, VB and C.



Non-comment statements are the “actual instructions” and in C, each of these 
statements is a separate instruction and terminated with a semicolon (;)46.

The instructions are EXECUTED in the order in which they’re listed. Another name for 
these instructions is EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS.

  “Executive EXECUTION”

46 For the most part, true. Exceptions will be explained along the way.



5.3 Multiple Algorithms and a Beef 
Jerky-Run

A complete list of the instructions required to drive to the beer store can be considered to 
be an “algorithm” for that activity. Lets name (or “TITLE”) this the 
DRIVE_TO_BEER_STORE algorithm.

A complete list of the required instructions to drive back from the beer store is just as 
simple and straightforward (assuming you don’t get busted for drunk driving!) Lets title 
this the DRIVE_BACK_FROM_BEER_STORE algorithm.

A program can consist of multiple algorithms, and an algorithm can INVOKE (or 
“CALL”) another algorithm, thus keeping the PROGRAM LINE COUNTS of 
these instruction lists reasonable for use.

  47

“This CALLS for some beef jerky, EH?”

47 Canadians need their German beer steins filled just like everyone else!



For example, here is another algorithm to get a fat chuck of beef jerky to have something 
to wash down with the beer…

// JerkyRun
//
// Instructions to drive to the beer store for Beef-Jerky
// and then drive back home
//
// Written by Marty on 04-Jun-2012
//

Begin the task
{

1) Call DRIVE_TO_BEER_STORE;

2) Run in and buy a nice fat chunk of Beef Jerky;

3) Call DRIVE_BACK_FROM_BEER_STORE;

}
End the task

// All done!!



5.4 Modularization:

If the DRIVE_BACK_FROM_BEER_STORE algorithm was 400 lines of code long, it still 
all fits into one “Call DRIVE_BACK_FROM_BEER_STORE;” statement #3 here. The 
same is true if it were 40,000 lines long.

This is how we programmers can try to maintain our sanity when writing programs 
consisting of a million lines of code48. We break every task down into smaller and 
smaller ones that can be easily understood.

This process of breaking down large complex tasks into smaller ones is called 
MODULARIZATION. This is as simple and obvious as it looks. It just sounds scary.

Modularization also provides benefits in MAINTAINING the program. Categorizing 
and separating functionality by program module is particularly useful for when a module 
is used by several different programs, especially in situations where multiple 
programmers are involved.

I often wonder if the creator of our universe worked alone or in tandem.

Whilst the concepts of modularization are fresh in our minds, let’s discuss an important 
concept called EMERGENCE, and then get back to programming. Marty recommends 
that you read this, but if you only care about programming, and if you don’t want to 
broaden your horizons, click here to skip this chapter.

48 Been there, done that.



6 Emergence

Although not directly related to computer programming, this is a good time to discuss 
what EMERGENCE is, as it applies to digital computations.

6.1 Top-Down approach:

Modularization teaches us that a computer program is a complex process, but it can be 
broken down in a set of smaller, simpler tasks. Each of these tasks can be broken down 
further and further. At the “grass roots” level, it all breaks down into only a very few 
instructions that get executed a great number of times.

In a similar way, this is the approach taken by most scientists in trying to explain an 
observed phenomenon; they try to break it down into a set of contributing factors, all of 
which in combination tell the whole story.

In other words, scientists usually take a “TOP-DOWN” approach explaining things. This 
is mostly due to rigorous requirements for proof, every step of the way, and partly due to 
clueless ness of causality at the grass roots level.

6.1.1 Estimates: all we can do with what we have

The problem here is that when behaviors EMERGE from a root causality that’s a total 
mystery, all that can really be accomplished is to make estimates of the running 
averages of these top-down observances.

That is all modern science is, really… a bunch of formulas that provide estimates of 
what we observe, caused by underlying mechanisms that we cannot explain.

Please see the section: But what about a little thing called “Science”, Marty?, right 
HERE.



6.2 Emergence from basic Causality:

I’ve mentioned my contentions several times now as it relates to going forward from 
basic CAUSALITY… computations being performed upon a list of numbers, having 
these result in numeric states that resemble physical matter which is then enacted upon by 
the simple algorithm creating more and more complex arrangements, etc., etc., etc…

By now, I certainly hope you understand that this is my vision of reality, however, this 
is not how science works!

Parabolic motion of water

Science sees a phenomenon like the parabolic motion of water as it gets squirted from a 
hose, and tries to work BACKWARDS and explain this. When a formula like Newton’s 
laws of gravity is discovered, working every time to explain the shape the water takes, 
this is considered successful scientific theory.

The theory is then tested and proven by its repeatability and its applicability to any 
situation involving gravity… at this point, the theory becomes a “Law of Nature”.



6.3 Working from the bottom –> UP!

I’m working in the opposite direction!

My idea of success is to start with my simple theory of everything program and 
work forward from it and see what EMERGES.

For example, the way my theory of everything program works, it does NOT specify 
Newton’s laws of Gravity beyond a very simple set of computations (these are fully 
described below).

These computations are only implemented in one dimension (just like M4P1DPOU), 
however, the algorithm allows itself to be run in 3-dimensions49 and when this happens 
(according to my calculations), these exact same laws of gravity will suddenly emerge 
from the activity resulting from the numeric processing.

In other words, Newton’s laws are not explicitly programmed in, and yet they emerge 
when the program is executed. THIS IS ONE OF MY DEFINITIVE PROOFS, TO BE 
SHOWN BELOW.

49 Please see Axis’s of Evil in the Appendix: Benefits of the technology



6.4 Everything   emerges from the bottom; 
Marty’s qualifications, Part 2

From the basic causality of my theory-of-everything algorithm, Newton’s laws of gravity 
emerge.

It wasn’t programmed in, and obviously, nothing more complex than that is 
programmed in either… all of the laws of chemistry, organic chemistry, biology and 
genetics, and everything beyond, all emerge FROM the basic causality, which I’m 
claiming is the only thing going on at the grass-root level.

I’m claiming that this is entirely caused programmatically by the theory of 
everything program, and that is why I am entirely qualified to write this book and 
make these claims50.

Please see the Appendix: Benefits of the technology.

50 Well, it would be if and when I can get it to actually work. Please see “Reality, Marty!”, below.



7 WaterFetch; a Water Bottle Fetch Example 

7.1 Back to programming!

In another example, lets say that you want to drive back to the store and fill up some 
empty water bottles (no more beer for you!).

Before you leave for the store, you need to ALLOCATE some room for these bottles in 
your car because you need the bottles to hold the water.

This activity is separate from the driving; in fact, it’s a whole different category of 
instructions (indicated in pink) that computer programmers call DECLARATIONS.

Now the instruction list looks like this: a separate section for declaration 
statements (pink), followed by a section of executable statements:



//
// WaterFetch
// 
// Instructions to drive to the store and fetch water
//
// Written by Marty on 04-Jun-2012
//

Begin the task
{

//
// Begin the declaration section:

1) Allocate room for one green 10-gallon bottle;
2) Allocate room for one red 10-gallon bottle;
3) Allocate room for one orange 10-gallon bottle;
4) Allocate room for one blue 10-gallon bottle;
5) Allocate room for 24 clear 4-Quart bottles;

//
// Begin the executable section:

6) Call DRIVE_TO_BEER_STORE;

// (We have arrived at the store… )

7) Fill the green bottle with 5 gallons of water;
8) Fill the red bottle with 7 gallons of water;
9) Fill the blue bottle with 9 1/2 gallons of water;
10) Fill the clear bottle #1 with 1 Quart of water;
11) Fill the clear bottle #2 with 3 Quarts of water;

// (We are done filing our water bottles, now
// let’s drive back home from the store… )

12) Call DRIVE_BACK_FROM_BEER_STORE;

}

End the task

// All done!



7.2 Spot Quiz #2

Are you following this example?? OK, Einstein, here’s a spot quiz:

At this point, if we tried to add the contents of clear bottle #1 to the contents of blue 
bottle, would it overflow?  How about clear bottle #2?

Answers:

 Clear bottle #1 should be OK… adding 1 Quart of water to the 9 ½ gallons 
already in the blue 10-Gallon bottle.

 Clear bottle #2 should OVERFLOW… adding 3 Quarts of water to the 9 ½ 
gallons already in the blue 10-Gallon bottle.

If you don’t understand this, go back and look at the   declarations   for the   empty   bottle   
sizes and follow the order of the executable statements (7 – 11).

If you think it’s really easy (as it really is), we’re right on track for the real thing.

In any case, if you aren’t a programmer don’t be discouraged by the apparent uselessness 
of this example!

\





 51

Trust me...

51 2010, in a 5-month long state of hypo mania. Notice the ear and nose hairs. I averaged 2 hours of sleep 
per night (on the floor next to the CPU), only eating grits and drinking Pepsi the whole time.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/documents/WhyITalkToMyself.htm


8 A C-language program for M4P1DPOU:1->2

All right now, finally, at last, here’s a very simple computer program 
(written in the C programming language) that implements the right 
shifting behavior of M4P1DPOU from M4P1DPOU:1 through 
M4P1DPOU:2 …

DON’T BE AFRAID, I WILL EXPLAIN ALL OF THIS!

8.1 Our first C-code example … 
Z_OctoC_1.c

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_1.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related to 
this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_1

//
// Z_OctoC_1.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->2
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 2
//
// Written by Marty 05-Jun-2012
//

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1/Z_OctoC_1.htm


//
// Start the algorithm.

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Allocate a list of 4 integers to act as VPs:
//

int VP_List_1;
int VP_List_2;
int VP_List_3;
int VP_List_4;

//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List_1 = 0;
VP_List_2 = 5;
VP_List_3 = 7;
VP_List_4 = 8;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//

VP_List_1 = 1;
VP_List_2 = 6;
VP_List_3 = 8;
VP_List_4 = 9;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:2
//

}

// End the algorithm.
//



8.2 Notes and lessons about the example 
Z_OctoC_1.c:

8.2.1 The opening statements:

The first 2 lines are the most confusing:

int main (void)
{

This admittedly cryptic set of lines simply state “da program starts right here”, just like:

Begin the task
{

did in all of the beer-store examples.

The program itself consists of all of the lines of instructions between the { and the } 
bracket characters.

The  }  is at the end of the program, just above the last 2 comment lines:

} 

// End the algorithm.
//



8.2.2 Notes about accessing the example files presented in this book:

Each example is shown with an up-front description of the files used in 
it, such as:

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_1_A.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related to this example are found in:   
Z_OctoC_V1_1_A

Changes are compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_1.c, explained HERE), are in dark yellow.

//

// Z_OctoC_1_A.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->2 with output

//

(Etc…)

// End the algorithm.

//

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_A
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_A/Z_OctoC_1_A.htm


When referring to a .c source code file, for example:

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_1.c

The link is actually pointing to a .htm file, so that you can see the fancy 
colors and use the commented hyperlinks. When you are instructed to:

“Copy the contents of this file into the copy/paste buffer…”

YOU CAN NOT DO THIS by copying the text displayed, colors, hyperlink, and 
all… it does NOT work because of problems with the double-quote characters 
getting mangled; You always need to display the text-only .c or.txt source 
code file and get the copy from it. 

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1/Z_OctoC_1.htm


The “Links for this and other files related to…” points to an INTERNET 
DOCUMENT FOLDER that contains-

- An MSWord file (Z_OctoC_1.doc) and an Internet browsers file 
(Z_OctoC_1.htm) that both contain the example, but enhanced with the fancy 
color highlighting and possibly some hyperlinks in comment lines.

These are ONLY provided for educational clarity. You can NOT make 
screen copies of these52.

-The Z_OctoC_1.c file, which is the ACTUAL C source language module, is 
also there, PLUS, another Z_OctoC_1.txt file (also the actual C source code), 
are also there… these are text-only.

These CAN BE displayed on your screen and you can copy these into your 
copy/paste buffer, when you’re instructed to do so.

-Any sample OUTPUT FILES that the program itself may have generated (output 
files are explained below).

-These example document folders may also contain image files of the 
development and runtime environments, testing procedures, and any other 
example-related files.

52 There is a problem with copying the double-quote characters for use in copy/paste.



8.2.3 C Standards and Portability:

STANDARDS are what make the C programming language so widely accepted, 
worldwide.

C programming standards don’t just cover the program source code, they also specify 
guidelines for the naming of C-Program modules, and these standards even specify 
guidelines for naming computer files used in the development process.

This Z_OctoC_1.c source code example (and all C examples 
that follow in this book) can be loaded into any C programming 
development facility; an EXECUTABLE PROGRAM will 
build, and it will implement the intended functions “as 
advertised”.

An implicit side-effect of adherence to standard practices is called PORTABILITY… 
because you can “PORT” C-language code into most any IDE, there are no restrictions 
on the PLATFORM upon which the new program will run, “Platform” meaning the 
exact combination of the make and model of the computer hardware and the version 
number of the operating system running upon it.

Please see the sections discussing Hardware Independence, coming up shortly.



8.2.4 C-Standards for naming algorithms, modules and files:

STANDARD PRACTICES in the C programming language include COMPUTER 
FILE FILE-NAMING CONVENTIONS. This also includes the FILE TYPES used.

For now, the only thing we need to worry about is that the file type for C-language source 
code files should be

.c

(in lower case).

There are a few other file types used for various kinds of C-language 
PROGRAMMING MODULES we’ll have to learn, later. The terms “FILE” and 
“PROGRAMMING MODULE” are used interchangeably here.

It is also typical practice to name the algorithm that gets implemented by the 
code in the module same as the file name, and so the title of this algorithm 
should be

Z_OctoC_1

It should be contained in a C-source code-programming module also named  

_OctoC_1

This C-source code-programming module should be in a computer file named

Z_OctoC_1.c

(All case sensitive)

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1/Z_OctoC_1.htm


8.2.5 More C Standards:

Case sensitivity:

Speaking of upper and lower case, the C programming language is sensitive to all uses of 
upper and lower case, even in the file names, so PLEASE BE CAREFUL. 

Statement numbering:

In C, we don’t number the statements 1,2,3, etc. as shown in the beer store examples. 
Statements are executed in the order in which they are written.



8.2.6 How the DECLARATION statements work in M4P1DPOU:1->2 :

Our C program for shifting the VP locations in M4P1DPOU is similar to the above 
WaterFetch   example  :

Our program needs to have a list of four VPs to manipulate, and it accomplishes 
this in much the same manner as we ALLOCATED room for 4 10-gallon water 
bottles; the bottles are physical CONTAINERS that can hold various 
QUANTITIES of water, and these bottles are also LIMITED as to how much 
water they can hold by virtue of their size.

Here are the four declare statements in M4P1DPOU:1->2 …

int VP_List_1;
int VP_List_2;
int VP_List_3;
int VP_List_4;

These statements instruct the computer to allocate 4 separate INTEGERS somewhere in 
its memory.

All you need to know about this is that an “Integer” acts like a water bottle in that it 
can “contain” a number… just like the blue 10-gallon bottle can only hold (at most) 
10 gallons of water, a computer Integer can “contain” a number no larger than 
32,76753.

The only other complex thing is the way these four separate “number containers” are 
NAMED:

VP_List_1 is the name of the first,

VP_List_2 is the name of the second,

etc.

Similar to our use of red, blue, green and orange plastic for the water bottles, 
distinct names are given to each VP in the list in order to be able to distinguish them 
from the others.

53 FEAR NOT, THIS IS ALL DESCRIBED BELOW!  This is a 16-bit integer, it holds a number 2**16 
large, which = 32767.



8.2.7 How the EXECUTABLE statements in work in M4P1DPOU:1->2 :

Here are the first four executable statements in M4P1DPOU1->2 …

VP_List_1 = 0;
VP_List_2 = 5;
VP_List_3 = 7;
VP_List_4 = 8;

These first four statements are used to INITIALIZE THE VALUES of the VP list, to 
place it into the state described as M4P1DPOU:1.

VP_List_1 = 0;

This instruction tells the computer to load a numeric value of 0 into the 
“number container” named VP_List_1, kind of like “filling” an empty 
bottle with “no water”.

VP_List_2 = 5;

This instruction tells the computer to load a numeric value of 5 into the “number 
container” named VP_List_2, kind of like “filling” an empty bottle with 5 “units54 of 
water”.

54 Not to confuse you, but in this example, a “unit of water” = 1 / 32767 of the capacity of the “bottle”.



When all four of these executable statements are done being executed, the VP list is 
initialized to what we’ve been demonstrating…

M4P1DPOU:1:   (Step #1)
VP List Index # Location
1 0

2 5

3 7

4 8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … 
1 2 3 4

The algorithm’s execution then continues on to the next set of executable statements it 
encounters:

VP_List_1 = 1;
VP_List_2 = 6;
VP_List_3 = 8;
VP_List_4 = 9;

When these four executable statements are all done being executed, the VP_List is 
changed to shift all of their (pointed to) locations one space to the right, as we’ve been 
demonstrating…

M4P1DPOU:2:   (Step #2)
VP List Index # Location
1 1

2 6

3 8

4 9

M4P1DPOU:2:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … 

1 2 3 4



When the last executable statement is done, the algorithm’s execution terminates.

I realize that this is simple and that I’m repeating myself, and a real scientist could have 
expressed everything I’ve tried to say here in 1/10th the verbiage.

 55       Sorry.

55 Steve Martin… Well, excuse ME!!!



9 Alternative Approaches to Programming 
M4P1DPOU:1->2

9.1 Multiple renditions:

It turns out, any program can be written in a number of ways. For example, what 
would be the effect upon the right-shifting behavior of these 4 VPs if the executable part 
of the program were written like this?

VP_List_1 = 0;
VP_List_1 = 0;
VP_List_1 = 0;
VP_List_2 = 5;
VP_List_3 = 7;
VP_List_4 = 8;

VP_List_1 = 1;
VP_List_2 = 6;
VP_List_3 = 8;
VP_List_4 = 9;

(Two additional statements highlighted in DARK YELLOW were added to the program’s 
executable section)

If you think about it, these two additional instructions don’t change the program’s 
BEHAVIOR (also called its FUNCTIONALITY) at all! It will incur the same set of 
sequential motion in either case.



9.2 Clarifying the term Functionality

Remember what I said earlier, 

“A universe is defined by the algorithm itself”?

Well, because an algorithm can be written in many different ways, I really need to clarify 
this statement:

A universe can be defined by the unique FUNCTIONALITY 
resulting from the algorithm that runs it.

An algorithm can be expressed in many different ways and it can also be expressed in 
many different programming languages, but the bottom line is the functionality.

The exact functionality we’re defining is:

The resetting of the values in the list of VPs, as it occurs over the sequential 
set of steps.

This is 100% precise, exact, non-subjective, deterministic what it is. It can be 
accomplished in a numbers of ways.

Please review the use of the term “Rendition” in a previous chapter.



9.3 Hardware independence:

Don’t be afraid of terms like this; you are not expected to know much about computer 
hardware56 to understand what “HARDWARE INDEPENDENCE” means.

Most programs run faster on faster computers. If we run a program and sit there and wait 
for it to complete, we get vastly different measurements of “ELAPSED TIME” to 
execute all of the program’s instructions on an old Atari-64k (built way back in the 20th 
century) vs. a brand new laptop built today.

($$$ Insert photos of Atari-64 and a new laptop)

Still, the sequential order of what “programmatically” happened is identical, 
regardless of the hardware upon which the program is run. Please see the sections 
that discuss C Standards and Portability, and also Virtual Computing in the repulsively 
long and boring Appendix: Time Frames: Beating a Horse AND a Pony to Death.

56 Beyond that of a typical 21st-century 10-year old.



9.4 Scientific definitions for 
accomplishing the same thing in a 
number of ways:

There are some theories about computing57 that state that:

A program written in the most concise manner (with the least number of 
coding instructions possible) is the “base-line standard” for accomplishing its 
functionality.

Comparing the two previous approaches to the executable statements above, it becomes 
apparent that

VP_List_1 = 0;
VP_List_1 = 0;

Could be removed to make it more concise, and there isn’t much more we can do to 
squeeze this code down any further, so this becomes the “baseline standard”.

Please review the term “Program line count”, previously described.

57 Please research Computational complexity theory

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_complexity_theory


9.5 Most concise vs. readability:

Programmers usually try to write their code in a concise of a manner, in fact many use 
this as a means to show everyone how smart they are… by producing code so compact 
and concise, nobody can understand what its doing!

Here is another way of programming the exact same algorithm:

int main (void) {
int VP_List_1, VP_List_2, VP_List_3, VP_List_4;
VP_List_1 = 0;
VP_List_2 = 5;
VP_List_3 = 7;
VP_List_4 = 8;
VP_List_1 = 1;
VP_List_2 = 6;
VP_List_3 = 8;
VP_List_4 = 9;}

Again, the inclusion of comment lines doesn’t affect this in any way, and yet, comments 
are needed to explain what the code does, so the way I see it, programmers who don’t 
even bother to comment their code (and/or don’t maintain comments as they make 
changes) are just a bunch of lazy, no-good hacks58.

Beyond comments, it’s been my experience that good programming also needs to account 
for READABILITY, and I very often expand my code out, just to be self-explanatory. 
For example, putting a few space lines between the declarations and the executables 
sections, and INDENTING various sections of the code to line up according to a 
particular context, like the way the IF statement in VB was shown above.

The remainder of this book reveals this, as more complex C programming 
instructions are described.

The next section shows us how to execute our C program on a real computer to 
demonstrate the motions of the VPs in our newly created Universe. Doesn’t this 
somehow give you a feeling of power?

58 Don’t get me started; Rick Mayes and Lanita Trombly are at the bottom of a long list.



(This section is for the JAVA version of this book)

10 Executing M4P1DPOU under Processing (for the 
JAVA version of this book)

PLEASE refer to http://processing.org/ for any questions. I am a total beginner on this, 
and I’m learning both Processing and Java as I write… it seems really SIMPLE so far.

Directions:

1. Get the download  , install it on your computer, don’t read too much documentation 
about it, and start it up.

2. Copy the entire   M4P1DPOU   algorithm from above  , from // Start the 
algorithm. through // End the algorithm. and paste it into the 
Processing “sketch window”.

3. Look at the way Processing accepts your code and re-formats it into its own color-
coded sections. Use “full screen” and scroll up and down to get a good look at 
everything.

4. Execute your new M4P1DPOU under Processing by using the arrow button; stop 
it with the square button.

Can you believe how fast you can get things going these days? Processing is totally cool, 
simple and straightforward… I can run my C algorithms easier than setting up a play list 
in my media player.

When I run M4P1DPOU:1->2 under Processing, I get a small window popping up, and 
that’s it. This is not an error, it’s all I expect, because of the next topic, “Program 
OUTPUT”. Meanwhile, you can go ahead and stop the program, and if you want, go 
ahead and read the “Getting Started” section from Processing’s Help button.

(End the JAVA version of this book section)

http://processing.org/learning/gettingstarted/
http://processing.org/
http://processing.org/


11 Executing M4P1DPOU under Pelles C IDE

11.1 IMPORTANT NOTE: NO COMPUTER IS 
NEEDED!

If you are interested in learning programming in the C language, reading this 
chapter is ESSENTIAL.

However, you don’t need a computer to complete this book. Running these 
programming examples on a real computer is TOTALLY OPTIONAL.

In any case, I will try to explain everything along the way and include snapshots of 
computer output for you.

If you’re only interested in my theory-of-everything and not about programming 
what-so-ever, you can CLICK HERE TO SKIP THIS CHAPTER.



11.2 What is an I.D.E.?

An IDE is an Interactive Development Environment. Programmers spend a lot of our 
working time using an IDE… this is our workbench, where we transform our thoughts 
and ideas into REALISTIC PROGRAMS that perform the functions we desire in virtual 
space.

11.3 Pelles C IDE

To demonstrate examples in this book, I’m using a full-featured IDE that is free of 
charge and freely available from the web called Pelles C IDE Version 7.00.

This kind of free software is known as OPEN-PROJECT. If you wish to donate $$ 
to the developers to help pay for it, please be my guest. DO NOT send me any 
donations.

Please refer to http://pellesc.de/ for questions and donations.

http://pellesc.de/


11.4 Installation directions for 
Pelles C IDE:

1. Roll your big sleeves up, and a brand new world will begin59.

2. Get the download by going to the website   and clicking on the link:

“Pelles C (Latest version number) is now available for download”

3. Follow the directions to download and install it on your computer. For now, don’t 
read too much documentation about it.

4. We’ll be using Pelles C IDE to demonstrate several of the examples in this book.

Since you don’t want to clutter up your computer with these demonstration files, 
let’s create a separate WORKSPACE on your computer to hold all the files we’ll 
be using in one place. Create a new folder somewhere in your computer 
named:

TheoryOfEverything_Demos60

5. Fire it up. Since it’s a privileged program, you might have to “allow it to run” 
under certain operating systems like Windows 7.

(photo goes here)

59 We’ll be creating a woman, with… just a hundred pounds of clay…
60 Because I’m not certain exactly where you create it, when referring to this folder, I will call it

…\TheoryOfEverything_Demos

http://pellesc.de/


11.5 How Pelles C IDE controls 
multiple source files and multiple 
program creations:

This book will demonstrate several different programs, not just Z_OctoC_1.

As mentioned previously… programmers try to maintain our sanity and so we need to 
categorize and control all of the programming modules we use, especially when multiple 
programs are involved, and/or multiple programmers share the workload.

Pelles C IDE accommodates the development of multiple programs by categorizing each 
one into a separate PROJECT. Pelles C IDE allows you to group several projects all 
under one WORKSPACE.

Each project we start will be contained in the TheoryOfEverything_Demos 
workspace (already created, above).



11.6 Building Z_OctoC_1 in Pelles C 
IDE

11.6.1 Creating a new project in Pelles C IDE named Z_OctoC_1:

We’re going to create a separate project for each of this book’s demo programs. Our first 
project is called Z_OctoC_1. Ready?GO!

1. Click “File”

2. Click “New”

3. Click “Project…”

(A “New project” window appears)

4. Select “Win32Console program (EXE)” (the black icon found under “Empty 
projects”)

5. Specify the “Location” as being the …\TheoryOfEverything folder that you 
had created to act as a workspace

6. Type Z_OctoC_1 into the “Name:” text entry field

Note: Pelles C IDE will automagically append the new project name onto the end 
of the “Location”, so it will specify

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1

when you’re done entering the “Name”

(photo goes here)

7.  Click “OK”

(another photo goes here)



11.6.2 Loading the example Z_OctoC_1.c source code file into Pelles C IDE:

1. Click “Project”, click “Add files to project…”

(An “Add files” window appears)

2. Type the name Z_OctoC_1.c into the text entry field “File name:” and click 
“Open”.

3. Notice the hierarchical listing on the right side that now has 3 levels:

Z_OctoC_1.exe
    Source files
        Z_OctoC_1.c

Double-Click on the Z_OctoC_1.c icon

(The former “Start Page” tabbed window is replaced by a brand new 
“Z_OctoC_1.c  “  tabbed window  ; it is light blue color and empty. This is where 
you can create and edit your C language source code instructions61.)

4. Display the text-only, actual C source code file, Z_OctoC_1.txt, found in the 
folder Z_OctoC_V1_1.

5. Copy the entire contents of  the text file  Z_OctoC_1.txt, from

//
// Z_OctoC_1.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->2

through

// End the algorithm.
//

into the copy/paste buffer.

6. And paste it into the new “Z_OctoC_1.c  “  tabbed window  .

(photo goes here)

61 This is the canvass upon which you create your masterpieces.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1/Z_OctoC_1.txt
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1/Z_OctoC_1.txt


7. Look at the way Pelles C IDE accepts your code and re-formats it into 
its own color-coded sections62. Scroll up and down the tabbed-window 
to get a good look at everything.

Our next steps are to build the program and then run it. Before we do that, we need to go 
over some specifics on how C program development operates.

62 These colors don’t mean shit. They’re just there to help coders figure out what their code is doing. We 
didn’t have colors back when I wrote C for a living. I had to walk 10 miles to school in my bare feet and 
worked for 1 penny a day, too. Seriously, these colors are added by the IDE, and they vary from one IDE to 
the next. My choice of pink to indicate the declarations section was similarly arbitrary and meaningless. 
Pelles C IDE doesn’t use any colors to denote a declarations section.



11.7 File types used in building a 
.exe program from a .c source code 
file

The methods described in this chapter are NOT restricted to Pelles C IDE, they’re 
used in all C language development facilities.

This is essential knowledge for passing any job interview for being a C CODER63.

Unfortunately, programming in C requires a few intermediate steps between the creation 
of a SOURCE CODE FILE like Z_OctoC_1.c and the final product that you can 
RUN (a.k.a. EXECUTE) on a computer.

As mentioned above, the C programming language has standards for file types. These 
various file types are used in the various stages of program development:

1. .c

Already described above, this is called a C language SOURCE CODE FILE. This 
type of file is what we’ve been working with in our examples. We only need to 
learn 3 more:

2. .h

These are known as C language INCLUDE FILES. We have yet to see one of 
these, but we will shortly. Include files are “INCLUDED” into SOURCE FILES, 
just as the names implies, the text in a .h file gets “included” inside the text of a 
.c file.

3. .obj

Is a bit complicated at this point, but it basically is a file created as an 
intermediate step in the creation of  a PROGRAM.

4. .exe

This is the final product everyone’s interested in. .exe files are called 
EXECUTABLE files. These are PROGRAMS that get run by your 
computer’s OPERATING SYSTEM the exact same as your computer’s 
CALCULATOR PROGRAM gets run.

63 CODER is another name for a programmer.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1/Z_OctoC_1.htm


11.8 Building an executable program (a 
.exe file) from a .c source code 
module:

This is done is two steps:

1. Compiling
2. Linking

11.8.1 COMPILING:

Is the act of going through64 the .c source code file and turning the human-readable 
syntax (stored as text characters) into MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS65 (stored as non-
human readable character strings) in a .obj file.

Example:

COMPILE the .c source file named:

Z_OctoC_1.c

into the intermediate machine-code file named:

Z_OctoC_1.obj

(We will do this shortly in Pelles C IDE)

64 The act “going through” or “reading through” the C-source code file (performed by the compiler), is 
called PARSING.
65 If you don’t understand, forget it, it doesn’t matter for now. The machine instructions are executed 
directly by the hardware CPU of the computer. Please see Appendix: How computer GATES work.



11.8.2 LINKING:

Is the act of combining66 the contents of (possibly multiple) .obj machine code files into 
a single .exe file.

Example:

LINK the intermediate machine-code file named:

Z_OctoC_1.obj

into the executable program named:

Z_OctoC_1.exe

(We’ll also do this shortly in Pelles C IDE)

I realize this is a somewhat vague explanation, however, when we perform these tasks on 
Pelles C IDE, these two steps and the file types involved should become evident.

66 “Combining” these modules is called LINKING them because each module produced by the compiler is 
“stand-alone”, and thus each starts out at “RELATIVE instruction # 1”. The overall PROGRAM created, 
however, starts out at a “PHYSICAL instruction #1”, and that occurs within only ONE of the compiled 
modules. The linker’s job is to stuff all of these stand-alone modules into a single ADDRESS-SPACE, and 
figure out where each of them get physically located within it.



11.9 Building Z_OctoC_1.exe from 
Z_OctoC_1.c under Pelles C IDE:

Recall: we had copied the contents of the Z_OctoC_1.c source code module into the 
Pelles C IDE  “Z_OctoC_1.c *” tabbed window, and now we’re all set to build the 
program. Ready?GO!

1. Click the Project tab

2. Click Build Z_OctoC_1.exe

That wasn’t so hard, was it?

    “Nope.”

In the good-old days, we had no such thing as an IDE… we had to make up these huge 
command lines instructing the operating system to run a compiler program, and we had to 
specify the names of the intermediate .obj files created.

Then we had to write another long-ass command line, starting up the linker program, and 
specifying the name of the .exe file produced.

That was a lot of hard work … these days everything is made so simple, anyone who can 
click a mouse can build programs … it’s like 2 clicks to accomplish the same thing.



11.10 Executing Z_OctoC_1.exe on your 
computer:

Do you think it’ll be difficult?

1. Click the Project tab

2. Click Execute Z_OctoC_1.exe

.

.

.

That wasn’t so hard, was it?

.

.

.



.

.

.

    “Bite me, ya old fart.”



11.11 Summarizing the 4 steps to create 
and execute a C program from start to 
finish:

The 4 steps to create and execute a C program:

1. Create a .c source code file containing your C language instructions.

2. Compile the source code file into a .obj file.

3. Link the .obj file(s) into a .exe file.

4. Execute the .exe file.

Programmers execute the .exe file in order to test it, making sure it works “as 
advertised”. If not, we edit the .c file and try it again…

Create-Compile-Link-Execute.

Edit-Compile-Link-Execute.

Edit-Compile-Link-Execute.

Edit-Compile-Link-Execute.

Edit-Compile-Link-Execute… that is the mantra of the 
C-coder’s existence…



“Aaaahhhhhooooooouuuuuuuummmmmmmmmnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn…”



11.12 Program development cycles

Each time we run through this set of steps, its called a PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
CYCLE. 

Now actually, there is an important step not fully described, and that is the TESTING 
step that we perform when we execute the .exe.

Testing your application is crucial and it may be very, very involved67, and I’ll just leave 
it at that for now.

When I first started learning programming up at MSU, a development cycle involved 
using a PAPER-PUNCH-CARD-WRITER machine to edit my changes, taking a stack 
of PUNCH-CARDS and FEEDING them into a PUNCH-CARD READER, and then 
waiting for the computer to finish the JOB (that’s what they called a SINGLE 
COMPUTER RUN back then… it was all BATCH PROCESSING), whereupon a 
technician would get some printed computer output (on GREEN BAR paper) and place 
it into a bin, sorted out by the first initial of our last names. 

A single development cycle took at least 30 minutes (if the university’s CDC Cyber-750 
computer wasn’t busy, or a lot longer if it was), and we were LIMITED to only 5 RUNS 
PER DAY !!! We really had to make it count when we made changes to our code 
back then, and thus, we were taught that the computer is a precious resource to be 
used sparingly.

I spent a lot of time in that computer room on the second floor of the “Computer 
Building”, waiting for my green bar output.

Now that we’ve had a chance to perform a development cycle under Pelles C IDE, it 
must be obvious to anyone reading this that program development has DEFINITELY 
advanced over the years. I can complete an entire development cycle in a matter of 
SECONDS and the program is (usually) run on my own computer!

67 Please see Project management and The dreaded multiple-problems-at-once situation in the horribly 
lengthy Appendix: Three Troubleshooting Nightmares



11.13 Review of what we’ve accomplished 
thus far

1. We learned a little about my crazy theories and how to create a small example 
“Virtual Universe” named M4P1DPOU to demonstrate what I’m ranting about.

2. We implemented the algorithm for M4P1DPOU:1->2 in the C programming 
language by learning some of the basics of how to code in C.

3. We wrote the M4P1DPOU:1->2 list of instructions (// and comments!) 
into a .c source code module named Z_OctoC_1.c68. 

4. We built the Z_OctoC_1.c module into an executable program named 
Z_OctoC_1.exe.

5. We then executed Z_OctoC_1.exe from within Pelles C IDE, and when we 
did, it implemented the right-shift functionality described as M4P1DPOU:1->2...

Hey, WAIT JUST A SECOND…

HOW DO WE KNOW #5 REALLY TOOK PLACE?

68 I previously instructed that the name of the algorithm is the same used as the title of the C programming 
language module, and it’s the same as the .c source code file name. It looks like I didn’t follow my own 
rules here… YUP. My excuses include the fact that two of the M4P1DPOU:1->2 characters aren’t valid 
for use in file names, plus, we’re going to be demonstrating a whole bunch of various renditions of 
programs that accomplish M4P1DPOU:1->2, and we need to keep all the different file names under 
control.

BTW, my use of the title Z_OctoC… dates back to my original book about virtual reality named 
“Perpetual Life: The Eye of the Octopus”. The eye of an Octopus evolved NOT from the same 
evolutionary path as it did in mammals, and yet their eye functions and looks very similar to ours. This is 
an example of CONVERGENT EVOLUTION… the shape of the eye is decided not by the creature’s 
genetic makeup, but by the creature’s need to see. Convergent evolution is a very, very strong argument 
that evolution does occur here on Earth, and this supports my theories about the Universe being created 
SPONTANEOUSLY.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/HTML-PerpetualLife-TheEyeOfTheOctopuss.htm
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11.14 HEY! WHAT HAPPENED WHEN 
M4P1DPOU:1->2 WAS RUN, ANYWAY?

When I run M4P1DPOU:1->2 under Pelles C IDE, I get a small Command Line 
Window  69   popping up saying “Press any key to continue”, and that’s it.

(Show photo)

This is not an error; it’s all I expected because of the next topic, “Program OUTPUT”. 

We will learn all about it, but in the meanwhile, you can go ahead and stop the program 
(still running in the command window)70.

69 Look up “Command Line Window”, “DOS window” or “Console application” in Google and/or in Pelles 
C IDE help.
70 To stop the program running in the command prompt window, press any key. If you need help finding 
the any key, I suggest you start reading this book from the start, and I hope this places you into an infinite 
loop.



$$$ JAVA:

Can you believe how fast you can get things going these days? Processing is totally cool, 
simple and straightforward… I can run my C algorithms easier than setting up a play list 
in my media player.

When I run M4P1DPOU:1->2 under Processing, I get a small window popping up, and 
that’s it. This is not an error, it’s all I expect, because of the next topic, “Program 
OUTPUT”. Meanwhile, you can go ahead and stop the program, and if you want, go 
ahead and read the “Getting Started” section from Processing’s Help button.

$$$

http://processing.org/learning/gettingstarted/


12 Program Output

12.1 Is observing optional?

This is a bit of a strange topic for me (because of my strange outlook on life), but I often 
wonder if the “real” theory-of-everything that runs our Universe has any “output 
statements” at all71.

When I went to programming school (way back in the 20th century), they taught me “a 
program without output is useless”. That made sense to me at the time; unless the 
program is testing hardware memory locations, who cares what happens inside a running 
program if you can’t see what’s going on anyway?

I’m not so sure about that any more.

Within the virtual world, we just created the positive number line (that springs fourth 
because our VP list exists), the locations pointed to were initialized to the state of 
M4P1DPOU:1 and did transition into M4P1DPOU:2, and the behavior was a right shift 
of all 4 VPs. That is a fact.

If you’ve actually been following these procedures, then you caused this to occur, and 
you knew about it.

71 In my mind, this = “is God watching us”.



12.2 Do you have to actually SEE IT to 
know that it occurred?

If a bear farts in the woods and nobody hears it, did he really fart? OF COURSE HE DID. 
However, in order to know the bear has farted, the sound of his fart (or the smell) must be 
detected in some manner (ears or nose). Bears have been farting for thousands of years, 
but unless we’re   trying   to detect it  , all those bear-farts go un-noticed.

That is why the output screen for   M4P1DPOU   is blank… we did nothing to   
DETECT the changing positions of the VPs throughout our sequence.

In order to DETECT anything at all, our algorithm needs some OUTPUT statements.



12.3 Is observing interfering?

Just because we’re changing M4P1DPOU to add these output statements, should we be 
changing the name of our program? If we add some output statements into our 
algorithm, does this change anything? NO IT DOES NOT72!

Following our previous guidelines, we should NOT change the program name because 
we aren’t changing its functionality, we’re just examining it as its being executed… the 
sequence of motion I keep hounding about is not changed by observing it.

Unlike the HEISENBERG UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE that states that you can 
never locate the exact position and direction of a particle because the act of examination 
will alter its motion, we aren’t altering anything at all if we observe what occurs at 
various “Moments In Time”.

This paragraph has special significance, to be discussed later. Please see the section: 
Breaking the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principal in the Appendix: Benefits of the 
technology.

72 Pure programming disagrees with this statement. It is being made here from the perspective of the 
program’s functionality.



12.4 Adding output statements to 
M4P1DPOU:1->2

Let’s add some output statements into the executables section of M4P1DPOU:1->2.

This will demonstrate the use of C language  #include directives, MULTIPLE-
LINE SPANNING CODE,  and EXTERNAL FUNCTION CALLS.

12.4.1 Another rendition of M4P1DPOU:1->2 … Z_OctoC_1_A:

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_1_A.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_1_A

Changes are compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_1.c, explained 
HERE), are in dark yellow.

//
// Z_OctoC_1_A.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->2 with output
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 2
//
// Written by Marty 19-Aug-2012
//

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_A
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//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):

#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Allocate a list of 4 integers to act as VPs:
//

int VP_List_1;
int VP_List_2;
int VP_List_3;
int VP_List_4;

//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List_1 = 0;
VP_List_2 = 5;
VP_List_3 = 7;
VP_List_4 = 8;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List_1,
        VP_List_2,
        VP_List_3,
        VP_List_4);



//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//

VP_List_1 = 1;
VP_List_2 = 6;
VP_List_3 = 8;
VP_List_4 = 9;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:2
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:2
//

printf (“Step 2: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List_1,
        VP_List_2,
        VP_List_3,
        VP_List_4);

}

// End the algorithm.
//



12.4.2 Notes about Z_OctoC_1_A.c:

The file is named Z_OctoC_1_A.c because it’s an alternate rendition of 
Z_OctoC_1.c. I’m APPENDING the _A onto the previous name to indicate this. I’m 
sorry for beating this dead horse.

The first change is the addition of:

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):

#include <stdio.h>

This is an example of a C language #include directive, which specifies the name of a 
file containing a segment of C language code. The directive just stuffs the code in the 
included files into the file making (where the directives occur), just before it all gets 
compiled.

#include directives take two forms:

#include <example_included_filename.h>

#include “example_included_filename.h”

#include directives, for some reason are NOT terminated with a semicolon ( ; ) 
terminating each and every of them, like all declaration and executable statements are.

Typically, the file type of C-code segments that get included into C-source code modules 
are the type .h, standing for “header file”.

The particular file being included here is called stdio.h. This is need for the use of the 
printf EXTERNAL FUNCTION CALL, added to implement the program output in 
the executables section.



Besides the addition of the #include <stdio.h> directive, the only other non-
comment changes were two new C-language instructions called printf.

What’s immediately confusing is the way these instructions span multiple lines of 
source code. In previous descriptions, I stated that each instruction is on its own line in 
the source code file. Actually, this isn’t true in C… I have lied again! In C, instructions 
CAN span multiple lines in the source code file.

The COMPILER knows how to tell when a declaration or an executable instruction ends 
by the semicolon ( ; ) terminating each and every of them. As just stated above, 
#include directives are not a declaration or an executable instruction, and have no 
terminating semicolon ( ; ) .

As demonstrated in the JerkyRun example, an algorithm may CALL another, and 
this is how modularization is implemented.

In the C programming language, this is known as making an EXTERNAL FUNCTION 
CALL, a.k.a. INVOKING AN EXTERNAL FUNCTION.

In this example we make 2 calls to the same external function named printf. This 
demonstrates the concept of modularity very well… the code for printf isn’t 
duplicated twice, its all in one external programming module named stdio.h and 
INVOKED twice in this example.



The cryptic hunks of code that make up these printf function calls can best be 
described by first running the program and visually examining what gets printed (below).

Anyone who sits down and tries to read a C LANGUAGE REFERENCE MANUAL to 
figure out the description of the printf function call will appreciate this watch-and-
learn approach.

Before we can run this program, we first need to load and build it on Pelles C IDE.



12.5 Loading, building and running 
Z_OctoC_1_A on Pelles C IDE

I’ll go ahead and instruct you here, but pay attention, you’ll have to do this on your own 
from here on out…

REVIEW:

1. We need to fire up Pelles C IDE.

2. We need to create a new project named Z_OctoC_1_A

3. We need to add a file into the project called Z_OctoC_1_A.c

4. We need to build the program named Z_OctoC_1_A.exe

5. We need to execute the program named Z_OctoC_1_A.exe

6. We need to pay attention to these instructions.

Ready?GO!



12.5.1 Create a new project named Z_OctoC_1_A:

1. Click “File”

2. Click “New”

3. Click “Project…”

(A “New project” window appears)

4. Select “Win32Console program (EXE)” (the black icon found under “Empty 
projects”)

5. Specify the “Location” as being the …\TheoryOfEverything folder that you 
had created to act as a workspace (note this should already be selected because 
Pelles C IDE remembers this)

6. Type Z_OctoC_1_A into the “Name:” text entry field

Note: Pelles C IDE will automagically append the new project named on the end 
of the “Location”, so it will specify

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A

when you’re done entering the “Name”

(photo goes here)

7.  Click “OK”

(another photo goes here)



12.5.2 Load the example Z_OctoC_1_A.c source code file:

1. Click “Project”, click “Add files to project…”

(An “Add files” window appears)

2. Type the name Z_OctoC_1_A.c into the text entry field “File name:” and click 
“Open”.

3. Notice the hierarchical listing on the right side that now has 3 levels:

Z_OctoC_1_A.exe
    Source files
        Z_OctoC_1_A.c

Double-Click on the Z_OctoC_1_A.c icon

(The former “Start Page” tabbed window is replaced by a brand new 
“Z_OctoC_1_A.c  “  tabbed window  ; it is light blue color and empty.)

4. Display the text-only, actual C source code file, Z_OctoC_1_A.txt, found in 
the folder Z_OctoC_V1_1_A.

5. Copy the entire contents of  the text file  Z_OctoC_1_A.txt, from

//
// Z_OctoC_1_A.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->2

through

// End the algorithm.
//

into the copy/paste buffer.

6. And paste it into the new “Z_OctoC_1_A.c  “  tabbed window  .

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_A/Z_OctoC_1_A.txt
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12.5.3 Building Z_OctoC_1_A.exe from Z_OctoC_1_A.c :

1. Click the Project tab

2. Click Build Z_OctoC_1_A.exe

Now, look in the project folder

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A

A new copy of the C source code file Z_OctoC_1_A.c had already appeared here 
when we loaded the   .c   file, above  .

And now when we build the application, Pelles C IDE creates a bunch of new files …

 output\Z_OctoC_1_A.obj

This is the .obj machine-code file discussed above. This is treated as an internal file 
used by Pelles C IDE.

 Z_OctoC_1_A.exe

The application file.

 Z_OctoC_1_A.ppj

This is an internal file used by Pelles C IDE.

 Z_OctoC_1_A.ppx

Another internal file used by Pelles C IDE.

 Z_OctoC_1_A.tag

Another internal file used by Pelles C IDE.



12.5.4 Executing Z_OctoC_1_A.exe :

 
1. Click the Project tab

2. Click execute Z_OctoC_1_A.exe

Once again, when the program is run, a COMMAND PROMPT WINDOW pops up. 
This time, it displays the program’s output followed by the instructions: “Press any 
key to continue . . .”.

        “booooooring, Grandpa…”



12.5.5 About Application Program Files

The program was executed under Pelles C IDE, however, it is an actual .exe file, 
known to the uninitiated computer user as an APPLICATION PROGRAM a.k.a. an 
APPLICATION PROGRAM FILE

This application program file can be executed directly by the operating 
system without Pelles C IDE. In Fact, that’s the intention… use an IDE like 
Pelles C IDE to create, build and test your program, and once your happy 
with it, you can RELEASE it for use by anyone, no Pelles C IDE required 
to run!!

When you release it for use, nobody wants the intermediate 
Pellets C IDE files, nobody wants the .obj files, and 
(typically), nobody wants the .c source code file(s)… they just 
want the application file!

Note also that very often an application file can run without modification upon several 
different computer operating system platforms, for example, our Z_OctoC_1_A.exe 
can be run directly (without modification) on an Apple Mac computer.



12.5.6 Running the .exe application file via the file explorer:

As an example of getting the Pelles C IDE out of the loop, using your file explorer73, 
NAVIGATE to your

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A

project folder. You will see there amongst the other files, the file

Z_OctoC_1_A

(or perhaps…)

Z_OctoC_1_A.exe74

You can double click directly on it; it might bring up a security-warning window, in 
which case you can press OK.

It will run, but you won’t be able to see it run because it’ll run in a 
Flash.

73 You can bring up you’re file explorer by Start -> My Documents
74 By default, the file explorer’s file type will be “Application”. Note that the FILE 
EXTENSION (the .exe file type) won’t appear unless you have unchecked “Hide extensions for 
known file types” in “Tools” -> “Folder Options …” -> View -> “Advanced 
settings:” from your file explorer’s options.



 

 75

The reason for this: it’s being run under windows and a window doesn’t want to wait for 
you to “Press any key to continue . . .”.

In order to see it run, and in order to learn how these things work at the operating system 
level, lets use an operating system COMMAND PROMPT WINDOW.

75 One of my cats, Flash, photo taken in Melbourne, Florida. Take a break and catch Ca-CHING!!!

http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/documents/ChainHits.htm


12.5.7 Using an operating system Command Prompt Window:

Bring up an operating system Command Prompt Window via76:

Start -> All Programs -> Accessories -> Command Prompt

Set the default directory77 via the CD command78:

(Show how the prompt is the default dir, show how to navigate there using DIR and CD 
commands in succession, and show photos along the way…)

… > CD …\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A

You can get a listing of the contents of this directory via the DIR command:

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A> DIR

The DIR command lists all of the files in the default directory and it always shows the 
old-style file types like .exe and .c.

(Show photo of this)

76 This is how its done on Windows Vista; each OS might have different ways of doing this, but you can go 
all the way back to the dawn of Windows and find that Command Prompt Windows are the backbone of 
these and most other operating systems as well. Interactive command prompts pre-dated Windows, in fact, 
pre-dated Microsoft and Apple corporations, entirely!
77 Setting the default directory is accomplished similar to the way you used the file explorer to navigate to 
a location within the operating system’s hierarchical file structure.
78 I’m showing these Command prompt window examples with the prompts in bold GREEN. When 
instructed to type a command, only enter the text to the right of the green part. Press “Enter” when 
done.



Windows, in recent versions, has attempted to conceal these “complexities”, for example, 
by having hidden options in the file explorer that need to be un-checked (as painfully 
described in a footnote in an above section) per the user’s intelligence, and by having the 
Set Program Defaults option in the Start button menu.

In my opinion, this is a stupid waste of time because these file types are still the way 
things operate under the covers… it seems to be more complex trying to hide these 
“complexities” with various user-selectable-options than to just teach users how it works 
to begin with!

BTW, you can copy text directly from this book and paste it into a Command 
Prompt Window. This SHOULD BE DONE to assure that you get the spelling and 
the pesky upper/lower case, 0 vs. O, and 0 vs. o all straight, when instructed to enter 
commands.



12.5.8 Running the .exe application file directly from an operating system 
Command Prompt Window:

Once you’re Command Prompt Window is set to the correct default directory, you 
can execute the application directly by typing the application file name:

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A> Z_OctoC_1_A

Now it looks just like it did when we ran it under Pelles C IDE, except no new Command 
Prompt Window popped up, it just displays the program’s output as successive lines in 
the current window, this is NOT followed by the instructions: “Press any key to 
continue . . .”, and after the output is displayed, the current Command Prompt 
Window PERSISTS (it stays up and running).

(Include Command Prompt Window photo here)



12.6 Handling the output from 
Z_OctoC_1_A.exe

12.6.1 Old-world ways:

If this kind of activity seems a bit archaic, I agree, however, I’m trying to teach some of 
the basics that operate under the covers of today’ push-button world.

    “Bite me again, ya old fart.”

We’ve already been exposed to file types used in the creation and building of an 
application program. Next, let’s learn about files used in executing and testing our 
applications.

As we’ve now seen in the Command Prompt Window runs, the output from these 
programs consists of some very simple TEXT STRINGS:

Step 1: 1: 0 2: 5 3: 7 4: 8
Step 2: 1: 1 2: 6 3: 8 4: 9

The contents of these output strings will be discussed below along with an explanation of 
the printf statements that generated them, but for now, let’s talk about the old classic 
ways in which programmers used to develop and test simple programs like these.



        “Yuck…”

Yuck?

I just said “ If this kind of activity seems a bit archaic, I agree, however, I’m trying to 
teach you some of the basics that operate under the covers of today’ push-button world.”

Deal with it, ya snot noised little brat!



12.6.2 Program output re-direction:

Assuming you’re still following these directions, you should have a Command Prompt 
Window up, and it should be in the default directory:

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A>

and so, if you now enter:

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A> Z_OctoC_1_A

it runs the program just like before.



Now, let’s add some PROGRAM OUTPUT REDIRECTION. Type:

… ing\Z_OctoC_1_A> Z_OctoC_1_A > Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.txt

The above line instructs the operating system to:

 Create a new output file named Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.txt, located in the 
default directory.

 Execute the program named Z_OctoC_1_A.exe
 Re-direct all of the output from the program into the output file

When finished, a new file appears in the folder we’ve been working in named:

Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.txt

Note that when using program output redirection, the output didn’t appear in the 
command prompt window, you weren’t prompted to “Press any key to 
continue . . .”, “Press any key to continue . . .” isn’t part of the 
program’s output, either, and after the output is displayed, the current Command Prompt 
Window PERSISTS (it stays up).



12.6.3 Using .bat files to save typing and aid testing:

In order to save the cumbersome job of typing this long COMMAND LINE, I’ve 
prepared an OPERATING SYSTEM BATCH PROCEDURE FILE a.k.a. a .bat   file.   

You need to copy it from the Z_OctoC_1_A project web folder into your LOCAL 
Z_OctoC_1_A project directory:

1. Display the contents of the Z_OctoC_1_A project web folder by clicking this:

Z_OctoC_V1_1_A

2. You will see a batch file named

Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.bat

3. Right click on it and select “Download file” or “Save link as” or “Save target as”, 
depending on your browser.

4. Specify the target location as the project folder we’ve been working in

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A

5. Download Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.bat into this project folder.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_A


12.7 How Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.bat works

12.7.1 Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.bat

Here is what Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.bat looks like79:

79 I have embellished this with colors that don’t mean shit, as previously discussed.



ECHO OFF

rem
rem Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.bat
rem
rem Command procedure to run Z_OctoC_1_A
rem and direct the output into Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.txt
rem
rem Marty Wollner 10-Sep-2012
rem

ECHO.
ECHO Here is the current default directory...
ECHO.
cd

ECHO.
ECHO Here is the contents of it...
ECHO.
dir /b /s

ECHO.
ECHO Now creating Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.txt...
ECHO.
Z_OctoC_1_A > Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.txt

ECHO.
ECHO Here is the contents of it...
ECHO.
type Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.txt

ECHO.
ECHO All done!
pause

rem
rem All done
rem



12.7.2 Command procedures are like programming language algorithms

Although this is an entirely new kind of “programming language”, COMMAND 
PROCEDURE FILES should look familiar… an algorithm consisting of comments and 
instructions. Comments are prefixed with rem, just like in the VB programming 
language.

There are six kinds of “non-comment instructions” in this example, the most prevalent 
being the ECHO commands. ECHO OFF and ECHO ON is a mode that gets switched on 
or off for display purposes:

 ECHO OFF

Tells the computer to NOT repeat every line written in the .bat file. Without 
doing this, the output of even a small   .bat   command file   would include all 
the blank lines, all of the remarks, and all of the command lines… it would look 
garbled.

 ECHO ON

Tells the computer to resume repeating every line written, which is the preferred 
way to run the command window when users are interactively typing commands 
in. 

 ECHO

Is a test for   echo  , requesting the computer to display the current on/off state.

 ECHO.

Tells the computer to display one blank line, even if ECHO OFF is in effect.

 ECHO This is some text to display

Tells the computer to display the line of text, even if ECHO OFF is in effect. Note 
that no double-quotes are expected in the line of text, as in most programming 
languages. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VaDLxSHVsVo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VaDLxSHVsVo


Besides the ECHO commands, which are obviously used to format the display, there are 
5 other kinds of commands:

1. The first is the command line:

cd

this stands for change directory, it was described above, but when used without any 
parameters the cd command doesn’t change the default directory, it only displays it. 
The idea here is to show the user what the current default directory is.

2. The second is the command line:

dir /b /s

this stands for directory, it was also described above. The idea here is to show the 
user what the contents current default directory are. The /b is a switch specifying 
that the listing is a brief one, not including the header information. The /s is another 
switch, this one specifying that the listing is to include files found in any sub-folders.

3. The 3rd is the command line:

Z_OctoC_1_A > Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.txt

to run the program and re-direct its output into the .txt file, as described above.

4. The 4th is the command line:

type Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.txt

to display the contents of the.txt output file that just got created.

5. The last command line just says:

pause

and this explicitly tells the computer to prompt the user to “Press any key to 
continue . . .”… without doing this, the procedure runs in a Flash 
 

 and the user can’t see what happened.



(Show the output of the .bat run)

12.7.3 Using Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.bat to avoid using Command Prompt 
Windows entirely

Now, you don’t need to bring up any Command Prompt Windows to run a test program 
and examine the output, it can all be accomplished from your file explorer program:

1. Bring up your file explorer

2. Navigate to the project folder

3. Double-click on

Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.bat

The program runs, it creates a new output file named

Z_OctoC_1_A_TEST_1.txt

4. The procedure displays the file for quick examination by the user (via the type 
command).

Further examination of the contents of this output file can be performed by 
double-clicking on it; this brings up the NOTEPAD program, as described below.



12.8 REVIEW of program creation, 
testing, releasing, execution, and 
output examination:

12.8.1 Create the program under Pelles C IDE:

1. We needed to create a new project named Z_OctoC_1_A

When we did this, Pelles C IDE created a new PROJECT FOLDER for the project 
files.

2. We needed to add a file into the project called Z_OctoC_1_A.c

We did this via cut & paste text entry into Pelles C IDE, and the .c file appeared in 
this same project folder.

3. We needed to build the program named Z_OctoC_1_A.exe

Pelles C IDE also built this application file in this same project folder.



12.8.2 Re-Edit, Re-Run and Re-Test the program under Pelles C IDE until its 
exactly what we want to Release

This “step” is major for programmers who want to release good work. If the program 
doesn’t work correctly, only an incompetent asshole would release it for public use80.

This step may be very involved, however. This simple example does discuss using a 
command procedure to aid in testing. Although Pelles C IDE is useful for executing 
programs for testing, it might not be the best way to test every program.

In any case, once the programmer is happy with what he has created, he can release this 
application for general use, and at that point, Pelles C IDE is no longer needed nor 
desired.

80 In reality, this does happen, but usually because the programmer’s asshole boss with his asshole time 
schedule and HIS asshole boss forcing a premature release. This is how BUGS get introduced.



12.8.3 Executing the application

Repeating myself yet again, although Pelles C IDE provides programmers with facilities 
to execute these applications, once the program is done being created, we do not need, 
nor do we desire   Pelles C IDE   thereafter  .

Instead:

1. We have learned how to execute the application from an operating system Command 
Prompt window.

2. We have learned how to re-direct the application’s output into an output file.

3. Marty has prepared an operating system batch file that executes the application and 
intercepts the output into the output file, as we have learned how to “manually” do.

4. By copying Marty’s operating system batch file into our project folder, we can now 
execute the program from the operating system’s file explorer and intercept its output 
into an output file, all without having to type anything into Command Prompt 
windows.

5. The resulting output file can also be examined (see below) without having to type 
anything into command prompts, in fact, no Command Line Windows are needed 
at all  , but we can now do this manually because we understand the process  . Don’t 
we, little brat?



“Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!”



12.9 Accessing the output file 
Z_OctoC_1_A_Test_1.txt :

Using the file explorer, navigating to the project folder and double-clicking on Marty’s 
batch procedure named

Z_OctoC_1_A_Test_1.bat

a new output file named

Z_OctoC_1_A_Test_1.txt

is created. 

Every subsequent time you do this, it will replace the old one with a new one.

Z_OctoC_1_A_Test_1.txt appears in the file explorer’s file list.  Just double-
click on it… because we named it with a file type of .txt, the default program 
NOTEPAD will be invoked and it will display the output file contents:

(photo)



13 Backing up two steps… Hello World, and how C 
FUNCTION calls work

Recall what the first printf statement in Z_OctoC_1_A.c looked like:

// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List_1,
        VP_List_2,
        VP_List_3,
        VP_List_4);

Before explaining the details of the printf FUNCTION CALL, lets back up and 
discuss function calls in general. In order to demonstrate function calls, lets look at a 
classic…



13.1 Hello, world !

Usually when learning the C-programming language, the first program you’re shown is 
called “HELLO WORLD”. Here is my presentation of Hello, world, in its entirety:

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_HelloWorld.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_HelloWorld

Changes compared to a previous example named Z_OctoC_1.c (explained 
HERE), are in dark yellow.

//
// Z_HelloWorld.c Comment:  Hello World, the classic.
//
// This C code program demonstrates the printf function.
//
// Written by Marty 02-Sep-2012
//

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_HelloWorld
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_HelloWorld/Z_HelloWorld.htm


//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):

#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Say hello to the world
//

printf (“Hello, world !\n”);

}

// End the algorithm.
//



13.2 Spot Quiz #3

13.2.1 On your own, build and run Z_HelloWorld.exe using Pelles C IDE :

1. Create a new Pelles C IDE project named Z_HelloWorld

2. Add a new module named Z_HelloWorld.c

3. Display the Z_HelloWorld.txt   text file   containing the .c source code, 
located in the web folder and copy its contents into the copy/paste buffer.

4. Paste it into the empty Z_HelloWorld.c tabbed window

5. Build Z_HelloWorld.exe

6. Execute it without using     Pelles C IDE  ,  such that you can see the output  . Don’t 
bother to capture the output in a test file; seeing “Hello, world !” in a 
Console Prompt Window is good enough.

Hint: Do everything directly from a Command Prompt window.

7. Extra credit:

Think of another way to accomplish (6), without directly using any Command 
Prompt windows.

Hint: Do everything via the file explorer and Notepad.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_HelloWorld
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_HelloWorld/Z_HelloWorld.txt
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_HelloWorld/Z_HelloWorld.txt


13.2.2 Spot Quiz #3 Solutions:

For #1 – #5, follow the exact directions from above for Z_OctoC_1_A, but substitute 
Z_HelloWorld for every occurrence of Z_OctoC_1_A.

For #6, recall that in order to execute Z_OctoC_1_A.exe without Pelles C IDE, if we 
try to use the file explorer and double-click on it, it will run the program, but it runs in a 
Flash, too fast to see the output.

 

The easy way is to bring up a Command Prompt Window and set default to the project 
folder containing your newly created application. If you’ve done #1 - #5 correctly81, you 
will have already created a new project folder named:

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_HelloWorld

Note that this occurred when you created the project named Z_HelloWorld, 
specifying the location as being under the …\TheoryOfEverything workspace.

81 You might have not followed the protocol, and just slapped Z_HelloWorld into an existing project folder 
just to see it work. As previously discussed, when multiple programs are involved, always follow the 
protocols established to maintain the integrity of our cataloging and control systems. This is especially 
important when multiple programmers are involved. Doing otherwise might put our sanity and YOUR 
safety at risk. Now go back and do it right and don’t let me catch you again. If you already did it right, 
FINE, let this serve as a warning to you.

This also serves as a realistic example of a typical inter-office memo in the programming department you 
might be working at, so take heed… you need a thick skin if you’re gonna be a code slinger.



Bring up an operating system Command Prompt Window via:

Start -> All Programs -> Accessories -> Command Prompt

Set the default directory to the Z_HelloWorld project folder via the CD command:

…. > CD …\TheoryOfEverything\Z_HelloWorld

You now can execute the Z_HelloWorld.exe application directly under this 
Command Prompt Window by typing:

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_HelloWorld > Z_HelloWorld

Because we run this from a Command Prompt Window, it will display the output; #6 
mission accomplished. Note that it will not instruct us to “Press any key to 
continue . . .”

(Photo goes here)



13.3 Operating system commands to run 
applications and command procedures:

How do we know what to type into the Command Prompt window to run an application? 
We already saw how to run Z_OctoC_1_A.exe:

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A> Z_OctoC_1_A

Note that we didn’t need to specify the .exe file type when commanding the operating 
system to execute this program. We could have EXPLICITLY SPECIFIED it, 
though…

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A> Z_OctoC_1_A.exe

does the exact same thing. The .exe is ASSUMED BY DEFAULT, when not 
explicitly specified.

How about running one of those .bat files? Typing

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A> Z_OctoC_1_A_Test_1.bat

is the same as typing

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A> Z_OctoC_1_A_Test_1

Both forms are acceptable for executing this .bat Command Procedure file.

But wait!! How does the operating system know what to do if somebody types in a 
command line like this if there are both a .exe and a .bat of the same name?

It lets the .exe programs take precedence over the .bat command procedures in this 
obscure situation.



13.4 Spot Quiz #3 Extra Credit 
Solution:

Now that we’ve just reviewed what we have to type into the Command Prompt Window 
to run either a .exe  application or a .bat procedure, if we enter:

…\TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_1_A> Z_HelloWorld

we know the operating system will look for either Z_HelloWorld.exe  or 
Z_HelloWorld.bat. And since we’ve already created Z_HelloWorld.exe, it 
would be a bit confusing to name a .bat command procedure Z_HelloWorld.bat.

OK, so THAT was why I’d named Z_OctoC_1_A_Test_1.bat as such. Well, that 
and to allow for multiple testing procedures like Z_OctoC_1_A_Test_2.bat.

In order to solve spot quiz #3 extra credit question #7, we need to create a .bat 
procedure file that runs Z_HelloWorld.exe and intercepts the output into a .txt 
data file (as was done in Z_OctoC_1_A_Test_1.bat, as described above), which 
can then be displayed on a Command Prompt Window “type” command.

You can either-

-Create a brand new file named Z_HelloWorld_Test_1.bat  via NOTEPAD  and 
add the following 3 command lines to it (cut + paste is OK):

Z_OctoC_1_A > Z_HelloWorld_TEST_1.txt

type Z_HelloWorld_TEST_1.txt

pause

-Or better yet, you can copy the already existing Z_OctoC_1_A_Test_1.bat  from 
its project folder into the Z_HelloWorld  project file, rename it to 
Z_HelloWorld_Test_1.bat, and then EDIT the file using the NOTEPAD 
program to change the contents for appropriate use.



                

If you’re too lazy to do this, I have it already done; Z_HelloWorld_Test_1.bat  is 
in the web folder Z_OctoC_V1_HelloWorld. Go ahead and download it into the 
project folder right now, please.

If you were not too lazy to do this, I certainly hope that you took the time to change the 
comments and make it all look and function perfectly:

ECHO OFF

rem
rem Z_HelloWorld_TEST_1.bat
rem
rem Command procedure to run Z_HelloWorld
rem and direct the output into Z_HelloWorld_TEST_1.txt
rem
rem Marty Wollner 23-Oct-2012
rem

ECHO.
ECHO Here is the current default directory...
ECHO.
cd

ECHO.
ECHO Here is the contents of it...
ECHO.
dir /b /s

ECHO.
ECHO Now creating Z_HelloWorld_TEST_1.txt...
ECHO.
Z_HelloWorld > Z_HelloWorld_TEST_1.txt

ECHO.
ECHO Here is the contents of it...
ECHO.
type Z_HelloWorld_TEST_1.txt

ECHO.
ECHO All done!
pause

rem
rem All done
rem

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_HelloWorld


13.5 Notes about Z_HelloWorld.c:

1. This should all look very familiar to you by now. This program is really simple... 
it has only one executable line of code in it, the printf statement.

2. The output of this program is:

Hello, world !

3. The printf statement is an example of a C-language FUNCTION CALL, 
which takes two general forms:

ReturnValue = FunctionName (OptionalParameters…);

FunctionName (OptionalParameters…);



The first form, specifying the ReturnValue will be described later.

Examples of the second form include:

1. printf (“Hello, World !\n”);

One parameter: the STRING “Hello, World !\n”

2. printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
VP_List_1,
VP_List_2,
VP_List_3,
VP_List_4);

Parameters in C-function calls are separated from each other with a comma ( , ). 
This example has Five parameters:

1. The first is the string “Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”

2. The second is the NUMBER VP_List_1

3. The third is the number VP_List_2

4. The fourth is the number VP_List_3

5. The fifth and last parameter is the number VP_List_4



13.6 Examining the file’s contents … 
how the printf statement works:

Recall, the first printf statement was:

// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List_1,
        VP_List_2,
        VP_List_3,
        VP_List_4);

Recall also, at that point in the program’s execution, what the values of the “number 
containers” were? Remember spot quiz #2 from above? Just apply it to the current 
example; the values at this point in the program’s execution are as follows:

VP_List_1
VP_List_2
VP_List_3
VP_List_4

0
5
7
8

Look at the printf instruction’s first parameter:

“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”

This first parameter is a TEXT STRING called the OUTPUT FORMATTING LINE. 
It specifies a line of text which includes some cryptic character strings, including %d  (4 
of ‘em), and \n. These are called TEXT REPLACEMENT TOKENS;

 The %d token instructs the program to output the DECIMAL VALUE of a 
number container such as VP_List_1.

 The \n token instructs the program to resume the next output on a NEW LINE.



The printf function outputs whatever text is in this OUTPUT 
FORMATTING LINE, and it also inserts decimal numbers for each of the 
%d tokens it finds. 

Where do the decimal numeric replacements for the %d tokens in the printf statement 
come from? 

printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List_1,
        VP_List_2,
        VP_List_3,
        VP_List_4);

Each occurrence of a %d token gets lined up, one-for-one with successive parameters in 
the list following the formatting line parameter. The resulting OUTPUT STRING is:

Step 1: 1: 0 2: 5 3: 7 4: 8

Can you follow the programs execution after thereafter? The values of the VP_List_n 
containers gets changed,

VP_List_1
VP_List_2
VP_List_3
VP_List_4

1
6
8
9

and the second output statement then gets executed…

// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:2
//

Printf (“Step 2: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List_1,
        VP_List_2,
        VP_List_3,
        VP_List_4);



The resulting OUTPUT STRING is:

Step 2: 1: 1 2: 6 3: 8 4: 9

The next section discusses the general use of “number containers”, known to 
programmers as VARIABLES.



14 How C VARIABLES work

Those “containers” we used to hold numbers are called VARIABLES. In our example 
we allocated 4 variables, all of the data type integer. Recall how in the C language, this 
was specified in the declaration as “int”:

int VP_List_1;

As the previous “car water fetch” example indicated, water containers can come in 
several sizes like 10-gallon, 20-gallon, etc. And like I stated before, in C, the int data 
type can hold integer numbers as large as 32,767. C provides several other DATA 
TYPES that hold different maximum numbers:

Data type Maximum number 
capacity

byte
int
long

(there are 
several 
other data 
types)

256
32,767
(about 17 billion)

(these other data types each 
hold their own maximum 
number capacity)

This introduces the concept of COMPUTER WORD SIZE, and this IS important in 
our discussions about the theory-of-everything and its possible implementation: TheTruth 
machine (the possibility of running the actual theory-of-everything that runs our own 
universe on our computers, and thus simulate our own Universe).

Please read APPENDIX: Computer Word Sizes and Addressing Limitations.



14.1 Binary expansion of number 
capacity in computer variables

As explained in APPENDIX: Computer Word Sizes and Addressing Limitations, in the 
world of computers, we talk about huge capacities in terms of “binary expansion”… 

Data type WORD 
SIZE

Maximum number capacity

byte
int
long

8
16
32

2 ** 8 = 256
2 ** 16 = 32,767
2 ** 32 = (about 17 billion)

The only thing that keeps a computer from addressing really huge numbers is the 
WORD SIZE used as the data type for the variable holding that number. More on 
this subject will be discussed later, because these concepts are key underlying 
considerations to the design of the Universe.

Note, however, that no matter how it’s done, the number infinity cannot be contained 
in any binary representation. Infinity is really, really big. Even though we gain 
tremendous leverage using binary expansion, still, the number infinity, by definition, 
requires an infinite number of binary bits to define.

If a computer could somehow wrangle such a number and try to, say, perform an addition 
operation upon it, it would take an infinite amount of time to calculate it.

Once again, this is an actual, realistic limitation imposed upon any attempts at 
digitizing what is really going on at the sub-atomic level. Once again, my previously 
stated hard-core attitude towards physicists who base their theories upon infinity-based 
mathematics to describe these admittedly DIGITAL events IS JUSTIFIED.



14.2 Expressions in C

“Expressions”… I know this sounds like a stupid topic. Here are some examples of 
EXPRESSIONS:

1. VP_List_1 + 1

The value currently loaded in VP_List_1 plus 1

2. VP_List_1 * 3

The value currently loaded in VP_List_1 times 3

3. VP_List_1 + VP_List_2

The value currently loaded in VP_List_1 plus the value 
currently loaded in VP_List_2

4. (VP_List_1 + VP_List_4) * 3

(The value currently loaded in VP_List_1 plus the 
value currently loaded in VP_List_4) ALL times 3

Expressions allow you to use the PARENTHESIS to group together numerical values 
the exact same way you learned this in 7th grade algebra. Here, the C programming 
language DOES look a lot like algebra, but please keep in mind that an ASSIGNMENT 
STATEMENT such as:

iSumOfTwoVPs = (VP_List_1 + VP_List_4) * 3;

works by (1) evaluating the expression on the right side of the  =  sign, and then (2)  
replacing this integer value into the variable on the left side named iSumOfTwoVPs. In 
order for this to be a legal statement in C, the variable named iSumOfTwoVPs must 
have been declared, for example, …



// …

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Allocate a list of 4 integers to act as VPs:
//

int VP_List_1;
int VP_List_2;
int VP_List_3;
int VP_List_4;

// Allocate another integer to hold sums two VPs
//

int iSumOfTwoVPs;

// …



14.2.1 Spot quiz #4:

What are these expressions equal to, assuming this was done at the end of 
M4P1DPOU:1? How about at the end of M4P1DPOU:2?

Answers:

At the end of M4P1DPOU:1, the state of the Universe was:

VP_List_1 = 0
VP_List_2 = 5
VP_List_3 = 7
VP_List_4 = 8

And so,

 VP_List_1 + 1

= 0 plus 1 = 1.

 VP_List_1 * 3

= 0 times 3 = 0.

 VP_List_1 + VP_List_2

= 0 plus 5 = 5.

 (VP_List_1 + VP_List_4) * 3

= (0 plus 8) ALL times 3

= 8 times 3 = 24.



At the end of M4P1DPOU:2, the state of the Universe was:

VP_List_1 = 1
VP_List_2 = 6
VP_List_3 = 8
VP_List_4 = 9

And so,

 VP_List_1 + 1

= 1 plus 1 = 2.

 VP_List_1 * 3

= 1 times 3 = 3.

 VP_List_1 + VP_List_2

= 1 plus 6 = 7.

 (VP_List_1 + VP_List_4) * 3

= (1 plus 9) ALL times 3

= 10 times 3 = 30.



14.3 Using expressions in the 
executable statements in M4P1DPOU:

All right, next, lets try to use some expressions in M4P1DPOU.

Since we are making an “alternative algorithm” (also called a “rendition”) for the 
identical right-shifting functionality, we do NOT give it a different name. Let’s keep the 
original name for the original M4P1DPOU:1 to M4P1DPOU:2 behavior, as stupid and 
in-efficient as it might be. We’ll try to indicate which rendition it is in the program 
header comments: , done with expressions …

14.3.1 Another rendition of M4P1DPOU:1->2 … Z_OctoC_1_B:

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_1_B.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_1_B

Changes are compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_1_A.c, explained 
HERE), are in dark yellow.

//
// Z_OctoC_1_B.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->2 with output,
// done with expressions
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 2
//
// Written by Marty 15-Sep-2012
//

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_B
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_B/Z_OctoC_1_B.htm


//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):

#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Allocate a list of 4 integers to act as VPs:
//

int VP_List_1;
int VP_List_2;
int VP_List_3;
int VP_List_4;

//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List_1 = 0;
VP_List_2 = 5;
VP_List_3 = 7;
VP_List_4 = 8;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List_1,
        VP_List_2,
        VP_List_3,
        VP_List_4);



//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition

// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//

VP_List_1 = VP_List_1 + 1;
VP_List_2 = VP_List_2 + 1;
VP_List_3 = VP_List_3 + 1;
VP_List_4 = VP_List_4 + 1;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:2
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:2
//

printf (“Step 2: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List_1,
        VP_List_2,
        VP_List_3,
        VP_List_4);

}

// End the algorithm.
//



14.3.2 Notes about Z_OctoC_1_B:

The file is named Z_OctoC_1_B.c because it’s another alternate rendition of 
Z_OctoC_1.c. I’m APPENDING the _B onto the original name to indicate this. I’m 
sorry for beating this dead horse, again.

The section in DARK YELLOW replaced the previous code82. The new code uses 
expressions to increment the current value of the VP_List_n pointers by one to 
accomplish the right shifting, rather than “HARD-CODING” the values.

The benefits of this will become obvious in the next few sections, when we want to 
continue right shifting these same 4 VPs over a few thousand locations.

Alright, we have shown another alternative to M4P1DPOU:1 to M4P1DPOU:2 
behavior in which we introduced using C expressions to accomplish the same thing.

Lets keep doing this to introduce more C features, keeping in mind that our goal is to 
complete assignment #1… we need to learn features that will help us keep our code 
compact and concise when performing 10,000 right-shifts of M4P1DPOU.

82 Its easier to see if you somehow place the old code next to the new code and examine which statements 
got added, removed and altered. Printouts are handy for this purpose; try not to kill too many trees in the 
process.



14.3.3 Spot quiz #5:

In Pelles C IDE, create a new project named Z_OctoC_1_B, then build and execute 
Z_OctoC_1_B.exe from the source provided in the web folder. Don’t bother with 
output files for now, just execute it directly under Pelles C IDE and see the output.

Solutions:

If you’ve been following this book, this should be really easy. Don’t make me come 
looking for you, just do it.



14.4 Arrays in C

Our next C feature is called ARRAYS and it works just like the 24 clear 4-Quart bottles 
we declared in our water-fetch example. An ARRAY is a way of containing a set of 
variables inside of a list, so each can be named by its list index number… remember the 
questions from above in our spot quiz? We used the names “clear bottle #1” and “clear 
bottle #2” to denote which bottle from a list of 24 bottles we were talking about.

Obviously, the list of VPs in our Universe is immense and these need to be addressed as 
an array of VPs rather than individually naming each one.

C allows you to specify an array of variables by using a special syntax in the variable 
declaration, as shown in the next example…

14.4.1 Another rendition of M4P1DPOU:1->2 … Z_OctoC_1_C:

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_1_C.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_1_C

Changes are compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_1_B.c, explained 
HERE), are in dark yellow.

//
// Z_OctoC_1_C.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->2 with output,
// done with expressions, 
// and using an array for the VP_LIST
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 2
//
// Written by Marty 15-Sep-2012
//

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_C
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_C/Z_OctoC_1_C.htm


//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):

#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Allocate an ARRAY of 4 integer variables to act as VPs:
//

int VP_List[4];

//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List[0] = 0;
VP_List[1] = 5;
VP_List[2] = 7;
VP_List[3] = 8;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List[0],
        VP_List[1],
        VP_List[2],
        VP_List[3]);



//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//

VP_List[0] = VP_List[0] + 1;
VP_List[1] = VP_List[1] + 1;
VP_List[2] = VP_List[2] + 1;
VP_List[3] = VP_List[3] + 1;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:2
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:2
//

printf (“Step 2: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List[0],
        VP_List[1],
        VP_List[2],
        VP_List[3]);

}

// End the algorithm.
//



14.4.2 Notes about Z_OctoC_1_C:

The file is named Z_OctoC_1_C.c because it’s yet another alternate rendition of 
Z_OctoC_1.c. I’m APPENDING the _C onto the original name to indicate this. I’m 
sorry for beating this dead horse, yet again.

Arrays:

The section in DARK YELLOW replaced the previous code (in this case, the entire body 
of the program). The new code uses an ARRAY named VP_List as opposed to 
individually naming each VP.

The C compiler knew to make this an array of integers (as opposed to an individual 
integer) by virtue of its declaration:

int VP_List[4];

Programmers call the individuals (VP_List[0], VP_List[1], VP_List[2], 
etc.) MEMBERS of the array VP_List, and we also call them ELEMENTS of the 
array.

Array indexes in C start at 0 rather than 1:

There is one confusing thing going on that needs to be pointed out… the array index 
number used in the C-programming language starts out at 0 rather than 1, as you 
might have expected…

The first VP in the array list is thus called VP_List[0], rather than 
VP_List[1], as would be expected, and similarly, the last VP in the array list of 4 
of ‘em is called VP_List[3], rather than VP_List[4].



14.4.2.1 Array boundaries:  

In fact, if you tried to access a variable named VP_List[4], this would be a 
programming error because the C-compiler never allocated 5 VPs. 

Note that in the VB programming language, this is not the case; array indexes start out at 
1, as any beginner would expect. In VB, if your program had a BUG in it and tried to 
access a variable named VP_List(5), this would be a programming error because the 
compiler never allocated 5 VPs. The error message you might get is “accessing an array 
element out-of-bounds” or something like it.

However, in the C-programming language, you WONT GET ANY ERROR 
MESSAGES… C will let you go ahead and shoot your own foot off! If your program 
had a bug in it and tried to access VP_List[4], your program will fall into an error 
state… it would be out of control, and yet no error message would be produced… this is a 
very dangerous situation.

It might be that your program accesses the contents of VP_List[4], for example, to 
copy its value into another variable. THAT COPY OPERATION WILL WORK in the C-
programming language… it will go ahead and blindly copy whatever value happens to be 
in the “UN-ALLOCATED LOCATION” into the other variable just fine.

The problem is that whatever value happens to be in the “UN-ALLOCATED 
LOCATION” is not initialized to any known number… remember the way we always 
initialized the values of our VPs before we could use them?

Whenever an unknown quantity is mistakenly introduced into a running program, 
ALL HELL CAN BREAK LOOSE!! We ALWAYS need to control and prevent 
these situations in all cases, as stated above.



Once we were able to call them by their array member name, that’s what we did and 
that’s what got changed in all of the executable statements:

VP_List_1 = 0;

became

VP_List[0] = 0;

And

VP_List_2 = 5;

Became

VP_List[1] = 5;

And

VP_List_1 = VP_List_1 + 1;

Became

VP_List[0] = VP_List[0] + 1;

Simple enough, right?

Alright, we have shown another alternative to M4P1DPOU:1 to M4P1DPOU:2 
behavior in which we introduced using C arrays to accomplish the same thing.



        

Lets keep doing this to introduce more C features, keeping in mind that our goal is to 
complete assignment #1… we need to learn more features that’ll help us keep our code 
compact and concise when performing 10,000 right-shifts of M4P1DPOU.



14.4.3 Spot quiz #6:

In Pelles C IDE, create a new project named Z_OctoC_1_C, then build and execute 
Z_OctoC_1_C.exe from the source provided in the web folder. Don’t bother with 
output files for now, just execute it directly under Pelles C IDE and see the output.

Solutions:

If you’ve been following this book, this should be really easy. Don’t make me come 
looking for you again, just do it.



14.5 Constants in C

These are really simple!! A CONSTANT is just a like a variable that has a pre-
determined value that never changes. The programmer already knows this “fixed” value 
when the program is written. It works just like a variable in that it has a name and it 
contains a numeric value83, however, the numeric value can not be changed in runtime 
statements like “real variables” can.

In the C-programming language, constants are defined using the following syntax:

     #define CONSTANTNAME ConstantValue

Note that:

1. No semicolon (;) is used in #define statements in C.

2. #define statements must start at the beginning of a new line.

3. The location of a #define statement must precede any REFERENCES to the 
constant being defined.

4. The preferred location of #define statements is at the top of a declaration 
section.

5. By convention, the names of C-language constants are usually ALL UPPER-
CASE.

As an example of using constants, we will again re-write our example, this time we’ll 
declare a constant named VP_LIST_SIZE and define it to be the number 4.

83 Constants in C-language can also hold non-numeric values, for example, text strings like “Hello World!”.



14.5.1 Another rendition of M4P1DPOU:1->2 … Z_OctoC_1_D:

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_1_D.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_1_D

Changes are compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_1_C.c, explained 
HERE), are in dark yellow.

//
// Z_OctoC_1_D.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->2 with output,
// done with expressions, 
// using an array for the VP_LIST,
// and using a constant to define the array size

//

// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 2
//
// Written by Marty 18-Sep-2012
//

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_D
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_D/Z_OctoC_1_D.htm


//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):

#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Declare a constant named VP_LIST_SIZE, set its value
// to the integer number 4, and
// allocate an ARRAY of integer variables to act as VPs,
// using VP_LIST_SIZE to define the array size:
//

#define VP_LIST_SIZE 4

int VP_List[VP_LIST_SIZE];

//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List[0] = 0;
VP_List[1] = 5;
VP_List[2] = 7;
VP_List[3] = 8;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List[0],
        VP_List[1],
        VP_List[2],
        VP_List[3]);



//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//

VP_List[0] = VP_List[0] + 1;
VP_List[1] = VP_List[1] + 1;
VP_List[2] = VP_List[2] + 1;
VP_List[3] = VP_List[3] + 1;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:2
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:2
//

printf (“Step 2: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List[0],
        VP_List[1],
        VP_List[2],
        VP_List[3]);

}

// End the algorithm.
//



14.5.2 Notes about Z_OctoC_1_D:

Besides adding the declaration for the constant VP_LIST_SIZE, we only changed a 
single non-comment line (the declaration of the VP_LIST array) such that it uses 
VP_LIST_SIZE to allocate the size of the VP_LIST array. This is done in order to use 
VP_LIST_SIZE rather than “hard-coding” it at 4.

The advantages will also become obvious when we need to perform 10,000 right shifts as 
required for assignment #1.

Next, we will introduce the concepts of PROGRAM CONTROL and LOOPING.

84        85

84 Don Knots as deputy Barney Fife and Andy Griffith as sheriff Andy Griffith
85 William Shatner as T.J. Hooker



15 Program Control

In all previous C examples we started at the first executable instruction and executed 
them in order. But in reality, things don’t always go as planned and you might need to 
alter the course of expected events.

15.1 Conditional and “GO TO” 
Statements

For example, on the way back from the beer store, you may have encountered a police 
officer and he might have prevented you from fully executing all of the instructions in 
your little DRIVE_BACK_FROM_BEER_STORE algorithm.

These details weren’t show above but in an actual DRIVE_BACK_FROM_BEER_STORE 
algorithm, there are boatloads of CONDITIONAL instruction statements that you need 
to keep you safe…

1. Get into the car;

2. Start the engine;

3. Hold your foot on the brake pedal;

4. Engage the transmission;

5. IF (Your path is blocked) then

6.      Wait two seconds;

7.      GOTO STEP 5;

8. ELSE

9.      Step on the gas;

10. END IF

11. Etc…



Conditional and “GO TO” instructions allow your algorithm to take different 
PATHWAYS OF EXECUTION, depending on various “CONDITIONS”. Steps 5 
through 10 were required to prevent you from plowing your car into that cop car directly  
in front of you as you pulled out of the beer store parking lot.

15.1.1 GOTO statements:

GO TO statements are unconditional branches of the pathway of execution (away 
from the next statement’s order), and take the general form:

GOTO (step number);

15.1.2 Conditional branching statements… Decision-making:

Conditional branching statements allow the program to test for various conditions 
that arise within it’s runtime state, and make conditional branching of the 
subsequent pathway of execution based upon the results of these tests.

In simpler words, these are decision-making statements. Conditional branching 
statements take the general form:

IF (condition) THEN
(Action 1);

ELSE
(Action 2);

END IF

Where (condition) is something that is EVALUATED as being either TRUE or 
FALSE. If TRUE, then Action 1 is executed, else it’s FALSE, and so Action 2 is 
executed.

Action 1 and Action 2 are different pathways of instructions to take that are exclusively 
chosen by the condition. I say “exclusively” here, because the condition can only be 
evaluated as being either TRUE or FALSE.



15.1.3 Using a conditional branching statement in the beer-fetch example:

By using a conditional branching statement, you could have prevented an accident… you 
could have waited until your path was clear before proceeding into that cop car:

5. IF (Your path is blocked) then
//
// Action 1 is the following 2 steps: Don’t Proceed!

6.      Wait two seconds;

7.      GOTO STEP 5;

8. ELSE
//
// Action 2 is the following step: Proceed.

9.      Step on the gas;

10. END IF

11. Etc…



15.2 The concept of LOOPING

The above example’s Action 1 consisted of 2 steps;

(6) Wait two seconds

(7) GOTO step #5.

Effectively, this makes the execution of the DRIVE_BACK_FROM_BEER_STORE 
algorithm wait (indefinitely) until your path is clear. It does this by LOOPING through 
instructions #5, #6 and #7 CONTINUOUSLY while your path is blocked.

If the cop car (or whatever) was there for, say, 40 seconds and then cleared your path, 
this algorithm would have looped 20 times whilst waiting86. Don’t make me ask you why 
in a spot quiz, OK, just try to avoid another D.U.I. by sticking to drinking water in all 
subsequent examples. Now, there’s a good student!

 Woops

86 This assumes that the elapsed time to execute instruction #5 and then #7 is zero seconds. In actuality, 
these do take a very small amount of time to execute, like a few billionths of a second… so negligible I’m 
not counting it in a 20-loop example. Note, however, in an example with billions of loops, it does start to 
add up and make a difference.



15.2.1 Looping constructs:

This is an example of a programmatic looping “construct  ”   in which the number of 
REPEATS is unknown at the time the code was written… programmers call this a “DO 
WHILE LOOP” construction whereas the looping will do for an unknown (an 
indefinite) number of repeat loops, while a condition is TRUE.

Another very common requirement for programmers is where the desired number of 
repeat loops is known at the time the code was written… programmers call this a “DO-
LOOP” construction.

Another construction, much less utilized by sane programmers, is where a loop continues 
indefinitely, called a “DO FOREVER”, a.k.a. an “INFINITE LOOP” construction.

The various forms of conditionals tests and looping constructs are common tools used by 
programmers and (obviously) each has its own syntax when applied in various 
programming languages.

All we need to do now is learn the specific syntax in C for conditionals testing and 
looping constructs, and we are well underway to completing our first assignment.

($$$ Photo of rodeo cowboy lasso and/or a merry-go-round go here)



15.2.2 How the do-loop works in C:

A group of instructions collectively named ”do-loop” is a standard method in computer 
programming for repeating a set of instructions several times, wherein the desired 
number of repeats is known at the time the code is written.

Since the intention is to loop a certain number of times, a LOOP COUNTER is provided 
and used as the decision to continue looping (the counter hasn’t passed the desired loop 
count) or not continue looping (continue on to the next executable statement).

The above statement is confusing to read, but the following C-language code shows that 
it’s really simple:

for (iLoopCounter = 0;
     iLoopCounter < 4;
     iLoopCounter = iLoopCounter + 1;)
{

// (Instructions to be repeated several times go here)

}

// The looping has completed. The next executable 
statement follows…

This loop executes 4 times; each time through it, the value of LoopCounter changes, 
starting at 0, then 1, then 2, then 3 and when its value is 4, the testing condition of

LoopCounter < 4;

is no longer true, and so the program continues on past the looping construct.

The terms LOWER VALUE and UPPER VALUE refer to the loop counter starting and 
ending values (0 and 4 in this example). These terms also equate the functionality of a 
do-loop with the use of a finite-state algebra equation statement.



15.2.3 Another rendition of M4P1DPOU:1->2 … Z_OctoC_1_E:

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_1_E.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_1_E

Changes are compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_1_D.c, explained 
HERE), are in dark yellow.

//
// Z_OctoC_1_E.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->2 with output,
// done with expressions, 
// using an array for the VP_LIST,
// using a constant to define the array size,
// and using a do-loop construct to implement
// the right-shift behavior of the VPs
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 2
//
// Written by Marty 23-Oct-2012
//

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_E
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_1_E/Z_OctoC_1_E.htm


//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):

#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Declare a constant named VP_LIST_SIZE and set its value
// to the integer number 4,
// allocate an ARRAY of integer variables to act as VPs
// using VP_LIST_SIZE to define the array size,
// and declare an integer variable named iLoopCounter:
//

#define VP_LIST_SIZE 4

int VP_List[VP_LIST_SIZE];

int iLoopCounter;

//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List[0] = 0;
VP_List[1] = 5;
VP_List[2] = 7;
VP_List[3] = 8;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List[0],
        VP_List[1],
        VP_List[2],
        VP_List[3]);



//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//

for (iLoopCounter = 0;
iLoopCounter < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounter++)
{

VP_List[iLoopCounter]++;

}

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:2
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:2
//

printf (“Step 2: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List[0],
        VP_List[1],
        VP_List[2],
        VP_List[3]);

}

// End the algorithm.
//



15.2.4 Notes about Z_OctoC_1_E:

Besides adding the declaration for the integer variable iLoopCounter, we only 
changed the four lines in the executables section that performed the right shifting 
behavior. We used the do-loop construct to implement it, as described above.

The statement:

VP_List[iLoopCounter]++;

when placed within the do-loop construct, replaced the previous set of 4 statements:

VP_List[0] = VP_List[0] + 1;
VP_List[1] = VP_List[1] + 1;
VP_List[2] = VP_List[2] + 1;
VP_List[3] = VP_List[3] + 1;



15.3 Light at the end of the tunnel?

And now, it becomes obvious that we can kick the value of VP_LIST_SIZE up as big 
as we want to87, and the program line count will remain the same!!! THAT has been our 
goal to complete assignment #1, and now we can finally go ahead and complete it 
without any problems.

                

But before we get so cocky that we forget to test the C-code we’ve been slinging out,

let’s talk about our problems.

Are things perfect in your life?

Have you always made the right choices?

Didn’t you ever make a mistake?   

87 There are obviously finite limits to this, but 10,000 is no problem-o, in fact, the count of particles in our 
actual universe is no problem-o, as we shall see, below.



16 Errors in art of programming

16.1 Building the Great Pyramids of 
Egypt

When the Egyptians built the Great Pyramids it required many, many people over several 
generations to get the job done88.

Back in those days, a stonecutter would spend a good portion of his entire life chipping 
away at just one block of stone. That one block had to fit in PERFECTLY with all of the 
other blocks.

If it didn’t fit, the stonecutter was put to death, and his family was sold into slavery.

  89

Programming is no different; your code must work PERFECTLY.

88 PROJECTS that big require PROJECT MANAGEMENT to coordinate and control all the work being 
done by everyone involved.
89 Not really a pyramid, this is called Klauber’s triangle, described HERE, and these dots are PERFECT, 
always!



16.2 What, no recourse?

It is very difficult to sit down and write even a very simple algorithm without introducing 
PROGRAMMING ERRORS.

 Egyptian stonecutters had no recourse…

 The designer of the Titanic had no recourse…

 Neither did Humpty-Dumpy…

But we software programmers have all the recourse our project schedules will allow!!

We can test it and change it as much as we need to in order to make it all work 
perfectly.

Good thing for us, eh?90

90 Please see the discussions on “Trial-and-error approaches used by God” in my book “Perpetual Life: The 
Eye of the Octopus”. Eh?

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/HTML-PerpetualLife-TheEyeOfTheOctopuss.htm
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/HTML-PerpetualLife-TheEyeOfTheOctopuss.htm
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/HTML-PerpetualLife-TheEyeOfTheOctopuss.htm#_Toc277484668


16.3 A good clean start – do it right 
the FIRST time

Good thing we can test and make changes, HOWEVER, that doesn’t mean we should 
be sloppy or complacent or lazy programmers; it just means that we now have the 
tools to help us fix our mistakes.

You need to plan everything out before you start typing, you need to be 
careful when you type, and you need to test everything along the way as 
best as possible91.

This will definitely help, and another thing that definitely helps is to try writing code in 
its “final form” right up front, rather than slopping a bunch of undocumented 
testing lines together and “tidying up later”… “later” never comes; do it right the 
first time.

Treat it like it’s an art form… plan it all out and do your best, right up front. TRUST 
ME on this, please!

Still, even the best of the best break a chisel every once in a while… errors are un-
avoidable, but they’re a lot easier to deal with if you took care up front as best as 
possible.

91 Good PROJECT MANAGEMENT is the key to this, described HERE.



16.4 Classes of programming errors

As a programmer, you will encounter two major classes of errors:

1. COMPILE-TIME ERRORS   

To make it easy, let’s let this include any problems building or installing your 
application including problems with the compiler, the linker, or any problems 
creating an installable version or actually getting it to install on the target system, 
or whatever.

2. RUN-TIME ERRORS  

Once it’s built and installed as you expect it to be, only then can RUN-TIME 
errors occur when the application is being executed.

Both classes are described here in this chapter, as well as techniques to resolve them.

In addition, and unfortunately, you might also encounter EXTERNAL PROBLEMS 
that are out of your control. The solutions to these unexpected problems often require 
years of experience plus a sixth sense and a lot of luck (seriously), as described in a 
lengthy appendix all about programming troubleshooting nightmares.



16.5 Compile-time errors

The first major class of errors you’ll encounter are cause by SYNTAX ERRORS that 
you will mistakenly write (type) into your source code files. These are called 
COMPILE-TIME ERRORS because the compiler catches these when you try to build 
your program. HOPEFULLY, that is.

For example, if you misspelled the name of the function printf as Printf, the 
compiler would bark and say92 “External function called Printf assumed” (something 
like it). This is where C’s case sensitivity is enforced… the complier is as strict as a 
redhead’s stepfather, and that’s a good thing.

The VB programming language catches a lot more compile-time errors than C, for 
example, the array bounds checking errors, as mentioned HERE.

Bottom line: If your program has BAD SYNTAX in it caught by the 
compiler, where you can identify and fix it and get on with your life, this 
is the best thing that can happen with errors… that you find them 
before they find you!

92 It would “BARK” implying that its “not a happy” compiler because it found your errors. It would 
“SAY…” meaning it would output an ERROR MESSAGE STRING.



16.6 Troubleshooting compile-time 
errors:

16.6.1 Error messages from the compiler

In Pelles C IDE as well as most program development facilities, ERROR MESSAGES 
generated by the compiler should direct you to the exact lines of code creating the 
problems.

16.6.2 Spot Quiz #7:

Recall the cumbersome instructions I gave for copying examples from this book into the 
copy/paste buffer for insertion into a Pelles C IDE tabbed window?

Go ahead and try it anyway…

1. Bring up one of the old projects in Pelles C IDE, copy the C-source code for it 
directly from this book, highlighted colors and all, and then paste it into the 
tabbed window93, and then go ahead and try to build it.

2. Did it build OK?

3. What errors got reported?

4. WHY did these errors occur?

Solutions:

($$$ Instructions, specific error codes, example photos go here)

(I know you already know this specific answer, the point is THIS WAS A HARD 
LITTLE BUGGER TO FIGURE OUT!)

93 Make sure you clear the window out before replacing.



16.6.3 Error messages in general

$$$ Error message, error codes, error manuals

16.6.4 Error messages from the linker

Sometimes the compiler will accept (all of) the module(s) without any errors, but then the 
linker will generate some. This happens, for example, if you were to misspell the name of 
an external function call94 … the compiler doesn’t know about other modules it might 
eventually get linked to, so it assumes any external functions called are spelled correctly.

($$$ Show example screen shots)

94 In this example, the name is misspelled in the function prototype and the function calls.



16.7 Run-time errors

Ho boy!

The second major class of programming errors are know as RUN-TIME ERRORS.

These are BAD BAD BAD because these can happen in programs that you’ve already 
built and released… BUGS!!!

Sometimes the running program can figure out that it’s done something bad on its own 
and it will stop on its own, accompanied by a RUNTIME-ERROR MESSAGE. This is 
the second best thing that can occur with bugs… at least you have a clue what went 
wrong.

However, sometimes programs don’t know they’re out of control and they will continue 
on and on and on with UN-PREDICTABLE BEHAVIOR.

When a program falls in to such an uncontrolled state, this is called being in a GHOST 
STATE or being a GHOST MACHINE.



16.8 Troubleshooting Run-time errors:

This is where a programmer either swims or sinks along with his data-
scope, his debugger, and his career. This is where you can spend 3 months 
tracking down a single type-o. This is how you can earn the big bucks and be either a big 
hero or a dogged failure.

Here’s my main troubleshooting guideline:

Figure out if there’s ANY WAY to make the problem REPRODUCE ITSELF… is 
the error REPRODUCIBLE or not?

This is KEY!!

If you can re-produce the error, it’s (usually) a simple matter of figuring out the exact 
lines of code that are causing the problem (hopefully).

This can be done by using THE DEBUGGER95 and/or by lacing the code with, for 
example, “I’m Here at line 423 in the Widget-55 module” output 
statements, allowing you to zero in on the flow of execution and determine the exact 
cause of the problems (hopefully).

As mentioned above, an IDE may help you troubleshoot problems, but sometimes it may 
not be helpful. Examples include situations where EXTERNAL DATA is INPUT into 
your program… it might be difficult to SIMULATE the exact same INPUT DATA SET 
when debugging your program on your desktop vs. running it “IN PRODUCTION”, 
where the bad input data can actually be obtained.

Here again, the emphasis should be placed on re-producing the error, and if obtaining 
live production input is what it takes, that’s where you should be investing your time. Get 
out there on the shop floor, get down and dirty, whatever it takes to get the job done, 
THAT’S what you have to do. Mmkayyy?

95 The debugger is a tool that is part of the IDE that allows you to step through the instructions one at a 
time and examine the contents of program variables as the program executes. Real real-time coders live 
and die by the debugger. See Pelles C IDE help for instructions on using their debugger.



16.9 Run-Time Trouble Runs Deep

Run-time errors have quite a few more dimensions to them, and these are things that I’ve 
learned over many years on the job that I will now pass on to you… Please see the 
Appendix: Trouble Shooting Horror Stories, below. If you’re serious about 
becoming a programmer, this is required reading (albeit quite long-winded).

These stories touch upon computer hardware, network architectures, project management, 
scientific-research/industrial-applications programming, materials handling and inter-
personal business relationships. They also provide a taste of what it was really like being 
a REAL-TIME PROGRAMMER in the early age of industrial automation. (Whatever it 
takes.)

The stories introduce dozens of industry-standard terms, many of which you will be 
questioned about when applying for a programming job. And they’re funny, too.



16.10 Spot quiz #8:

Now that we know everything in the world about debugging, lets go ahead and build 
Z_OctoC_E.c under Pelles C IDE, using the same methods as before.

And then let’s test it to make sure it works as advertised…

The only statements that got changed were the executable statements that performed the 
right shifting…

For (iLoopCounter = 0;
     iLoopCounter < VP_LIST_SIZE;
     iLoopCounter = iLoopCounter + 1;)
{

VP_List[iLoopCounter]++;
}

All right, now, lets go ahead and run this program and make sure that it works as 
advertised…

($$$ It runs great… show some output, just like before)

I’m telling you right now, that from experience, this is a weak design and is prone to 
errors, but for now, we will let this program “PASS INSPECTION”.



17 Completing Assignment #1

Now it’s a snap; just put the right-shift motion into a loop that repeats 10,000 times. Let’s 
re-title this example to Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.c because the behavior is different 
from the Z_OctoC_1 “FAMILY OF UNIVERSES”.

17.1 Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.c

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_2_10000_A

Changes are compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_1_E.c, explained 
HERE), are in dark yellow.

//
// Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->10,000
// with output,
// done with expressions, 
// using an array for the VP_LIST,
// using a constant to define the array size,
// and using a do-loop construct to implement
// the right-shift behavior of the VPs
// for 10,000 shifs.
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 10,000
//
// Written by Marty 30-Oct-2012
//

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_10000_A
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_10000_A/Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.htm


//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):

#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Declare a constant named VP_LIST_SIZE and set its value
// to the integer number 4,
// allocate an ARRAY of integer variables to act as VPs
// using VP_LIST_SIZE to define the array size,
// declare an integer variable named iLoopCounter,
// and declare another integer variable named
// iLoopCounterOuter.
//

#define VP_LIST_SIZE 4

int VP_List[VP_LIST_SIZE];

int iLoopCounter;
int iLoopCounterOuter;

//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List[0] = 0;
VP_List[1] = 5;
VP_List[2] = 7;
VP_List[3] = 8;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List[0],
        VP_List[1],
        VP_List[2],
        VP_List[3]);



//
// Next, place the segment of code that
// performs one right shift
// into a 10,000 repeating do-loop.
//
// We call this the “OUTER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounterOuter = 1;
iLoopCounterOuter < 10000;
iLoopCounterOuter++)

{ // Begin outer loop

//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//
// We call this the “INNER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounter = 0;
iLoopCounter < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounter++)

{ // Begin inner loop

VP_List[iLoopCounter]++;

} // End inner loop

//
// This Universe is now in state
// M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//

printf (“Step %d: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0],
VP_List[1],
VP_List[2],
VP_List[3]);

} // End outer loop 

}

// End the algorithm.
//



17.2 Notes about Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.c

17.2.1 Nesting of Looping Constructs

Whenever a loop is placed within another loop, it becomes the “INNER LOOP” and the 
one it gets placed into is called the “OUTER LOOP”. Note that these are RELATIVE 
TERMS, because both of these loops could be placed within an “OUTER-OUTER 
LOOP”. In this case, the former outer loop becomes a MIDDLE LOOP, and the former 
inner loop becomes an INNER-INNER LOOP, again, this just demonstrates that these 
are relative terms.

When this is done, the term NESTING is used to describe these relative placements 
within the code structure, whereas the more inner loops are described as being more 
DEEPLY NESTED that the outer loops.

Whenever loops are nested, it is customary to INDENT the code one level per nesting 
level:

for (iLoopCounterNestLevel_0 = 0;
iLoopCounterNestLevel_0 < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounterNestLevel_0 ++)

{ // Some outer loop code goes here…

for (iLoopCounterNestLevel_1 = 0;
iLoopCounterNestLevel_1 < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounterNestLevel_1 ++)

{  // Some middle loop code goes here…

for (iLoopCounterNestLevel_2 = 0;
iLoopCounterNestLevel_2 < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounterNestLevel_2 ++)

{  // Some inner loop code goes here…

// The inner loop code gets indented
// like this comment

} // End inner loop

} // End middle loop

} // End outer loop



17.2.2 Use of the nested loops:

The code segment that comprises our inner loop was able to perform one complete right-
shift of all VP_LIST_SIZE (all 4) VPs:

//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..

for (iLoopCounter = 0;
iLoopCounter < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounter++)

{ // Begin inner loop

VP_List[iLoopCounter]++;

} // End inner loop

Since we needed to perform 10,000 right-shifts and didn’t want to type this code segment 
another 9,999 times, we NESTED it inside of the outer loop:

//
// Next, place the segment of code that
// performs one right shift
// into a 10,000 repeating do-loop.
//
// We call this the “OUTER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounterOuter = 1;
iLoopCounterOuter < 10000;
iLoopCounterOuter++)

{ // Begin outer loop

//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..

for (iLoopCounter = 0;
iLoopCounter < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounter++)

{ // Begin inner loop

VP_List[iLoopCounter]++;

} // End inner loop

The confusing thing here is the way the outer loop runs from 1 to 99,999, whist the 
inner loop is running from 0 to 396. This gets back to the use of array indexes in the C-
programming language starting at 0, as described above.

96 The outer loop runs from 1 to 99,999 because it specifies that the loop ends when 
iLoopCounterOuter < 10000.  Similarly, the inner loop runs from 0 to 3 because 
VP_LIST_SIZE is defined as 4.



Note that the outer loop could have just as easily been written as such:

//
// Next, place the segment of code that
// performs one right shift
// into a 10,000 repeating do-loop.
//
// We call this the “OUTER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounterOuter = 0;
iLoopCounterOuter < 9999;
iLoopCounterOuter++)

{ // Begin outer loop

From 0 to 99,998, same number of repeats as 1 to 99,999, it works fine and looks 
consistent with the inner loop’s use of 0 to (VP_LIST_SIZE – 1).

HOWEVER,  iLoopCounterOuter isn’t being used as an array index, it’s just a 
simple “activity counter”. The only benefit of use of 0 to 9998 would be to make it look 
like a geek wrote it. Seriously!

Next come the question of why we’re only looping 99,999 times and not 10,000. This is 
semantics… starting at step 1, we only need another 99,999 steps to take us to step 
10,000.



17.3 Testing Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.c

17.3.1 Build Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.exe on Pelles C IDE:

Go ahead and build this program on Pelles C IDE right now, don’t give me any lip 
service about how, and do it right the first time.

Go ahead and run it directly under Pelles C IDE. Unless you’re really fast at the 
keyboard, you won’t be able to see the start of the output because Flash is a fast cat.

($$$ Include photos of the output and Flash the cat, right here…)

Did you know that you can pause and resume a command prompt window by using the 
CONTROL/S  key? You can resume the output by using the CONTROL/Q  key, or by 
using the CONTROL/S  key. Try it!

No seriously, go ahead and try it on Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.c.

Works great, eh? But still, it’s hard to stop the output from 
Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.exe  from flying by so fast that you can actually see it.

I know that you know we could create a command procedure to do this, but lets try 
something a bit different here, OK?



17.4 Altering code for testing 
purposes

17.4.1 EDITING the source code

Since we already have Pelles C IDE up and running for Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.exe, 
let’s go ahead and make a “CODE CHANGE FOR TESTING”, meaning that we’re 
making an alteration to the code not for the purpose of the program’s intended 
functionality, but for other reasons, in this case, to be able to see a small portion of the 
10,000 lines of output.

I’m being picky about the semantics here for a good reason, as we shall see.

All right, go ahead and change the outer loop counter’s upper value from 10,000 to 10 
just so we can see the whole thing on our command prompt window from within Pelles C 
IDE…

If you have been following this book’s instructions exactly to the letter thus far, this will 
be the first time doing any EDITING of the source code. Don’t be afraid, it won’t bite 
you; it’s just like editing the body of an email.

17.4.1.1 Just scroll down to:

//
// Next, place the segment of code that
// performs one right shift
// into a 10,000 repeating do-loop.
//
// We call this the “OUTER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounterOuter = 1;
iLoopCounterOuter < 10000;
iLoopCounterOuter++)

{ // Begin outer loop

17.4.1.2 Change the 10000 to 10:

//
// Next, place the segment of code that
// performs one right shift
// into a 10,000 repeating do-loop.
//
// We call this the “OUTER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounterOuter = 1;
iLoopCounterOuter < 10;
iLoopCounterOuter++)

{ // Begin outer loop



17.4.1.3 And then execute it…

($$$ Photo of the output goes HERE… looks frickin’ great)

By examining the output and following along the execution of the code statements, you 
can understand why these upper and lower limits were used. You can also understand 
why the output statement:

// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//

printf (“Step %d: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0],
VP_List[1],
VP_List[2],
VP_List[3]);

} // End outer loop 

uses iLoopCounterOuter + 1 to specify the step number.



17.4.2 An unexpected lesson to be learned – CODE CONTROL

The purpose of this exercise was to demonstrate how an alteration to the code can help us 
test and validate the functionality of our application.

OK, FINE.

Now go ahead and shut down Pelles C IDE and have a Pepsi.

Don’t forget the crushed ice!



18 Source Code Control

Potato chips were fine. Now, come back and start Pelles C IDE up again, bring up 
your Z_OctoC_2_10000_A application again.

Now, EXECUTE IT.  WHAT DO YOU SEE???

18.1 The Accidental introduction of 
BUGS due to loss of Source Code 
Control

You see the program executing only 10 outer loops because you accidentally 
changed the program’s functionality (by following my directions in the previous 
section)!!!

We accidentally introduced our own “BUG”

            



18.2 BE CAREFUL WITH YOUR CODE!

18.2.1 My more-than-obvious point:

BE FUCKING CAREFUL WITH YOUR CODE!!!

Always be sure to control and save ANY changes you make and that DOES include 
changes your cat makes walking on you’re keyboard whilst getting some crushed ice for 
your Pepsi, and yes, this has really happened to me!!!

The accidental introduction of bugs due to mishandling source code 
modules is just as serious, if not more so, than actual programming 
errors because they fall into the category of “EXTERNAL CAUSES”, 
and that is a bad category as far as bugs go, as fully described HERE.

18.2.2 In this particular case:

What happened here was: Pelles C IDE doesn’t prompt you if you want to save your 
changes. When you built the application to test it using 10 right-shifts, Pelles C IDE went 
ahead and saved the contents of the .c source file.

Although I feel that Pelles C IDE should have prompted me before over-writing the file97, 
that is neither here nor there… the point is: IT’S YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO 
ASSURE YOUR PRODUCT IS CORRECT!!!

I discovered this “bug” getting introduced into the code in this exact same way, and so I 
thought it would be a nice way to bring up this extremely important topic.

97 Most editors, regardless of what they’re used for, prompt the user if changes should be saved (if any 
changes are made). Pelles C IDE, does not (at least by default) so be careful!



18.3 Source Code Control Libraries

18.3.1 Odds are: things get mixed up

Note that even if only one programmer is working on a project, these situations still 
can not be avoided, as this example reveals. When multiple programmers are involved, 
the odds increase exponentially.

For these reasons, SOURCE CODE CONTROL LIBRARIES were invented.

Please research SOURCE CODE CONTROL LIBRARIES under the general term 
REVISION CONTROL. These are facilities used by programmers to assure that 
screw-ups like this don’t happen. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revision_control


18.3.2 For example:

An example of the general procedures used for program development utilizing such a 
library in a small company with 3 programmers is as follows:

1. Programmer-A creates a brand new module named MODULE-A1 for a new 
project named PROJECT-1.

2. Programmer-A tests MODULE-A1 for bugs and when he’s happy with in, he 
CHECKS MODULE-A1 INTO THE CODE CONTROL LIBRARY (CCL).

3. Meanwhile, Programmers-B and -C are also creating modules for PROJECT-1 as 
well as for several other projects, and checking them into the same CCL… the 
CCL is typically a corporate-wide system… it is CENTRALIZED 
in order to prevent any DUPLICATION.

4. A few years later, a bug is discovered in the PROJECT-1 application, and it is 
found to be in MODULE-A1.

5. However, Programmer-A was killed by a roving bison at the company picnic last 
year, and so Programmers-B and –C both try to figure it out.

6. ONLY ONE PROGRAMMER AT A TIME IS ALLOWED TO 
CHECKOUT A MODULE FROM THE CCL...that’s a good thing!

7. They decide to make Programmer-B the “PRIMARY INVESTIGATOR”, 
meaning that it’s HIS ass that gets placed into a sling if/when things go wrong.

8. Programmer-B goes ahead and CHECKS OUT MODULE-A1, makes some 
changes and shows them to Programmer-C, who likes it, and makes a few minor 
corrections to it as well. NOW, since the module is checked-out to 
PROGRAMMER-B, PROGRAMMER-C cannot check MODULE-A1 back into 
the CCL… that’s a good thing!

9. NOW, when Programmer-B checks this module back into the library having 
forgotten to add the last-minute additions of PROGRAMMER-C, that’s HIS fault, 
in fact, if ANYTHING goes wrong with MODULE-A1, its his fault… HE’s the 
dude with his name scribbled on the library card when he CHECKS MODULE-
A back IN … he now OWNS it, and HE ALONE is now ACCOUNTABLE 
for it … a good thing?



18.4 ACCOUNTABILITY = A good thing

The truth is that modules always get mixed up all the time even when there are 
CCLs in place and even when everyone involved tries to actually follow the 
procedures.

The truth is that, although it might seem like a pain in the ass, control of our source 
our modules is our most important task. These modules are our bread-and butter. 

They might take 20 man-years to complete, but they’re JUST SOFTWARE… they 
are FRAGILE and they NEED SPECIAL ATTENTION.

ONE WRONG DELETION COMMAND, ONE BAD POWER-QUARK, ONE 
MISPLACED LAPTOP, EVEN ONE LEAKED PASSWORD, AND IT CAN ALL 
GO POOF!!!

It’s like dealing with banks… we can work for 2,000 hours in a year for 20 years straight, 
but if we leak just one bank account number, it might all go POOF!

And regardless of whatever it goes POOF for, ACCOUNTABILITY WILL 
ALWAYS BE DEMANDED... who’s password was that?



19 Arrays of STRUCTURES: Using Relational Analysis to 
add ATTRIBUTES to the VP list

Lets now start to modify our assignment#1 program to make it create and run the entire 
Universe as a run-time activity.

19.1 HeatLevel, Mass, and the 
underlying theme by which the 
Universe operates

We know we're gonna need HEAT, so let's think of a way to keep track of this, 
Universe-wide. A logical way to start... let's keep track of Heat Levels as integer 
numerical values. Another logical way to start... let's keep track of this HeatLevel 
value for each of the VPs we've established in our little Universe.

While we're at it, we need to keep of MASS by VP as well.

This is the underlying theme by which the entire 
Universe runs!!! Integer numbers define locations, heat 
levels, mass, and everything else.

The hidden beauty of the Theory-Of-Everything is the 
way integer numbers are used, not only to make all of 
these quantitative specifications, integer numbers also 
function as a common currency of exchange between 
various states of energy and matter98. Totally cool.

98 If you know anything about quantum mechanics and you just got a chill up your spine along with a flash 
thought of “Q.E.D.”, once again, we're right on the same page. For those not familiar, please research 
QED... it Quantifies exactly WHAT the Theory-Of-Everything does by way of basic CAUSEALITY.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_electrodynamics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_electrodynamics


19.2 Adding HeatLevel and Mass 
attributes to the VP list

Before:

M4P1DPOU:1
VP List 
Index #

Location_Pointer

0 0

1 5

2 7

3 8

Let's add one column to our VP_List  called HeatLevel , and another called Mass:

M4P1DPOU:1
VP List 
Index #

Location_Pointer HeatLevel Mass

0 0 23 0

1 5 46 0

2 7 92 0

3 8 184 0

Simple, yes?

The values shown are just for demonstration, but as long as we're on the topic, this tick-1  
state of M4P1DPOU is showing HeatLevel values as multiples of 23 because I like 
the number 23, and it shows the Mass  values for all of the VPs as all zero... exactly 
equal to the scientifically determined mass of quarks, BTW.



19.3 Relational Analysis

We're looking at this list as a database table, so let's use a standard database molding 
approach, utilizing the science/art of Relational Analysis.

19.3.1 A list index is a Primary Key:

In the terminology of database modeling, a Primary Key (abbreviated as PK) is a 

column99 that UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES every record in a table from one-another.

In order to demonstrate this point, let's go back to the old way of showing this as a simple 
list, rather than a data table:

M4P1DPOU:1:

1. Location: 0, HeatLevel: 23, Mass: 0

2. Location: 5, HeatLevel: 46, Mass: 0

3. Location: 7, HeatLevel: 92, Mass: 0

4. Location: 8, HeatLevel: 184, Mass: 0

The index numbers (1 through 4) on the left are only used to uniquely identify each entry. 
That's what a list index is; obviously,  the implicit PK  of any list.

99An individual column like VP_Index#, or a composite of more than one column , like Cat name AND Cat 
Owner.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational_database


19.3.2 Primary keys in database tables:

Switching back to our data table-form, these list index numbers (0 through 3100) are the 
field titled VP_Index#     ; obviously, VP_Index#  is the PK  of this data table.

M4P1DPOU:1
VP List 
Index #

Location_Pointer HeatLevel Mass

0 0 23 0

1 5 46 0

2 7 92 0

3 8 184 0

Primary 
Key data 
column

100Recall, we use 0 – 3 rather than 1 – 4 only because we're using C arrays.



19.3.3 Key data fields vs. attribute data fields:

Relational analysis categorizes columns as containing either KEY DATA or containing 
ATTRIBUTE DATA.

But wait, you ask, what about tables that use, for example, LAST NAME as the 
primary key?

Answer: in pure Relational analysis, all primary keys are UNIQUE INTEGER 
NUMBERS and not only that, these numbers are SYSTEM ASSIGNED 
meaning that the value is not any part of the data, it is created and assigned by the 
database system whenever a new table record is needed. The key data functions 
strictly for the purpose of identifying the records.

So, the typical example everyone thinks of as being a list (a list of last names) is 
NOT CORRECTLY DESIGNED, by strict standards. Anyone working with big 
lists of names very quickly realizes that adding first names, adding addresses, 
ages, sex, height, etc., DOES NOT SUFFICE to UNIQUELY IDENTIFY 
ANYONE. A social security number is the only way to do it correctly; think 
about it, a SS # is “system assigned” at birth.

The key data functions strictly for the purpose of identifying the records, the attribute 
data for each record is contained in the remaining columns:

M4P1DPOU:1
VP List 
Index #

Location_Pointer HeatLevel Mass

0 0 23 0

1 5 46 0

2 7 92 0

3 8 184 0

Key 
data 

column

Attribute data columns



19.4 Standardized descriptions for 
database record structures:

Unlike the  “standardized” methods for categorizing digital universes, something that I 
made up, there are industry-wide standardized methods of describing database table 
record structures. For example, what I'm describing in C as VP_List_Struct,

M4P1DPOU:1
VP List 
Index #

Location_Pointer HeatLevel Mass

is described in the science/art of Relational Analysis as such:

Database name: M4P1DPOU

Table name:101 VP_List

Table fields:102

PK/SA/FKs103 Data 
Type

Field Name     Description

PK/SA int VP_List_Index_# VP _List index

N/N int Location_Pointer Virtual location 
(in only one 
dimension, for 
now)

N/N int HeatLevel Heat level

N/N int Mass Mass

101You can specify as many tables as you need to for the database being described.
102You can specify as many fields as you need to for the database table being described.
103You can specify as many FKs as you need to for each field being described.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational_database


19.5 Notes on the above example 
standardized description for database 
record structures:

19.5.1 Database name, field names:

Database name: M4P1DPOU

Table name: VP_List

Although I’ve previously titled everything by algorithm name, in actuality, the VP_List 
is only one table in several that might be in our application.  Since we're now describing 
this in terms of database functions, I’m now using M7P1DPOU as the database name, 
and VP_List  as the table name being specified.

Note that some renditions of the Theory-Of-Everything algorithm do use more than just 
the VP_List  table data structure, as described right here.  Note that the description just 
pointed to roughly follows these same standards in that PKs , SAKeys, and FKs are 
indicated in the pseudo-code.



Now, I just need to explain what these all are...

HUH??



19.5.2 Data table FIELD TYPES: Key, Attribute, PK, SAKey, and FK

Key: used to identify table records both for the table being discussed as well as other 
tables, as described below.

Attribute: the functional data fields of table records

PK: Primary key; the unique key  field(s) of the table being discussed.

SAKey: Stands for “SYSTEM ASIGNED KEY”, indicates if the PK is systems assigned 
or not (Yes or No), demonstrating the idea that the rules of governing database use are 
not set in stone... its OK to have a numeric PK that is not system assigned. Its just not a 
“PURE” design, and I will just leave it at that104.

FK: Stands for Foreign Key, which is the Primary key field(s) of ANOTHER table in the 
database. The classic example is the employee-department database example, found in 
every beginner manual in relational analysis. This is how multiple database tables are 
LINKED together.

We will see examples of this in our programming later down the pike.

104Relational analysis is a systematical science that has rules to follow such as this, and when followed, 
math-like analysis of the data can proceed. The rules are simple, and the analysis is powerful and also 
somewhat simple. Research: SQL.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL


The NON-KEY FIELDS IN A DATA TABLE ARE CALLED ATTRIBUTES.  Well, I 
needed to repeat something here!



19.6 Implementing assignment 1 using 
an array of structures

Without introducing any more complexity by way of manipulating these new attribute 
fields, let's once again implement the functionality of assignment 1, but using our new 
VP-List structure...

19.7 Z_OctoC_2_10000_B.c

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_2_10000_B.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_2_10000_  B  

Changes are compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_2_10000_A.c, 
explained HERE), are in dark yellow.

//
// Z_OctoC_2_10000_B.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->10,000
// with output,
// done with expressions, 
// using an array of structures for the VP_LIST,
// using a constant to define the array size,
// using a do-loop construct to implement
// the right-shift behavior of the VPs
// for 10,000 shifts,
// and definig the structure to include Hatlevel and Mass.
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 10,000
//
// Written by Marty 23-Nov-2012
//

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_10000_B/
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_10000_B/Z_OctoC_2_10000_B.htm


//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):

#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Declare a constant named VP_LIST_SIZE and set its value
// to the integer number 4,
// declare the new VP_List_Struct and include Location,
// HeatLevel, and Mass all as integer attributes,
// allocate an ARRAY of integer variables to act as VPs
// using VP_LIST_SIZE to define the array size,
// declare an integer variable named iLoopCounter,
// and declare another integer variable named
// iLoopCounterOuter.
//

#define VP_LIST_SIZE 4

struct VP_List_Struct
{

int Location;
int HeatLevel;
int Mass;

};

struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[VP_LIST_SIZE];

int iLoopCounter;
int iLoopCounterOuter;

//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List[0].Location = 0;
VP_List[1].Location = 5;
VP_List[2].Location = 7;
VP_List[3].Location = 8;



//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf (“Step 1: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
        VP_List[0].Location,
       VP_List[1].Location,
       VP_List[2].Location,
       VP_List[3].Location);

//
// Next, place the segment of code that
// performs one right shift
// into a 10,000 repeating do-loop.
//
// We call this the “OUTER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounterOuter = 1;
iLoopCounterOuter < 10000;
iLoopCounterOuter++)

{ // Begin outer loop

//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//
// We call this the “INNER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounter = 0;
iLoopCounter < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounter++)

{ // Begin inner loop

VP_List[iLoopCounter].Location ++;

} // End inner loop



//
// This Universe is now in state
// M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//

printf (“Step %d: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0].Location ,
VP_List[1].Location ,
VP_List[2].Location ,
VP_List[3].Location );

} // End outer loop 

}

// End the algorithm.
//



19.8 Notes about Z_OctoC_2_10000_B.c

19.8.1 C Structure definitions

Structures really make the C programming language powerful.

Structures let you mix and match several variables, even those declared with different 
data-types, into a single record-like custom data structure.

The way to tell C just how you want to mix and match these sub-components is very 
simple and very concise and yet very powerful; within the variable declaration section, 
just specify your STRUCTURE DEFINITION via a C  struct  statement just like 
this:

struct VP_List_Struct
{

int Location;
int HeatLevel;
int Mass;

};

Obviously, this is a record consisting of the three integer attribute fields for VPs, as 
described above. The name of the structure is VP_List_Struct..

Note that this structure definition statement does NOT allocate any variables 
whatsoever, it simply defines a template named VP_List_Struct. and informs C 
of the combination of variables comprises this record structure.

However, once this definition is made, the C structure can be used the same way any C 
data-types are used, including using it to declare individual structure-variables or whole 
arrays of structures.... these are exactly what we want .. it organizes it into the form of a 
data table, and lets us manipulate it as such.



19.8.2 Representing the VP_List  as an array of structures:

Once the VP_List_Struct  is defined, we can subsequently use it as a C data-type 
and that's what we immediately do; the very next statement after the structure definition 
is the declaration of the VP_List  itself.

HOWEVER, whereas the previous rendition's declaration of VP_List  was  an array of 
integers (data-type = int), limiting the entire VP_List  to only specifying the Location 
for each VP, now we declare it as such:

struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[VP_LIST_SIZE];

An ARRAY of VP_List_Struct structures,

(data-type = struct VP_List_Struct,),

and now each VP has all of the attributes we wanted.

As a bonus, using these structured record definitions now allows us to add additional 
attributes and still retain the same overall coding constructs... in other words, it makes 
upgrades and enhancements easier as well as making the programming of data-table-like 
data structures very simple.

C is really an amazingly powerful and yet concise language.



19.8.3 Referencing data from a C record structure

This is so cool... the names we used to specify the component variables that make up the 
structure are then used in a hierarchical fashion as follows:

BEFORE (using an array of int  integers):

printf (“Step %d: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0],
VP_List[1],
VP_List[2],
VP_List[3]);

AFTER (using an array of struct VP_List_Struct  structures):

printf (“Step %d: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n”,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0].Location ,
VP_List[1].Location ,
VP_List[2].Location ,
VP_List[3].Location );

Once the VP_List_Struct  is used as the data-type of the VP_List  array, we can 
access the individual STRUCTURE MEMBERS by prefixing their names with a dot 
char, as shown above.

So, here is how we can access these attributes of VP_List  array record #0:

VP_List[0].Location 

VP_List[0].HeatLevel

VP_List[0].Mass



19.8.4 What really happens when Z_OctoC_2_10000_B.exe  gets executed?

If you build and run it, it seems to work like a charm, however we need to really look at 
the code to figure out how it really worked. We will get into this when we discuss 
PERFECT REPORODUCEABILITY, coming up shortly.

But first, lets try to organize our code right now, because its starting to look a bit 
CLUTTERED and it's becoming difficult to read. We need to find an organized way for 
us to add more enhancements to archive our goals.

Mumbai, India

http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/projects/Snapshots/India/India.htm


20 Organizing our project by the process of 
Modularization: Implementing Functionality

This chapter will pull together our previous discussions about the C-programming 
environment and the process of modularization.  We will discuss issues of MODULE 
CONTROL, concepts of OUTPUT FORMATTING, as well as planning the 
IMPLEMENTATION of our project's FUNCTIONALITY.

This will result in a list of enhancements needed, which I will highlight in Orange.

20.1 Issues of module control

20.1.1 Control of our source code modules

Recall how I warned about the value of our product (computer files), and how 
fragile everything is. It can all become worthless if the source files get destroyed, lost or 
corrupted, and so organization is important just for the sake of knowing what you have 
that needs to be protected!

In our little training course here we've already developed over 30 source-code 
modules and we got lot more on the way.

We've already spent at least 10 MAN-HOURS creating them, and we don’t want them 
lost. Fortunately, all of our modules are under one WORKSPACE,

.../TheoryOfEverything/...

Which is now obviously a 'dern good thing, and now that we're figuring out what 
we're doing, we can think about organizing our files a bit better to get 'er all done. We 
will now perform the magic of implementing our required functionality.



20.1.2 Control of the readability of our source code modules

You might have noticed that our modules started out all short and sweet, all less than one 

PAGE105 long, but as we added complexity, we added more and more code and 
comments, and it's starting to look scruffy.

First off, hey, that's what we're paid to do; write code. But the question at hand: Is it 
better to be very long-winded in writing C-code (as I obviously am), or is it better to keep 
the code terse for the sake of readability?

This is a good question. The answer is BOTH.

There are some programming languages that claim to be “SELF-DOCUMENTING”, 
such as VB, however, I still find it necessary to add enough verbiage that the next guy 
can figure out what the thing is doing in any case.

Besides, by using highly-DESCRIPTIVE VARIABLE NAMES such as

 VP_List[3].HeatLevel

C-code appears almost as self-descriptive, and yet, presented in it's “optimally 
compact form”, even this still clogs the eye … THIS IS UNAVOIDABLE AS 
COMPLEXITY INCREASES... we need a way to see the forest and the trees.

($$$ Photo of The lone ranger goes HERE)

105A standard PAGE is 80 lines long.



20.2 MODULARIZATION TO THE RESCUE!!!

20.2.1 Modularization will help us in several ways right here:

This is magic.

First and foremost, it will provide a FUNCTIONAL BREAKDOWN of WHAT the 
algorithm is trying to accomplish by sub-dividing everything into a set of categories.

Next, it will provide a MODULAR BREAKDOWN based upon:

1. The categorizations of functionality derived from the functional breakdown.

2. The programming development environment we are implementing it upon. If 
we're using a giant Lego set to construct a hand-crank version of the U., we have 
to think about baskets of various kinds of Lego pieces and how we 'll put the 
major sub-components together.

Since we're doing this on a computer in a virtual implementation, we only need to 
worry about our code modules, and because we're doing it in C, this has a huge 
impact because of the C-standards I’ve been hounding about... These 
standards help glue everything we need together to get er done.

20.2.2 Teaching modularization by example

We will start out with Z_OctoC_2_10000_B  as is and modularize it. We will proceed 
very slowly so this won't appear to be magic (even though it really is.) So what else is 
new?

The first thing we'll do is cut the loop count from 10,000 to 50 so we can see what the 
heck we're doing! As such, the name of these modules will be

Z_OctoC_2_50_A, B, etc...



21 Tracking the values of Heat and Mass: Z_OctoC_50_A

21.1 Upgrade needed:

The HeatLevel and Mass were added to the VP_List_Struct, but we didn’t use 
them in the code, we just kinda dragged these new record members along. Recall the 
examples from the Relational Analysis section above?

Here are the values I was suggesting...

M4P1DPOU:1
VP List 
Index #

Location_Pointer HeatLevel Mass

0 0 23 0

1 5 46 0

2 7 92 0

3 8 184 0

Alright, so the algorithm needs to initialize these numbers into the VP_List array 
and then report on them in the print statements...

21.2 Z_OctoC_2_50_A.c

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_2_50_A.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_A

Changes can be compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_2_10000_B.c, 
explained HERE), are in dark yellow.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_A/
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_A/Z_OctoC_2_50_A.htm


//
// Z_OctoC_2_50_A.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->50
// with output,
// done with expressions, 
// using an array of structures for the VP_LIST,
// using a constant to define the array size,
// using a do-loop construct to implement
// the right-shift behavior of the VPs
// for 50 shifts,
// defining the structure to include Heatlevel and Mass,
// tracking these values as well as location in the output.
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 50
//
// Written by Marty 30-Nov-2012
//



//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):
 
#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Declare a constant named VP_LIST_SIZE and set its value
// to the integer number 4,
// declare the new VP_List_Struct and include Location,
// HeatLevel, and Mass all as integer attributes,
// allocate an ARRAY of VP_List_Struct variables to act as VPs
// using VP_LIST_SIZE to define the array size,
// declare an integer variable named iLoopCounter,
// and declare another integer variable named
// iLoopCounterOuter.
//

#define VP_LIST_SIZE 4

struct VP_List_Struct
{

int Location;
int HeatLevel;
int Mass;

};

struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[VP_LIST_SIZE];

int iLoopCounter;
int iLoopCounterOuter;



//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List[0].Location = 0;  // Location pointer values
VP_List[1].Location = 5;
VP_List[2].Location = 7;
VP_List[3].Location = 8;

VP_List[0].HeatLevel = 23; // HeatLevel values
VP_List[1].HeatLevel = 46;
VP_List[2].HeatLevel = 92;
VP_List[3].HeatLevel = 184;

VP_List[0].Mass = 0; // Mass values
VP_List[1].Mass = 0;
VP_List[2].Mass = 0;
VP_List[3].Mass = 0;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf ("Step 1 Loc: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n",
        VP_List[0].Location,
       VP_List[1].Location,
       VP_List[2].Location,
       VP_List[3].Location);

printf ("Step 1 Heat: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n",
        VP_List[0].HeatLevel,
       VP_List[1].HeatLevel,
       VP_List[2].HeatLevel,
       VP_List[3].HeatLevel);

printf ("Step 1 Mass: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n\n",
        VP_List[0].Mass,
       VP_List[1].Mass,
       VP_List[2].Mass,
       VP_List[3].Mass);

//
// Next, place the segment of code that
// performs one right shift
// into a 50 repeating do-loop.
//
// We call this the “OUTER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounterOuter = 1;
iLoopCounterOuter < 50;
iLoopCounterOuter ++)

{ // Begin outer loop



//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//
// We call this the “INNER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounter = 0;
iLoopCounter < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounter++)

{ // Begin inner loop
 

VP_List[iLoopCounter].Location++;
 

} // End inner loop

//
// This Universe is now in state
// M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//

printf ("Step %d Loc: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n",
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0].Location,
VP_List[1].Location,
VP_List[2].Location ,
VP_List[3].Location);

printf ("Step %d Heat: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n",
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0].HeatLevel,
VP_List[1].HeatLevel,
VP_List[2].HeatLevel,
VP_List[3].HeatLevel);

printf ("Step %d Mass: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n\n",
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0].Mass,
VP_List[1].Mass,
VP_List[2].Mass,
VP_List[3].Mass);

} // End outer loop 

}
 
// End the algorithm.
//



21.3 Notes about Z_OctoC_2_50_A.c

21.3.1 Initialization of the new structure members

Is very straightforward:

VP_List[0].HeatLevel = 23; // HeatLevel values
VP_List[1].HeatLevel = 46;
VP_List[2].HeatLevel = 92;
VP_List[3].HeatLevel = 184;

VP_List[0].Mass = 0; // Mass values
VP_List[1].Mass = 0;
VP_List[2].Mass = 0;
VP_List[3].Mass = 0;

However,

1. It's making our code more cluttered and harder to read.

2. It begs to ask how we will accomplish this for larger VP_lists.

OK, as far (1) cluttered, we will modularize these initialization activities into a separate 
module and make only one CALL to it when the code runs, just the same way we did it 
in the call to DRIVE_TO_BEER_STORE    in our Jerky-Run   example  . That code 
enhancement is coming up soon.



Please note that in the C programming language, the default state of integer numbers 
in an array is all 0, so the 4 VP_List[n].Mass = 0; statements were not really 
needed. I do like to show these in pseudo-code because it's language independent. Note 
again, however, I have seen some C-compilers NOT initialize these to 0 in debugger 
versions. We will address this explicit need for zero value initialization, coming up soon 
as well.

As for (2) having to do this for a large array, you don't think the real God's program has 
everything detailed out like we do here for just 4 VPs, do you? Maybe; it's something to 
think about, that's fer sure. I beg to differ, but that is a personal choice.

Please research Conway's GAME OF LIFE for very interesting insight on this... scientists 
spent a LOT of their time playing around with these very same ideas way back when 
computers were first being used in on college campuses.

By initializing the location states of these widgets and establishing an even simpler set of 
rules than my “Threory-Of-Everything”,  AMAZINGLY COMPLEX entities emerge 
from Conway's 2-Dimensional GAME OF LIFE.

Pretty cool, eh? This is called a GLIDDER, it's like a B-52 on a mission! My Theory-Of-
Everything is 3-d (or more) and has more complex rules AND it can be “custom-

initialized” like Conway's game as well. I hope that give you a glimpse of the 
emergence possible from these AUTONAMA MACHINES.

My point here is that we need to think about a programmatic approach to 
initializing the data lists.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finite-state_machine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conway's_Game_of_Life


21.3.2 Z_OctoC_2_50_A.c  Output statements

Again, very straightforward; in the output at Step-1 we changed the first printf to 
include “ Loc:” and then added two additional printfs  for reporting the  
HeatLevel  and  Mass :

printf ("Step 1 Loc: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n",
        VP_List[0].Location,
       VP_List[1].Location,
       VP_List[2].Location,
       VP_List[3].Location);

printf ("Step 1 Heat: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n",
        VP_List[0].HeatLevel,
       VP_List[1].HeatLevel,
       VP_List[2].HeatLevel,
       VP_List[3].HeatLevel);

printf ("Step 1 Mass: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n\n",
        VP_List[0].Mass,
       VP_List[1].Mass,
       VP_List[2].Mass,
       VP_List[3].Mass);

Now that we're tracking more than just location numbers, we need to LABEL what the 
different numbers represent. Duh. We added Loc:, Heat: and Mass: to identify what 
the different ROWS of data represent. Similar changes also appear in the code-segment 
called from within the do-loop:

printf ("Step %d Loc: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n",
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0].Location,
VP_List[1].Location,
VP_List[2].Location ,
VP_List[3].Location);

printf ("Step %d Heat: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n",
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0].HeatLevel,
VP_List[1].HeatLevel,
VP_List[2].HeatLevel,
VP_List[3].HeatLevel);

printf ("Step %d Mass: 1: %d 2: %d 3: %d 4: %d\n\n",
iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
VP_List[0].Mass,
VP_List[1].Mass,
VP_List[2].Mass,
VP_List[3].Mass);

Again, the obvious problem of cluttering up the code is emerging, and we realize the 
need to modularize some of these code segments just for the sake of readability.

In this case, we need to modularize both** of these code segments.

** This is key.



21.3.3 Z_OctoC_2_50_A.exe  Output

Here is the first + last parts of the output from Z_OctoC_2_50_A.exe :

Step 1 Loc: 1: 0 2: 5 3: 7 4: 8
Step 1 Heat: 1: 23 2: 46 3: 92 4: 184
Step 1 Mass: 1: 0 2: 0 3: 0 4: 0

Step 2 Loc: 1: 1 2: 6 3: 8 4: 9
Step 2 Heat: 1: 23 2: 46 3: 92 4: 184
Step 2 Mass: 1: 0 2: 0 3: 0 4: 0

…

Step 49 Loc: 1: 48 2: 53 3: 55 4: 56
Step 49 Heat: 1: 23 2: 46 3: 92 4: 184
Step 49 Mass: 1: 0 2: 0 3: 0 4: 0

Step 50 Loc: 1: 49 2: 54 3: 56 4: 57
Step 50 Heat: 1: 23 2: 46 3: 92 4: 184
Step 50 Mass: 1: 0 2: 0 3: 0 4: 0

Press any key to continue...

Note the LINE-BREAKS I put there for readability... Not too bad, eh? These result from 
adding an extra “ \n “ to the printf  statements for the Mass.

The purpose of these line-breaks is to GROUP (the output) BY (all 3 VP_List attributes).

The results are displayed in Universe step sequence number, which is the way the 
program operates, so I think that's appropriate. In database terms, the results were 
ORDERED BY Universe STEP number.

All-in-all, this report is ORDERED BY  Universe Step and GROUPED BY VP_List 
attribute.



21.3.4 Spot Quiz:

Do NOT go ahead and write any code, just think about it for a while.

If we wanted a report of activity ORDERED BY  VP_List attribute  and 
GROUPED BY Universe Step, how can that be accomplished?

        

21.3.4.1 Answer:

The only way to accomplish this in a single report over the entire sequence of Universe 
ticks is to:

• Run the Theory-Of-Everything program and capture the output into a data file like 
the way we did it with the command procedures, above.

• Create a new, separate re-reformatting program;

• The re-reformatting program then reads the data in the file back into an array of 
TIME-SEQUENCE RECORDS... these are data structures just like VP_List, 
but customized to match the record-layouts created by the Theory-Of-Everything 
program.

• Once again, you can appreciate why database theory is useful as guidelines for 
report generation.

• The re-reformatting program must then process the data by looping through the 
TIME-SEQUENCE RECORD array over and over, reporting the data for each 
VP, one at a time.

All THAT goes on under-the covers every time you click on the these ORDER-BY and 
SORT-BY buttons on your Excel spreadsheet, it's no mystery any more.



21.4 Designing reports correctly

21.4.1 Reports from program output

The output of this algorithm is considered a REPORT; a printed list of data.

Reports, in my opinion, must be “HUMAN-READABLE”. If this same information 
were represented in a bit-stream-pattern, I'd call it a LIST OF DATA or a DATASET, 
not a report.

Reports typically follow formats, for example, displaying the data as rows and 
columns.

21.4.2 The rules of report printing

In order to enforce these formatting requirements, we need to impose to some of the 
rules of database design upon the way the output is displayed.

One of the rules of designing databases is:

Always FIX the numbers of CLOULMNS in a table. The number 
of rows can be from zero to infinity (theoretically, of frickin' 
course).

21.4.3 This report sucks

This report sucks because it's obvious that the number of columns displayed equals the 
number of table rows in our VP_List, and even tough that happens to be a fixed 

number in our design thus far, and even though it fits nicely into 80 columns106 when all 
4 VPs are used, this is an incorrect design.

Perhaps you just caught a glimpse of what I'm  talking about applying database rules to 
generating reports? Creepy alert.

106“Standard” reports output either 80 or 132 columns.



21.5 WHAT ARE WE DOING, Anyway?

21.5.1 Keeping focus... HERE ARE OUT GOALS

Good question... you might be thinking we've lost our way... that we should just write the 
program and be done. Well, first off, I'm teaching the class, OK?

I went that way. I already wrote it, partially, BFD if you can't see what's going on inside, 
UNDER THE COVERS. Hope I didn’t kill any lizard-creatures when I turned the box 
off.

This is similar to the way the Hiesenberg principle works, BUT this is 
code and I know I can somehow examine it and I also know that this 
examination won’t affect anything and THAT'S WHY THIS IS SUCH 
AN IMPORTANT CHAPTER.

THIS IS OUR GOAL: RUN THE Theory-Of-
Everything AND BE ABLE TO EXAMINE WHAT 
HAPPENS UNDER THE COVERS AT THE SAME 
TIME.

It's going to be VERY SIMPLE, trust me.

The functionality of the Theory-Of-Everything will be incorporated along with the 
enhancements required to achieve this reporting capability.

http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/projects/Martys_World/Z_Octopus_2.zip


21.5.2 Considering requirements for program output

I think that it's clear that the program already works... it already displays the states of the 
VP through the ticks of time, and perhaps you might be thinking that now it's just a 
simple matter of cleaning up the report formatting and adding my rules of motion.

Just run the Theory-Of-Everything as a DOS-report?

Sorry, that will not be good enough for what I have in mind in order to demonstrate 
my contentions.

Even if we could understand the numerical data pattern reported when 2 intercepting 
photons interfere (BTW, this is what the guys on the forum accused me of lying about), 
we need to demo this with a visual display for anyone ELSE to understand.

We need to demo our findings visually, or we at least need to make the data 
presentable for a commercial graphics package.

Since we don't want to spend a great deal of time developing visual displays, we need to 
focus on making the data available for commercial graphics packages to interface 
with.

These packages expect the data to be in predetermined formats, they don't scan human-
readable reports and turn the data into pictures, well, not typically. However, many of 
these packages do accept an Excel spreadsheet as input, and those ARE human-readable.

Of course the actual data that comprises an Excel spreadsheet isn’t really human-readable 
either, it's data that's presented in COMPUTER-READABLE FORMAT.... we call this 
a DATA-SET.

Specifically, we need to think of  presenting our output data as data-sets rather than 
reports. The cool thing about a data-set; it really can be human readable, and I already 
have a data-set presentation format in mind.

The “Human-readable” reports we have thus far are fine for the purpose of demonstrating 
the concepts on tiny Universes and for teaching us how to write printf  statements.

Fair enough so far?



21.6 Enhancements needed to 
Z_OctoC_2_50_A

Based upon these notes and goals, the following enhancements are needed:

1. Modularize the algorithm because its getting too cluttered, and we now have an 
idea of how we want to proceed.

2. Explicitly handle initializing our data when zeros are expected, think abut a 
programmatic approach to intializing the data lists.

3. Address the issues of formatting the reporting so we will be able to handle a huge 
VP_List size.

4. Think about identifying the output as to the program version that created  it, 
inside of the data itself.

Hey I just threw that one in, but it will help us organize things better.

Trust me.

5. Think about the output as being a data-set vs. a report.  I already have a data-set 
presentation format in mind

Make it so...

Let's start of with something simple...

 (5)Think about the output as being a data-set vs. a report.  I already have a data-set 
presentation format in mind

A code change from Z_OctoC_2_50_A   involving only 6 very similar  non-comment 
lines to output our data-set in MartyBus PROTOCOL.



22 MartyBus Protocol  :  Z_OctoC_2_50_B

Remember I mentioned I  had a data-set output format already in mind?

MartyBus is what is known as a “SELF-DESCRIBING DATA-SET FORMAT” in 
that there is information describing the data embedded within the data:

/MyName = Marty

/MySport = “Ultimate Frisbee”

/MyAge = 59

/YourAttentionSpan = “EXCELLENT, IF YOU GET MY MEANINGS”

More on this protocol, below.

22.1 Z_OctoC_2_50_B.c

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_2_50_B.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_B

Changes can be compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_2_50_A.c, 
explained HERE), are in dark yellow.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_B/
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_B/Z_OctoC_2_50_B.htm


//
// Z_OctoC_2_50_B.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->50
// with output,
// done with expressions, 
// using an array of structures for the VP_LIST,
// using a constant to define the array size,
// using a do-loop construct to implement
// the right-shift behavior of the VPs
// for 50 shifts,
// defining the structure to include Heatlevel and Mass,
// tracking these values as well as location in the output,
// Output in MartyBus protocol.
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 50
//
// Written by Marty 30-Nov-2012
//



//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):
 
#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Declare a constant named VP_LIST_SIZE and set its value
// to the integer number 4,
// declare the new VP_List_Struct and include Location,
// HeatLevel, and Mass all as integer attributes,
// allocate an ARRAY of VP_List_Struct records
// to act as VPs
// using VP_LIST_SIZE to define the array size,
// declare an integer variable named iLoopCounter,
// and declare another integer variable named
// iLoopCounterOuter.
//
// The output is now formatted in MartyBus protocol.
//

#define VP_LIST_SIZE 4

struct VP_List_Struct
{

int Location;
int HeatLevel;
int Mass;

};

struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[VP_LIST_SIZE];

int iLoopCounter;
int iLoopCounterOuter;



//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List[0].Location = 0;  // Location pointer values
VP_List[1].Location = 5;
VP_List[2].Location = 7;
VP_List[3].Location = 8;

VP_List[0].HeatLevel = 23; // HeatLevel values
VP_List[1].HeatLevel = 46;
VP_List[2].HeatLevel = 92;
VP_List[3].HeatLevel = 184;

VP_List[0].Mass = 0; // Mass values
VP_List[1].Mass = 0;
VP_List[2].Mass = 0;
VP_List[3].Mass = 0;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

printf ("/Step1_VP1_Loc  = %d /Step1_VP2_Loc  = %d 
/Step1_VP3_Loc  = %d /Step1_VP4_Loc  = %d\n",
        VP_List[0].Location,
       VP_List[1].Location,
       VP_List[2].Location,
       VP_List[3].Location);

printf ("/Step1_VP1_Heat = %d /Step1_VP2_Heat = %d 
/Step1_VP3_Heat = %d /Step1_VP4_Heat = %d\n",
        VP_List[0].HeatLevel,
       VP_List[1].HeatLevel,
       VP_List[2].HeatLevel,
       VP_List[3].HeatLevel);

printf ("/Step1_VP1_Mass = %d /Step1_VP2_Mass = %d 
/Step1_VP3_Mass = %d /Step1_VP4_Mass = %d\n\n",
        VP_List[0].Mass,
       VP_List[1].Mass,
       VP_List[2].Mass,
       VP_List[3].Mass);



//
// Next, place the segment of code that
// performs one right shift
// into a 50 repeating do-loop.
//
// We call this the “OUTER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounterOuter = 1;
iLoopCounterOuter < 50;
iLoopCounterOuter ++)

{ // Begin outer loop

//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//
// We call this the “INNER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounter = 0;
iLoopCounter < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounter++)

{ // Begin inner loop
 

VP_List[iLoopCounter].Location++;
 

} // End inner loop



//
// This Universe is now in state
// M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//

printf ("/Step%d_VP1_Loc  = %d /Step%d_VP2_Loc  = 
%d /Step%d_VP3_Loc  = %d /Step%d_VP4_Loc  = %d\n",

iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[0].Location,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[1].Location,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[2].Location,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[3].Location);

printf ("/Step%d_VP1_Heat = %d /Step%d_VP2_Heat = 
%d /Step%d_VP3_Heat = %d /Step%d_VP4_Heat = %d\n",

iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[0].HeatLevel,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[1].HeatLevel,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[2].HeatLevel,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, 

VP_List[3].HeatLevel);

printf ("/Step%d_VP1_Mass = %d /Step%d_VP2_Mass = 
%d /Step%d_VP3_Mass = %d /Step%d_VP4_Mass = %d\n\n",

iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[0].Mass,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[1].Mass,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[2].Mass,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[3].Mass);

 
} // End outer loop 

}
 
// End the algorithm.
//



22.2 Notes on  Z_OctoC_2_50_B.c

22.2.1 Here's the output:

/Step1_VP1_Loc  = 0 /Step1_VP2_Loc  = 5 /Step1_VP3_Loc  = 7 
/Step1_VP4_Loc  = 8
/Step1_VP1_Heat = 23 /Step1_VP2_Heat = 46 /Step1_VP3_Heat = 92 
/Step1_VP4_Heat = 184
/Step1_VP1_Mass = 0 /Step1_VP2_Mass = 0 /Step1_VP3_Mass = 0 
/Step1_VP4_Mass = 0

/Step2_VP1_Loc  = 1 /Step2_VP2_Loc  = 6 /Step2_VP3_Loc  = 8 
/Step2_VP4_Loc  = 9
/Step2_VP1_Heat = 23 /Step2_VP2_Heat = 46 /Step2_VP3_Heat = 92 
/Step2_VP4_Heat = 184
/Step2_VP1_Mass = 0 /Step2_VP2_Mass = 0 /Step2_VP3_Mass = 0 
/Step2_VP4_Mass = 0

…

/Step49_VP1_Loc  = 48 /Step49_VP2_Loc  = 53 /Step49_VP3_Loc  = 55 
/Step49_VP4_Loc  = 56
/Step49_VP1_Heat = 23 /Step49_VP2_Heat = 46 /Step49_VP3_Heat = 92 
/Step49_VP4_Heat = 184
/Step49_VP1_Mass = 0 /Step49_VP2_Mass = 0 /Step49_VP3_Mass = 0 
/Step49_VP4_Mass = 0

/Step50_VP1_Loc  = 49 /Step50_VP2_Loc  = 54 /Step50_VP3_Loc  = 56 
/Step50_VP4_Loc  = 57
/Step50_VP1_Heat = 23 /Step50_VP2_Heat = 46 /Step50_VP3_Heat = 92 
/Step50_VP4_Heat = 184
/Step50_VP1_Mass = 0 /Step50_VP2_Mass = 0 /Step50_VP3_Mass = 0 
/Step50_VP4_Mass = 0

Press any key to continue...

22.2.2 Compare this to the way we did it before:

…

Step 49 Loc: 1: 48 2: 53 3: 55 4: 56
Step 49 Heat: 1: 23 2: 46 3: 92 4: 184
Step 49 Mass: 1: 0 2: 0 3: 0 4: 0

Step 50 Loc: 1: 49 2: 54 3: 56 4: 57
Step 50 Heat: 1: 23 2: 46 3: 92 4: 184
Step 50 Mass: 1: 0 2: 0 3: 0 4: 0

Press any key to continue...



22.3 Advantages of a self-describing 
protocol like MartyBus

The big advantages here:

1. Every unit of data is individually identified, and that means that the order they 
occur THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE DATA-SET doesn’t matter one bit, at 
least this is true in the case of the re-organizing program mentioned HERE.

2. There are no columns to line up with labeling tags like Excel spreadsheets.

3. In the case of the output being expected in a certain STREAMING ORDER, that 
also happens as well, making it suitable for reporting or live streaming.

4. PLUS, it's HUMAN READABLE... BONUS!!

We will get into the methods needed for a computer program to READ THIS DATA-
SET AS INPUT, later down the old pike.



23 Unlimited VP_List size: Z_OctoC_2_50_C

“Address the issues of formatting the reporting so we will be able to handle a huge 
VP_List size.”

Here is the printf used inout previous rendition:

printf ("/Step%d_VP1_Mass = %d /Step%d_VP2_Mass = %d /Step%d_VP3_Mass = %d /Step
%d_VP4_Mass = %d\n\n",

iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[0].Mass,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[1].Mass,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[2].Mass,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, VP_List[3].Mass);

OBVIOUSLY, this is HARD-CODED for 4 VPs; obviously, the printfs need to be 
called in a loop to allow unlimited VP_List size to occur. To make that happen, we need 
another variable named iLoopCounter_Printing., and we need to place the 
printf  inside of a looping construct.

23.1 Z_OctoC_2_50_C.c

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_2_50_C.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_C

Changes can be compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_2_50_B.c, 
explained HERE), are in dark yellow.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_C/
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_C/Z_OctoC_2_50_C.htm


//
// Z_OctoC_2_50_C.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->50
// with output,
// done with expressions, 
// using an array of structures for the VP_LIST,
// using a constant to define the array size,
// using a do-loop construct to implement
// the right-shift behavior of the VPs
// for 50 shifts,
// defining the structure to include Heatlevel and Mass,
// tracking these values as well as location in the output,
// output in MartyBus protocol,
// Allow for any number of VPs
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 50
//
// Written by Marty 30-Nov-2012
//



//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):
 
#include <stdio.h>

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Declare a constant named VP_LIST_SIZE and set its value
// to the integer number 4,
// declare the new VP_List_Struct and include Location,
// HeatLevel, and Mass all as integer attributes,
// allocate an ARRAY of VP_List_Struct variables
// to act as VPs
// using VP_LIST_SIZE to define the array size,
// declare an integer variable named iLoopCounter,
// and declare another integer variable named
// iLoopCounterOuter.
//
// The output is now formatted in MartyBus protocol,
// allowing for an "unlimited" number of VPs
//

#define VP_LIST_SIZE 4

struct VP_List_Struct
{

int Location;
int HeatLevel;
int Mass;

};

struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[VP_LIST_SIZE];

int iLoopCounter;
int iLoopCounterOuter;
int iLoopCounterPrinting;



//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List[0].Location = 0;  // Location pointer values
VP_List[1].Location = 5;
VP_List[2].Location = 7;
VP_List[3].Location = 8;

VP_List[0].HeatLevel = 23; // HeatLevel values
VP_List[1].HeatLevel = 46;
VP_List[2].HeatLevel = 92;
VP_List[3].HeatLevel = 184;

VP_List[0].Mass = 0; // Mass values
VP_List[1].Mass = 0;
VP_List[2].Mass = 0;
VP_List[3].Mass = 0;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

for (iLoopCounterPrinting = 0;
iLoopCounterPrinting < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounterPrinting++)

{ // Begin a loop for the purpose of printing all VPs
 

printf ("/Step1_VP%d_Loc = %d /Step1_VP%d_Heat = 
%d /Step1_VP%d_Mass = %d\n",

        iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,
VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].Location,

iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,
       VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].HeatLevel,

iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,
       VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].Mass);
}

printf  ("\n");



//
// Next, place the segment of code that
// performs one right shift
// into a 50 repeating do-loop.
//
// We call this the “OUTER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounterOuter = 1;
iLoopCounterOuter < 50;
iLoopCounterOuter ++)

{ // Begin outer loop

//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//
// We call this the “INNER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounter = 0;
iLoopCounter < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounter++)

{ // Begin inner loop
 

VP_List[iLoopCounter].Location++;
 

} // End inner loop



//
// This Universe is now in state
// M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//

for (iLoopCounterPrinting = 0;
iLoopCounterPrinting < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounterPrinting ++)

{ // Begin another loop for the purpose of 
printing all VPs

 
printf ("/Step%d_VP%d_Loc = %d /Step%d_VP

%d_Heat = %d /Step%d_VP%d_Mass = %d\n",
        iLoopCounterOuter + 1,

iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,
VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].Location,

      iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,

VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].HeatLevel,
        iLoopCounterOuter + 1,

iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,
VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].Mass);

}

printf  ("\n");

} // End outer loop 

}
 
// End the algorithm.
//



23.2 Notes on Z_OctoC_2_50_C.c

23.2.1 Transparent changes:

These are TRANSPARENT changes, the output is identical. The changes only 
removed the hard-coded 4 in our code so now we can have “unlimited” VP_List size, 
within finite limits, of course.

...

/Step50_VP1_Loc  = 49 /Step50_VP2_Loc  = 54 /Step50_VP3_Loc  = 56 
/Step50_VP4_Loc  = 57
/Step50_VP1_Heat = 23 /Step50_VP2_Heat = 46 /Step50_VP3_Heat = 92 
/Step50_VP4_Heat = 184
/Step50_VP1_Mass = 0 /Step50_VP2_Mass = 0 /Step50_VP3_Mass = 0 
/Step50_VP4_Mass = 0

MartyBus protocol already transformed this from a report into a STREAMING DATA 
SET... since each datum is identified, we no longer need to worry about lining-up 
columns other than for the purpose of human-readability, which is not the key goal of 
data-set representation.

23.2.2 Our design as a report still sucks, though

We're still extending columns as we add table records.

Questions:
Why does this matter if we don't care about readability or about the sequential order of 
presentation? Why do we care if we claim its no longer a report, anyway?

Answer:
There are finite limits as to the length of a line (the BYTE-COUNT) of output. These 
limits are imposed by C and by the operating system's capacity to stream lines of text as 
computer output.

So we need to limit to size of each line of streaming output. The C limitations are 
typically multiples of 2 ** 16, but people usually make this MAX LINE-SIZE much 
less, and since we're using the human-readability feature for our demos, we will make our 
line-size = 132 and limit all output to that.



23.2.3 (6): Fixing our output layout to fit 132 column:

The way MartyBus protocol works, you can have as little as one datum per line if you 
wanted. This is a simple matter of using a separate printf  for ever datum output; no 
problem.

But for our group-by readability (discussed above), we would like to have it look the way 
it already does, but then go into extra lines when we exceed 132.

This is a simple matter of:

1. Keeping track of line-size as we print

2. If we exceed 132 (or whatever our display width is), start a new line.

3. Keep using line-breaks as we already have to maintain the “group-by” appearance 
we want.

23.2.4 Make it so?

NO, not yet!!! If we do this right now, we have to do it in both places in the code. Let's 
modularize first, and then add  “(6) Fixing our output layout to fit 132 column”.



24 Modularization:  Z_OctoC_2_50_D

24.1 “Modularize me, PLEASE!!!” Part 
1: Data list initialization functions

(1): “Modularize the algorithm because its getting too cluttered, and we now have an idea 
of how we want to proceed.”

OK, we know that we want to modularize the data initialization functions, we came 
right out and said it:

(2): “ … , think about a programmatic approach to initializing the data lists.”

Well, we more or less said it; we identified initializing the databases as a FUNCTION.  
And besides, LOOK AT THE CODE... the executable section even has it labeled off:

//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

VP_List[0].Location = 0;  // Location pointer values
VP_List[1].Location = 5;
VP_List[2].Location = 7;
VP_List[3].Location = 8;

VP_List[0].HeatLevel = 23; // HeatLevel values
VP_List[1].HeatLevel = 46;
VP_List[2].HeatLevel = 92;
VP_List[3].HeatLevel = 184;

VP_List[0].Mass = 0; // Mass values
VP_List[1].Mass = 0;
VP_List[2].Mass = 0;
VP_List[3].Mass = 0;

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//



24.1.1 Primary guideline number one for modularization:

Any time a whole bunch of lines of code are dedicated to one 
function, it is a candidate for modularization.

In C, that means moving these lines of code into a separate module and 
making a call statement from the empty spot.

Let's modularize this first, and if and when we want to come up with a 
programmatic approach for initialization, we can do it in the code module.

The changes we add in the initialization module,

(2): “ … , think about a programmatic approach to initializing the data lists.”

won't clutter up anything outside the module at all, and why should it? These changes 
are FOR these purposes and need to be encapsulated in this module.. that's what 
modularization is for!



24.2 “Modularize me, PLEASE!!!” Part 
2: Printing functions

We know we want to modularize the printing functions, as well.

How do we know that? Is it magic that we have this skill?

LOOK AT THE CODE, it TELLS YOU, what needs to be modularized.... IT CRIES 
OUT ... “can't you see me repeating these same (similar) set of printing statements 
TWICE?”

for (iLoopCounterPrinting = 0;
iLoopCounterPrinting < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounterPrinting++)

{ // Begin a loop for the purpose of printing all VPs
 

printf ("/Step1_VP%d_Loc = %d /Step1_VP%d_Heat = %d /Step1_VP%d_Mass = 
%d\n",

        iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,
VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].Location,

iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,
       VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].HeatLevel,

iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,
       VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].Mass);
}

printf  ("\n");

// (later, SAME program...)

for (iLoopCounterPrinting = 0;
iLoopCounterPrinting < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounterPrinting ++)

{ // Begin another loop for the purpose of printing all VPs
 

printf ("/Step%d_VP%d_Loc = %d /Step%d_VP%d_Heat = %d /Step%d_VP
%d_Mass = %d\n",

        iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,

VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].Location,
      iLoopCounterOuter + 1,

iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,
VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].HeatLevel,

        iLoopCounterOuter + 1,
iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,

VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].Mass);

}

printf  ("\n");



24.2.1 Primary guideline number two for modularization:

Any time you need to perform the same similar activity more than 
once ANYWHERE within your ENTIRE project, that function 
should be modularized.

In C, that means it should occur in a separate programming module.

This one is a “no-brainier”, as much as I hate using that expression; we need to move 
these lines of code off into a separate module and make one call statement to it from each 
of the empty spots. 

You already know that we only need ONE COPY of the code in this CALLABLE 
MODULE. Once it's all in place we can add additional calls from anywhere in the 
program, saving us more clutter and reducing line count as well, every time we do so.

The changes we add in the printing module,

“(6) Fixing our output layout to fit 132 column”

won't clutter up anything outside the module at all, and why should it? These changes 
are FOR these purposes and need to be encapsulated in this module.. that's what 
modularization is for! Didn't I just say that?



24.3 Overhead of making function calls

Is there any overhead? How much?

Woodcut-image of The-Sword-of-Damocles hanging over one's head



24.3.1 Functional overhead = 0:

I have killed this horse dead so many times now, THE FUNCTIONALITY REMAINS 
THE SAME from the point of view of the state changes made to the data lists, and 
BECAUSE WE ONLY SEE THINGS FROM THE SEQUENCE OF THESE 
TRANSITIONS, overhead in processing incurred by function calls DOES NOT EXIST 
from the point of view of the inner universe.

So, from a FUNCTIONAL point of view, NO there is no overhead in making 
function calls, or in any alterations to the program construct, for that matter.

24.3.2 Performance overhead = Definitely YES

However, from a program performance point of view, yes, there is some overhead 
incurred each time a C function is called... many machine instructions are spent just 
making the calls.

However again, from the point of view of overall system efficiency, believe it or not, 
modularization is THE WAY to go.... modern operating systems have whole libraries of 
commonly called functions which every program running under can all share, and these 
days, they're designed to run that way with MULTI-THREADING, if you care to 
research it.

How much? The question of efficiency has been brought up many times. In our only 3  
instruction embedding, if these were actually machine instruction (vs printfs used in 
the example), the trade-off would be like 50 to one in poor efficiency, perhaps worse.

For a taste of this, research Pelles C IDE HELP for __CDECL, FASTCALL and 
STDCALL CALLING CONVENTIONS.

But please, unless you're programming the speed of a torpedo in real-time and need to 
actually COUNT individual hardware instructions107, I would suggest it's better to use 
function calls whenever you can.

107One of our staff programmers claimed he had to do this when he worked in the navy. Rick Mayes.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multithreading


24.3.3 Questions: Is it always worth it to modularize?How granular does this get? 

In the modularization of the data list initialization functions, if we move 12 lines of code 
from one spot off into a separate module and replace it with one CALL statement, that is 
a 12 for 1 deal, not to bad. I call this 12 FOR 1 vs. 12 TO 1 because there is one call 
statement plus the 12 moved.

But what if it was only 3 lines... where does it end... why us it worth it for just that? 
Should we do it if only two statements get replaced with a single CALL statement?

Should we make a separate “FUNCTION” for everything? If we do that, won't the 
whole thing be come just a blob of function calls?

24.3.4 Answer: Modularization is not derived just by optimizing line counts alone, 
its about CATEGORIZATION OF FUNCTIONALTITY

Omitted in the questions: Every function call requires a MINIMUM of two 
additional statements (the function and the return) but typically it involves dozens 
of them.

I asked the question way back when; how many lines of code need to be removed to 
make it worthwhile to ENCAPSULATE into a function? My instructor told me “TWO, 
if called from at least two places”, indicating that if there's ANY savings in line count, 
ALWAYS modularize.

Hey, in reality, it is OK to encapsulate a function if it consists of only ONE 
STATEMENT being called only one time from only one place!

The data list initialization is a great example, we should have already modularized it 
when it was only for “VP location pointer value” long ago, for the obvious reason of 
CATEGORIZATION OF FUNCTIONALITY.

It's worth it to make function calls for that reason alone.

This horse is dead, so let me just say that man does not live just by bread alone, either.



Shrimp Kowalla-Walla



24.4 Z_OctoC_2_50_D.c

Please see the note explaining how to access files used in all examples.

Example file name:    Z_OctoC_2_50_D.c

For obtaining text copies of this source code, this file and other files related 
to this example are found in:    Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_D

Changes can be compared to the previous example (Z_OctoC_2_50_C.c, 
explained HERE), are highlighted in dark yellow.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_D/
file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/Z_OctoC_V1/Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_D/Z_OctoC_2_50_D.htm


//
// Z_OctoC_2_50_D.c Comment:  M4P1DPOU:1->50
// with output,
// done with expressions, 
// using an array of structures for the VP_LIST,
// using a constant to define the array size,
// using a do-loop construct to implement
// the right-shift behavior of the VPs
// for 50 shifs,
// defining the structure to include Heatlevel and Mass,
// tracking these values as well as location in the output,
// output in MartyBus protocol,
// allowing for any number of VPs,
// modularizing the VP_List initialization
// and printing functions,
// identifying the Algorithm, and Universe names.
//
// This C code program implements the example
// Universe named M4P1DPOU from Step 1 to Step 50
//
// Written by Marty 30-Nov-2012
//

//
// Start the algorithm.

//
// We need to include the stANdARD C 
// iNPUT/oUTPUT references (stdio.h):
 
#include <stdio.h>

//
// Global structure definitions  (Moved)

struct VP_List_Struct
{

int Location;
int HeatLevel;
int Mass;

};

#define ALGORITHM_NAME "Z_OctoC_2_50_D"

#define UNIVERSE_NAME "M4P1DPOU:1->50"

#define VP_LIST_SIZE 4
// (Moved)



//
// Global function protocol definitions

//
// MartyInit(): Initialize the VP_List to state M4P1DPOU:1
//
void Init_VP_List (struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[], // 
VP_List

   char *sInitStateTitle); // 
Display title of the initialized state

//
// MartyPrint(): Print the state of a VP or for all VPs at 
a specified step 
//
void MartyPrint (struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[], // 
VP_List

int, // The current step number
int); // The VP_list index of the VP to 

print,
// or -1 (flag to print ALL VPs)

int main (void)
{

//
// Begin the declare section:
// Declare a constant named VP_LIST_SIZE and set its value
// to the integer number 4,
// declare the new VP_List_Struct and include Location,
// HeatLevel, and Mass all as integer attributes,
// allocate an ARRAY of VP_List_Struct variables
// to act as VPs
// using VP_LIST_SIZE to define the array size,
// declare an integer variable named iLoopCounter,
// and declare another integer variable named
// iLoopCounterOuter.
//
// The output is now formatted in MartyBus protocol,
// allowing for an "unlimited" number of VPs,
// the VP_List initialization and printing functions
// are modularized, and
// we now identify the Algorithm, and Universe names
//



struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[VP_LIST_SIZE];

int iLoopCounter;
int iLoopCounterOuter;

//
// Begin the executable section:
//
// Initialize the VP list to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

Init_VP_List (VP_List, // VP_List
"M4P1DPOU:1"); // Display title of the 

initialized state

//
// This Universe is now in state M4P1DPOU:1
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:1
//

MartyPrint (VP_List,
1, -1);

//
// Next, place the segment of code that
// performs one right shift
// into a 50 repeating do-loop.
//
// We call this the “OUTER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounterOuter = 1;
iLoopCounterOuter < 50;
iLoopCounterOuter ++)

{ // Begin outer loop



//
// Next, perform the algorithm to transition
// this Universe into the next state..
//
// Add 1 to all of the location pointers
//
// We call this the “INNER LOOP”.
//

for (iLoopCounter = 0;
iLoopCounter < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounter++)

{ // Begin inner loop
 

VP_List[iLoopCounter].Location++;
 

} // End inner loop

//
// This Universe is now in state
// M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//
// Display the state of M4P1DPOU:(1 + iLoopCounterOuter)
//

MartyPrint (VP_List,
iLoopCounterOuter + 1, -1);

} // End outer loop 

}
 
// End the algorithm main body.
//



// The rest is all dark yellow changes...

//
// Functions
//

//
// Function Init_VP_List
// Initialize the VP_List to state M4P1DPOU:1
//

void Init_VP_List (struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[], // 
VP_List

   char *sInitStateTitle) // 
Display title of the initialized state
{

VP_List[0].Location = 0;  // Location pointer values
VP_List[1].Location = 5;
VP_List[2].Location = 7;
VP_List[3].Location = 8;

VP_List[0].HeatLevel = 23; // HeatLevel values
VP_List[1].HeatLevel = 46;
VP_List[2].HeatLevel = 92;
VP_List[3].HeatLevel = 184;

VP_List[0].Mass = 0; // Mass values
VP_List[1].Mass = 0;
VP_List[2].Mass = 0;
VP_List[3].Mass = 0;

printf ("\n/Universe = %s /Algorithm = %s 
/InitialedStateTitle = %s\n\n",

ALGORITHM_NAME,
UNIVERSE_NAME,
sInitStateTitle);

}

// End the function Init_VP_List.
//



//
// Function MartyPrint
//
// At a given step number, prints the attribute values of-
//
// - A specified VP
// - All VPs in the list
//

void MartyPrint (struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[], // 
VP_List

int iStep, // The current step number
int iVP_List_IndexFlag) // The VP_list index of 

the VP to print,
// or -1 (flag to 

print ALL VPs)
{

int iLoopCounterPrinting;

for (iLoopCounterPrinting = 0;
iLoopCounterPrinting < VP_LIST_SIZE;
iLoopCounterPrinting ++)

{ // Begin another loop for the purpose of printing 
all VPs

printf ("/Step%d_VP%d_Loc = %d ",
        iStep,

iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,

VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].Location);

printf ("/Step%d_VP%d_Heat = %d ",
        iStep,

iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,

VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].HeatLevel);

printf ("/Step%d_VP%d_Mass = %d\n",
        iStep,

iLoopCounterPrinting + 1,
VP_List[iLoopCounterPrinting].Mass);

}

printf  ("\n");
}

// End the function MartyPrint.
//



// End the algorithm.
//

// (Dark yellow changes end here as well)



24.5 Notes on Z_OctoC_2_50_D.c

24.5.1 Stuff got moved around:

Essentially, all that was done was move things around exactly as detailed above. That 
horse is dead, so new we just need to discuss how C allowed us to create functions and 
pass parameters into them and get results returned.

24.5.2 C function prototypes:

C needs to know what parameters are being pass into a function and it also needs to know 
what DATATYPE the function returns.  C FUNCTION PROTOTYPES accomplish this.

Function prototypes are declared in the program declaration section.

Here are the two function prototypes we added:

//
// Global function protocol definitions

//
// MartyInit(): Initialize the VP_List to state M4P1DPOU:1
//
void Init_VP_List (struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[],  // VP_List

   char *sInitStateTitle); // Display title of 
the initialized state

//
// MartyPrint(): Print the state of a VP or for all VPs at a specified step 
//
void MartyPrint (struct VP_List_Struct VP_List[], // VP_List

int, // The current step number
int); // The VP_list index of the VP to print,

// or -1 (flag to print ALL VPs)



24.5.3 Calling functions

The following 12 lines of code from the previous rendition:

VP_List[0].Location = 0;  // Location pointer values
VP_List[1].Location = 5;
VP_List[2].Location = 7;
VP_List[3].Location = 8;

VP_List[0].HeatLevel = 23; // HeatLevel values
VP_List[1].HeatLevel = 46;
VP_List[2].HeatLevel = 92;
VP_List[3].HeatLevel = 184;

VP_List[0].Mass = 0; // Mass values
VP_List[1].Mass = 0;
VP_List[2].Mass = 0;
VP_List[3].Mass = 0;

were all replaced with this one function call:

Init_VP_List (VP_List, // VP_List
"M4P1DPOU:1"); // Display title of the 

initialized state

Similar replacement was done in the two calls to MartyPrint.



Functions vs subroutines

$$$$

Most programming languages ..

 
Function return value:

When a function call returns

Parameters

Addressing modes

Examples



25 Modularization of C-file standards:  Z_OctoC_2_50_E

($$$ Break Levels of Scope:  Z_OctoC_2_50_D into separate .h  and .c  modules, 
all in the same folder)

1. Z_OctoC_2_50_E.c

2. Init_VP_List.h

3. Init_VP_List.c

4. MartyPrint.h

5. MartyPrint.c

Note that when this program is built, the following .obj modules are created:

1. Z_OctoC_2_50_E.obj

2. Init_VP_List.obj

3. MartyPrint.obj



26 Levels of Scope:  Planning Z_OctoC_2_50_F

26.1 So far, one level of scope:

So far we've created all of these programs:

1. Z_OctoC_V1_1
2. Z_OctoC_V1_1_A
3. Z_OctoC_V1_1_B
4. Z_OctoC_V1_1_C
5. Z_OctoC_V1_1_D
6. Z_OctoC_V1_1_E
7. Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_A
8. Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_B
9. Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_C
10. Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_D
11. Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E

All of these are still located in our “Pelles C IDE workspace”, located at:

… \TheoryOfEverything\

For example, Z_OctoC_V1_1, Z_OctoC_V1_1_A, and Z_OctoC_V1_1_B  are 
respectively located at:

… \TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_V1_1
… \TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_V1_1_A
… \TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_V1_1_B

Alternatively, this can be shown as:

… \TheoryOfEverything\

\Z_OctoC_V1_1
\Z_OctoC_V1_1_A
\Z_OctoC_V1_1_B



26.2 Adding more programs at the 
existing level of scope:

26.2.1 Cloning programs that used modularized functions:

Let's assume that we aren’t making any changes to Init_VP_List  or  
MartyPrint (for now):

Question:
How can we begin Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F?

 Whereas before there was only one module per program, now we have a set 
of them. Should we just copy the whole set from Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E  the 
way we did it before (at the existing level of scope)?

Answer:
This is technically known as the “CLONING, WHOLE HOG” method. Of course 

it will work just fine108, but let's see what file modules we wind up with among 

these “Pelles C IDE project” folders109...

… \TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E:

Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E.c
Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E.obj

Init_VP_List.h
Init_VP_List.c
Init_VP_List.obj
MartyPrint.h
MartyPrint.c
MartyPrint.obj

108I've done this sort of thing myself countless times in a pinch... that does NOT make it right, however. In 
fact, it's a great way to create UN-maintainable code!!
109This is confusing, but I'm using the term “Program-Level” where Pelles C IDE uses the term “Project”, 
and I’m using the term “Project-Level” to describe what Pelles C IDE calls “Workspace”. Sorry, but my 
terms predate Pelles C IDE and my use is correct from the point of view of generic project management, at 
least that's how I thought I knew it, back in the last century.



… \TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F:

Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F.c
Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F.obj

Init_VP_List.h
Init_VP_List.c
Init_VP_List.obj
MartyPrint.h
MartyPrint.c
MartyPrint.obj

What did we just discuss about modularization? Why should we have 
DUPLICATE COPIES of the SIX FILES involved with the 
Init_VP_List and MartyPrint functions???

26.2.2 Problems with cloning hog-wild

Why should we care? For one obvious thing, if we discover an error in one of these 
modules, now we have to go back and fix it twice. And this problem is compounded 
for every clone made.

Hey, just take my word for it; cloning is always BAD.

Never have more than one copy of any modules in any project, not just C-
programming!

This applies to editing manuscripts, keeping track of chemical formulas, and maintaining 
criminal histories, for example.



26.3 Alternatives to cloning: Using 
modularization upon the project 
itself

26.3.1 The rules:

Each program still needs a UNIQUE MAIN BODY  110  , but it can then call functions, 
and these SAME FUNCTIONS CAN BE shared BETWEEN disparate programs.

Look at the printf  function, for a great example... it's used in all different kinds 
of programs, but there is only one copy used in the entire system111.

26.3.2 In our Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F.c, case:

We need to share a single copy of the common modules Init_VP_List  and 
MartyPrint.

Let's try some different ways to assure we only have ONE COPY of any 
module...

($$$ Photo of a sleeping dog goes HERE)

110 Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_D.c,  Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E.c, etc...
111Actually, this is a huge exaggeration, however,  it is entirely possible for this to take place, and it 
demonstrates modularization at its best.



26.3.3 Sharing common modules “from where they lay”?

I do believe in “LEAVING SLEEPING DOGS LAY”; hey, IF IT AIN’T BROKE, 
DON'T FIX IT definitely applies here. For example:

1. You're hired to go in and create a new utility program to be used on an old 
legacy 2000 module project...

2. You KNOW you can just clone a whole folder full of, say, 50 modules of stuff 
and get it to work...

3. Why should you risk placing the original 2000 modules at risk by 
using any other approach?

THIS IS A GOOD QUESTION, and I suppose there are situations where it's just not 
worth the risk, like unexpectedly needing this done at the last second before an astronaut 

is about to be flung around the moon 112.

Fine. But what about the next guy, 2 more years down the pike, now confronted with 
2050 modules and perhaps not realizing that some of the changes might need to be 
propagated among the 50 copies?

112Ever see the movie Apollo-13?  You wanna talk about PRESSURE?



26.3.4 Example of cloning, whole-hog:

Here's what happens... let's just leave the six comon file modules in

… \TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E:

Init_VP_List.h
Init_VP_List.c
Init_VP_List.obj
MartyPrint.h
MartyPrint.c
MartyPrint.obj

alone, and include them from there into our new program, Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F , 
located in

… \TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F:

In this example, Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F  uses a RELATIVE DIRECTORY 
SPECIFICATION to find the common modules in the folder “next door down”...

#include “../Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E/Init_VP_List.h”
#include “../Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E/MartyPrint.h”

This is done both in the code and in the linker command, specifying the locations of

“../Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E/Init_VP_List.obj”

“../Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E/MartyPrint.obj”

($$$ Explain the use of .. and also explain why we use forward / instead of Microsoft 
backslash \ folder delineations)

($$$ Explain why we didn’t have to EXPLICITLY do this before)



When we're done, here is the list of file modules we have:

… \TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E:

Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E.c
Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E.obj

Init_VP_List.h
Init_VP_List.c
Init_VP_List.obj
MartyPrint.h
MartyPrint.c
MartyPrint.obj

… \TheoryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F:

Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F.c
Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_F.obj

The rest of the modules all get included from

 ../Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E/

Nothing is duplicated! Yippee!!

HOWEVER,

Although our goal of modularization has been reached, sharing common modules 
from wherever specific program folders lay is obviously stupid!!

If we added 10 more programs and along the way decided to share some of the 
modularized functions, we might wind up with a set of includes like this:

#include “../Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E/Init_VP_List.h”
#include “../Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_E/MartyPrint.h”

#include “../Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_X/X_Functions.h”

#include “../Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_Y/ImprovedX_Functions.h”

#include “../Z_OctoC_V1_2_50_Z/TodaysFunctions.h”

which is stupid because who knows where to look for  
ImprovedX_Functions?



26.4 What are we really trying to 
accomplish? DEFINE LEVELS OF SCOPE

What we have here so far are TWO LEVELS OF SCOPE: Program 
and Project, as I’ve described above.

What we need to do is:

1. Leave any module that is only used in the program level of scope 
in that program’s own folder.

2. Move any module shared between programs up into a project-
level of scope folder.

This is the first time we'll be doing this for this project. We shall call this folder

MartyLib

MartyLib  is a LIBRARY of C modules that is available to all of the programs 
under the Marty project.

Why do we not call this TheoryOfEverything_Lib? Actually, that would be correct... 

BECAUSE I SAID SO, THAST'S WHY!!



27 MartyLib

27.1 Location in-scope

MartyLib is located at the same hierarchical level of the file system as any one of the 
programs under the TheroyOf Everything project,and once again, these are MY terms, 
not Pelles C IDE.

… \TheoryOfEverything\MartyLib:

MartyLib.c
MartyLib.obj
MartyLib.lib

MartyInit_VP_List.h
MartyInit_VP_List.c
MartyInit_VP_List.obj

MartyPrint.h
MartyPrint.c
MartyPrint.obj

The files highlighted in red are the ONLY ones that need to be accessed from within 
programs like Z_OctoC_2_50_F, and now, contrast the above hodgepodge to this:

#include “../MartyLib/MartyInit_VP_List.h”
#include “../MartyLib/MartyPrint.h”

#include “../MartyLib/X_Functions.h”

#include “../MartyLib/ImprovedX_Functions.h”

#include “../MartyLib/TodaysFunctions.h”

No more searching for where any common modules are located, IT'S ALL IN ONE 
PLACE and nothing is duplicated.



MartyLib modules

MartyLib.h:
MartyLib.c:

MartyInit_VP_List.h
MartyInit_VP_List.c

MartyPrint.h
MartyPrint.c

Building MartyLib.lib

Why-

-Why call it MartyLib?

-And why locate it at the same level as the programs that comprise the project?

… \TheroryOfEverything\

… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_A\
… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_B\
… \TheroryOfEverything\MartyLib\

-Why didn't we call it TheroryOfEverythingLib  and put it right here 

… \TheroryOfEverythingLib\

… \TheroryOfEverything\

… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_A\
… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_B\

Marty???



Besides me being self-centered, I did this on-purpose to prove a simple point...

It is common for MORE THAT ONE PROJECT-WIDE SCOPE LIBRARY to be 
needed, perhaps for the purpose of FURTHER CATEGORIZATION, perhaps BY 
LIIBRARY FUNCTIONALITY or whatever.

If there can EVER be more than one such library, then if we had established

… \TheroryOfEverythingLib\

… \TheroryOfEverything\
… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_A\
… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_B\

as intuition dictates, WHERE DO WE ADD NEW ONES?

OK, we could just start adding additional libraries at the “outside-level-of-scope”...

… \TheroryOfEverythingLibListInit\
… \TheroryOfEverythingLibInputOutput\

… \TheroryOfEverything\
… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_A\
… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_B\

Or better yet, we could put all of the libraries under a single “outside-level-of-scope” 
TheroryOfEverythingLibs  folder:

… \TheroryOfEverythingLibs\
… \TheroryOfEverythingLibListInit\
… \TheroryOfEverythingLibInputOutput\

… \TheroryOfEverything\
… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_A\
… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_B\



Let me stop you right there... NONE OF THESE WILL DO because we need to keep 
everything under one workspace folder. We would like to then sub-categorize everything 
UNDER one folder.

I wouldn’t have a problem with something like this:

… \TheroryOfEverything\

… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_A\

… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_B\

… \TheroryOfEverythingLibs\
… \LibListInit\
… \LibInputOutput\

In doing it this way, we are NOT re-creating the problem with the hodgepodge of folder 
locations for includes, as called from within, say,

 … \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_B\ :

#include “../TheroryOfEverythingLibs/LibListInit/Init_VP_List.h”

#include “../TheroryOfEverythingLibs/LibInpuitOutput/MartyPrint.h”

these includes are organized by library functionality.



27.1.1 Make it so? Not right now:

We  certainly can add this level of granularity as it were to our project design, and it's 
cool that, as I write this, I’m certain that you, the reader is keen on these concepts.

However, since the Theory-Of-Everything is very simple, lets stick to MartyLib and 
get back to programming the Universe.

… \TheroryOfEverything\

… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_A\
… \TheroryOfEverything\Z_OctoC_2_50_B\

...

… \TheroryOfEverything\MartyLib\



28 Levels of Scope:  Z_OctoC_2_50_F

$$$$



($$$Moving the whole VP_List  record each time)

The book need to be completed starting here.

(try running it and the output shows it did NOT work right).

WHY ???

Recall, when the For – NEXT loop execution began, the state of the VP_List was as 
such:



28.1.1 Executing the For-NEXT loop:

The first time it loops, it copies:

0 into Current_Index

1 into Current_Location

…

The second time it loops, it copies:

1 into Current_Index

6 into Current_Location

…

And so on, all the way until the 4th (the last) VP in the list.



$$$

Using loops to describe very long repeating

Continuous loops and Universes that flow vs. Universes that begin and end

The right-shift overlap problem

The solution to this problem: Double buffering

This introduces the concept of “perfect reproducibility”

Generalizing the use of the double-buffering technique and the applicability to ANY 
finite series equation

Another discussion about infinity…. The RESOLUTION selected for implementing an 
infinite series equation as a finite one.

Use the example of the wait for the cop car and how many seconds to wait.

Use another example; refer to the discussion about a movie being split up into a set of 
frames. Does each frame FULLY describe what’s going on? N, it does not.



29 Assignment #2: Re-do assignment #1 and make it 
work with double-buffering

$$$



30 Standardizing descriptions of digital Universes

The overall states of these simple Universes at any given instant can be described by their 
respective data lists or their visualizations, equally as well. However, when we start 
adding additional attributes to the data list (such as heat level and motion counters), the 
visualization doesn’t tell the whole story. On the other hand, visualizations demonstrate 
the patterns of motion of matter better than trying to determine what happened from 
staring at the changing numbers in a set of lists.  So both forms are useful.

In any case, standard methods of describing these Universes is something I believe is 
very helpful… as we will see below, doing so allows us to categorize the behavior of 
these universes113. 

The ability to consistently describe HUGE universes with extremely long and 
complex behaviors can be easily accomplished, and these concise descriptions can be 
archived and recalled, shared with other scientists, etc.

113 These standard approaches to describing the algorithms of motion work in conjunction with my own 
Universe “naming standards”.



31 Another example: M7P1DPOU

31.1 Important message for C 
programming language students:

We are not going to learn very much more C programming language; from now on 
we’re going to begin implementing my simple theory-of-everything in the very 
limited amount of C that we have already learned.

Obviously, there is a lot more to the C programming language, and obviously, you can 
pick up a book or take a class and learn more about it, HOWEVER, and I know what 
I’m talking about here, by following the examples in this book, you will learn some 
very important aspects of programming.

These aspects will help make you a valuable asset… an analyst, an architect, a 
coder, and a trouble-shooter. So, even if you think my theory is a big piece of bull 
shit, if you’re reading this to learn how to be a programmer, PLEASE READ ON.

Its not just about learning the C-programming language, it also about applying that 
knowledge to a real live situation by being able to break it down into a set of 
manageable functions that emulate it, and then being able to manipulate these 
functions to achieve your goals.

It’s also about learning how to apply project management methodology to get your 
application program completed ON TIME AND UNDER BUDGET.

Although it seems ironic that I’m teaching you how to program using the most elusive, 
sought-after program the world has yet to create, I think it’s a perfect learning tool 
because like I’ve said like a thousand times now, it really fookin’ SIMPLE!



31.2 Introduction to M7P1DPOU

This is the example used in most of my previous e-books. It’s not much more complex 
than anything we’ve tackled thus far. If you’ve followed everything thus far, the rest 
of this book, including everything I’ve promised about understanding the universe, 
is all right here for you to read, fully understand and enjoy.

Of course, I suppose this all sounds like I’m absolutely certain that I know what I’m 
talkin’ about, right? OF COURSE, THIS HAS ALL YET TO BE PROVEN, OK????

Understanding M7P1DPOU is basically ALL THERE IS to understanding the Universe. 
I know it doesn’t look like it, however, this very small example, when allowed to unfold, 
creates extremely complex permutations that I believe describe the cornerstones of our 
existence; these simple computations define the rules of motion for our virtual 
fundamental particles.

Our grass-roots causality is described, right here, and it’s so simple, my cats can almost 
understand it.

($$$ Photos of all my cats go here)



31.3 A quick review and a 1-2-3 plan

Quick Review:

Since everything that moves must somehow instantly jump from one 
location to the next (because there is no number line between these 
integer locations), everything must move in small discrete steps, or 
“ticks of time” as I like to call them.

The algorithm starts at the first VP in the list and recalculates its position and then goes 
on to the next. When the last VP in the list has been recalculated, the algorithm continues 
at the start of the list.

What I have not yet provided are the rules of motion by which my rendition of God’s 
Program operates… they are more complex than the 10,000 right-hand shifts performed 
by our previous example,   M4P1DPOU  , but not much more!!!

1-2-3 Plan:

1. Let’s stick to one dimension for now. Trust me on this one.

2. Let’s start with some 1-d visualizations.

3. And then let’s write some Pseudo-code114.

114 Note that this teaching approach would not be simple had you not been dragged 
through all of these boring and repetitive examples.



31.4 Visualizing the first 4 tics of 
time in M7P1DPOU

Here are a set of VP lists and accompanying visualizations of the first 4 
ticks of time in a one-dimensional Universe containing 7 particles called 
M7P1DPOU, Marty’s 7-Paricle, 1-Dimensional, Positive-Only Universe:

31.4.1 Tick 0: The pre-big-bang state… co-occupying plasma:

M7P1DPOU:0:
VP List Index # Location_Pointer
1 0

2 0

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

M7P1DPOU:0 (Tick 0: Pre-Big bang state… all VPs are “compressed” into location 0)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …

1,2,3,4,5,6,7



This is really simple with virtual definitions... just initialize the list to all zeros115. Try 
doing this with “real matter”… think of the unreasonable forces and logistics involved. 
And yet, MOST of today’s acclaimed mathematicians and physicists actually have the 
nerve to state:

 “The Universe started out with an INFINITE amount of ENERGY all squeezed 
into an INFINITELY small space.”

Yea, right. And tell me when Elvis gets here!

If you’ve been reading this entire document, you should have had a chill run 
up your spine when you saw the “  all VPs are “compressed” into location   
0  ” note above  .

This way is do-able… it’s actually REALISTIC. Don’t get me started about 
infinity…

Eventually, we’ll discuss how a Universe gets into a PRE-BIG-BANG STATE like 
M7P1DPOU:0 … it’s part of the LIFE-CYCLE OF THE UNIVERSE, fully described 
below, but please, for now, lets not get off on a big tangent and stick to our 
discussions on M7P1DPOU. Trust me.

115 This is the default state of computer data structures in the C- programming language.



31.4.2 Tick 1: Nuclear Energy sprays Plasma Apart:

M7P1DPOU:1:
VP List Index # Location_Pointer
1 0

2 2

3 3

4 5

5 7

6 11

7 13

M7P1DPOU:1 (Tick 1: Ka-BOOM! “Nuclear force” sprays them apart by prime number)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1  2 3  4  5    6  7          

The RULE-OF-MOTION that took place between M7P1DPOU:0 and 
M7P1DPOU:1 was just a tiny bit more complex than the simple right shift of all the 
VPs demonstrated in M4P1DPOU:1 -> M4P1DPOU:2. If you understood that, then 
this first rule of motion is simple enough to understand. The same is true for 
everything we will subsequently discuss. Trust me

Visualizing the M7P1DPOU:0 -> M7P1DPOU:1  transition…

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1,2,3,4,5,6,7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

This rule of motion is called the NUCLEAR FORCE RULE, one of only a very few 
rules of motion that I claim run our entire Universe.



31.4.3 Pseudo-code for the Nuclear rule of motion:

IF (more than one VP occupies the same location) THEN

Move them away from each other

END IF

Recall, in tick 0, all of the VPs were co-occupying the same location (location 0), and so, 
the nuclear rule of motion was executed upon EVERY VP in the list, in the same way the 
right shift was done on all 4 VPs in M4P1DPOU:1 -> M4P1DPOU:2.

We will eventually evolve these discussions into the general theories of WHERE these 
VPs get relocated to as it relates to the way we think the Universe got kicked off. I don’t 
want to get off on a big tangent here, but this is a very key statement. It revels what 
we’re really doing here; working from the inside-out.



We will take advantage of this approach to help us uncover what we think happened in 
the very same way scientists are now spending billions of $$ on colliders… they’re also 
trying to start from scratch and see what happens.

In M7P1DPOU, we are using a “PRIME NUMBER DISPERSION PATTERN” for 
relocation of co-occupying particles. Please see Appendix: $$$Dispersion Patterns and 
the face of God”.

If you never heard of prime numbers, please read the Appendix: Prime Numbers and 
PrimeDentities. Understanding prime numbers turns out to be the key to my explanation 
of where the original universe may have originally come from in the first place.



31.4.4 Tick 2: Fusion of Free Hot Plasma into Bound Components:

M7P1DPOU:2:
VP List Index # Location_Pointer
1 0

2 2

3 2

4 5

5 5

6 11

7 11

M7P1DPOU:2 (Tick 2: Fusion of nearby plasma into Bound Components)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1  2,3   4,5      6,7            

The term PLASMA describes a VP that has not yet been “BOUND” to another VP. I 
know I haven’t yet discussed “bound” and  “unbound”. For now, just note that a VP can 
be in either of these states, and this is know to the program in a manner in which I have 
yet to describe. I will get to it, no stone is left unturned in Marty’s world…

Visualizing the M7P1DPOU:1 -> M7P1DPOU:2  transition…

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1  2 3  4  5    6  7          

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1  2,3   4,5      6,7            

This rule of motion is called the FUSION FORCE RULE, the second of only a very 
few rules of motion that I claim run our entire Universe.



31.4.5 What the FUSION force rule does:

The components were fused together from plasma according to the adjacency of 
neighboring plasma:

1. Particle 1 is not considered for reasons that would confuse the heck out of you 
(for now).

2. Particles 2 and 3 (un-bound) were at locations 2 and 3 respectively (and 
coincidentally). They were separated by ONE location, so we will CATEGORIZE 
this material as being of  “Elemental type” ONE, and bind it together into location 
2.

3. Particles 4 and 5 (un-bound) were at locations 5 and 7 respectively. They were 
separated by 2 locations, so we will CATEGORIZE this material as being of  
“Elemental type” TWO, and bind it together into location 5.

4. Particles 6 and 7 (un-bound) were at locations 11 and 13 respectively. They were 
separated by 2 locations, so we will also CATEGORIZE this material as being of  
“Elemental type” TWO, and bind it together into location 11.



31.4.6 Pseudo-code for the FUSION force rule:

We have identified that a VP is unbound. Note that it cannot be co-occupying a location 
otherwise this rule would not have been executed. Now, we need to find the nearest other 
bit of unbound plasma for it to bond with.

You might be wondering if a VP that is co-occupying a location can also be used to bond 
with. Yes it can, and when this occurs, heavier elements get formed. I claim that this is 
the mechanism by which stars operate to create the heavier elements. I also claim that this 
is a source of “Perceived randomization” being applied by the algorithm.



For each VP in the list (and not the current VP)

If (VP mass = 0) then
// This is an unbound bit of non-co-occupying plasma… APPLY THE 
FUSION RULE.

If (we can locate the nearest VP with mass = 0) then
// Assume this can happen.. BULLET PROOF ALL YOUR CODE ALWAYS!

If (the VP is not in co-occupying soup) then
// This is another unbound bit of non-co-occupying plasma

Form Hydrogen from the two bits:

Move the more distal flake (as it’s location relates 
to the NUCLEAR event that produced the plasma, or, 
0,0,0 in the case of the big bang) into co occupation 
with the other, and set VP_List[iCurrent_VP].mass = 
2.

Set VP_List[iCurrent_VP].temperature = (the distance 
between VPs) * 2 and do this for the newly bonded VP 
as well.

Else
// It must have been found amongst a co-occupying soup 
about to blow, but has not yet because of the ORDER IN 

WHICH THE VPs ARE BEING PROCESSED
116

Move all the VPs in the plasma soup into co-
occupation with VP_List[iCurrent_VP]

Set VP_List[iCurrent_VP].mass = the sum of masses in 
the soup.

Set VP_List[iCurrent_VP].temperature = (the distance 
between VP and the soup) * (the count of them in the 
soup), and do this for all of the newly bonded VPs as 
well.

End If

Else
// No other free VPs in the entire U.? What Ever!

Lets just wait for another tick in this unlikely case. This 

is a NO-OP
117

.
End If

116 This is the source of “perceived randomization” being applied by the algorithm. But is it really random? 
NO IT IS NOT; the exact same sequence of steps will occur, starting from any tick in the sequence.
117 A NO-OP is programmer slang for “No Operation”... it’s like a NULL instruction; it functionally does 
nothing. Note that there actually are computer hardware instructions called “no-op”s which do nothing 
functional, but count as instruction executions anyway. As such, it gets counted in both the computer 
execution’s elapsed time AND it is in the sequence of instructions as well. These are useful for 
programming in loops that count instructions rather than using clocks and timers to track events.



End VP loop

31.4.7 Tick 3: Movement of Bound Components by Momentum:

M7P1DPOU:3:
VP List Index # Location_Pointer
1 0

2 4

3 4

4 10

5 10

6 22

7 22

M7P1DPOU:3 (Tick 3: Motion of Bound Components by Momentum)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
1    2,3      4,5            6,7

This simple example called M7P1DPOU is not the complete theory of everything. An 
important piece missing is called the ATOMIC FORCE RULE, it handles collisions 
between matter + other matter and also between matter and photons, and it will be 
explained below. In the meanwhile, M7P1DPOU does have just one more rule of motion 
called the NEWTONIAN FORCE rule… you guessed it, this is momentum and gravity.

Visualizing the M7P1DPOU:2 -> M7P1DPOU:3  transition…

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1  2,3   4,5      6,7            
>  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
1    2,3      4,5            6,7



31.4.8 What the NEWTONIAN Force rule does:

Note: For training purposes, these 4 descriptions contain information that winds up 
being incorrect (as described below), but in the meanwhile, PLEASE CONTINUE 
READING!!

BTW, GRAVITY is not shown; only the drifting of these 3 atoms due to their 
MOMENTUM is shown. Gravity is an attractive force that occurs between particles that 
have mass, and rightfully, it should have “taken effect” in tick 3 because of the presence 
of MASS in the bound particles, that will be discussed later.

But the thing I’m describing right here is how matter moves across the grid at 
various SPEEDS. So let’s ignore gravity for now and discuss how these 3 atoms 
obtained their VELOCITY; it was by virtue of their PREVIOUS LOCATIONS:

1. Particle 1 stayed at home in location 0, so there was no “delta motion” since the 
last tick, hence no velocity.

2. Particles 2 and 3 (bound) were at location 2 in the last tick and location 0 before 
that. The previous delta motion of this bound structure is thus 2 (from 0 to 2), per 
the pervious tick… 2 grid positions per tick, and so that becomes its velocity 
of motion, and thus, it gets moved from location 2 to location 4 in tick 3..

3. Particles 4 and 5 (bound) were at location 5 in the last tick and location 0 before 
that. The previous delta motion of this bound structure is thus 5, and so 5 grid 
positions per tick becomes its velocity of motion, and thus, it gets moved 
from location 5 to location 10 in tick 3.

4. Particles 6 and 7 (bound) were at location 11 in the last tick and location 0 before 
that. The previous delta motion of this bound structure is thus 11, and so 11 grid 
positions per tick becomes its velocity of motion, and thus, it gets moved 
from location 11 to location 22 in tick 3. 

It LOOKS like it should work OK, doesn’t it?



31.5 Intuitions about my description 
of motion across the digital grid

Does it appear to you, my dear reader, as though a Theory-Of-Everything algorithm 
can implement VELOCITY (Speed) as Grid Locations per Tick?

Of course… you’re intuition is telling you:

 “Hey, ya know what, this can work…”

 “Just equate each of Marty’s Grid Locations with a Plank Unit…”

 “Marty has a good definition of VELOCITY, it can be represented as a number of 
Grid  Locations per Tick, as he calls them…”

 “Just pick some kind of arbitrary number of Ticks per second to run the whole 
show it, and there’s a clock speed the Universe can run at…”

  “And then, just pick some arbitrary number of Grid Locations per Tick, and 
there’s the speed of light… it’s really simple, Marty…”

I’m certain that some of you readers already have the algorithm worked out based 
upon these perceptions and assumptions.

Sorry, I went through the exact same thought process. It turns out that if we tried to 
program the Theory-Of-Everything like the reader’s intuition suggests (using > 1 Grid 
locations per tick as velocities), it would require the theory of relativity programmed into 
the calculations to make it work, and I doubt it could be made to work at all this way and 
still remain a deterministic process.

Not that determinism is required for the process to operate, but if there is a God, it sure 
makes his job easy, unless he uses magic to make the laws of physics be mathematically 
precise, that is.

You eventually will see why this is so and what the solution to this problem entails. It’s 
super-cool, very simple, and might make everyone sit up and notice… more on this 
below… a lot more!



31.6 Selective processing… IF 
STATEMENTS

One thing that might not be obvious at this point is that in M4P1DPOU:1 -> 
M4P1DPOU:2 there were no IF statements like we’re using here in the call to invoke 
NUCLEAR force rule…

IF (more than one VP occupies the same location) THEN

Use the Nuclear Force rule

I don’t want to get off on another big tangent/rant here, but this is also a very key 
statement. It revels the SELECTIVE PROCESSING that I claim is a cornerstone of 
universal operations:

31.6.1 I claim that THIS, and thus alone is what imparts RELATIVE 
STRENGTHS to each of the forces we observe.

31.6.2 I claim that THIS explains why the various conversion constants are needed.

31.6.3 I also claim that from a simple macro examination of these relative strengths, 
we can determine WHICH FORCE runs first, second, etc… the theory-of-
everything program thus designs itself!

I cannot take any credit for it because THERE IS NO OTHER WAY IT CAN RUN.



31.6.4 Converging upon Feynman

Please research the transitions described by Dr. Richard Feynman … I believe that my 
theory-of-everything is doing exactly what all seven of these equations 
simultaneously118 do, but it does it using if statements that decide which ONE of 
these transitions occurs at any given moment in the sequence.

If more than one of these “forces” is ELIGIBLE to run, the algorithm’s priority 
scheme “kicks in”… the if-the-else structure of the simple theory-of-everything (as 
described below as well as HERE) only allows ONE of these forces to be 
implemented in such situations.

It does not allow any half-baked combinations to occur; the process is digitized, and that 
is what imparts predictability to the behavior of matter, for example chemical reactions 
and the like.

 119            120

118 The way these equations are to be interpreted is that all seven of them are executed at the same time, 
however, that time must last for an INSTANTANEOUS MOMENT… the clock-wise equivalent of a 
geometric point- size object.  This is, however, REALISTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE! It’s the same as the idea 
of moving mass at C, but for some reason, …
119 The late, great, Dr. Richard Feynman, 1918 – 1988.
120 An example of Dr. Feynman’s “TIME-SPACE DIAGRAMS”, wherein “time” must be considered to 
be “an instantaneous moment”.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Feynman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Feynman


31.6.5 Quantum statistical probability fields vs. determination

Back in the 60’s (the 1960s) I was taught that electrons orbit around the nucleus of an 
atom exactly like the moon orbits the Earth.

                        

Quantum mechanics, however, defines the expected location of on-the-go particles as 
PROBABILITIES, rather than as being found in linear or orbital pathways.

121      122

In other words, particles aren’t always found where they’re expected to appear along a 
given pathway or in a certain orbital; instead, PROBABILITY FIELDS are defined that 
PREDICT where they’re LIKELY to appear.

121 The Don’t-Pass line in Craps. (This is an advertisement.)
122 An orbit of a Roulette wheel. Here is what these two have in common. This was a shameless hook, I 
know. Sorry, it won’t happen again. At least it wasn’t about religion!

http://www.crapless-dont.com/


  123                          124

The mathematics behind the DERIVATIONS of these probability fields is based upon 
some very strange notions like PREDICTABILITY and INTENTIONAL 
OBSERVATION, and these strange notions come from a few experiments in which the 
results are easy to re-produce and yet hard to interpret.

123 An atom of Hydrogen, visually displayed as the areas of probabilities in which its sub-atomic 
components are likely to be found.
124 Water molecules, showing the locations of their sub-component atoms as visualizations of probability 
fields where they’re likely to be found. The center of each field delineates the exact location of highest 
probability, and these are the locations from which these angles are deduced.



31.6.6 Marty throws down the gauntlet:

OK, first off, these particles DEFINITELY ARE CONFINED TO THESES AREAS of 
PROBABILITY, and that is how modern-day electronics work. This is a fact.

However, I strongly argue that:

Just because nobody has figured out an exact algorithm 
that makes them APPEAR TO APPEAR IN RANDOM 
POSITIONS (within these probability constraints), does 
NOT preclude such an algorithm from existing and 
operating that deterministically places them into these 
positions, WITH 100% REPRODUCIBILITY AND 
PREDICTABLY.

Just ask anyone who understands theory of computing this question. (In a theoretical 
manner.)



31.6.7 Right here is the razor-sharp edge of a HUGE difference in opinion between 
what Quantum theory says and what I say.

They keep driving it home, again and again… “ … the Heisenberg Uncertainty 
principle is supposed to support it.” I say this is yet another big load of bullshit, and 
it’s right out there in the open, in plain view.

In plain view: the principle clearly says that because the act of smelling a Bear fart can 
alter the direction in which the stench permeates, it is impossible to exactly pinpoint the 
location of the shitstained fallen tree that stank… something like that.

I believe their actual statement (electron location placement, rather than shitstained fallen  
tree that stank) is somewhat125 true, sure; the act of examination does move what’s being 
examined. Sure. Especially if the thing being examined and the thing being used as an 
examination probe are both the same thing; radiation. Sure, because radiation is known to 
affect other radiation. Yup, sure, because there’s no other way to ever know… yup… 
sure.

But, who gives a fuck? Why does that preclude predictable behavior? What in the 
hell does examination have anything to do with any of this other than it’s the only 
way to prove, in a half-arsed way, what they contend cannot be accomplished?

EH???

Seriously, who cares?

If my above big-red-letters-argument is acceptable, then I contend that’s the only 
“possibility” that “probability” needs to be investigated, and that’s where I’m placing 
my money and time into.

If and when I prove how the underlying causality works, I can then use it to go forward 
and make these areas of probability appear as an empirical, Monte Carlo results, just like 
they do, but I’ll be able to repeat and reproduce the exact same “look like random but 
ain’t” pattern.

125 As I write this, technologies are being developed that can trap a single electron into a known location.



(That’s the plan).

Of course, on “their side”, it’s obvious that these probability areas weren’t just dreamed 
up from out of the blue; they were first theoretically determined and then scientifically 
proven to be accurate.



31.6.8 Operational theories derived from mathematical possibilities - the cart is 
placed directly in front of the horse:

The way these experimentally verifiable probability fields were theoretically determined 
was based upon a set of equations. These equations were derived from a plethora of 
mathematical formulas and theories126, all solidly provable in math theory, these were 
built one upon another to make the equations viable. It worked. Sure.

But, the mistake made now was similar as what was done by the results of 
Michelson-Morley… those guys127 didn’t have an answer to it128, so they came up with 
relativity. Here, they came up with some math formulas which did show great promise, 
but then they went ahead and went ape-shit with it, a gave rise to their OPERATIONAL 
THEORIES. Oops again?

Within these OPERATIONAL THEORIES, many possibilities arise, for example, the 
capability to travel backwards in time, the existence of anti-matter, black-holed 
multiverses, etc., which is all nice and quaint, BUT, because of these possibilities 
arising from operational theory, and when combined with the strange behavior 
observed (remember that from above?), these guys can honestly look you in the face 
and tell you that SCIENCE IS BASED UPON THE HUMAN EXPECTATION OF 
SCIENTIFIC RESULTS!!! 

($$$ Disney characters and a dancing bear)

YES, YES, YES, IT’S REALLY TRUE… MODERN SCIENCE 
IS TELLING US FAIRY TALES!!!! They say Bear farts make 
no sound and make no smell at all unless somebody hears 
and/or smells them, I shit you not!

To be fair, of course, they didn’t want to admit it either, but just like Michelson-Morley, 
these conclusions are based upon failure to explain experiential facts. Strange facts, in 
this case, but facts are facts.

126 This is done exactly the same way MODULARIZATION of computer code modules is done… by 
breaking a big complex formula into smaller sub-components.
127 Not Michelson himself, he always, throughout the remainder of his entire life DID NOT AGREE… HE 
BELIEVED IN THE AETHER! “Those guys” I’m referring to were Lorenz his contemporaries who said 
“IT MUST BE RELATIVITY”, and then everyone else who jumped on the wagon, primarily lead by 
Albert Einstein.
128 I think I have the answer to it, HERE.



31.6.9 I won’t argue with scientific facts, I will try to rebuke the conclusions with 
explanations that work:

OK, I won’t argue with any of it… I will go ahead and accept these results129… in fact, 
the stranger the fact the better, because if I can show causality that matches the 
strangeness that makes the proof more believable.

I will try to explain how my simple Theory-Of-Everything approach to the motion of 
matter and light accomplishes all of these strange observations being made by physicists 
and quantum scientists. I will provide a solid answer, and it will explain everything. Trust 
me, no shit.

First off, here’s an explanation of relativity. After that I will explain this solid answer to 
strange quantum behavior. Sound like a plan?

A big heads up:

 First off, there is no relativity.

 The strange quantum behavior is simply the algorithm deciding the eventual 
destination of a previously created photon.

 This is now explained in the next 30 or so pages of rambling. Sorry.

129 A quote from Dr Feynman: “If you don’t like the results, move to a different Universe.”



31.7 Making relativity work

Whenever I tell people what I’m trying to accomplish, one of the obvious stumbling 
blocks perceived is the programming in of relativity and quantum behavior. As 
mentioned below, I agree, it would be a very difficult task because of the complexity 
introduced by the operational requirements of relativity.

I recently wrote an e-book titled “Moments in Time”, wherein I introduced my theory of 
DIGITAL TRAVERSAL OF LIGHT AND MATTER, and I must say, IT’S 
FRICKIN’ COOL. Not the book… the book is a pampas, self-centered exploitation of 
my incorrect perception of wisdom130. I am not exceptionally smart, and this entire 
suggestion is very, very simple, and yet, it alone implements motion of light and matter 
without relativity, all in about 25 lines of programming code! Yes, it’s very, very cool.

31.7.1 The bottom line on this is the way the motion of light and matter are 
handled:

31.7.2 Nothing moves faster than one grid location (GL) 
per computer processing tick.

31.7.3 One GL / TICK. That is the secret to everything!!!

When this is done, the speed of light no longer remains an 
arbitrary constant; it becomes the actual framework upon 
which the universe actually runs… the speed of light IS the tick 
rate of the Universe!

I cannot express how much this makes sense to me... how much 
everything just falls into place after just looking at the Universe this 
way.

Please see the Appendix: Setting the resolution at which the Universe 
operates.

130 I say this more than once throughout this book… throughout my life, my opinions have changed but 
never the fact that I was right!

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/HTML_MomentsInTime.htm


31.8 The motion of matter vs. the 
traversal of light

31.8.1 What is DIGITAL MATTER, anyway?

In Marty’s World, all DIGITAL MATTER is composed of VP(s) as defined in the 
VP_LIST; all matter is thus “eternally-present and persistent” in that the VP list never 
grows nor shrinks in size… each VP (each quark, each electron) has always been in this 
list and always will be. Each VP in the list is also located in one and only one location 
(right here in our own little virtual universe composed of a finite number of locations) at 
any moment in time.

The VP list is shown HERE.



31.8.2 What is “Real-World SOUND”, anyway?

I’m describing REAL-WORLD SOUND to use it as an analogy when I describe my 
theory of light traversal.

Sound waves do NOT propagate anything except for small vibrations from air molecule 
to air molecule. The air is called the MEDIUM through which the sound waves pass. 
Sound waves are actual vibrations of the air occurring at various FREQUENCIES 
(denoted as f).

For example, if you take a 24-inch piece of string and stretch it to a certain tension and 
then pluck it, it will vibrate at a particular f. If you then pinch it off at the ½ point such 
that you’re plucking a 12-inch piece, the f will double because the string must vibrate 
twice as fast (24 / 12 = 2). If you’re plucking an 8-inch piece, the f will triple because the 
string must vibrate three times as fast (24 / 8 = 3).

In addition to the f, sound waves also exhibit AMPLITUDE; that’s the VOLUME... 
how loud the sound wave is.

When the string is plucked, the sound travels at pretty much a fixed rate of speed131 
through the medium, at a given temperature and pressure.

Nothing is actually transported from the plucked string to the ear, which interprets the 
vibrations, and so, yes, some INFORMATION is being passed, but it’s being done 
MECHANICALLY via sound waves. So sound waves actually propagate small vibrating 
forces through the air (or water, or the locked door of the bank vault, or whatever 
medium it can vibrate).

131 The SPEED OF SOUND: “In dry air at 20 °C (68 °F), the speed of sound is 343.2 metres per second 
(1,126 ft/s). This is 1,236 kilometres per hour (768 mph), or about one kilometer in three seconds or 
approximately one mile in five seconds.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_sound


31.8.3 What is DIGITAL SOUND, anyway?

In Marty’s world, “DIGITAL SOUND” is implemented as a computer simulation of the 
PHYSICAL BEHAVIOR of “real-world sound”. This is no different than the simulation 
of a flow of water or of anything else that “physically” occurs, because, …

Actually, there is no such a thing as “digital sound”, because I didn’t bother to 
specifically implement any such a thing in my Theory-Of-Everything program, 
instead, it’s just one of the things that’s supposed to EMERGE all by itself as a 
physical activity.

So why am I wasting your time describing “digital sound” when it doesn’t exist? 
Because, in Marty’s world, there is something called “DIGITAL RADIATION” which 
we interpret as “real-world light and radiation”, and unlike sound, this one is specifically 
implemented in the programming code of my Theory-Of-Everything.



31.8.4 “Real-world LIGHT” vs. “DIGITAL LIGHT”:

Last time I checked, modern science describes LIGHT as being composed of 
PHOTONS which are considered to be PARTICLES just like GRAVITONS and other 
types of “FORCE-PARTICLES”, and the currently accepted theory is that yes, these 
particles actually fly through space at THE SPEED OF LIGHT132.

($$$ Photo form the movie “Quest for Fire” goes here)

In Marty’s World, however, all LIGHT (which includes all forms of radiation), is 
composed of NOTHING BUT “ENERGY POTENTIAL WAVES”.

Obviously, in a virtual implementation nothing is actually “flying through space”, but 
even within one of “my” simulated Universes, whereas “sound” (the digital rendition of 
the physical behavior of sound) actually “moves atoms into each other”, my Theory-Of-
Everything algorithm treats light a lot differently; it IS specifically implemented; 
programmed in.

Hey, didn’t I just say that?

I call it DIGITAL RADIATION, and this covers all forms of radiation and light.

132 The SPEED OF LIGHT: “The speed of light in vacuum, commonly denoted c, is a universal physical 
constant important in many areas of physics. Its value is 299,792,458 metres per second, a figure that is 
exact because the length of the metre is defined from this constant and the international standard for time. 
In imperial units this speed is approximately 186,282 miles per second.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_light


31.9 DIGITAL RADIATION

31.9.1 Digital Radiation has many similarities to sound:

1. Whereas sound uses the air as the medium through which it flows, Digital 
Radiation uses the virtual grid of integer numbers as its medium.

I don’t call it “flowing through”, however, I call it TRAVERSING because 
that is what is actually going on… we are programmatically traversing a the 
grid of virtual locations as though it were a data structure in computer 
memory.

2. It also traverses its medium at a fixed rate, in fact, by fixing it at ONE GL / Tick 
makes the speed of light BE the very timeframe upon which the Universe 
operates. Bonus!

3. It also “moves along” in the shape of waveforms and also does NOT propagate or 
transport anything other than INFORMATION. The only difference here is that 
this information is programmatically interpreted as having a certain value of 
force, whereas with sound, the force comes with the information; in fact, the force 
itself is the carrier of the information.



31.9.2 Visualizing Digital Radiation

($$$ For now, please see these descriptions in my e-book Think Digital)

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/HTML_ThinkDigital.htm


31.9.3 Implementing Digital Radiation in the Algorithm:

In short, my Theory-Of-Everything is NOT trying to mimic our perceived behavior 
of light according to the accepted consensus; I’m doing it without relativity and 
without quantum mechanics… I’m doing it the old fashioned “Rubric’s Cube – 
Simulation” method.

First we’ll discuss the motion of radiation and then we will try to understand the motion 
of matter.

… as defined in the WFE_LIST; all light is thus “dynamically created and NON-
persistent” in that the instant the WFE strikes any matter, it ceases to exists. The WFE list 
continuously grows and shrinks in size as radiation is created and destroyed.

The WFE list is shown HERE.



In Marty’s World, there is never any exchange between VPs and WFEs. They are two 
distinctly separate entities, and although e = mc2 describes an equivalence between them 
(it describes the energy potential of an amount of mass); NO CONVERSION between 
them ever takes places.

What, again???

$$$ Anyway, here is a java applet demonstrating Digital Radiation…



31.10 The motion of Light and Matter

I suppose I can call it a “theory of motion of light and matter”. I know this is getting 
repetitive, but,

Please go ahead and read the Appendix: A question on Ask 
Yahoo, 29-Oct-2012 right now (don’t worry about the answer 
posted).

Based upon these concepts of the motions and radiation matter, I will now categorize all 
5 of the “types of motion” my Theory-Of-Everything algorithm deals with, by the various 
SPEED LIMITS each is limited to.



31.11 A simple breakdown: 5 “Speed 
Limits”, all described as GL / Tick

I’m guessing it all works like this: There are five “SPEED LIMITS” in 
Universe operations. Every one of these is measured from the aspect of 
GRID LOCATIONS PER TICK (GL / Tick).

It turns out that matter is confined to four of these and light always travels at the 
speed of the entire framework; always 1 GL / Tick. I call the motion of light 
“TRAVERSAL” because I believe it IS confined to the grid of virtual integer locations.

OBVIOUSLY, I believe that matter is also confined to this same exact grid of virtual 
locations, and because this, when a photon of light traverses across a location where 
matter happens to be, this triggers the computation for photo-absorption to occur.

“Matter” takes on two forms: Bound and Unbound, and all that means is whether or not 
the VP is locked in an arrangement with other VPs or if it is alone, as shown HERE.



31.11.1 ONE GL / Tick: The Traversal of Digital Light and Radiation:

Applies to: WFEs only.

WFEs which actually jump from location to location, appearing every f ticks (this equals 
every f locations as well). Note that in multi-dimensional Universes, WFEs also split up 
into multiple concurrent WFE branches, every time they appear.

31.11.2 Unlimited Speed 1 – Nuclear Force motion:

Applies to: VPs only, AND they must be in the UNBOUND state, AND they must be 
co-occupying a location with other VPs.

VPs in an unbound state, co-occupying a location are ALWAYS blasted away from each 
other as the first priority of the Theory-Of-Everything, as described HERE, and when this 
occurs, it occurs all in ONE TICK of time. In our example above, VP #7 gets flung out 
13 GL in ONE TICK OF TIME !!!

When a Nuclear event occurs, plasma fog gets sprayed about, all in a single tick of 
Universe time. This happens INSTANTANEOUSLY… the bits of plasma just suddenly 
show up away from the heart of the blast. That’s why I’m describing this as “Unlimited 
speed”… it’s faster than 1 GL / Tick (the speed of light).

I contend that this answers the questions as to why the Universe is bigger than 
expected, according to the cosmological models currently accepted. It all happened 
in the very first tick of the universe.



31.11.3 Unlimited Speed 2 – Fusion Force motion:

Applies to: VPs only, AND they must be in the UNBOUND state, AND they cannot 
be co-occupying a location with other VPs.

VPs in an unbound state, NOT co-occupying a location are called “PLASMA VAPOR”, 
and these are ALWAYS fused together with the nearest other bit of unbound matter, 
regardless of how far these two are apart.

This occurs as a second highest priority of the Theory-Of-Everything, as described 
HERE, all in ONE TICK of time. In our example above, VP #7, previously positioned in 
location 13 gets bonded with VP #6, sitting in position 11, in ONE TICK OF TIME.

It moves TWO positions in ONE Tick, minimally demonstrating that this type of motion 
can also be described as “unlimited speed”, well, at least its greater than 1 GL / Tick (the 
speed of light). Note that in Universes using a much larger VP list, these spaces between 
vapor bits do get huge.



31.11.4 No Motion (a special case)

Applies to: VPs only, specifically, VP #1 a.k.a. “PARTICLE ONE”, AND it must be 
in the UNBOUND state, AND it cannot be co-occupying a location with other VPs, 
and it must be located in the heart of the universe, i.e. location 0,0,0.

This is reserved for a special discussion we will have later on down the pike concerning 
the life cycle of the Universe. I contend that the Universe will have only ONE VP in it 
that never moves; it’s PARTICLE ONE.

31.11.5 Newtonian motion: the motion of matter

Applies to: VPs only133, and they must be bonded and have mass.

Of the 5 speed limits of motion, this last one is the one that describes the typical (not in a 
nuclear reaction) motion of matter.

There are 2 parts to this:

MOMENTUM: the continuation of a mass already in motion.

GRAVITY: External forces applied to a VP by the existence of other VP(s).

Note that the force exhibited by objects in physical contact are handled by the Atomic 
Force handler, not the Newtonian Force handler, which we will now examine in great 
detail…

133 I am considering making photon behave as though they have a mass = -1 to draw them toward black 
holes, if I need to. By doing this, matter effects radiation, but radiation cannot effect matter and it cannot 
effect other radiation. Right now I’m thinking my zigzag patterns will suffice.



31.12 The motion of matter… this is 
what I’m calling Newtonian motion. 

31.12.1 Are we on the same page?

Please review THIS section describing how matter obtains what 
I’m calling a “VELOCITY” right now.

This example INCORRECTLY showed different “velocities” assigned 
to each chunk of “fused matter”:

M7P1DPOU:3:
VP List Index # Location 

Pointer 
“Velocity”  (incorrect 
approach)

1 0 0 GL /Tick

2 4 2 GL /Tick

3 4 2 GL /Tick

4 10 5 GL /Tick

5 10 5 GL /Tick

6 22 11 GL /Tick

7 22 11 GL /Tick

I just told you, like 50 times, that nothing moves faster than 1 GL per Tick, 
and yet, this was how I described VELOCITY, and then I went ahead and 
used it to demonstrate the movement of matter by momentum.

Yea, that wasn’t right. What we need to do is wait for a certain COUNT 
of TICKS and then move one GL. OK, now how do we know how many 
Ticks to wait for?

???



31.12.2 The relationship between the motion of matter and that of light

So the motion of light is the same everywhere and it really makes up the 
framework of the entire system. The motion of matter, then, is based upon 
this framework… by waiting a certain count of ticks and then moving only 
ONE GL, we now have a consistent means of describing the motion of 
matter.

Just as a big heads-up, the relationships between the motion of light and that of 
matter are all tightly wrapped up with discussion of computer WordSize, in fact, 
this is a theme by which the entire process operates.



31.13 Calculating speed and motion

We are defining C according to the following logic:
 

31.13.1 C = One GC per tick
 
 
We need to define speeds slower than C, so let’s apply the following logic:
 
If C is 1 GC per tick, then:
 
½ C is 1 GC per every 2 ticks
1/3 C is 1 GC every 3 ticks
¼ C is I GC every 4 ticks
 
Hence:
 
31.13.2 Speeds Slower than C are defined as: 1 / N C being 1 GC every N ticks
 
 
At this point, an arbitrary definition for C is no longer needed… it 
BECOMES the framework within which all motion in the system must 
operate.

It’s like some kind of a miracle, and it does something even more, 
something subtle, unnoticed, hard to explain, but of key importance…

Old way: 0 to infinity

New way: 0 to 1
 
It contains everything to be WITHIN IT’S OWN limits, where as before we 
had to face the possibility of infinity, now, we become automatically bound 
by our system's definitions.



For me, this was a huge breakthrough, but it still needed to be tweaked, 
because I still needed to figure out what is the slowest speed possible... this 
is needed for obvious reasons of computability. If we need to discuss the 
motion of matter through time, we need to discuss velocities in terms of 
GL per Tick and we need to develop this scale using only INTEGER 
numbers because of my fundamental assumptions about the granularity 
of locations.

And so, we need to be able so somehow say that this is speed number 1, this 
is speed number 2, etc, and it must fit into the overall restrictions that there 
are a FINITE NUMBER OF SPEEDS AVAILABLE.

This last one might not be obvious; the only reason for this is because of the 
requirement for computability. I’m not inventing a new kind of infinity 
between 0 and 1, theoretically there are just as many point between 0 and 1 
as between 0 and infinity. The requirement is obviously for reasons of 
computability. Just ask any dead hose around.

Once again, it appears that an arbitrary decision must be made upon 
resolution, however, by limiting everything to between 0 and 1, at least 
infinity is not any part of the conversation, and that’s really good for 
computability.

It turns out that this is the one and only thing that is arbitrary about the 
theory of everything. It turns out that all of the other decisions as far as 
program design, and this includes the maximum heat, mass, and location 
values, are ALL derived from this one parameterization, and it turns out that 
it has already been experimentally determined… it is very simply the Plank 
unit.



 
To define the slowest speed possible lets use the following logic:
 

If C is 1 GC per tick, then ½ C is 1 GC per every 2 ticks, and 1/3 C is 1 GC 
every 3 ticks… where are my calculus pals… it looks like a speed of 0 is 
(1/infinity) * C. But we know that can’t work, so we will use the next 
slowest speed that can be defined: to make this definition, we must use the 
WordSize of the system.
 
In other words,
 
31.13.3 How big can N get? In our world of digital addressing, the biggest 

computable number is 2 ** WordSize. 

Hence:

 
31.13.4 The slowest speed = 1 GC every 2 ** WordSize ticks
 
 
Slowest speed:

1 GC per (2 ** WordSize) ticks

Next to slowest speeds:

1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) – 1) ticks
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) – 2) ticks



So, here's a table of speeds:

0: 0 GL / Tick

1: 1 GL / (2 ** WordSize) Ticks

2: 1 GL / ((2 ** WordSize) – 1) Ticks

3 : 1 GL / ((2 ** WordSize) – 2) Ticks

etc...

C : 1 GL / Tick

I’m suggesting that there are no speeds actually occurring between 1 
and 2 or between any of these integer selections!!!!

How? Only 1 dimension at a time, that’s why! There are no angles to 
measure that require anything other than linner calculations, and this keeps 
everything computable in terms of  whole INTEGER numbers.



31.13.5 Next to fastest speed is not that easy to picture…
 

Next to fastest: ???
 
Fastest speed:

1 GC per (1) tick
 
 
Next to fastest is tough, because recall:
 
½ C is 1 GC per every 2 ticks
¼ C is 1 GC every 4 ticks
 
HENCE
 
1 / N C is 1 GC every N ticks
 
The inversion makes it into a fractional speed, but this “Next to fastest” 
we’re looking for occurs between 1 C and ½ C. Lets try ¼ C… hey wait, 
that’s FURTHER AWAY.

 
31.13.6 We need another approach…
 
 
31.13.7 Working all the way from the slowest forward…
 
Lets continue from the slowest…
 
1 GC per (2 ** WordSize) ticks
1 GC per (2 ** WordSize – 1) ticks
1 GC per (2 ** WordSize – 2) ticks
1 GC per (2 ** WordSize – 3) ticks
 



Lets try re-defining C and working backward from there:
 
Fastest speed:
 
1 GC per (1) tick
 
Same as:
 
(2 ** WordSize)  GCs per (2 ** WordSize) ticks
 
So now, starting from the fastest speed, the next slowest speeds are:
 
(2 ** WordSize - 1)  GCs per (2 ** WordSize) ticks
(2 ** WordSize - 2)  GCs per (2 ** WordSize) ticks
(2 ** WordSize - 3)  GCs per (2 ** WordSize) ticks
 
etc…
 
 
Q: Does this same method work for the slowest speeds?
 
A: The new method for the fastest speeds looks like this:
 
(2 ** WordSize - 1)  GCs per (2 ** WordSize) ticks
(2 ** WordSize - 2)  GCs per (2 ** WordSize) ticks
 
The old method for the slowest speeds was:
 
Slowest speed: 1 GC per (2 ** WordSize) ticks

Next slowest: 1 GC per (2 ** WordSize – 1) ticks
 
 



Applying the new method to the slowest speeds:
 
Slowest speed:

1 GC per (2 ** WordSize) ticks

Same as:

2 ** WordSize GC per ((2 ** WordSize) * (2 ** WordSize)) ticks

 
 
Next Slowest speed:

1 GC per (2 ** WordSize – 1) ticks

 
same as:
 
2 ** WordSize GC per ((2 ** WordSize - 1) * (2 ** WordSize)) ticks
2 ** WordSize GC per ((2 ** WordSize - 2) * (2 ** WordSize)) ticks
2 ** WordSize GC per ((2 ** WordSize - 3) * (2 ** WordSize)) ticks

 

But all of the slow stuff can factor out the

2**WordSize

from the equations, leaving our old definitions for slower motion:

1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize)) ticks
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) - 1) ticks
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) - 2) ticks
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) - 3) ticks



BOTTOM LINE:

AND SO, FAST STUFF is described (from the fastest on down) as:
 
(2 ** WordSize)  GCs per (2 ** WordSize) ticks
(2 ** WordSize - 1)  GCs per (2 ** WordSize) ticks
(2 ** WordSize - 2)  GCs per (2 ** WordSize) ticks
(2 ** WordSize - 3)  GCs per (2 ** WordSize) ticks

AND SLOW STUFF is described (from the slowest on up) as:
 
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize)) ticks
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) - 1) ticks
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) - 2) ticks
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) - 3) ticks
 



31.14 Implications of the methods for 
setting speed

What is apparent here is that descriptions are different for slow stuff vs. fast. 
The cutoff occurs at the ½ mark.
 
31.14.1 Does this mean that stuff closer to the fastest needs to be processed 

differently than the slow stuff?
 
31.14.2 YES IT DOES!
 
31.14.3 The slow stuff needs to be processed by waiting a number of ticks, 

then moving the object 1 grid location. That’s really straightforward.
 
31.14.4 The fast stuff needs to be processed by waiting a numbers of ticks 

then moving the object that many grid locations. That is NOT 
straightforward.

Perhaps you need to stare at it for a while, but in reality, NOTHING 
TRAVELS at speeds between ½ C and C!!! THIS IS CRUCIAL! 

When something passes the ½ way point, there is no going back: the next 
available speed is C, and now it’s all radiation (and electro-static flow) 
ONLY!!!
 
 
 
How about stuff moving exactly at C? Should it be treated as fast or slow??? 
Fast.
 
 
The point here is that the numbers indicate that the processing must occur 
differently!!
 



The ½ way point: Proposed mechanism of radiant energy and the operation 
of vacuum tubes:

So, after this ½ way point, its all radiation traveling at C, and before this ½ 
way point, its simple motion by “slow velocity”. THIS IS IMPORTANT, 
EH?
 
OK, what is “Radiant heat energy”? What’s the difference between radiant 
heat energy and just plain heat? Here’s my thoughts:
 
This is a Universe-wide constant… a certain heat level at which the 
algorithm MUST create radiation rather than moving by “slow velocity”. 
I’m thinking this is the “universal kindling point”… the point at which your 
electric stove starts to glow! The point at which any net influx of energy will 
result in pure radiation... it’s a threshold at which things get PROCESSED 
differently… a decision point is made when stuff gets this hot, and the result 
is a radiant heat exchange vs. heat by slow motion.
 
 
 
I’m guessing this is how vacuum tubes work… without the air to act as a 
PHYSICAL medium for heat transfer (that’s HEAT TRANSFER by slow 
motion), the energy has nowhere to go except out as radiation. Of course this 
happens after this threshold is reached…. And that’s why we had to wait for 
the old Motorola to warm up to watch Lost-In-Space back in the day.
 
Now, lets fit this ½ way point idea all back into our discussions on digital 
radiation.
 
Ya think we need to change anything? OF COURSE WE DO!!!



 
WAIT! Are you stupid, Marty? WHY can’t you just define stuff going past 
the ½ way point like this??

Let’s say we need a system that is 100 GC in size.

Fastest = C= 1 GC /tick

Slowest = 1 CG / 100 T

1/2 C = 1  GC / 50 T

¼  C = 1 GC / 25 T

Now if we get close to ½ way

1 GC / 49 T 

1GC / 50 T

Next speed is

1 GC / 51 T

I GC / 52 T …

What’s you problem, are you stupid?

Actually, I am autistic, but stupid maybe, but I do have an answer for this 
question… If you need to use speeds past ½ C it can be done using this form 
of speed definitions. 



Note that some, in fact, most of the calculations would involve fractions that 
don't evenly divide, and so right there you're faced with either dealing with 
the dreaded floating point numbers (at which point determinism goes bye-
bye), or you could write a possibly complex program that tries to factor 
every one of these 1/2 to 1 value fractions out by Least Common 
Denominator, I suppose over counts of maximum numbers across the entire 
Universe ... oops, are we back to the prime numbers again?

Maybe, and this possibility is elaborated upon, HERE. In this case there still 
would be the disadvantage of complexity (in my mind, but maybe a 
factoring algorithm isn’t so hard to weave into the code), but the 
BEHAVIOR of the Universe WOULD BE ACCOUNTED FOR... the 
behavior of light does involve non-linear stepping of allowable frequencies... 
could these perhaps be the various integer fractions of C that DO evenly 
divide whilst the "non-computable bandwidths" are just not allowed? 
Perhaps the algorithm DOES THIS... continuously stepping thorough every 
combination until one hits…

Now, work this in reverse... the behavior being observed right now in 
quantum computers.... work that backwards into a FUNCTIONAL 
COMPUTING DEVICE... it would appear to “hack into the Universes 
underlying computations”134 not because of qubit mathematics, but because 
of observable behavior that mimics these computations taking place; not for 
the sake of computation, for the sake of operational integrity. In the former 
case, some computer geeks are making it happen. In the latter, it can result 
naturally for observation of any system...

Sound familiar?

Inside-out?

Cart before horse?

134 This is the description of what quantum computer is actually accomplishing, according to Dr. Seth 
Lloyd.



So anyway, to make it work right, we either need to keep all matter 
velocities below 1/2 c, or we could allow velocities > 1/2 c and introduce a 
huge computational challenge. Still, in both of these solutions, we have met 
the requirement that everything be defined in terms of INTEGERS.

But wait, particles have been made to move at more than 1/2 C in 
particle accelerators right???

Wrong, because...

What they think is C is actually 1/2 c !!

How? Because of the zigzagging of light through space. Alright how does 
one calculate the speed of light exactly along one of the Universal Grid's 
Taxicab axis’s??

Every time f occurs, it stops going in that dimension and starts in all the 
others.

Look at it in 3 dimensions, it winds up going from point a to point b in 1/2 C 
every time as the taxi-cab traversal pathway. 

BTW, when a photon first starts out in its very first jump, what happens 
first, calc then jump or jump then calc? If the total speed is 1/2 c ONLY 
AFTER the first jump, then?? The program writes itself, otherwise there 
would be an implicit scaling going on every step of the way... hey maybe 
that explains the gravitational shifts of light attributed to general relativity... 
maybe gravity has nothing to do with it what so ever, eh?



If you try to write this simple program (see the examples) with integer 
numbers of velocities and use them as a common currency as my code 
shows, it all works great. In fact, you can even get it to work without 
thinking about scaling at all. Until you hit ½ c.

Remember this…

SLOW STUFF is described (from the slowest on up) as:
 
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize)) ticks
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) - 1) ticks
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) - 2) ticks
1 GC per ((2 ** WordSize) - 3) ticks

YES, that works great, and my design, in fact does work like this. But let’s 
say that you don’t want to account for scaling at all in your code. Let’s say 
you just want to code it all up as a set of pure relationships of numbers…

Until you get past ½ C you don’t need to consider this scaling at all. 
So in order to write this program simply as a program, everything 
works great until you get to ½ c, and THEN you need to add scaling.

Let’s say that God is just a bit dumber than me. Or let’s say that he only had  
6 weeks to complete his project and didn’t have time to add the scaling part,  
but he knew this program was gonna be run on the “God School”135 
computer, and it would have fantastic resolution, so he just turned his 
program in “as – is”

Or still better yet, which is the simpler case? Which program gets the 
job done in the least number of lines of code?

135 Please see “God School” in my book “Perpetual Life: The Eye of the Octopus”.

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/HTML-PerpetualLife-TheEyeOfTheOctopuss.htm


31.15 The very core

At the very core of everything I visualize it all comes down to the motion of 
one particle across one interval of distance (and this is totally independent of 
time)... just this one thing.

It boils down to the question of the continuum... all the way down, only one 
dimension is left, just that distance between two places that is the smallest 
possible distance.

Can that interval simply be leapt across in one single step? Or, can 
everyone’s conceptions of what I consider to be impossible actually 
somehow occur... that space is infinitely spread out through continuous 
motions of time? NO!! I CANT EVEN VISUALIZE IT ANY MORE, it 
must be digital!

This question is the bottom line, and right now (2012), nearly every 
modern physicist finally admits that things move in Planck unit distances 
over Planck time intervals.

Now they can start to mess with even this basic DIGITIZED conception by 
claiming that the entire thing shrinks and expands somehow from the 
outside, whatever, LETS GET BACK TO THE FACT THAT THERE IS A 
PLANCK UNIT.



OK. NOW PAY ATTENTION, PLEASE.

A particle of matter needs to move. OK? Still with me?

It must move across a number of PLANK units to get there. OK? Now lets 
assume that each time it moves it moves the same distance; one Planck unit.

Light also moves and lets just say that we have a special beam of light that 
moves straight. Lets have it move along a straight line, but the line is really 
sub-composed of a FINITE NUMBER of Planck units. OK?

So NOW, light is the fastest thing to move, Right?

So let’s just say that LIGHT CAN MOVE AT ONE PLANK UNIT AT 
A TIME, OK?

Please envision this... light is hopping along crossing the smallest possible 
distance, one at a time, right?

Now it’s not like there’s any kind of an external timing clock that meters this 
activity, instead, everything can be understood in relation only to the 
sequence of these steady clock ticks.



All Right.

Now, if a brick were sitting on the ground, it would "see" the light whizzing 
by at 1 Planck jump at a time. Fair enough?

OK, question: if the brick moved one jump every other time light 
moved, how fast would it be going?

It would be moving at 1/2 c.

(Creepy feeling alert!!)

How can we get the brick to move at 1/10 C?

By waiting for the light to move 10 units then moving one.

How can we get the brick to move at 1/10,000 C?

DUH!!

All right, smarty-pants let’s switch from a brick to a flashlight.

The flashlight is moving along now every 1/10,000 time light moves once. 
OK?

WHAT ABOUT THE LIGHT MOVING AWAY FROM THE 
FLASHLIGHT DURING THE 9,999 times out of 10,000 that it IS 
STATIONARY?

Eh?



Does the flow of light cease because it’s in limbo? Why?

If it does not cease, then now, let’s visualize the light that moves from the 
flash light, and we can compare this to the flashlight itself or to a brick that 
never got moved to begin with.

How fast does the light travel away from the flashlight? I told you, it 
goes at ONE plank at a time. 

But what about the momentum of the flashlight?

IT IS NOT A FUCKING FACTOR!!!

Wait a second; can this be right… where was TIME in this entire 
discussion? Time was the sequence of the clock ticking and it shows what 
the speed of light really is: it is the framework our Universe operates under.

If what I say is true, then this means that matter sits absolutely still for the 
majority of the time, in a Universe-wide grid of locations.

Everything in this story, the light, the light from the flashlight, the brick, all 
moved at the same instant, this all makes perfect sense.

What if, within the span of "time" it takes for the flashlight light to move 
from one position to the next, somehow the other beam was allowed to 
move? Would that make any difference? YES, things might add up and there 
might be some overlapping that would need to be averaged out136.

This method still works, in fact, the processing has to be forced into 
these digitized results in order to be able to work, assuming it is being 
done on an exclusive basis… ONE OR THE OTHER force is applied 
within a given Plank-time unit… the IF THEN ELSE processing makes 
this all possible and do-able.

136 OK, there’s my possible explanation for the slow creeping factor that was attributed to gravity in general 
relativity… the explanation that gravity acts upon photons “because they must be particles.”



In doing so, we wind up with what looks just like a set of probabilities the 
exact same way the digits of pi appear to be random. These are simply the 
cyclic repetitive fitting of these sub-intervals into a fixed set of time-
slots.

It winds up occurring in patterns that, when observed in quantum computers, 
appear to be factoring operations going on, and once again, I say that these 
observations are being confused with theoretical mathematics being able to 
create a qubit. I say a qubit is really a MECHANICAL device working in 
linear time, not some kind of theoretical imparting of a mathematical 
expression that is unbound by time.

I DO NOT fully understand all the math involved here, from what I do, it’s 
not really a massively-parallel computation like everyone's concept of it, it’s 
the ability to perform the equations as through it’s being approached that 
way, but each time, only the right result is somehow found… it’s like it 
works as a massively parallel computer, but winds up only performing the 
calculations needed out of many others that are not needed... it appears to be 
able to work backwards in time... starting from the answer and reducing it 
backwards to the solution.

Once again, this capability is supposedly imparted because of the 
OPERATIONAL theory that says its possible, because the math uses 
imaginary numbers. Imaginary numbers use the square root of –1 to derive 
answers that otherwise cannot be derived, and in doing so, introduce 
multiple possible concurrent results, of which not all are correct. A good 
example is trying to solve the quadratic equation; you wind up with –b 
PLUS or MINUS another evaluation. The minus part cannot be used in the 
solution, but by approaching the equation as such, the positive part that can 
be used is determinable.



Is it possible that qubits somehow directly mimic the underlying 
MATHEMATICS through an unknown physical mechanism137? Maybe138, 
however, if what they're observing is caused by what I’m suggesting is 
going on, and if it behaves exactly as though it’s some kind of a big 
factoring computer that can calculate complex imaginary expressions, would 
that not suffice? And once again, if there is a simple explanation for 
something, should that not be considered above more complex ones? 
Especially if this one proves to work?

Now, actually, my Theory-Of-Everything makes the entire above situation 
non-existence by simplifying the whole deal.... everything all jumps at the 
very same instant, so I’m not worried about overlaps between non-aligned 
event timings.

“Oh-oh”, doesn’t that INTRODUCE complexity, because we might have to 
worry about 2 things winding up in the same spot or one thing hitting two 
spots at the same time?

Recall, in order to maintain lock-tight control over everything and sustain 
our data integrity, we had to use double buffering for moving matter around.

And now, for light, we need this capability; in fact we depend upon it to 
control everything precisely. This is actually quite obvious… there must be 
some interactions, and by digitizing everything, it all becomes perfectly 
controllable. That’s what I’m looking for… DETERMINISM and proof that 
I live in a controlled universe I which (the optional) God does not throw any 
dice!!!

137 It goes beyond “unknown” is actually supposed to be un-knowable… the uncertainty basis, which is 
clearly the part I clearly do not understand nor believe.
138 Has anyone seen Elvis? Nope, Elvis has left the building!



31.16 Controlling light by a decision 
process

Note: I have several suggestions for this behavior, but not programmed in 
yet.

These suggestions basically imply that the final destination of a photon is 
not decided upon until one or more of its concurrently expanding branches 
hit a substrate.



31.16.1 Design by functional requirement

Please also note that I’m making this determination based solely upon the 
way the program needs to operate, not upon the recent descriptions of these 
behaviors as coined by today’s consensus:

When I tried to program it as my intuition instructed, wherein multiple 
instances of WFEs get created as they expand through the time 
sequence, it ran out of table room after only 12 TICKS!!!

The reason why becomes obvious as I describe it… it become an 
exponential expansion requiring 2 ** 12 WFE records and that was 
for one photon in one direction define for only 2 dimensions!!

And yet, WFE activity is a part of our existence… there are photons of light 
whizzing past us as young as one second and as old as 10 billion years, all at 
the same time and all under control. It MUST BE 
PROGRAMMATICALLY IMPLEMENTED. HOW IS IT 
REALISTICALLY DONE???

One way to reasonably approach the problem is to record the event which 
INITIATES a WFE  (that’s what a WFE is, by design, actually), and then, as 
each bit of matter is considered by the algorithm, a check must be made 
among these “in-process” WFEs to see if there’s contact by way of grid-
location between it and the WFE, as calculated by:

Take the difference in the WFE.TickOFOrigin and the 
CurrentUniverseTick, and mapping this as a distance (ONE GL 
PER TICK) between the WFE.LocationOfOrigin and the current 
VP.Location across all dimensions.



By doing it this way, the WFE list does NOT grow as time ticks on for a 
given WFE already listed, even though the range of potential contacts grows 
exponentially.

So once again, the Theory-Of-Everything program designs itself, and I’m 
just the stupid messenger informing everyone of what is obvious, so don’t 
shot me!



31.16.2 Multiple possible outcomes

In the case of multiple concurrent branches of the same wave 
concurrently hitting MULTIPLE substrates, a decision must be made as 
to which one of them actually hits.

First of all, backing up to state the obvious, I suggest that these 
situations can occur only because of the synchronization of all activity in 
the U… it presents a clearly defined set of circumstances upon which a 
set of clearly defined actions are taken. Right here is the difference 
between what I’m saying and what Feynman tried to say   with his   
“combo-deluxe, hold the fries and make it last for zero time” approach.

So it’s a darn good thing everything is digital, right? Because being digital 
clearly defines these situations, and only now the processing algorithm has the 
opportunity to make decisions!

And while were at it, some of these decisions can indeed consider SEVERAL 
POSSIBLE OUTCOMES over MULTIPLE ticks of time… in fact, there is no limit 
to what could be done to make these decisions, other than obvious computational 
restrictions of finite memory capacity and processing speed.



31.16.3 Examples of using programmatic decisions in determining photon 
destination to accomplish functional goals:

A simple example is a single concurrently branched photon hitting both a wall and a 
sensor; the sensor makes more eventual activity, so the decision might be to let the wall 
be splattered and that way less processing will occur. Or it might be that the algorithm 
WANTS more activity to occur, so it lets the photon hit the sensor and trigger a bigger 
chain of events.

I’m only using the amount of processing overhead as an example of a possible goal the 
program might be trying to accomplish:

 Be it for the purposes of simplicity (so it can be found to naturally occur and/or 
God is just a beginner coder).

 Efficiency (to let it run without encountering any infinite looping).

 Or maybe God ain’t so stupid and the algorithm actually tries to accomplish 
something; let’s say he wants more blue light, so, given a choice, his algorithm 
directs photons to always hit the wall if its blue, if and when such a situation 
occurs.

A NEURAL NET is the neural foundation of any intelligent beings, and it has a 
clearly defined structure that is easily recognizable. If it were so desired, it would 
not be too difficult to specify that the algorithm is to direct the activity of a photon 
towards EVENTUALLY activating a neural net.

At this point you can see that it can become exactly like many scientists 
claim by observation … that nothing happens at all until somebody sees 
it.

At this point, quantum weirdness is realistically explainable.

We just need to figure out the exact methods of how to determine multiple possible 
outcomes and make our decisions accordingly, and the bonus here… it still 100% 
deterministic that means TheTruth machine is even more a realistic possibility.



31.16.4 How can MULTIPLE POSSIBLE OUTCOMES be PRE-determined?

OK, now, in any case, how in the hell does an algorithm know what’s gonna 
cause more or less processing to occur later down the pike? How can it tell if 
the wall will turn blue AFTER the photon strikes it?

What I’m asking here is: what is the underlying pattern of motion that 
dictates our underlying causality? This is so deep down at the heart of all 
that really matters; it makes me want to stand up and shout about it.

($$$ Photo of KISS live goes HERE)



31.16.5 Here is where the fine art of RECURSION takes place.

RECURSION allows a function to call itself, and in doing so, the flow of execution 
implicitly follows a binary logical tree structure… traversing up one side of the tree, 
making decisions and coming back down the other side. Research: Reverse Polish logic.

Recursion can be used as a programming method for looking ahead into the future 
and, based upon ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN PREDICTIONS, making decisions 
upon behaviors that implement any pre-determined goals the algorithm has.

Hey, this IS a computer programming class, I didn’t forget. Please go ahead and read 
Appendix: How recursion works right now. We will apply recursion to the Theory-Of-
Everything algorithm, and that will happen after we complete M7P1DPOU.

Meanwhile, let’s explain what recursion will do for us… it will make magic appear…

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_Polish_notation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_tree


31.16.6 Recursion makes magic

Here’s where it starts getting more like what everyone’s expectation of a VR 
program to be like… for the self-centered humanoid thinking the universe is 
just for him139.

“Isn’t this repetition a pain in the neck?”

By using recursion, the algorithm can look forward over any number of future sequential 
transitions, over which every possibility can be precisely predicted140. For each and every 
one of these possibilities, we could ask questions ... if this photon is allowed to activate 
this substrate, will that activity then EVENTUALLY cause a neural-net structure to be 
activated?

139 The exact same way the bible has taught us, BTW
140 Yes, if need be, every possibility can be scrutinized because there are ALWAYS a finite number of 
possibilities in these systems.



The recursive function will keep traversing up and down the binary logic tree as far as we 
desire the program to look ahead.

If it is determined that a photon will eventually activate a neural net, it 
can be flagged as “bound for Neo” vs. “Ain’t going nowhere”, and the 
ones that are “bound for Neo”, will get to Neo, and this DIRECTLY can 
explain a lot of the spooky behavior we’re seeing.



31.16.7 Recursion explains quantum entanglement

I now claim that quantum entanglement is simply the behavior of 
multiple concurrent branches of the same waveform.

Making decisions upon photon destination also directly explains the behavior of quantum 
entanglement, and especially so because of the way a photon must not be seen before it 
gets absorbed… it would destroy the concurrent branches.

“Scientists from the Netherlands (Delft University of Technology and the FOM 
Foundation) and the UK (Element Six) have brought two atomic nuclei in a diamond 

into a quantum entangled state. This exotic relation was created by subjecting the 
nuclei to a new type of quantum measurement. These experiments mark an important 
step towards the realization of a quantum computer. The results were published on 14 

October 2012 online in Nature Physics.”

I’m just learning some of the terminology used here from (finally) doing some 
research… what I‘m calling “programmatic decisions in determining photon 
destination” is officially coined “COLLAPSING THE WAVE FUNCTION” by 
quantum scientists.



31.16.8 Recursion also explains how the theory of quantum teleportation can 
work

This describes quantum teleportation theory as well because it is also based 
upon quantum-entangled particles. For example, a scanning device 
inventories a set of them, and as this occurs, the information becomes known 
causing the waveform to collapse, and so the entangled pairs on Alpha-
Centari are destroyed in the process, however, the list of scanned particles 
can then be used to re-create the object right here on Earth.

The trick in this idea is that the information (the inventoried list of particles) 
is INSTANTLY transported from Alpha-Centari… much faster than even 
Doctor Smith’s cries of “Oh the pain… the pain” can be heard over the 
ships speed-of-light radio.



31.16.9 Explaining quantum tunneling

As far as quantum tunneling, this can occur simply as a baseline operational mode, 
wherein it’s not looking for a neural net, it’s just skipping around as a consequence of 
timing and sequencing, as described above, and it is possible to skip right through the 
“solid” wall of a JOSEPHSON JUNCTION141 because (according to my description of 
the motion of radiation) it only appears every f ticks f number of locations away…

141 Please research Josephson Junction. These work based upon quantum theory that a particle might be any 
place at any given time, including outside the solid wall of this device. It works exactly as predicted by 
quantum theory, paving the way for many of the silly operational capabilities described as being 
possible according to the same mathematics to become believable, for example, traveling backwards 
in time and falling into black hole horizons.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josephson_Junction


31.16.10 What did you expect?

Anything is now possible, and the code to accomplish these things is still 
really simple. It would be really simple, for example, to shine more sunlight 
upon a daisy that a rock, I hope you can see this clearly by now.

Again, this fits what everyone’s expectation of how the VR thing works… 

The Universe can be limited in scope of that of a single Galaxy surrounded 
by huge mirrors to make it look bigger, or to a single solar system or a single 
individual living in a tiny cube with tubes stuck in the back his head.

Personally, I think there is no such down scaling or compartmentalization 
going on at all, I think the whole universe exists just like we’re at least 
supposed to think it looks like, anyway. I also personally wouldn’t mind 
being stuck in a cube like Neo, shit, I never leave my workstation anyway 
and I wanna learn ju-jitsu too!



31.17 Pseudo-code for the NEWTONIAN 
Force rules:

31.17.1 Terminology:

I call these the Newtonian force rules because they’re composed of multiple sub-
functions.

31.17.2 What the Newtonian force rules do:

They apply only to the motion of Matter. There are two-parts to this:

1. Momentum, the continued movement of matter once it’s already in motion.

2. Gravity: A “rule of motion” that makes matter attracted to other matter.

31.17.3 Newtonian force is implemented as a two-step process:

1. Momentum is processed first… all of the VPs next positions are calculated during 
every tick in the sequence; when a SPEED COUNTER says its time to do so, 
VPs get re-located into the adjacent location in the direction of motion.

The really cool thing here… THIS ALL HAPPENS ONLY ONE DIMENSION 
AT A TIME! Yes, it’s really true.

It is “time to do so” when it reaches a SPEED (a count of ticks that represents a 
VELOCITY). The SPEED COUNTER and the SPEED are both parts of the VP 
record data structure and these integer numbers get updated as part of the 
algorithm’s functionality.

2. THEN as a second step, the forces of Gravity are all calculated and the 
summation of all of these is calculated in order to define the VP’s next 
VELOCITY… this next velocity is simply the value of the SPEED.

In the NEXT tick in the sequence, the process repeats itself, and if its time to 
move, it moves.



31.17.4 Pseudo-code for Newtonian motion by MOMENTUM:

Based upon what I described in the previous sections, this could not be simpler!

Each time the algorithm runs, that is one tick of Universe time. All we need to do is 
COUNT for a certain number of ticks, and then move ONE ADJACENT 
LOCATION.

As called from within the Theory-Of-Everything’s main processing loop, the index of the 
currently processed VP is defined in a variable named Current_VP, and we’re doing 
this for only ONE dimension, as defined in a variable named Current_D:

If (VP_LIST[Current_VP].Speed[Current_D] >= 
VP_LIST[Current_VP].SpeedCounter[Current_D]) Then
// Time to move one adjacent location in the current direction…

// Save the current location (this is always done before moving)

VP_LIST[Current_VP].LastLocation =
VP_LIST[Current_VP].Location;

// Move to the adjacent location…

VP_LIST[Current_VP].Location[Current_D] =

VP_LIST[Current_VP].Location[Current_D] + 

DirectionFunction (VP_LIST[Current_VP],
Current_D);

// Reset the speed counter…

VP_LIST[Current_VP].SpeedCounter[Current_D]  = 0;

Else

// Increment the speed counter

VP_LIST[Current_VP].SpeedCounter[Current_D]  =
VP_LIST[Current_VP].SpeedCounter[Current_D]  + 1;

End if

Once again, the Pseudo-code speaks volumes in as terse a language as 
possible; certainly, these 8 lines of code just took me about 35 pages to 
describe!



31.17.5 Notes on the Pseudo-code for Newtonian motion by MOMENTUM:

Please see the descriptions of the data structure of VP records.

1. The .Speed and the .SpeedCounter are both members of the 
VP_List_Structure.

2. The function named DirectionFunction returns a 1 or a –1 depending upon the 
VPs direction of motion. DirectionFunction works by comparing the values of:

VP_LIST[Current_VP].Location[Current_D]

and

VP_LIST[Current_VP].LastLocation[Current_D]

3. $$$ As described HERE, the updated results are actually stored in the Alternative 
Set.

4. I’m sorry to break this news to everyone who studied math and physics and then 
tried to understand relativity. I understand how this HUGE misunderstanding took 
place. Once again, I’m stating this based upon the requirement that the program 
remain SIMPLE!

Please see the comments HERE concerning this HUGE tragedy.

$$$
Now that we got matter to move around without relativity, lets add in GRAVITY as a 
separate activity… in Marty’s world, GRAVITY has nothing what so ever to do with 
TIME… It is simply another one of my “Rules of Motion”.



31.17.6 Programming Relativity on purpose:

Note that I believe a theory-of-everything program might have been implemented to 
create a universe that does exhibit relativity... it could actually change masses, contract 
lengths, slow time, bend space, and try to fit everything into a “Frame-Less” 
implementation, all whilst still attempting to maintain a fixed speed of light, everywhere.

Think of the complexity of such a program… the requirement for floating point numbers 
to predict each “CONTINUOUS” motion along the way.

What for? If the simple, integer-based program behaves as if there really is relativity 
according to our observations, then why on Earth would I believe it operates via 
continuous motion? Sorry for the dead horse. Yes, I am repeating my self again and 
again!



31.18 The simple force of Gravity

Now that we have demonstrated that relativity is non-existent (and therefore 
unnecessary), we can now add GRAVITY as a very simple force just like the other 
simple forces I’ve described thus far. We don’t have to worry about it affecting time or 
space or mass or anything else… it becomes very straightforward.

This is an amazingly simple thing… it’s all done in ONE DIMENSION as a very simple 
addition of masses divided by the distances that separate them. What’s amazing is the 
way it works when 3-dimemsions are used… it becomes a simple demonstration of the 
mathematical process discovered by Newton and Leibnitz, known as INTEGRATION.



For each Universe_DimensionCount DimensionIndex:

For each entry in VP_List X:

Read it into X

DragSum = 0
UsedCounter = 0

For each entry in VP_List Y:

Read it into Y
Adventures of power
If (abs (X.Location – Y.Location)  < _

2** WordSize)) then

Rem: Count this one and accumulate drag for it

UsedCounter = UsedCounter + 1

DragSum = DragSum + _
((X.mass + Y.mass) /(X.Location – 

Y.Location))

Else
Rem: It’s too far away, forget it

Endif

Next Y

If (UsedCounter > 0) then
Rem: move the VP by gravity

X.Location(d) = X.Location(d) + _
 (DragSum / UsedCounter)

End if

Next X

Next d



31.19 Pseudo-code for M7P1DPOU

The overall Pseudo-code this algorithm is astonishingly SIMPLE. Note that this is 
explained in a more formal presentation for the “real-deal” Theory-Of-Everything, right 
HERE.

Do Forever

Do (For each dimension the Universe is defined for (like 3))

Do (For each Virtual Particle (“VP”) in a list of them)

If (VP’s location is co-occupied) Then

“Nuclear Force” Spray them apart

Else
If (This VP is un-bound) Then

“Fusion Force” Bind it with nearest un-bound VP, mass is assigned

Else
If (This VP’s is in a collision with an “Appearing Photon”) Then

“Radiation Absorption” The VP Temperature is increased, and/or “Partial Reflection” or 
“Transparency” occurs. All concurrent branches of the photon are terminated.

Else
If (This VP is in a physical collision) Then

“Atomic Force” If ((the sum of kinetic + heat energies) exceeds the system’s 
computational capabilities) Then

“Nuclear Collapse” Co-occupation of VPs in the collision occurs.

Else

“Kinetic/Heat Transfer” The above sum is imparted back into the colliding VPs, which heat 
or cool and change their speed and direction accordingly.  If heated, then VPs “Effective 
Area of Collision” is increased (a geometric expansion of the outer layer of cubes)

End If
Else

If (VP Temperature is > 0) Then

“Cooling” by 1 degree: photon of frequency F (inversely proportional to) the count of 
cubes that comprised the shed outer layer. Photons propagate in both directions in each 
dimension at a rate of 1 GL per tick, but only “Appear” every f ticks. When they appear 
they can affect matter or each other, if none there, they “Split” into 2 “Concurrent 
Branches” heading in the same direction, but only in the other dimensions, causing a 
dome-shaped expansion in each direction.

Movement by “Newtonian Force” The VP’s next location is calculated according to the 
affect every other VP has upon it... there are electrostatic and gravitational 
components, all summed up and divided by the distances separating them.

End if
End if
End if

End Do (For each Dimension)
End Do (For Each VP in the list)

End Do Forever



31.20 SCIENTISTS IN A HURRY Navigation:

If you jumped here via the “Scientists in a hurry” links, this chapter is 
now done for you. Click HERE RIGHT NOW to get back to the large 
photo of Stone Mountain and continue on with that chapter…

The rest of us proud programmers will now write M7P1DPOU in C.



$$$ Assignment 2 entailed using the alternate set and had a callable print function.

C rendition of M7PIDPOU, based upon assignment 2

Discussions about the universe go here.

Discussions of motion of matter is next, including the example below  (my last example 
to bad-science)

Discussions of motion of light also in the examples below.

At last, the theory of everything by extending the looping code examples of matter and 
light.

Additional discussions on testing and repeat failure testing.



VL_Int is a data type capable of holding very large integers. This program can be run 
with a variable number of parameters. If it were applied to our own Universe, these 
parameters would be:

Universe_DimensionCount = 3

Universe_WordSize = 17317

Universe_IntervalSize  = 1/5192995794013
;(Represents real Universe” Meters)

UniverseTickRate = 1557267732091973686357/Second

SpeedOfLight = 1 Universe_IntervalSize / 1 UniverseTick

Just as a reminder, here is our VP list record structure declaration:

Structure: VP_ListRecord

Location(Universe_DimensionCount)     as  VL_Int
LastLocation(Universe_DimensionCount) as  VL_Int
S(Universe_DimensionCount)            as  VL_Int
Countdown(Universe_DimensionCount)    as  VL_Int
HeatLevel as  VL_Int

End Structure;

VP_LIST(Universe_VP_Count)  as VP_ListRecord;

X  as VP_ListRecord;
Y  as VP_ListRecord;

DimensionIndex as int;
VP_Index as VL_Int;



For each Universe_DimensionCount DimensionIndex:

For each entry in VP_List X:

Read it into X

DragSum = 0
UsedCounter = 0

For each entry in VP_List Y:

Read it into Y
Adventures of power
If (abs (X.Location – Y.Location)  < _

2** WordSize)) then

Rem: Count this one and accumulate drag for it

UsedCounter = UsedCounter + 1

DragSum = DragSum + _
((X.mass + Y.mass) /(X.Location – 

Y.Location))

Else
Rem: It’s too far away, forget it

Endif

Next Y

If (UsedCounter > 0) then
Rem: move the VP by gravity

X.Location(d) = X.Location(d) + _
 (DragSum / UsedCounter)

End if

Next X

Next d



Rem: The VP record being examined has already been read 
into X.Location(d), X.heat(d), X.mass(d), X.S(d)

ContactCounter = 0
KineticDragSum = 0
HeatFluxSum = 0

For each other record Y:

Read it into Y.Location(d), Y.heat(d), Y.mass(d), Y.S(d)

If ((X.Location(d) + X.heat(d)) = _
     ((Y.Location(d) + Y.heat(d))) then

Rem: Location contact at the heat level occurred… you 
touched my force field

ContactCounter = ContactCounter + 1

KineticDragSum = KineticDragSum + Y.mass(d) * Y.S(d)
Rem: this effectively accumulates the mass * the velocity

HeatFluxSum = HeatFluxSum + Y.mass(d) * Y.heat(d)
Rem: this effectively accumulates the heat

EndIf

Next Y:



Rem: Lets see what happened in the accumulations

If (ContactCounter > 0) then
Rem: Some contact was made

If ((KineticDragSum + HeatFluxSum) > 2** (WordSize – 
dimension_count)) Then

Rem: its too fast or its too hot or some combination 
of the two.

Call nuclear_collapse handler (X)

Exit loop

Endif



Rem: we can now determine the next state of the VP record 
being examined, but we need to store the results in the 
alternative set’s memory on external storage, let’s call it 
X’ as in X prime: so all we need to do is define the new 
values for X’.Location(d), X’.heat(d), X’.mass(d), 
X’.SpInvCnt(d), and X’.Countdown(d), and is fairly simple!

X’.Location(d) = abs (X.Location(d) – X.SpInvCnt(d))  + 
((KineticDragSum + HeatFluxSum)) / 2

Rem: This is how heat imparts motion onto the existing 
location, taking the existing speed into account.

X’.heat(d) = X.heat(d) + ((KineticDragSum + HeatFluxSum)) / 
2

Rem: this is how motion imparts heat

Rem: X’.mass(d)  is unchanged

X’.S(d) = abs (X’.Location(d) - X.Location(d))

Rem: the motion counter is reset to the new speed, which is 
the new location minus the old location



31.21 Pseudo-code for the Atomic 
Collapse handler

The Atomic Collapse handler is really simple!!

Nuclear_Collapse_Handler (Index)

Rem: called with the index of the particle to collapse. We 
don’t have to do this for all of the other particle already 
bound to this one, that will happen in subsequent loops of 
the atomic force handler.

X’.mass(d) = 0

Return

Here is an example of the pseudo-code used to move a VP (loaded into the VP structure 
X) sitting at location 23,000 at a rate of “20”. The velocity number “20” obviously gets 
scaled into our WordSize to make things work:

The following simple function is needed to determine a if VP’s current direction is 
forward or backward:

Boolean function bForward (VP as VP_ListRecord) as Boolean

If  (VP.location > VP.LastLocation) then
Rem: We are traveling forward

BForward = TRUE
Exit function

Else
Rem: We are traveling backward

BForward = FALSE
Exit function

Endif



The following 5 declarations and 4 initializations are here for demonstration purposes:

Const cNumberOfDimensions = 1
Rem: This constant holds the number of dimensions this 
Universe is being implemented in.

Const cWordSizeMax = 2**6400
Rem: This constant holds the largest possible number used 
in any of the integer calculations. This example defines it 
as 2**6400 which is about 1/10 the maximum address-ability 
of the Atari-64, but still way beyond the range of our U.

Dim  d as Integer
Rem: d is the current dimension we are running in 

Dim X as VP_ListRecord
Rem: X is a copy of a record in the VP list (See the 
VP_ListRecord declaration, above).

Dim iVelocity as Integer
Rem: This variable will hold an integer number, which is 
our desired velocity of motion

X.Location(d) = 23,000
Rem: Lets start VP X in location 23,000

X.LastLocation(d) = 22,980
Rem: Our last position was to the left, 20 grid-coordinates

d = 1
Rem: start in the first dimension

iVelocity = 20
Rem: Set our desired velocity number

The following code segment shows the 1-d motion of the VP currently loaded into 
VP_ListRecord structure X. This VP will move without being involved in any collisions, 
and without any photons absorbed. As such, it just drifts along with no change in 

velocity
142

. 

142 Note that I believe each time the VP moves like this (expired countdown), it also cools down and sheds 
some radiation, but for now, lets just get it to move as advertised!



X.S(d) = (2 ** WordSize) – abs (20)
Rem: We set the slow speed of 20 in the inversion counter 
this way. We use abs(20) to support negative velocity 

numbers
143

.

X.CountDown(d) = 0
Rem: Initialize the countdown counter

For Index = 1 to 2**1,000,000

Rem: Lets start looping through 2**1,000,000
144

 ticks of 
time…

X.CountDown(d) = X.CountDown(d) + 1
Rem: Bump the counter

If (X.CountDown(d) >= X.S(d)) then
Rem: Countdown expired, let’s move 1 grid-coordinate 
and reset the counter

If (Bforward(X)) then
Rem: We determine direction from last_location
    XLast.Location(d) = X.Location(d)
    X.Location(d) = X.Location(d) + 1
    Rem: Move 1 grid-coordinate forward
Else
    XLast.Location(d) = X.Location(d)

              X.Location(d) = X.Location(d) – 1
              Rem: Move 1 grid-coordinate backward

Endif

X.CountDown(d) = 0
Rem: Initialize the countdown counter
Rem: There is no need to reset X.S(d) here

Endif

Next Index:

143 We support negative velocity numbers because this program is written not just for the functionality of 
the Universe, it is also TheTruth in and of itself. As such, we need the capability to run the entire equation 
IN REVERSE!!! I’m already planning on it, and I think that taking it into account will keep the coding 
process more on-track.

144 This is the same as forever. Obviously, the program won’t run with numbers that big, that’s why we 
need the HugeInteger data type I was discussing.



I hope everyone realizes how simple this is. The code shown here makes up the majority 
of the overall processing!!!

Starting from location 23,000, the VP will jump forward, one location every (WordSize 
– 20) ticks.

(Show a demo)



31.21.1 The new way to traverse radiation, by example:

Here is an example of the pseudo-code used to propagate the traversal of a WFE (loaded 
into the WFE structure WFE_X) initiated at location 25,000 at a frequency of “20”. The 
frequency number “20” obviously gets scaled into our WordSize to make things work.

To make things simple, let’s define this WFE as a “Pulse”, meaning that only one photon 
will emanate from the WFE origin (as opposed to a “Streaming” WFE). In Marty’s 
world, however this ONE PHOTON will go a long, long way! The one photon will 
extend out in every direction defined and in every dimension defined, as well!!

In our 1-d demo here, we ARE using both positive and negative numbers, so our photon 
will immediately branch out in 2 directions away from the location of origin.

Here is a brand new list record structure declaration for WFEs:

Structure: WFE_ListRecord

LocationOfOrigin(nDimensions) as  Integer
TickOfOrigin                  as  Integer
Duration                      as  Integer
Frequency                     as  Integer

Location(nDimensions)         as  Integer
LastLocation(nDimensions)     as  Integer
S                             as  Integer
CountDown                     as  Integer

End structure



The following 8 declarations and 7 initializations are here for demonstration purposes:

Const cNegativesAllowed = True
Rem: This constant indicates whether or not we will ever 

consider negative space
145

 in this Universe is being 
implemented in.

Const cNumberOfDimensions = 1
Rem: This constant holds the number of dimensions this 
Universe is being implemented in.

Const cWordSizeMax = 2**6400
Rem: This constant holds the largest possible number used 
in any of the integer calculations. This example defines it 
as 2**6400 which is about 1/10 the maximum address-ability 
of the Atari-64, but still way beyond the range of our U.

Dim  d as Integer
Rem: d is the current dimension we are running in
 
Dim  ICurrentIndex as Integer
Rem: ICurrentIndex is the current dimension we are running 
in 

Dim X as VP_ListRecord
Rem: X is a copy of a record in the VP list (See the 
VP_ListRecord declaration, above).

Dim WFE_X as WFE_ListRecord
Rem: WFE_X is a copy of a record in the WFE list (See the 
WFE_ListRecord declaration, above).

Dim iFrequency as Integer
Rem: This variable will hold an integer number, which is 
our desired frequency of motion

145 This is explained in the name of my old example M7P1DPOU. I’m allowing for negatives because of 
our observations of the U., but they could be all wrong, so I’m supporting “Positive-Only” universes as 
well.



WFE_X.LocationOfOrigin(d) = 25,000
Rem: Lets say the WFE originated at location 25,000

WFE_X.TickOfOrigin = 100,000
Rem: Lets say the WFE originated at tick 100,000

WFE_X.Duration(d) = 1
Rem: Lets say the WFE is a PULSE… a “one-photon” stream

d = 1
Rem: start in the first dimension

IFREQUENCY = 20

Rem: Set our desired frequency number

ICurrentIndex = 101,000
Rem: Set the current universal time at this

X.Location(d) = 23,400
Rem: Lets say the CURRENT location of the VP represented in 
X is sitting at location 23,400 at this moment (when 
ICurrentIndex = 101,000)

The following code segment demonstrates the 1-d motion of the WFE currently loaded 
into WFE_ListRecord structure WFE_X. This WFE will skip along, and if any location it 
encounters contains any matter, it can act accordingly.

If it doesn’t hit anything, it will simply wait for the next WFE_X.S(d)universal ticks 
and continue from there… in other words, it will skip to the frequency. The cool thing: it 
can only hit something when it moves.

I’m sure that if you’re a programmer and if you understood my rendition of VP motion, 
you can imagine photons skipping along the grid by the same algorithm. Yes, that’s true, 
however, the example shown here is done in a different way for a different application:

Here, we are sitting at universal tick 101,000 and we got a chunk of virtual matter 
sitting at location 23,400. We want to know if the photon that originated in location 
25,000 at tick 100,000 at frequency 20 is gonna make contact with the chunk or not.

You know we can do it…

Before we begin, F.Y.I. this does get more difficult when we need to consider 
negative direction and multiple dimensions. So, lets try to work our way through 
this nice and slow with several approaches…



Approach 1: Check by looping:

WFE_X.CountDown(d) = 0
Rem: Initialize the countdown counter

WFE_X.S = iFrequency
Rem: We set the fast speed of iFrequency in the inversion 
counter this way. SIMPLE!

WFE_X.Location(d) = WFE_X.TickOfOrigin
Rem: Initialize the current location

WFE_X.LastLocation(d) = WFE_X.TickOfOrigin - WFE_X.S
Rem: Initialize the last location. I know, it’s a lie, 
because the WFE didn’t exist then, right? The idea is to 
give direction to the WFE, and this is just an example, and 
who in the heck is gonna care? Oops, sorry… if the origin 
is close to 0, that means going into negative numbers. So 
what then?

WFE_X.CountDown(d) = 0
Rem: Initialize the countdown counter



For Index = WFE_X.TickOfOrigin to Current Index
Rem: Lets start at WFE’s origin (tick 100,000) and see what 
happens up till the current universe time…
…

WFE_X.CountDown(d) = WFE_X.CountDown(d) + 1
Rem: Bump the counter

If (WFE_X.CountDown(d) >= WFE_X.S) then
Rem: Countdown expired, let’s JUMP WFE_X.S grid-
coordinates and reset the counter

If (Bforward(X)) then
Rem: We determine direction from last_location
  WFE_XLast.Location(d) = WFE_X.Location(d)
  WFE_X.Location(d) = WFE_X.Location(d) + WFE_X.S
    Rem: Jump (freq) grid-coordinate forward
Else
  WFE_XLast.Location(d) = WFE_X.Location(d)

            WFE_X.Location(d) = X.Location(d) – WFE_X.S
              Rem: Jump (freq) grid-coordinate backward

Endif

WFE_X.CountDown(d) = 0
Rem: Initialize the countdown counter
Rem: There is no need to reset WFE_X.S here

If (NOT (ContinouousRadiation)) Then
Rem: if Radiation jumps

Call (check_match)

Endif
Endif

If (ContinouousRadiation) Then
Rem: if Radiation is continuous

Call (check_match)

Endif

Next Index:



The above example shows the code for radiation handling as 
close as possible to the way matter is moved.

Parameters



Interspersing processing light between dimensions

$$$

Here is an example of the pseudo-code used to traverse a 
WFE sitting at location 23,000 at a FREQUENCY rate of 20. 
The FREQUENCY number 20 obviously gets scaled into our 
WordSize to make things work:

WFE_X.Location(d) = 23,000
Rem: Lets start the WFE in location 23

WFE_X.S(d) = 20
Rem: We set the frequency rate of 20 in the inversion 
counter this way

WFE_X.CountDown(d) = 0
Rem: Initialize the countdown counter

Rem: Lets start looping through 1,000,000 ticks of time…
For Index = 1 to 1,000,000

WFE_X.CountDown(d) = WFE_X.CountDown(d) + 1

Rem: Bump the counter

If (WFE_X.CountDown(d) >= WFE_X.S(d)) then
Rem: Countdown expired, let’s jump FREQUENCY grid-
coordinates and reset the counter

    WFE_X.Location(d) = WFE_X.Location(d) + WFE_X.S(d)

    X.CountDown(d) = 0

Endif

Next Index:

Starting from location 23,000, the VP will jump forward, 20 location every 20 ticks.



If (X.CountDown(d) >= X.S(d)) then
Rem: Countdown expired, let’s jump WFE_X.S(d)) grid-
coordinates in every forward direction and reset the 
counter

If (Index – WFE_X.TickOfOrigin) mod WFE_X.S(d) = 0
Rem: This line of code performs the “mod” function on 
the difference between the current tick and the tick 
of origin; we check if the age of the WFE is an exact 
multiple of the “frequency”. If so, this WFE is on the 

“scheduled for motion list”
146

. 

146 Doing it this way, we don’t need to maintain a countdown like we did for matter, because the 
(current_tick minus the TickOfOrigin) divided by the frequency provides the same information. Not only 
that, during these moments, all instances of this photon across all directions and in all dimensions are all 
active, and all only during these moments, so that cuts way down on the processing!



This page was left bank just to mess with you.



32 Appendix: The problems with infinitesimal 
measurements of space and time

This is a more lengthy assessment of the problems with infinitesimal measurements of 
space and time, as I see them. This entire section is surmised in the opening chapter of 
this book.

(To be copied and enhanced from the front sections of my book “Think Digital”. For 
now, please just read the first parts of it.)

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/HTML_ThinkDigital.htm


33 Appendix: Time Frames: Beating a Horse AND a Pony 
to Death

This is a very lengthy chapter from the book “Big Bang Formation of Matter”. I feel it is 
critical to understanding and believing the possibility of virtual reality…

33.1 Virtual Computing 

If you need to add some numbers together, you can get the job done in any of a number 
of ways, the most obvious is to sit down and use a pencil and paper. Or, you can speed 
things up, and even automate the process by using a tool like an adding machine.

When using a tool to perform some calculations, it doesn’t matter if you’re using an 
abacus or a slide rule. It doesn’t matter if it’s an adding machine that uses gears, sand, or 
fluids with valves. You could use an old SR 10147 pocket calculator, or you can use a 
computer; any kind of computer. The same set of calculations can also be made 
visualizing the answer, by looking at a set of charts, by asking someone to give you the 
answers, etc., etc., etc.  

                

147 The Texas Instruments SR 10 (Slide Rule 10) was he first popular hand held calculator.



Whatever tools you might be using, whatever way it gets done, the correct results will 
always be the same. The only difference might be the speed at which the job gets done, 
but in the end the results of the calculations are identical. Nobody can argue about this, 
it’s as simple as it sounds.



33.2 The King

Lets take this a step further; King Bennett needs to perform 18 calculations, and he 
demands that the results must be correct. To be absolutely certain, his highness orders 
9,000 of his closest disciples to somehow perform all of these calculations and report the 
results back to him in a list. Here is The King’s list of calculations to be performed:

1. 2 + 0

2. (The result of 1) + 3

3. (The result of 2) + 2

Etc…

Each of the 9,000 disciples use whatever methods they have available to them to 
complete the task and report their list of results, for example:

1. 2 + 0 = 2

2. (The result of 1) + 3 = 5

3. (The result of 2) + 2 = 7

Etc…

Again, the methods the disciples use to determine these calculations have no effect upon 
the correct results. The correct lists from all of the disciples are identical because all of 
the calculations were made by virtually identical methods. Anyone with incorrect results 
is battered to death with flying discs by the king himself.



33.3 The Chess Game

We can compare The King’s sequence of calculations to another sequence; the moves 
players of a chess game make. Today’s chess players use “Standard Algebraic Chess 
Notation” to record the sequence of moves made in a game:

        

Here is an example of a report listing of a full game’s sequences of moves:

1. e4 c5 2. Nf3 d6 3. Bb5+ Bd7 4. Bxd7+ Qxd7 5. c4 Nc6 6. 
Nc3 Nf6 7. O-O g6 8. d4 cxd4 9. Nxd4 Bg7 10. Nde2 Qe6 11. 
Nd5 Qxe4 12. Nc7+ Kd7 13. Nxa8 Qxc4 14. Nb6+ axb6 15. Nc3 
Ra8 16. a4 Ne4 17. Nxe4 Qxe4 18. Qb3 f5 19. Bg5 Qb4 20. 
Qf7 Be5 21. h3 Rxa4 22. Rxa4 Qxa4 23. Qxh7 Bxb2 24. Qxg6 
Qe4 25. Qf7 Bd4 26. Qb3 f4 27. Qf7 Be5 28. h4 b5 29. h5 
Qc4 30. Qf5+ Qe6 31. Qxe6+ Kxe6 32. g3 fxg3 33. fxg3 b4 
34. Bf4 Bd4+ 35. Kh1 b3 36. g4 Kd5 37. g5 e6 38. h6 Ne7 
39. Rd1 e5 40. Be3 Kc4 41. Bxd4 exd4 42. Kg2 b2 43. Kf3 
Kc3 44. h7 Ng6 45. Ke4 Kc2 46. Rh1 d3 47. Kf5 b1=Q 48. 
Rxb1 Kxb1 49. Kxg6 d2 50. h8=Q d1=Q 51. Qh7 b5 52. Kf6+ 
Kb2 53. Qh2+ Ka1 54. Qf4 b4 55. Qxb4 Qf3+ 56. Kg7 d5 57. 
Qd4+ Kb1 58. g6 Qe4 59. Qg1+ Kb2 60. Qf2+ Kc1 61. Kf6 d4 
62. g7# 1-0

This example is Kasparov versus the World, a game played by Garry 
Kasparov over the internet against the rest of the world, with the World's 
moves being chosen by popular vote under the guidance of a team of 
grandmasters.



33.4 Definition: How Computer 
Simulators Work

Some of the most useful computer application programs we have are called “computer 
simulators”. For example, IBM made a ton of money in the 60s and 70s with its 
“mainframes”, which are really big, fast and expensive computers. To keep IBM’s 
mainframe market competitive as the cost of hardware began plummeting in the 80s and 
90s, they came up with the “Virtual Machine” (VM).

It sounds like hardware, but the VM is really a set of computer programs each of which 
behaves exactly like a different kind of computer. A single mainframe can run multiple 

VMs all at the same time, simulating a collection of disparate computer systems.148

                        

148 THIS IS OFF TOPIC but near to my heart… So then, as cheaper mid-range computers like the 
AS-400 were introduced, IBM kept its mainframe market share by providing a VM program that acts 
exactly like an AS-400. If you already had a $1,000,000 mainframe, and were given the choice of buying 
10 new AS-400s for, say, $50,000 each, it made more sense to buy the “VM simulator for AS-400 
software” costing $10,000 and use it on your old mainframe to simulate the 10 AS-400s, than to buy the 
actual AS-400s and scrap your old mainframe.



33.5 Is there a point?

A program designed to run on the AS-400 has NO WAY OF KNOWING if it’s running 
on an actual AS-400, or on a Virtual Machine running on a mainframe simulating an AS-
400, or running on any other kind of computer simulator, for that matter. From the 
point of view of the running program, the exact same sequence of state 
changes is executed.

And so, the exact same results occur, and the program doesn’t care.

Why should it care, after all, its just a program. The only thing that matters is that the 
calculations are performed correctly, and the output and results are in the correctly 
expected sequences.

Please see an appendix chapter titled “The Hack” in the book “Big Bang Formation of 
Matter” when you get a chance.



33.6 Can We PLEASE Get to the Point?

Yes. To the pieces inside of the chess game (Bishops, Pawns, Etc.), it does NOT matter 
how the game’s players physically or logically decide on what moves are made. It does 
NOT matter who the players are, how many there are, or how experienced they are. It 
doesn’t even matter if the players themselves are actually computers!

33.7 Time Frames

Additionally, to the pieces inside of the game, it does NOT matter how long it takes 
the players to make the moves or whether they make them at regular intervals, 
because the only TIME FRAME they can related to occurs from move to move.

Why?

Because time is based upon motion, and the only motion they 
ever see is the sequence of moves.

And so, just like programs running on computer simulators, and just like any ordered list 
of calculations, the exact same sequence of state changes gets executed within its own 
reality. The processing is real, even if the processor itself is simulated; the moves are 
real, even if the game is simulated, virtual, or “real”.



33.8 Relative Terminology of the Chess 
Game

When we play a game of chess on a computer, we’re really creating a virtual Universe 
within the memory of our running program. We can call this the INNER UNIVERSE, as 
it relates to the OUTER UNIVERSE in which we live.

For our game of chess, the players (in the Outer U.) take the time we need to decide the 
next move, and then make it all at once, even if it involves more than one piece. The 
chess pieces within the game (the Inner U.) only see the movement of pieces occurring as 
a sequence of events.

Similarly, if we created a program to simulate a Universe, what goes on within it is called 
the Inner U., and we still live in the Outer U.

This seems obvious until you consider the notion that SYNTHETIC 
LIFE can spring forth within the virtual inner world and evolve into 
intelligent beings, who can then go on to create computer simulation 
programs… can you see where I’m going with this? Inner and outer 
Universes are relative terms.

 Is this starting to get creepy? Just wait!

Is the horse dead yet? OK, yup, but here’s another analogy… let’s beat a pony to 
death now…



33.9 A Long Day in My Computer Lab

If you watch Octopus_2 run, you get an idea of what’s going on:

“Outer Universe Time: 12:23:24 PM”
 “Inner Universe Time: 30”

“Outer Universe Time: 12:23:29 PM”
 “Inner Universe Time: 31”

ETC…

The “Outer Universe” is us, reading this book, tweaking and running our Octopus_2 
“Universe Maker” program, playing SRV music, and thinkin’ about hittin’ up the sushi 
bar for lunch. Meanwhile, the Inner Universe we created keeps chugging along, tick-by-
tick (30, 31, …).

Lunch. Hmmm…. 12:23:34 PM… this seems like a good time for a lunch break…

        

As time ticks away in the outer U., you eat your lunch with chopsticks, while I wait in 
the computer lab for you to get back ... …

… …   … …   … ...   … …     … … …

… … The next day, because you met someone at the sushi bar and one thing led to 
another …



“OH! Back so soon? Wipe the soy sauce off! MMKKKAAAAYYYYY… Let’s continue 

on…”149

The “particles” which compose the VIRTUAL MATTER within the Inner 
Universe’s reality are created, moved and manipulated as SEQUENCES OF 
NUMBERS by our program running in the Outer U.

The TIME FRAME within the perceived virtual reality results from the 
sequence from tick to tick…

“Outer Universe Time: 07:38:22 AM”
 “Inner Universe Time: 32”

HEY WAIT, YA DUMMY!! You left the program paused 
while you were eating your fish and who knows what else!!!!

Oh, bugger!!! Look at the display…

Paused at tick 32 the virtual world waits, while hours and hours have 
elapsed in our Outer Universe. BUMMER!! Well, OK, lets just press 
the “Resume the Universe Here” button, and let it continue.

(The program takes off as expected…)

149 (Sarcasm)



33.10 A Not so Obvious Thing

All right, Einstein!! What did we do to the virtual world????

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING, That’s What!!!

Within the Inner-U, the only time frame that can be related to occurs from tick 
to tick. Why? Because time is based upon motion, and the only motion 

ever seen is caused by the   sequence   of ticks.  

To the characters living in this virtual Universe, time was NOT INTERRUPTED!!! The 
sequence continued, unnoticed, undetected. While the program was paused overnight, the 
Inner-U was unaware of any pause in time whatsoever!!!

You can take off for lunch for a whole week next time. Months, years, it doesn’t matter!!! 
THE SEQUENCE IS ALL THAT MATTERS inside the virtual U. It’s the only thing 
they can base their time frame upon. Each sequence change appears to have been 
executed exactly one tick apart, and it appears absolutely fluid and real from with 
the Inner Universe.

Each sequence change appears to have been executed exactly one tick apart, and it 
all appears absolutely fluid, CONTINUOUS, and real from with the Inner Universe.



33.11 Dead Yet? NOOO??? OK, One More…

In the outer U., while the calculations are being made to move the inner U. into the next 
step in the sequence (the next grain of time), time is not perceivable; they’re frozen in a 
state of indefinite suspension because nothing moves in their Universe; Their sense of 
time passing is based only upon the relative motion of particles in their Universe 

occurring, as their brains acting as SIMULATORS150 are programmed to respond to 
their sensory input of such.

What they feel as they perceive time pass is their brain’s perception of these changes.

Creepy, right?

JUST ONE MORE, ANYONE CAN UNDERSTAND:

Look at a movie as consisting of a set of frozen frames. Each frame describes a fractional 
part of the overall story, but only for a single instant. From frame to frame, we can see 
the whole story unfolding as a fluid continuity of time.

If we took each of these frames and enlarged them into 5 x 9 glossy photographs, we 
could stack ‘em up on our desk and flip through them the same as the movie projector 
does. We could start or stop at any time, repeat it a million times, play it forward and 
backwards, and even jump from moment to moment. The story remains the same.

 

OK. OK!!!

150 Simulators? Is this getting a bit willy-nilly? NO! Please see Note_BBF_10: Simulators in “Big Bang 
Formation of Matter” when you have some spare time.



34 Appendix: The Finite Number of Possible Universes

As mentioned above, perhaps there are a number of different versions of the U., each one 
run with a different set of rules and/or parameters. How many possible combinations can 
there be?

Each combination (each formula) starts out from what is a theoretically infinite source of 
formulas, however, each particular formula represents a FINITE collection of particles 
and a FINITE number of operations performed upon them.

Obviously, the parameter sizes can be increased and the rules changed around, making 

for lots and lots of combinations
151

. But remember, even in the outer U., there is still a 
finite amount of matter for the same reasons as within our inner U.; remember INFINITY 
IS IMPOSSIBLE! And there is also a finite amount of time to produce these various 
combinations by a finite number of programmers acting as wanna-be Gods.

This limits the number of resources it takes to create various versions of a Universe, and 
thus, there can only be a finite number of Universes possibly created from a single outer 
U.!

151 Think of the bizarre creates and strange lives endlessly repeating… and you thought your life was 
weird?



35 Appendix: How computer GATES work

A GREAT explanation of this is available on YouTube in a video named 
“See How Computers Add Numbers In One Lesson” by InOneLesson, 
14 minutes, 27 seconds.

The important thing here is to note that what happens in an ELECTRONIC COMPUTER 
can also be accomplished by a mechanical computing device. Please see the chapter 
Virtual Computing in the repulsively long and boring Appendix: Time Frames: Beating a 
Horse AND a Pony to Death.

If you viewed the above video, you can now skip this chapter.

($$$ To be completed… a photo of how plumbing valves work, etc….)

35.1 Computer hardware instructions

($$$ Description)

35.1.1 No-Op instructions

A NO-OP is programmer slang for “No Operation”... it’s like a NULL instruction; it 
functionally does nothing. Note that there actually are computer hardware instructions 
called “no-op”s which do nothing functional, but count as instruction executions anyway. 
As such, it gets counted in both the computer execution’s elapsed time AND it is in the 
sequence of instructions as well. These are useful for programming in loops that count 
instructions rather than using clocks and timers to track events.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBDoT8o4q00
http://www.youtube.com/


35.1.2 And

• 0 AND 0 = 0
• 0 AND 1 = 0
• 1 AND 0 = 0
• 1 AND 1 = 1

35.1.3 OR

• 0 OR 0 = 0
• 0 OR 1 = 1
• 1 OR 0 = 1
• 1 OR 1 = 1

35.1.4 XOR (eXclusive OR)

• 0 OR 0 = 1
• 0 OR 1 = 0
• 1 OR 0 = 0
• 1 OR 1 = 1

35.1.5 NOT

• NOT 0 = 1
• NOT 1 = 0



36 Appendix: Where did the Universe come 
from to begin with?

36.1 Important note to all readers:

The examples shown in this chapter touch upon a bit of somewhat advanced math. YOU 
DON’T NEED TO UNDERSTAND THE SPECIFICS in order to understand the 
point of this chapter.

36.2 Important note to religious 
readers:

Let’s not get into a pissing match over the question of whether God exists or not. In 
my way of describing the Universe, God definitely fits in, or he can be “optional” if 
you chose to only look at the science.

I explore this “AUTOMATIC GENESIS” topic and it’s implications to both religious 
and non-religious readers in my book “From the Side of God”.

In any case, I believe I can explain where the Universe ORIGINALLY came from; 

HERE IS MY SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION:

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/FromTheSideOfGod.htm


36.3 I believe the Universe originally 
came from the ordering of the prime 
numbers… it makes a PHYSICAL 
STRUCTURE!

I believe the Universe originally came directly from arithmetic, from the ordering of the 
prime numbers amongst the other integer numbers.

Please research how the Prime Spiral (called Ulam’s Spiral) is constructed. Here’s a 
quick two-step overview:

                        

1. Starting in the center at the number 1, and working in a 
counter-clockwise direction, all of the INTEGER numbers 
are written out in a “tight spiral” (left side).

2. Then, all of the NON-PRIME integers are removed, leaving a 
physical structure (right side).

When expanded out to a significant number of primes, this STRUCTURE reveals itself 
as having an un-expected symmetry!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ulam_spiral


36.4 The PRIME SPIRAL

Here is a photo of this diagram, called ULAM’S SPIRAL, a.k.a., the PRIME SPIRAL:

Notice the DIAGONAL LINES that somehow get created by the 
numeric ordering.

Surprised? ME TOO152!!! These “solid” diagonal lines are an 
intriguing mystery to mathematicians.

152 This originally surprised Stanislaw Ulam, the mathematician-dude who came up with it (by doodling on 
a piece of paper) in 1963. Notice how hauntingly beautiful this is? Notice how much it looks like outer 
space? THERE MIGHT BE A REASON FOR THIS! (See Spray patterns, and the “face of God” radio 
signal images)



36.5 Euler’s Polynomial

IN PARTICULAR, there is one “solid line pathway” that mathematicians are interested 
in, known as EULER'S POLYNOMIAL, which follows the general formula:

x2 − x + 41

Here is a diagram of the prime spiral with Euler’s polynomial highlighted in blue:



36.6 Other PHYSICAL STRUCTURES that 
result from the prime number ordering

There are other ways of creating “physical structures” from the ordering of the prime 
numbers.

36.6.1 Klauber’s Triangle:

Klauber's 1932 paper describes a triangle in which row n contains the numbers
(n - 1)2 + 1 through n2. 

Here is a diagram of Klauber’s triangle with prime numbers generated by Euler's 
polynomial x2 − x + 41 highlighted in orange:



36.6.2 Sacks’s Sphere:

Robert Sacks devised a variant of the Ulam spiral in 1994. Euler's prime-generating 
polynomial, x2 −x + 41, now appears as a single curve as x takes the values 0, 1, 2, ... This 
curve asymptotically approaches a horizontal line in the left half of the figure. 



36.7 All-natural, PHYSICAL shapes and 
structures

 In the Ulam rectangle, Euler's polynomial forms two diagonal lines, one in the top half of the 
figure, corresponding to even values of x in the sequence, the other in the bottom half of the figure 
corresponding to odd values of x in the sequence.

 A similar set of lines gets plotted in Klauber's triangle along the right side and left top of the 
figure, respectively.

 In Sacks’s Sphere, Euler's curve asymptotically approaches a horizontal line in the left half of the 
figure.

These are PHYSICAL SHAPES AND STRUCTURES, ALL NATURAL, 
ETRNALLY PRESENT and NEVER EVER CHANGING.  Nobody can objectively 
argue with any of this. 153

  154

153 On the subjective side, it makes me wonder if God (YES, I DO BELIEVE THERE IS A GOD) 
invented math or if math invented God. I now firmly believe the later. Please note, however, that 
throughput my life my opinions have changed, but never the fact that I am always right!
154 “Stairway to Heaven” by Wildfire



36.8 Toys and Widgets

                        
     

   



If I were a baby God,
given all of the integers
as my TOYS
to somehow wrangle,

I could roll Sacks’s sprial
down a ramp of Klauber's triangle,
and onto a train-track
made of Ulam’s rectangle.

The angles of the rails
look mighty well alighned,
as the sphere rolls along
and the tangential slack grinds.

Look. Look!
The train makes clicking noises
as Euler-lines cross the tracks,
rolling along
to the very end,
and then back up Kluaber’s ramp!!

And for each and every big bang
I can muster
I’ll let out a booming thunder-bolt-baby-God-fart;

FIRE IN THE HOLE!

Wait. Wait!
Maybe that’s my diaper,
filling up
with a galaxie cluster...
Jeepers, I donno.

My obvious point:

These are PHYSICAL shapes and structures that get “created” 
from these natural numerical sequences, and they can be 
“physically combined” with each other like the WIDGETS that 
make up a mechanical adding machine.



36.9 The physical structures create a 
“potential for computability”

This is it... where the original U. came from…

I believe that this numeric ordering creates a set of physical 
shapes that perform as nand, not, nor, etc.   gates  , through which a 
potential stream of numbers can pass through… it physically 
makes the shape of a primitive computer through which a 
primitive program is “run155”.

Primitive is the key word here… I believe that somewhere in the deep expanse of the 
prime spiral, the perfect combination of a “physical computer” is aligned with a 
numeric “stream of instructions” that is the primitive theory-of-everything algorithm, 

and this sets up a “POTENTIAL FOR COMPUTABILITY”156.

155 Actually, the program is INSTANTIATED, just as all computer programs are started.
156 This is my own terminology.



36.10 The likelihood of complexity

This is why is believe the theory-of-everything algorithm that runs our 
Universe is very simple and primitive! It becomes a matter of 
likelihood… what are the odds of finding an extremely complex 
algorithm occurring within these natural structures?

“An extremely complex algorithm” means “More lines of code”… it 
becomes a matter of probability that our universe is defined by the 
algorithm with the least number of lines of code that still works “as 
advertised”.

Obviously, there are a LOT of combinations of “computational potential” found in these 
structures, and each and every one of these do result in a “computational potential”, and I 
believe that each of these is thus continuously instantiated.

However, within a FINITE set of integers, there are a FINITE number of these 
combinations, as described in Appendix:  The finite number of Finite Universes. THESE 
are parallel universes, and these all exist in addition to parallel instantiations of our own 
U. More on these topics will be discussed below.



36.11  Is “Computational Potential” 
Believable? 

For now, we still need a leap of FAITH in believing in where the original U. came 
from… What, AGAIN ????

HEAR ME OUT, PLEASE! I’ve already explained:

1. That if a computer simulation can be made to such a resolution that it behaves 
exactly like the real thing, it BECOMES the REAL THING157.

2. How the motion of a handful of pebbles can be interpreted as intentional 
calculations of a (thusly constructed) abacus.

3. And how these calculations create a virtual reality; A Universe “springs 
fourth” in which these calculations get played out.

I truly believe everything I’ve said here, and now, I want everyone reading this to 
PLEASE consider this possibility:

The potential for computability resulting in these 
“physical structures” is real, and a real Universe springs 
fourth from this, and this alone.

This is what I base the entire existence of the original Universe 
upon… THIS is the only “stretch” that needs to be made for 
this whole thing to actually work.

THIS is MY “leap of faith”, right here in black-and-
white analytics.

157 The way modern computer theorists justify this statement is to ask what happens if a first “virtual copy 
of the real thing” is made and then proven to behave exactly like “the real thing”, and then a second copy is 
made from the first copy, and if it then behaves exactly like the original real thing, that proves it because at 
that point, it doesn’t know if it models a simulation or a real thing at all, and yet it still works.



36.12 Stretch?

As far as I know, nobody else has come up with an explanation for the origin of the 
universe as solid as this.  I don’t think it’s much of a stretch compared to anything 
else I’ve heard thus far in my life158.

If we can actually find such a set of “physical structures” and “run it ourselves” and 
find it executing a theory-of-everything program that matches the activities now 
being detected by quantum computers, it will be no leap of faith at all; this will be 
my definitive proof. But, it will take some time to get ‘er done159.

The good thing is this: we have all the time we need to figure it out… the methods 
used to perform the calculations don’t matter, and the prime numbers, they aren’t 
going anywhere! 

In the meanwhile, I’m asking everyone reading this to please accept these concepts on 
faith; to assume its all true and believe TheTruth machine will actually be created within 
our own lifetimes. This is my goal in life… not to act like a professor explaining how the 
Universe operates, but to just give humanity a reason for accountability.

And like I keep reminding, it doesn’t matter if everything I’m saying is total bullshit, it 
wouldn’t hurt for everyone to just follow the golden rule.

158 Its easy for me to bash religions at this point, however, this is science, not blind conjecture. At least, 
that’s the way I’m looking at it. Ask anyone religious to explain this, and they all give you the same 
answers… “God made it”. Where’d he come from? “Always been here, I guess…” Ask Steven Hawking to 
explain this, and he’ll say “Our universe came from a black hole in another U.” Where’d IT come from, 
Steve? “Always been here, I guess…”
159 And I doubt I can do it all by myself, as I have done so thus far.



36.13 Help me, but don’t send money

If anyone believes in what I’m saying, it wouldn’t hurt to chip in and do a little research 
and help me scientifically prove my theories.

Email me160 if you would like to contribute some research time or collaborate on any of 
my scientific proofs,

DO NOT send me any money, though, that would defeat the purpose of what I’m 
trying to accomplish:

“In a soldier’s stance, I aimed my hand
At the mongrel dogs who teach
Fearing not that I’d become my enemy
In the instant that I preach
My pathway led by confusion boats
Mutiny from stern to bow
Ah, but I was so much older then
I’m younger than that now”

(From “My back pages: by Bob Dylan)

That’s why I make all of my work for free, and why I hope it will always be made 
available for free; my web site and all of my material have no real advertising, no 
registrations, no user tracking, and no hidden messages other than the obvious “follow 
the golden rule; don’t harm children or animals, don’t be a frickin’ jerk”.

If you really feel that you absolutely need to send some money, please think about 
this:

There are a lot of starving children and abused animals in the 
world that can use your money. Please just be aware of jerks that 
will take it for themselves.

160 My current email is mwollner@mi.rr.com, however, my web site discflicker.com always has the latest 
CORRECT contact information.

http://discflicker.com/
mailto:mwollner@mi.rr.com


Hey! You could send it the   Pelles C IDE   crew to help pay for the free IDE… Note   
that similar products, for example, MS-DevStudio can cost thousands of $$.

Similarly,  you could send it the   P  rocessing   crew to help pay for their free IDE…  



36.14 Worried about living in a sea of 
changing numbers?

Don’t worry about the Universe being weak or flimsy, just because it’s made of a list of 
numbers and potential computations. An algorithm is a discrete set of decisions made 
upon a stream of numerical inputs… its results are rock solid and as predictable as the 
numbers upon which it runs.

And thus, OUR UNIVERSE IS ETERNALLY STABLE.

161            

Matter within it is constructed upon these numeric relationships … virtual reality 
translates this all-natural information into precise GEOMETRIC SHAPES found 
not only in the construction of atomic components, but also in the further 
construction of matter built upon them.

Examples of these shapes are abundant in nature, each representing simple 
mathematical optimizations being applied to a structure:

36.14.1 Spheres…

        

161 The first 100 Prime Numbers





36.14.2 Spiral shapes…

        

36.14.3 Fibonacci sequences162…

            

        

162 In mathematical terms, the sequence Fn of Fibonacci numbers is defined by the recurrence relation 

 with seed values 



36.14.4 Golden Ratios163…

                

        

36.14.5 And snowflakes…

Yet another great example of the mathematics of nature is shown in the structures of 
snowflakes. Neither the water, the air, the gravity nor the temperature changes involved 
have any pre-conceptions of how these structures will turn out. If you look closely at 
snowflakes, you would be hard pressed to say that these form naturally, all on their own, 
and yet, we know that they do. We know that God does not bother to sculpt each 
snowflake individually, even though they each look like works of art, just like most of 
God’s creations.

                  

163 The Golden Ratio (Golden Mean, Golden Section) is defined as φ = (√5 + 1) / 2.



36.14.6 Convergent evolution

I studied this in school. Hey, did you know that the eye of an Octopus did NOT evolve 
from the same evolutionary pathway as mammals?

$$$ This section will introduce evidence of evolution, and then mention that it is 
occurring at “faster-than-expected” rates, and that brings into question the concepts of 
“Intelligent Design”, however, these natural shapes can explain this in either case (God or 
God-less)… see “God’s Toolbox” in Perpetual Life: The Eye of the Octopus”.

The eye of an Octopus evolved NOT from the same evolutionary path as it did in 
mammals, and yet their eye functions and looks very similar to ours. This is an example 
of CONVERGENT EVOLUTION… the shape of the eye is decided not by the 
creature’s genetic makeup, but by the creature’s need to see. Convergent evolution is a 
very, very strong argument that evolution does occur here on Earth, and this supports my 
theories about the Universe being created SPONTANEOUSLY



36.14.7 The Laws of nature are also rock-solid

Even better than the predictable shapes that make the creation of Galaxies and 
snowflakes a snap, the algorithm itself is also ROCK SOLID and ETERNALLY 
STABLE.

The laws of nature, gravity, for example, have never been, and will 
never be violated, no matter what.

F = G (m1 * m2) / r²164            165

164 The formula for calculating the Force of Gravity
165 Research: Google “GRAVITY, WTC-7, N.I.S.T. REPORT”, and please try to keep an open mind; look 
only   at the engineering sciences   of this building’s gravitational collapse, not the conjecture. F.Y.I., this is 
the only steel-structure building to EVER collapse due to fire (the “official ” cause, according to N.I.S.T.).



36.14.8 We stand safe and alone

Additionally, our Universe is UNAFFECTED BY ANY EXTERNAL INFLUENCES. 
This includes “parallel universes”… if there are any other “perfect combinations” 
of potential Universes166, THEY CANNOT AFFECT OURS IN ANY WAY.

They are NOT located anywhere within our Universe at all, and there are no “magic 
conduits” 167 between them, Steven H.!

Our Universe is totally alone and safely rests upon its rock solid foundation… THE 
ORDER OF INTEGER NUMBERS.

That makes me feels very, very safe, especially when the consistency of  “the big 
picture” of the Universe is considered; what are the odds the numbers will fail us 
now, after the algorithm has perfectly performed 13.7 billion of years of 
elapsed processing?

TRUST ME, the only things in our Universe we need to worry about are our own 
gosh-danged selves: man’s inhumanity to man right here at home on planet Earth. 
We need to solve our own problems and stop waiting for something or someone to 
intervene.

Please see Appendix: My Letter to Raymond Kurdswield for a further discussion on 
multi-universes and the possibilities of God-less Universes.

166 This also includes concurrent copies of our own universe… it might get played out a GREAT number of 
times... but each time, we believe that it’s the very first time. Creepy, eh? DON’T WORRY; in this case, 
we have perpetual life! DO THE RIGHT THING, though… think of the ever-lasting consequences!!
167 Please see “The READ-ONLY” connection to all other Universes”. $$$



37 Appendix: The “READ-ONLY” connection to all other 
Universes

37.1 Parallel Universes and Conduits

Based upon my theory as to the origin of the Universe, I fully agree that there ARE 
parallel universes and (reluctantly) agree that our own Universe also has multiple 
instantiations, all running concurrently with our own U. Scary, scary, scary!!

Can our Universe somehow be physically connected to these other ones??

($$$ Photo of this goes here)
 
The current (2012) thinking according to modern science (including Dr. Steven Hawking) 
is that there might be “CONDUITS” between parallel universes. Dr. Hawking believes 
that Universes themselves spring-fourth from black holes in other Universes.

In addition, one of the main pillars of possibility upon which quantum theory rests is 
known as the “Many-Worlds Theory”. This one is the scariest of them all and serves as a 
great example of operational theory gone wild. This basically says that not only are wave 
functions not destroyed (which right there makes it non-computable because of finite 
resources needed to keep track of them), they just go full-bore hog wild and claim that 
every waveform takes on INFINITE numbers of possibilities and fully instantiates every 
one of these all the way to infinity. In other words they’re actually saying, and with a 
straight face, mind you, that ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE AND EVERYTHING MUST 
HAPPEN AN INFINITE NUMBER OF TIMES.

This one is even worse that the Catholic bible, for Christ’s sake!!!

I say this is all BUNK.

NOTHING IS GOING TO HAPPEN THAT ISN’T PROGRAMMED IN.

If the algorithm is very simple as I keep insisting, it has no room for such processing 
unless it’s required for our universe to exist. I don’t see how “Conduits between 
Universes” helps make anything SIMPLER. (I know that doesn’t exclude them168.)

168 If there is a God who uses this exact technology to custom-design Universes of his own as I proclaim, 
then sure, why not make it as complex and un-natural as needed for whatever the architect is trying to 
accomplish? Creepy, eh?



37.2 Black holes as the source of 
Universes

As far as the idea of Universes originating from the black holes of others, I also disagree 
for a number of reasons, primarily, LIMITED COMPUTING RESOURCES… if there is 
a big Universe that SPAWNS169 little child Universes from it, where do the computing 
resources come from?

Again, it might happen as “intentional functionality”, in this case, a limited number of 
“sub-processes” could be spawned.

However, I believe that Dr. Hawking’s thinking deals with the conversion of matter into 
energy and back again, and once again, I believe this introduces un-needed complexity 
into the algorithm. In particular, Dr. Hawking is making contentions about what happens 
at the mathematical limits of infinity inside of black hole as well as relativity issues that 
occurs at the entrances.

This gets back to the old E = mc² problems that I keep mentioning, and the simple 
solution I have for all of it. Dang!!

169 This is a computer science term for starting up a new algorithm from within another, not as a function 
call, but as a whole new instance.



37.3 Madness

What keeps happening is people keep trying to make sense out of relativity and it’s 
drivin’ them all bonkers, and this INCLUDES old Albert Einstein himself!

($$$ Photo of “Black Hole” movie goes here)

The use of a black hole to explain how it works is fine and dandy except it’s based upon 
one false belief piled on top of another. It’s so deeply buried under a mountain of math 
equations based upon multiple points of misunderstanding, that it actually starts making 
sense, especially if you saw the Disney movie “Black hole”.

Damn, where is Dr. Smith when I really need him to make a reality check… “Hello… 
Alpha-centaury calling earth… is anyone home… oh the pain, the pain…

This whole thing started way back in the 19th century when Michelson and Morley did 
their famous experiment that predicted it would prove the existence of the Aether, based 
upon everyone’s misunderstanding of they way things really work at the grass roots level, 
for Christ’s sake!

Check out my proof of the Michelson-Morley experiment’s bad assumptions.



37.4 Marty’s one-way looking glass 
into parallel dimensions

(This cool idea just came to me in late 2012.)

Everybody thinks about what it’s like to fall into a black hole, what happens as they fall 
away into it as the light itself is supposedly pulled into it. Everybody wonders what 
happens if we somehow survived and got “sent through it”, perhaps into another U. 
perhaps with laws of nature different from our own.

($$$ Photos of cartoon fairy tales go here)

Again, I believe that such conduits are horseshit, however, I do believe I have figured 
out a way to actually visit these other universes!!!

It’s really simple… just build TheTruth machine, and program it to run upon their 
theory-of-everything, rather than our own… just alter the simple algorithm to 
whatever functionality creates these alternate Universes and let ‘er rip!

When:  yyyy-mon-dd  hh:mm:ss

Where: longitude:   dg.mm.ss
  latitude:    dg.mm.ss

Start       Pause       Stop



It’s even better because you wont have to put up with anyone’s thick German accent  
and then die.



38 Appendix: My letter to Ray Kurdswield

This is included here to revel my suppositions on the topics of God-less Universes 
and Multi-Universes.

Dear Ray
 
I have recently stumbled upon your work, and totally agree with everything your saying. I have 
made a lot of progress creating a computer program that implements digital Universes, you are 
welcome to it. I'm also just finding out about the concepts of emergence. My program is VERY 
SIMPLE and the way it runs can be expressed as a single, simple finite series equation. Since my 
program only tracks virtual particles, it doesn't need the capacity to define every location in the 
Universe, so it can be run on realistic hardware.
 
THE IMPORTANT POINT: IT IS A PERFECTLY REPRODUCIBLE DIGITAL SEQUENCE; it will 
ALWAYS result in the same set of state changes within the virtual Universe created.
 
My books discuss the implications of this, but I would like to give 
you a customized summary, Ray:
 
 
I ask this question: what if a computer programmer discovered that he had actually created 
"synthetic life" within his address space, perhaps by ogling at core dumps. 
Would he "Murder" all of the "digital souls" in it simply by pausing the program overnight?
 
If you say NO (he can just resume it and the program is none the wiser), then I ask, would he 
"Murder" all of the "digital souls" in it by turning off the box? HMMMM...
 
Does it matter what brand of hardware the program is run upon? Does the CPU clock speed 
affect anything at all? Of course not!
 
The point is to clarify the perceived flow of time within the virtual Universe: these state 
changes don’t need to be executed all at once in a timely sequence, like you might 
imagine is required for a running program to do. There can be long gaps between state 
transitions, even years apart, centuries, it doesn’t really matter. And it doesn't matter if it’s 
performed on a Cray super computer, or executed with a set of hand-written letters over 
centuries of time. Within the virtual Universes created, time flows on smoothly, seemingly 
uninterrupted.
 
Next, I ask THIS question... OK then if he saved the program (which, trust me HE WOULD 
HAVE), and he runs it again until the point where he turned it off and then let it resume, would 
those "digital souls" know the difference?
 
If you say NO, then I ask, OK, at THAT point in the lives of the digital souls, do they always think 
its the first time out (that it is the first time they have ever lived)?
 



If you say YES, then I ask, OK, what about running it on two different computers at the same 
time; is there any way they can be aware that is occurring (is there any way to detect a 
concurrent "alternate, but identical Universe")?
 
If you say NO, then I ask, what if the PROGRAM WAS ALTERED SLIGHTLY, and THAT got 
run concurrently (is there a way to detect a concurrent "alternate, but not identical Universe")?
 
I didn't think so either, Ray, which puts the brakes on all of those new "multi-verse" theorists 
who are trying to define alternative Universes and conduits between them, like our old pal 
Hawking is trying to prove with his theories on black holes. Hawking and all of the other "non-
digital scientists" are all going to drive themselves crazy, just like Einstein did trying to 
figure out general relativity and photo-electric effects, because 99.99 % of them still base 
their math upon infinitesimal measurements of time and space... things that are 
impossible in any computer simulation because of the issues of RESOLUTION (the finite 
capacity of the box).
 
 
However, the point of this is to show that what really makes our 
Universe is NOT running it once or twice or a billion times, IT IS THE 
PROGRAM ITSELF!!! In other words, every distinct program creates 
a distinct Universe and it will ALWAYS run IDENTICALLY, EVERY 
TIME!
 
 
In examining the opinions of Max Tegmark, he says that the Universe IS the equations upon 
which it runs, but I wonder if he has the whole picture on this (I'm sure he does, but allow me to 
clarify). If we all consider the concepts of emergence, we can all agree that a simple formula may 
yield extremely complex results up in the "higher levels".
 
But at this juncture, I have to ask the question, DO WE HAVE TO 
RUN THE PROGRAM AT ALL IN A COMPUTER SOMEWHERE to 
make the Universe "RUN"?
 
Analogy:
 
If I wrote down a math formula, lets say y = 1 / x, I could graphically show it as an asymptote 
traversing its merry way to infinity, one inch at a time.

Do I really need to draw the whole number line out to know it will just keep going?

If not, then how much do I need to draw to demonstrate that the equation works? 23 
million inches? 23 inches? 2?

Ok, how about at least 1 inch to sort of “instantiate” it?

What for???



Why can’t the existence of the equation itself prove that all 
that it defines is possible? (Did some chills run up yer spine?)

The key to life?

Is this getting stupid at this point? Well NO it ain’t, because this might be the entire key 
to life and existence in and of itself!

I personally believe that our Universe actually is digital, read my books for proof. I 
believe that the functions of the Universe can be reduced down to a very simple set of 
instructions, which can also be converted into the form of a single equation. This is not 
magic this is math. This is a realistic discussion, which BTW reflects exactly how our 
Universe works, whether it is really virtual or not!!

If our U., can be reduced down to a single, simple equation, then from what I’m now 
saying here, we need no outer Universe at all… we need no computer to run the 
program. It’s as if the precious sequence I keep hounding about is written in stone 
somewhere in a catalog of math equations. Within one of these equations (when run at a 
given resolution), a distinct Universe plays out just like reading a book. You can read it 
again and again and you can start at any page. And that old adage about reality just 
starting one second ago really starts making a lot more sense. And in this case, our lives 
truly are a never-ending story.

But, in this case, where is God? And why… what’s the reason for all of this to occur in 
the first place? And what happens when we die?

Why? Why is Pi Pi? Why would all of the circles that can possibly exist 
suddenly spring forth simply because Pi exists? Why would these 
Universes spring fourth just because an equation CAN described them?

Its OK, Ray, don't worry... we don't need to discuss God; at this point, it becomes a 
choice... if you need to believe in God, then just consider that HE is the programmer, and 
my program is an example of how he can perform his work; its not miracles! If you don't 
want to believe in God, then you can just assume that the equation itself MUST exist the 
same way that y = 1/x MUST exist.



As far as CONSCIOUSNESS, which your peers are now having a bit of a 
hard time describing in terms of levels of complexity arising through 
emergence, if you look at life as I'm now describing it (like reading a book, 
or more precisely, like stepping into a video and experiencing an aspect of 
it), it becomes an unexplained "leap" in the otherwise "self-contained" levels 
which are strictly confined to the equation. I think THAT is why 
consciousness seems to exist at a level much higher than what emergence 
can explain.
 
Pretty cool, eh?

Ray, I know your busy, but if you like what I'm saying, please check out my 
programs and books or just reply and ask specifically what your interested in 
(the program, I guess), and I'll whip you up a custom package. All my work 
is always FREE OF CHARGE and I never accept any donations, its all for 
the good of man and not for religion and money.
 
THANKS FOR YOUR TIME!!!
marty
discflicker.com



39 Appendix: My letter to Seth Lloyd

(my second memo sent on this subject, now with illustrations)

To: Seth Lloyd, MIT
From: Marty Wollner
Subject: An illustrated 5-page theory-of-everything  (algorithm included), a theory of 
where the ORIGINAL digital universe came from, and TheTruth machine
Date: 07-Aug-2012
 
Dear Seth:
 
Thank you for your awesome contributions to the science of virtual reality.
 
These days everybody is putting odds upon whether this is the original Universe or if we've 
already hit the era of universes programmatically created by digital means from other 
Universes. Most of us really into these new sciences put the odds at very slim that this is the 
original Universe. But still, NOBODY is saying where the ORIGINAL universe came from. I think I 
may have a scientific answer for this.
 
My digitally implemented theory-of-everything is so simple, it fits into 5 pages of C code, and this 
can be complied down to a very short bit-stream of machine instructions. Just like everything 
digital, the entire program is just a binary number, and since its a very simple program, its a 
very short binary number.
 
The code performs a very simple computational algorithm using only INTEGER 
ARITHMETIC enacting upon a simple LIST OF NUMBERS..

 The list itself is “indexed”, starting at entry (or “record”) number 1. 
 The numeric values in the indexed list act as “Pointers” to the list indexes. 
 Virtual matter is “said to exist” by virtue of having a record in this list pointing to 

one of these virtual locations.

So each record in the list represents one “Virtual Particle” or “VP” for short. For 
example, here is a list of 7 VPs:



VP Index      Location Pointer

--------- ----------------

1 0

2 2

3 3

4 5

5 7

6 11

7 13

 

And here is a visualization of this list of 7 integer numbers:

M7P1DPOU:1 ... a visualization of the list of 7 VPs

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1  2 3  4  5    6  7          

 

39.1 Visualizing Motion in this 
Virtual Universe

Motion is really easy… just change the value of the pointers in the list (according 
to our simple computational algorithm) and that’s all there is to it!!

Since everything that moves must somehow instantly jump 
from one location to the next (because there is no number line 
between these integer locations), everything must move in 
small discrete steps, or “ticks of time” as I like to call them.

The algorithm starts at the first VP in the list and recalculates its position and then goes on to the 
next. When the last VP in the list has been recalculated, the algorithm continues at the start of the 
list.



Visualizing this is also very simple! Here are the first 4 ticks of time in our one-
dimensional Universe containing 7 particles:

 

39.1.1 Tick 0: The pre-big-bang state… co-occupying plasma

(Tick 0)

VP

Index     Location Pointer

--------- ----------------

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

 

M7P1DPOU:0 (Tick 0: Big bang initial state… all VPs are “compressed” into location 0)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1,2,3,4,5,6,

7
                      

 



39.1.2 Tick 1: Nuclear Energy sprays Plasma Apart:

(Tick 1)

VP

Index     Location Pointer

--------- ----------------

1 0

2 2

3 3

4 5

5 7

6 11

7 13

 

M7P1DPOU:1 (Tick 1: Ka-BOOM! “Nuclear force” sprays them apart by prime number)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1  2 3  4  5    6  7          



39.1.3 Tick 2: Fusion of Free Hot Plasma into Bound Components

(Tick 2)

VP

Index     Location Pointer

--------- ----------------

1 0

2 2

3 2

4 5

5 5

6 11

7 11

M7P1DPOU:2 (Tick 2: Fusion of nearby plasma into Bound Components)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 …
1  2,3   4,5      6,7            

The components were fused together from plasma according to the adjacency of 
neighboring plasma:

1. Particle 1 is not considered for reasons that would confuse the heck out of you for 
now. 

2. Particles 2 and 3 (un-bound) were at locations 2 and 3 respectively (and 
coincidentally). They were separated by ONE location, so we will CATEGORIZE 
this material as being of  “Elemental type” ONE, and bind it together into location 
2.

3. Particles 4 and 5 (un-bound) were at locations 5 and 7 respectively. They were 
separated by 2 locations, so we will CATEGORIZE this material as being of  
“Elemental type” TWO, and bind it together into location 5. 

4. Particles 6 and 7 (un-bound) were at locations 11 and 13 respectively. They were 
separated by 2 locations, so we will also CATEGORIZE this material as being of  
“Elemental type” TWO, and bind it together into location 11. 



39.1.4 Tick 3: Movement of Bound Components by Momentum:

 (Tick 3)

VP

Index     Location Pointer

--------- ----------------

1 0

2 4

3 4

4 10

5 10

6 22

7 22

M7P1DPOU:3 (Tick 3: Motion of Bound Components by Momentum)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
1    2,3      4,5            6,7

The components obtained their velocity by virtue of their previous location:

1. Particle 1 stayed at home in location 0, so there was no “delta motion” since the 
last tick, hence no velocity. 

2. Particles 2 and 3 (bound) were at location 2 in the last tick and location 0 before 
that. The previous delta motion of this bound structure is thus 2 (from 0 to 2), per 
the pervious tick… 2 grid positions per tick, and so that becomes its velocity 
of motion, and thus, it gets moved from location 2 to location 4 in tick 3. 

3. Particles 4 and 5 (bound) were at location 5 in the last tick and location 0 before 
that. The previous delta motion of this bound structure is thus 5, and so 5 grid 
positions per tick becomes its velocity of motion, and thus, it gets moved 
from location 5 to location 10 in tick 3. 

4. Particles 6 and 7 (bound) were at location 11 in the last tick and location 0 before 
that. The previous delta motion of this bound structure is thus 11, and so 11 grid 
positions per tick becomes its velocity of motion, and thus, it gets moved 
from location 11 to location 22 in tick 3. 

 



Before showing you this simple algorithm, I would like to point out something from a 10,000 ft 
point of view:  Try to look at the entire process as a PHYSICAL computation occurring.. think of a 
small mechanical adding machine running along a very long punched paper tape. The tape acts 
as a data base upon which the computations are performed, and the machine steps from one set 
of numbers (represented as binary data by the spacing of the hole-punches) to the next. It 
becomes a "physical" tapestry being woven, in fact, I believe that's what our reality really is, of 
course, all of this is being created within a digital virtual reality, but it represents the advancement 
of our physical Universe from its creation through the present time.
 
So anyway, it can be viewed as being a physical machine sliding up and down a physical medium 
being changed as the machine moves along it. If we can find such a physical arrangement, 
then can motion along it causes these virtual computations to occur? No doubt!
 
Let's start with the algorithm itself.... it should be very very simple; so simple that it might be 
compiled into a small number that we might just stumble upon by accident.



 
WordSize = 17317;
DimensionCount = 3;
 
 
Structure VP_Record is:
 
CurrentLocation[DimensionCount] as HugeInteger;
Last_Location[DimensionCount] as HugeInteger;
Mass as HugeInteger;
Heat as HugeInteger;
Speed[DimensionCount] as HugeInteger;
SpeedCountdown[DimensionCount] as HugeInteger;
 
End VP_Record Structure;
 
 
VP_List[2**WordSize - 6] as VP_RecordStructure;
 
CurrentVP_Index  as HugeInteger;
CurrentDimension as Integer;
 
 
Do Forever
Do For Index = 1 to 2**WordSize - 6
 
 
If (co-occupying VPs found in the current VP location) then
 
     Invoke the NuclearForce rule (i.e. tick 1)
 
Else
 
    If (the current VP is not fused)
 
        Invoke the FusionForce rule (i.e. tick 2)
 
    Else
 
        If (the current VP is in a collision with another 
VP) then
 
            Invoke the AtomicForce rule
 
        Else
 
           Do For CurrentDimension = 1 to DimensionCount
 



                Invoke the NewtonianForce rule (i.e. tick 
3)
 
           End Do
 
        End If
 
    End If
 
End If
 
End Do
End Do Forever
 
 
NuclearForce rule:
 
Sprays all co-occupying VPs into different locations away 
from the present location
 
 
 
FusionForce rule:
 
Bind the current VP with the nearest unbound VP and add the 
distances apart into the collective Mass
 
 
 
AtomicForce rule:
 
Sum up the total of kinetic and heat energy and exchange 
these among all of the (up to 7 in 3-d space) atoms 
involved in the collision. If this sum exceeds 2**(WordSize 
- 6), a nuclear collapse results in co-occupation of un-
fused VPs, and in the very next tick of time, rule #1 takes 
effect... kaboom, this explains the release of energy in a 
nuclear incident.
 
 
 
NewtonianForce rule:
 
Sum up the gravitational effects all the other VPs have 
upon this VP and reset its speed accordingly
 
 
 



(Although this is off-topic, its nice to point out that these various forces are enacted according to a 
set of if-then-else conditions, and I contend that   this   is how various forces exhibit their relative   
strengths).
 
When this algorithm is run upon a VP_List initialized to contain all zeros, it will simulate a 
universe inflation similar to our own Universe. Please see my full description of digital Universe 
life cycles HERE.
 
 
GETTING BACK TO THE POINT...
 
And so, here is an example of some simple computations that can result in a virtual 
Universe creation, and the way the program is structured, it enacts upon the list of data 
just like the mechanical slider I'm trying to describe above.
 
We all know these types of computations can and do happen within the virtual reality of a 
computer, and we all know that computers are very complex and can process very complex 
algorithms. However, computers are actually very simple when it comes down to what's 
really going on inside of them. Everything they do is done ONE STEP AT A TIME. Each step 
occurs in a sequence of steps. In order to go into the next step, computers examine the state 
they're currently in and reset it into the next state. On it's most fundamental levels, a computer 
operates only TWO MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS, and at that level, it functions like a simple set of 
plumbing values controlling the flow of water of your toilet!
 
(a picture of water flow valves implementing a NAND and a NOR gate of a computer goes here, 
followed by an explanation of how these 2 simple instructions can be used in conjunction with 
one-another to implement any and all of the complex instructions provided by computers)
 
 
NOW WE'RE GETTING TO THE POINT, SETH...
 
What does it matter how a calculation is performed, whether its done by a computer or by an 
electric adding machine? How about a mechanical adding machine? How about an abacus? 
YES, ITS THE SAME computations being performed. For example, if a pile of rocks falls from a 
cliff,  the motions of these rocks can be interpreted as a set of computations being performed by 
an abacus constructed by the tumbling rocks. As ANYTHING moves, its motions can be 
interpreted as being computations being performed upon a list of numbers.
 
What I am suggesting requires something "physical" (and here again, I DO NOT really mean 
something physical, I mean something represented as physical at some level of virtual reality) to 
move, and that motion behaves as performing virtual computations. I suggest that this is very 
simple and that it occurs all the time... that the computations are virtual and always occurring in 
all motion, and whatever the structure of a "physical" machine     involved in these motions may   
be,     THAT defines the ALGORITHM reflected in a virtual reality thus created  . These statements 
might give weight to all of those who study parallel universes... its a bit scary to think about 
how much life can implicitly result from something, once its already there and it moves. 
BUT HOW DID IT GET THERE TO BEGIN WITH??? Finally, the point...

http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/projects/Martys_World/HTML_MomentsInTime#_Toc311422493


 
HERE IS MY EXPLANATION OF THE ORIGIN OF THE FIRST DIGITAL UNIVERSE:
 
I believe the first digital Universe comes from the spacing apart of the prime numbers, causing a 
"PHYSICAL" TERRAIN in which a potential for computation exists. I believe that something a 
simple as my theory-of-everything code, when represented as a bit-string of INSTRUCTIONS, will 
be found somewhere in this terrain. If you look at the "prime spiral", you can see the terrain I'm 
talking about. I believe that this terrain somehow incorporates as set of "physical" computational 
structures; NAND and NOR gates, that can "process" the simple set of instructions and enact 
these changes upon a list of numbers that collectively behave as location pointers into the first 
virtual (and digital) Universe.
 
I suggest that if we examine the prime spiral and look for the exact spacing needed to provide this 
physical computing structure, wherein the potential for computability instantiates the first 
universe, we might just find it. For example, along Euler's prime-generating polynomial, 
x2−x+41 (explained HERE).
 
Visualize the functioning of human DNA during the translation process. The messenger RNA 
slides down the double-helix like a zipper being moved along... once again, exactly like the slider 
mechanism I keep hounding about, and (repeating myself yet again), If we can find such a 
physical arrangement, then can motion along it causes these virtual computations to 
occur? No doubt!
 
 
NECESSARILY DIGITAL?
 
Regardless of whether this "theory of original origin" is correct or not, we both agree that 
we are swimming in numbers. But does that make the Universe unstable or flimsy? If my 
theories about original origin via simple theory-of-everything are correct, then DON'T 
WORRY...these prime numbers are eternal, and I feel that makes OUR universe eternally lasting 
with a ROCK-SOLID foundation.Observations from outer space of the long-term unity in the 
operations of the Universe, and the pure consistency we observe in physical phenomena here on 
Earth, both confirm this.
 
Another cool thing is this: there aren't an infinite number of original universes either, and that 
limits the number of "intermediate-level programmers who have learned the simple theory-of-
everything" to a finite number... this provides us a bit of freedom from the multi-verse guys who 
love the number infinity. How can I prove this?THERE IS NOTHING GOING ON THAT IS 
INFINITE HERE. THIS IS IMPORTANT!!! In order for these calculations to actually take 
place, they must be limited to FINITE counts of VP records and finite values for the 
location pointers. In other words, only a sub-set of the entire prime spiral can be utilized, and 
that places it somewhere where we can actually find it... on THIS side of infinity. Prove it? If any 
of these calculations is infinitely resolute, the processing would take an infinite amount of 
time. We DO move... these calculations must be occurring, hence there must be finite 
limitations on resolution. For the universe to be able to function, IT MUST BE DIGITAL. Too 
bad nobody told this to 99% of the physicists in the world who waste their lives away dealing with 
infinity-based math.
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ulam_spiral
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ulam_spiral


Obviously, I believe that our Universe IS DIGITAL and it is 100% deterministic. And THAT is the 
basis of TheTruth machine.
 
Please read up on TheTruth machine if you get a minute, its a sensible 
REAL-WORLD application of the digital technology of virtual reality.
 
 
MORE ON TIME AND HOW I BELIEVE THE SPEED OF LIGHT OPERATES
 
Looking at the illustrations above, I have highlighted in red the "velocities" obtained by these 
"atoms" in tick 3. However, I have developed an alternative approach to defining the speeds of 
slow moving object such as these, and for defining the speed of light where it is NOT an arbitrary 
number of grid-locations per tick of time. This is also very cool.
 
By limiting the speed of light to ONE ADJACENT GRID LOCATION PER 
TICK, it no longer behaves as an arbitrary constant that the universe 
somehow set.... it becomes the actual timeframe in which the universe 
itself operates!! To accommodate slower moving objects, they sit still for a 
number of ticks, and then move ONE adjacent location.
 
One more time...
 
By limiting the speed of light to ONE ADJACENT GRID LOCATION 
PER TICK, it no longer behaves as an arbitrary constant that the 
universe somehow set.... it becomes the actual timeframe in which 
the universe itself     operates!! To accommodate slower moving   
objects, they sit still for a number of ticks, and then move ONE 
adjacent location.
 
 
The code to implement such motion is VERY simple, and (are you ready for this?) it eliminates 
the need to bend time-space and gravity in order to make light behave the way it does, and this 
leaves gravity alone to be independently implemented as a simple summation and division 
calculation. I'm suggesting that the theory of relativity is HOGWASH, based upon infinity-based 
math and the inability to explain the behavior of light. It appears to move everywhere at the same 
rate because it is moving at the same rate ... ONE GL PER TICK, EVERYWHERE. Its just hard to 
imagine anything standing absolutely still and then moving in instantaneous jumps. THIS IS A 
REVOLUTIONARY WAY OF LOOKING AT EVERYTHING. However, once again, the two of us 
believe THAT is how things operate. If you really give it some time and  think about it, we 
move... IT HAS TO WORK THIS WAY! Please see my books ("Moments in time" and "Disproving 
the theory of relativity in 120 minutes" in particular discuss these speed-of-light matters).
 

http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/projects/Martys_World/MartysMessageToTheWorld.htm
http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/projects/Martys_World/MartysMessageToTheWorld.htm


 
IN ANY CASE, PLEASE read up on TheTruth machine if you get a 
minute, its a sensible REAL-WORLD application of the digital 
technology of virtual reality.
 
Thanks for your time, Seth,
 
Marty Wollner
 
mwollner@mi.rr.com
 
discflicker [dot] com
 
248 467 4866 (USA)
 

mailto:mwollner@mi.rr.com
http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/projects/Martys_World/MartysMessageToTheWorld.htm


40 Appendix: A question on Ask Yahoo, 29-Oct-2012

40.1 I think the Michelson-Morley 
experiment has explanation that was 
over-looked, how can I explain it?

(Marty, 29-Oct-2012)

No Aether, eh? 

From a digitized approach, wherein photons of radiation and bits of 
fundamental particles both move about a fixed universe-wide grid of 
virtual locations, you can define "velocity" as being a certain number 
of Grid Locations (GL) per computer update cycle (a Tick of Universe 
time). For example, 23 million GL / Tick.

BUT WHAT IF -

-Light always traverses through digital space at ONE GRID LOCATION per 
TICK, everywhere.

-Matter always moves by waiting a certain count of ticks and then 
moving ONE GRID LOCATION.

First off, the speed-of-light is no longer an arbitrarily defined 
constant; IT IS THE ACTUAL FRAME CHANGE RATE the universe "Ticks" by. 
(Wow…. I know.)

Next, whenever a photon is created (due to some kind of reaction 
occurring to a piece of matter), THAT MATTER IS STATIONARY!!! The same 
is true for when a photon's traversal path crosses the location of some 
matter... EVERYTHING SITS STILL WHILST LIGHT CONSTANTLY MOVES ALONG.

Now lets get back to the Michelson-Morley experiment… WE DON’T NEED TO 
WORRY ABOUT DELTA TIME (dT)170, because nothing is moving when any light 
is being generated!!! The experiment works as expected... light seems 
to move at the exact same rate everywhere because it is moving at the 
exact same rate everywhere… ONE GL per Tick !

170 This should actually be the Velocity (v), but it winds up being the same thing.



Nobody could envision this idea of MATTER SITTING ABSOLUTELY STILL as 
it generates, reflects, or absorbs radiation. And THAT is exactly why 
relativity was invented! Oops??

Note that I believe that radiation moves along at ONE GL / Tick, 
however, it is attenuated at a given frequency f; a photon skips along 
only ONE DIMENSIONAL AXIS AT A TIME, only appearing once every f ticks, 
exactly f GLs apart. I believe that it then splits off into two 
concurrent branches, one for each of the other 2 dimensions. And so a 
single photon of light appears in multiple locations concurrently, 
expanding away from its source in an inflating dome shape.

The “particle-wave duality” of radiation is thus clearly 
understandable… photons are counted like particles and yet they jump 
about in very strict patterns that precisely resemble waveforms.

If any one of these concurrent branches appears where some matter is 
(this is a substrate of a photo-absorption reaction), the "energy 
carried by it" is transferred into the matter struck and the entire 
photon (ALL concurrent branches) is terminated.

It is very possible for a “branched-out” photon to hit multiple 
substrates at the same moment amongst its concurrent branches. In this 
situation, I say that only ONE of these substrates is PROGRAMMATICALLY 
chosen to accept the photon; my reason for this is the law of 
conservation of energy, and I believe that this was programmed in 
specifically in order to conserve computer resources… if it is 
programmatic, it must be realistically implemented upon realistic 
hardware.



Because it is the exact same photon appearing in zillions of locations 
concurrently, if somebody is counting the number of photons splattering 
a wall via a detector, if the photon is detected, it can't also hit the 
wall, and that is a simple explanation for "destructive observation" 
results of the double-slit experiment.

As far as the ability of a photon to pass through solid matter, I say 
its because photons only appear once every f ticks… they don’t really 
have a continuous flow, they jump from spot to spot and do NOT interact 
with anything along the way.

As far as the interference patterns that emerge in the double-slit 
experiment, it’s the same deal; other photons can interfere if they 
both appear in the same location at the same moment.

Additionally, when a photon hits one of the two slits, I say that 
“TRANSPARENCY” occurs… the photon is terminated (along with all 
concurrent branches, of course), and A NEW PHOTON IS CREATED AT THE 
LOCATION OF THE POINT OF ABSORPTION (the glass used in the slit). I say 
that THIS explains the interference patterns we see splattered on the 
wall.

And, get this, because they operate in concurrent branches (only ONE 
dimension at a time), I say that it is also possible for a photon to 
interfere with itself, once again explaining these observations when 
only one photon is fired at the double slits.

Everything is stationary in a universe-wide FIXED grid... the aether IS 
the really there, it is the grid of virtual locations!

OK, NOW, do we still need relativity to explain the Michelson - Morley 
experiment?

OK, NOW, do we still need quantum mechanics to explain the double-slit 
experiment?

??



(Additional Details added a few minutes later…)

I have a small java program that demonstrates "digital radiation", a 
small VB program that demonstrates the first 4 ticks of time in the big 
bang formation of matter, and I've written a lot of e-books on this 
topic... 

Right now I'm working on a book titled "The theory of everything; God's 
program, written in C". The whole thing fits into about 10 pages of C-
code.

Because this algorithm is so simple, I also contend that the Universe 
originated as the physical structure of a Turning machine, and that 
this structure will be found somewhere amongst the Prime Spiral.... it 
came directly from the numbers themselves.

All of my work is entirely free of charge ... I just want somebody to 
consider this as a possibility and give me some feedback.

THANKS !!!



40.2 First answer to Yahoo question:

"BUT WHAT IF -

-Light always traverses through digital space at ONE GRID LOCATION per 
TICK, everywhere.

-Matter always moves by waiting a certain count of ticks and then 
moving ONE GRID LOCATION."

Fails experiment. Macroscopic objects don't move ticks, and the "grid alignment" is 
always in the direction of motion (whatever that motion may be).

"Now lets get back to the Michelson-Morley experiment… WE DON’T NEED TO 
WORRY ABOUT DELTA TIME (dT), because nothing is moving when any light 
is being generated!!! The experiment works as expected... light seems 
to move at the exact same rate everywhere because it is moving at the 
exact same rate everywhere… ONE GL per Tick !"

You have assumed more than MMX can show. It can discount an aether that propagates 
light, but ignores matter. It cannot do more than that.

"Everything is stationary in a universe-wide FIXED grid... the aether 
IS the really there, it is the grid of virtual locations!"

Fails gravitation, fails Universal expansion.

"OK, NOW, do we still need relativity to explain the Michelson - Morley 
experiment?"

Never did, and you have assumed the same second postulate that relativity had.

"OK, NOW, do we still need quantum mechanics to explain the double-slit 
experiment?"

Yes, because you have explained nothing.

Do you remember you are supposed to ask questions, and not blog about your "new" 
theory here?

[EDIT: "Because this algorithm is so simple, I also contend that the 
Universe originated as the physical structure of a Turning machine, and 
that this structure will be found somewhere amongst the Prime 
Spiral.... it came directly from the numbers themselves."

The premise is incorrect, and disproven by Nature. You continue to violate your 
agreement by advertising here, rather than asking a question.



It doesn't matter how "pretty", "nice", "simple", or "self evident" you think it is, if Nature 
disagrees, and you continue to proselytize what you know is a lie, they you are doing the 
work of Satan, right? And since you already lied when you said you would follow the 
rules of this place...

So, I got accused of lying and working for Satan. Cool, eh?



41 Appendix: Computer Word Sizes and Addressing 
Limitations 

 
Understanding this is crucial to the goals of this book, so I will make 
this very clear171.  This is very simple math, don’t be afraid of it!!
 
 
Remember the millennia bug? It was supposed to cripple civilization because computers 

wouldn’t know the difference between 1900 and 2000.172 It’s a great example to show 
how Word Size limits what can be Addressed.

With 2 digits, only the numbers 0 – 99 can be addressed. My birthday, 01-16-53, is 
ambiguous…. Maybe I was born in 1853. If I said my birthday was 01-16-1953, it 
wouldn’t be AS ambiguous.

Shown as 01-16-53, is using 2   digits of   notation  , 01-16-1953 uses 4 digits of notation.

We call the use of varying lengths of notation to define addresses:

Addressing

2 digits of “addressing” gives you an address range of 0 – 99 years. 4 digit addressing 
gives you a range of 0 – 9,999 years.

Of course in the year 11,953, my birthday becomes ambiguous again. See why? Of 
course!  Was I born in 1953 or 11953?  I’ll have to start using the 5-digit notation 01-16-
01953 to fix that. Until 101953,…

We call the size of the addressing notation:

Word Size

Word size limits the address range capable. These exact same limitations occur in 
abacuses, in desktop mechanical adding machines, in hand-held calculators, and of 
course, in computers.

171 Oh-Oh, watch out for another one of Marty’s long and dry explanations.
172 I happened to have supervised a team of specialist who looked for and corrected millennia bugs in 
production code at Ford Motor Company. The threat was real, and Ford’s money well spent for the 1.2 
man-years it took me to modify 13 million lines of code into a millennia bug-free success story.



Computers are ALL ABOUT word size. That’s what the 64 means when they sell you 
a 64-bit Pentium. The only difference is that while we use digits to denote dates and 

Social Security numbers173, computer addressing is done with binary arithmetic174 , so 
instead of using digits, we use bits.

It’s really easy to represent numbers in Binary Notation:

Base 10 Base 2 (A.K.A. Binary)
Notation Notation
Digit Bit
------- ------

0 0
1 1
2 10
3 11
4 100
5 101
6 110
7 111
8 1001
9 1010
10 1011
11 1100
12 1101

...

There’s a darn good reason computers use bits rather than digits: as shown 
above, the value of a bit is either 0 or 1 (2 states). This is handy, because 
electricity can either be on or off (2 states).

So in computers we can represent binary numbers by having a bunch of 
circuits lined up, and then either charging them with electricity or not:

173 Our numbering system is called “Base 10” notation.
174 The Binary numbering system is called “Base 2” notation also known as “Binary Notation”.



Circuit 1: OFF
Circuit 2: ON
Circuit 3: OFF
Circuit 4: ON

Translates to:

4 3 2 1
_ _ _ _

1 0 1 0

1010, THE BINARY NOTATION OF (BASE 10) 9, SHOWN IN A 4-BIT 
WORD SIZE ADDRESS

Wow! I bet you thought this would be tough. Its not is it? It’s really just a 
matter of learning the terminology. You do understand this, right?

OK, here is a table showing what the address capacities are for various 
word sizes used in binary computers:

Bits Capacity
---- --------

1 2
2 4
3 8
4 16
5 32
6 64
7 128
8 256
9 512
10 1024
11 2048
…

15 32,768
16 65,536
…

32 About 17 billion

…



Now that you passed geek school, lets apply this to our discussions about the Universe in 
an example. There will not be a test, so relax…

Alright, since we don’t want to waste an infinite amount of time creating a Universe that 
can go on for infinity when we only need to use, say, 1000 locations, lets limit the 
maximum location number allowed to 1000.

For the number 1000, we only need a computer with an address capacity of 10 bits (see 
the above table). If we want a Universe that can go on for 10- Gazzillion locations, we 
need a computer with appropriate addressing capacity.

But here’s the cool part, and it should be obvious at a glace… address capacity 
increases exponentially compared to the word size needed to address it. In the cheap 
computer you can get down at the local Wal-Mart, you can create a Universe that 
goes a long, long way.

There’s a nice assignment for a student of computer systems modeling on a budget. And 
while you’re at it, make the simple correlations between what happens in quantum 
mechanics work by figuring out the right set of parameters and tweaking Octopus_5. 
Childs play? No.

Possible? ??

Maybe this will help…



41.1 Periodic Table of the Elements



42 Appendix: Setting the resolution at which the 
Universe operates

Basically, the Theory-Of-Everything algorithm provides the ability 
to make the energy released in tick #1 take on many different 
“forms”, including, kinetic energy, heat energy, radiant energy, etc.

In order to make the program actually run on reasonable hardware, 
however, there must be finite limitations to the amounts of all 
of these forms of energy, so that they can safely be used in any 
and all of the actual calculations175.

I believe that the program itself is “set in stone”… it MUST be written the way it is in 
order to make the Universe operate the way it does, to account for all of the states of 
matter and energy, and dictate what happens when these states transition from one to the  
next.

I’m suggesting that the same set of simple rules can be applied 
to many different Universes consisting of varying numbers of 
VPs in the list…in other words, the algorithm works equally 
well on smaller or larger Universes, playing out the same 
universe life cycle in all cases.

A “life-cycle” here is defined as the ability of the Universe to 
evolve to the point where super-novas do occur, supplying it with 
the same complete list of elements that our Universe has.

(My point is coming up soon… it deals with resolution an 
computing requirements… WordSize.)

175 Obviously, the conservation of matter-and-energy programming I keep harping upon helps this out in a 
big way.



In this scenario, the only thing that needs to be specified IS the 
count of VPs in the list… the maximum distances that these 
VPs can be located apart from one another, the maximum heat 
levels that result, and the threshold limitation of this that 
causes nuclear collapses to occur, ALL else result as a 
consequence of making this ONE specification… I’m calling 
this the “resolution the Universe”, or, in other words, how  
“BIG” is the Universe our algorithm is manipulating?

This question is based upon FINITE LIMITATIONS, as 
REQUIRED in all forms of digital processing… in other words, 
what is the WORD SIZE required to be able to perform all of 
the calculations needed to run a theory-of-everything program 
on an “actual-size” Universe?



(So now were getting to the point…)

In looking for reasonable limitations of the number of VPs, 
distances between them, heat levels, etc., I’m assuming that I can 
determine a WordSize capable of processing my simple 
algorithm, knowing that this processing is all restricted to basic 
numerical operations, like all simple addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division.

Rather than try figuring this out by trusting recent scientific 
guesses at the count of fundamental particles in our Universe, I 
have a different approach; because I place a finite resolution on the 
space-time continuum, digitize all motion and time into a 
sequential set of steps, and because I maximize the speed of 
motion across these steps at ONE interval PER step, the speed of 
light is no longer an arbitrary rate, it represents the sequential 
transitioning of the Universe itself (I already said this, but its really 
important to try looking at everything this way).

And so, by looking at things this way, we can think of the 
smallest interval distance that anything can move in one 
sequential “tick” as representing the RESOLUTION our 
Universe not only operates at, this is also the rate of change it 
presents itself to us at.



My thinking is, this resolution represents an arbitrary setting of 
the granularity the algorithm gets run at. Arbitrary, like what 
the speed of light itself is considered to be, but in that way of 
thinking there are (at least) two arbitrary settings: the speed of light 
and the smallest observable interval of motion.

If your not asleep yet, and if you are following this discussion, 
THERE IS A MAJOR DIFFERENCE in the two approaches… 
two arbitrary settings working in infinite time/space vs. a single 
setting dictating the resolution of the entire operation from start to 
finish with 100% accuracy and reproducibility. And as an added 
bonus, this one setting can be gleaned from close examination of 
our physical Universe, revealing itself to us in ways that are 
obvious to modern scientists.

(At last, the point:)

I came up with the Universe_IntervalSize of (1 / 
5192995794013) Meters and Universe_TickRate of 
1557267732091973686357 per Second by dividing Plank’s 
constant (should be the Universe_IntervalSize) into the speed of 
light176.

176 Since a sequence of moves establishes our time frame as I claim (not an arbitrary rate of speed), I would 
have expected an EVEN RATIO; there should have been no remainder in the division of Plank’s constant 
into the speed of light. But its not an even fit, so I went back and found the nearest PRIME NUMBER to 
act as the exponent of binary expansion (the required computational word-size) that appropriately fit this 
observed ratio.



I’m basing the computing capacity these require upon the 
assumption that the largest number the algorithm will have to deal 
with will be no larger than the maximum sum of all possible 
maximum distances between every particle defined in the U. 177

Taking this into account, I came up with a WordSize in which these calculations can 
safely be performed without being exceeded…

I’m calling this the Universe_WordSize and I’ve determined it 
to be 17317.

And thus, 2 ** 17317 specifies the largest number the 
computer is required to manipulate.

It must be greater than the largest number required for the 
Theory-Of-Everything program to perform any calculations 
upon involving the furthest possible locations, distances between 
locations, heat levels, etc.

(Dead horse, yes, I know…)

177 For example, if the program needs to calculate the center of 2 locations, it can 
determine it as (Location_a + Location_b) / 2. In this example the computer needs the 
capacity to handle division by 2 into a number as large as (furthest location + furthest 
location).



In an indirect way, this also places limits upon the maximum 
location possible, and that defines where the Universe “ends”… 
not necessarily a wall is constructed right there, but any locations 
beyond these aren’t used by the algorithm.

The outer edge of the range of locations is at:

(Universe_IntervalSize * Universe_WordSize) from the location of the last 
big bang.

Recall:

One Universe_IntervalSize = (1 / 5192995794013) Meters

Universe_WordSize = 2 ** 17317

So, the radius of the Universe is about

3.8513414594053747005649375515155 ** 17304 Meters

Recall:

The Universe_TickRate of 1557267732091973686357 per Second

The Universe is 13.7 Billion years old

So, the Universe has really been ticked off. That’s a joke, wake up!



OK, now, QUESTION:

Can a reasonable computer deal with numbers that big? Can it add two 
numbers each being 2 ** 17315 together?

NO PROBLEM AT ALL, in fact the basic manipulation required 
can be done on an old Atari-64 connected to a very huge “external 
data storage unit”. The size of this external unit would have to be 
HUGE, but theoretically, it could work!

Think of the computer as being an intricate Turing machine, it continuously slides back 
and forth across the medium, weaving its decisions into the fabric of virtual space itself, 
one step at a time.



43 Appendix: A condensed summary of the Theory-Of-
Everything

This is ALL EXPLAINED IN THIS BOOK!

43.1 Capacities and Parameters

The Theory-Of-Everything algorithm uses a data-type called HugeInteger to hold 
extremely large integer numbers.

The capacity of a HugeInteger is based upon what I’m calling the 
WordSize of the system; the maximum capacity of a HugeInteger = 
2**WordSize.178

I currently believe the following 2 parameters are used in the “actual rendition”:

DEFINE N_DIMENSIONS 3

DEFINE WORD_SIZE 17317 
179

Amazingly, these are the only 2 parameters! Maximums such as the hottest 
temperature, the longest distance, and the heaviest mass, etc. are all based upon 
limitations imposed by the capacity to calculate such numbers, and this all gets back 
to WordSize. Based upon these 2 parameters, here are some of the system’s limitations:

DEFINE TICK_COUNT 2**(WORD_SIZE / 2)
// The max. number of sequence TICKS the Universe can tock

DEFINE WFE_COUNT 2**(WORD_SIZE / 4)
// The max. number of Waveform Formation Events (WFEs) in the Universe

DEFINE VP_COUNT 2**(WORD_SIZE / 8)
// The number of Virtual Particles (VPs) in the Universe

178 Please see: Appendix: Computer Word Sizes and Addressing Limitations  .  
179 The derivation for this is explained in: Appendix: Setting the resolution at which the Universe 
operates.



43.2 Data Structures

Two major size lists are used; one is fixed in length, the other is a dynamic queue:

43.2.1 The VP list

A fixed-size list of V  irtual   P  articles (  VP  s)  ; one record exists for each Fundamental 
Particle in our Universe. A VP can only be in one location at a time.

The implication here is that no transformations between matter and energy occur; 
“Energy” is actually the algorithm working to change the values in this list:

VP_List_Structure:

(PK)180 VP_Index                 as HugeInteger
Temperature                     as HugeInteger
Mass                            as HugeInteger
Location[N_DIMENSIONS]          as HugeInteger
PreviousLocation[N_DIMENSIONS]  as HugeInteger
SpeedCounter[N_DIMENSIONS]      as HugeInteger
Speed[N_DIMENSIONS]             as HugeInteger

End Structure

180 (PK) indicates that this field is (or is a part of) the PRIMARY KEY field. Primary keys uniquely 
identify records in a table in which they aren’t otherwise made unique from one another.



43.2.2 The WFE list

This is a variable-size list of Waveform Formation Events (WFEs); one record is created 
every time a photon is created; this is a dynamic queue of all of the “active” photons in 
the Universe. A WFE is created at single location by the activity of the algorithm at a 
particular tick in the sequence of Universe time, and can last a finite DURATION of 
ticks.

The implications are that photons are created and they are also destroyed, but they are 
never converted into matter and they don’t come from matter. Instead, photons carry 
“Energy” as informational message packets enacting upon the matter they encounter:

WFE_List_Structure:

(PK) WFE_OriginatingTick                    as HugeInteger
(PK) WFE_OriginatingLocation[N_DIMENSIONS]  as HugeInteger
WFE_Frequency                               as HugeInteger
WFE_StreamDuration                          as HugeInteger

End Structure

43.2.3 Variables and Arrays:

iCurrent_Dimension      as Integer
// The current dimension in space

hiCurrent_Tick           as HugeInteger
// The current Tick of Universe time

hiCurrent_VP             as HugeInteger
// The current VP being processed

bAllDone                as Boolean
// A Universe termination flag

VP_List as VP_LIST_STRUC[VP_COUNT]
// The fixed-size VP list

WFE_List as WFE_LIST_STRUC[WFE_COUNT]
// The queue of WFEs, implemented within a fixed size list



43.3 A 1-Page Pseudo-code Rendition of 
God’s Program... “The Theory-Of-
Everything”:

Matter state transitions are highlighted in GREY.

These algorithmic changes made to the state of the data lists are what we interpret as 
“FORCE”. The if-then-else  construction assures that only one of these is enacted 
at a time, imparting an implicit hierarchy of priorities. These priorities are what we 
interpret as the RELATIVE STRENGTHS OF THESE FORCES. This explains the 
need for conversion constants used in our physics calculations.

One page.

Are you ready?



(keep scrolling down...)



OK, OK !!!

God’s Program, Version 00.00.a:



DO WHILE ((NOT bAllDone) and (hiCurrent_Tick++ < TICK_COUNT))
// Each time though this loop is another TICK of our universe time sequence

  DO FOR (iCurrent_Dimension = 1 to N_DIMENSIONS) 
  // For each dimension
    DO FOR (hiCurrent_VP = 1 to VP_COUNT)
    // For each Virtual Particle in the Universe

IF (VP_LIST[hiCurrent_VP] is co-occupied with another VP) THEN
// (Checked in all dimensions for exact location match)

“Nuclear Force”: Spray them all apart into different locations.
// Ka-BOOM this explains the big bang and other nuclear events

ELSE
IF (VP_LIST[hiCurrent_VP] is un-bound) THEN

“Fusion Force”: Bind it with the nearest un-bound VP into a 
collective arrangement; mass is assigned to the ATOM thus created.

ELSE
IF (VP_LIST[hiCurrent_VP] collides with “Appearing Photon”) THEN
// The contact location must be identical in all dimensions

// (“Appearing photon”, “temperature”, and “concurrent branches” are explained here)
“Radiation Absorption”: The VP’s “temperature” is increased 
and/or “Partial Reflection” or “Transparency” occurs. ALL 
concurrent branches of the appeared photon are terminated.
// This explains some double-slit experiment results.

END IF

IF (VP_LIST[hiCurrent_VP] collides with another VP) THEN
// The “contact ranges” are extended distances per temperatures!

“Atomic Force”: If ((the sum of kinetic + heat energies) 
meet the system’s INTEGER computational capability) Then

// “Kinetic energy” is the speed * the mass. “Heat energy” is the temperature * mass.
“Kinetic/Heat Transfer”:
The above sum is imparted back into all colliding 
VPs, which heat or cool and change their 
SpeedCounter and/or direction accordingly. If 
heated, a VP’s “Effective Range of Contact” is 
increased (a geometric expansion of the outer layer 
of 3-d cubes makes it more likely to collide).
// This is why Pv = nRT !!!

ELSE
“Nuclear Collapse”: Co-occupation of all (up to 7 
VPs) results, collective mass is re-assigned to 0.
// In the very next tick, ka-boom!

END IF
END IF
ELSE

IF (P_LIST[hiCurrent_VP].Temperature > 0) THEN
// This is why gravity stops working at absolute zero

“Radiation”: //(VP cooling by 1 degree):
A photon of frequency f (inversely proportional to) 
the count of cubes that comprised the shed outer 
layer is propagated in both directions of dimension 
D at a rate of 1 GL per tick. It only “Appears” 
every f ticks, and only then, it can effect matter 
or other photons; if none there, it “Splits” into 2 
“Concurrent Branches” heading in the same direction, 
but only in the other 2 dimensions, causing an 
overall dome-shaped expansion in each direction.
// (This concurrency also explains the double-slit)
Movement by “Newtonian Force/gravity/magnetism:
The SC is then re-calculated according to the affect 
every other VP has upon it… there are electro-static 
and gravitational components, summed and divided by 
the delta distances. // Gravity, magnetism

END IF

Movement by “Newtonian Force/momentum”:
If VP_LIST[hiCurrent_VP].SpeedCounter (SC) = 0, the VP is 
moved 1 GL in the present direction, otherwise it stays 
still and SC is decremented.  // One GL motion of matter

END IF
END IF

END IF
    END DO (FOR each VP in the list)
  END DO (FOR Each Dimension)
END DO FOREVER



43.4 Visualizing the motions of the 
Virtual Fundamental Particles… SEEING 
THE BIG BANG

Large photo of Stone Mountain, Yukon, Canada
181

Scientists in a hurry:

Please go ahead and read: Another example: M7P1DPOU, right now for 
visualizations of the motion of VPs through the first 4 ticks of time. Don’t get lost or 
forget to NAVIGATE your way back here; I have some important conclusions, 
below.

181 Stone Mountain, Yukon, Canada, 1999 photo taken by yours truly.

http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/alaska/alaska.html


43.5 Oops?

Radiation CONTINUOUSLY jumps along at ONE GL per TICK, 
appearing every f ticks.

Matter STAYS STILL for a number of ticks and then 
jumps ONE GL.

Light emitted from material objects always occurs when they’re sitting 
absolutely still, regardless of their “moving speed” or direction.

Photons generated all get cast into a single, Universe-wide grid and 
moved around within it at the exact same rate, 1 GL per tick, 
everywhere in the Universe.

Once again, and this is so simple, it astounds me that nobody has thought about it…

Matter STAYS STILL for a number of ticks and then 
jumps ONE GL.

Light emitted from material objects always occurs when they’re sitting 
absolutely still within the Universe-wide grid of locations, regardless of 
their “moving speed” or direction. 

Light emitted from material objects always occurs when 
they’re sitting absolutely still within the Universe-wide grid of 
locations, regardless of their “moving speed” or direction!



Light emitted from material objects always occurs when 
they’re sitting absolutely still within the Universe-wide 
grid of locations, regardless of their “moving speed” or 
direction!!

Got it?



43.6 The Michelson-Morley experiment

43.6.1 What it is:

Please research it, and look at this diagram:

Da ting is, v is ALWAYS ZERO in all situations and in 
all directions because nothing is EVER moving at the 

moments when light is emitted.   Ho, boy!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelson%E2%80%93Morley_experiment


43.6.2 The results and the 19th century conclusion:

The results of the Michelson-Morley experiment could not be explained 
because NOBODY EVER CONSIDERED ALL LIGHT BEING 
EMITTED FROM STATIONARY LOCATIONS.

Because of this failure, way back in the 19th century, a declaration was 
made:

Hear ye, hear ye… “The Aether does not exist”!



43.6.3 My conclusions of the Michelson-Morley experiment:

However, in my mind, the Michelson-Morley experiment is explained 
VERY SIMPLY… and I hereby declare that there really IS a cosmic 
fabric which locates and connects all matter, and functions as a conduit 
for all motion and energy; the grid of virtual integer numbers itself IS 
the Aether!!!

Hey, do you know that relativity was invented because nobody ever thought that all 
of the matter in the Universe could sit absolutely still, everywhere, whilst emitting 

light… OOPS?



43.7 But what about a little thing 
called “SCIENCE”, Marty?

43.7.1 Is Marty Full of SHIT???

Yea, sure, Marty, you’re gonna sit back and tell everyone that relativity 
is all bullshit???

Well, actually, 

   HELL YES! And all of the science built on top of it, too.

First off, as far as I can tell, relativity theory is correct… if you set up a theoretical 
system in which light COULD be emitted from a moving source throughout a truly 
infinitely resolute and continuous set of motions, then, yes, it should work just fine.

Of course there are many such explanations as to the behavior of matter, and of course, 
most of the work of modern science to unravel these mysteries IS VALID. But the 
reasons they’re valid, in my opinion, is that they’re only placing estimates upon the 
observable results. 

In a closed system with a finite number of interacting entities, the use of math formulas to 
describe the behavior of these entities can make approximate estimates, and yes, these 
estimates will correctly predict behavior, if the behavior is consistent.



43.7.2 Grass Roots and Holy Grails, as an Algorithm:

The truth is, within our current understanding of physics, the ACTUAL behavior of our 

Universe at the grass-roots level182 is still a mystery. And so:

IF 

( (I can explain and demonstrate the exact “causal behavior” by simple 
means)

AND

(This behavior results in observables that match the estimates 
provided by ((relativity theory)

AND

(quantum theory)

AND

 (Sir Isaac) ) )

THEN

I will disprove that relativity (space-bending, time dilating, the works) 
actually occurs.

I will introduce a complete explanation of cause-and-effect.

The holy grail of physics will then be mine,

         right?

END IF

182 On the fundamental particle levels, the ACTUAL OPERATIONAL TRANSITIONS are a complete 
black box. We only have the Feynman equations to provide metrics on the counts of these activities.



Note, as stated above, the design of the Theory-Of-Everything is required per these very 
same observable, and so it’s no big deal or great stroke of brilliance to reverse-engineer; 
it’s just primitive data processing and simple computer programming.

Number crunching on Eniac-1183

183 Eniac-1 was one of the very first large-scale computers, built to make charts of ballistic artillery strikes 
in real-time, however, its first use was to perform calculations used to develop to atom bomb.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ENIAC


43.7.3 Providing Proof:

I HAVE YET TO PROVE any of this because, for one thing, I’m a total rank 
amateur at best on this entire subject. I have yet to run what I have at a resolution 
required to make it show anything at all, much less have it jump through some delicate 

hoops184. The hoops: the expansion of the Universe occurring “as advertised”.

For now, I‘ll be satisfied if I can just get it to show parabolic motions of fluids and 
planetary orbital. If I stepped up the WordSize resolution and saw it going through the 
macro phases of our predicted cosmological expansion, I would shit galaxy clusters!

I do, however, believe that when implemented at WordSize = 17317, the Universe 
will behave as described in Appendix: The Overall Flow of the Universe.

Please see the Appendix: Explanations of behaviors for my explanations as to why we 
observe time dilation in satellite clocks without relativity, and some further elaboration 
upon quantum weirdness and how it might, in fact, be required for evolution to occur.

Please also see the Appendix: Scientific proofs for my conjectures.

Scientists in a hurry:
I hope you enjoyed this! You might enjoy Appendix: Where did the Universe come 
from to begin with? and Appendix: Benefits of the technology.

In any case, please follow this link to TheTruth machine and learn why 
you must always live your life by the Golden Rule. Thanks!

184 Plus, at my current level of program development, I have no idea what I’m looking at yet. Wanna help 
me??

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/MartysMessageToTheWorld.htm


44 Appendix: Explanations of behaviors

We know nothing we only guess from outside observations.

44.1 My explanation for time-dilation

The relative motion of clocks slows them down; this is a scientific fact. Clocks on board 
satellites, for example, run slower than those on Earth.

Modern science says: these results are anticipated and, BTW, direct evidence of 
relativity working in action in the form of “time dilation” occurring in the moving clock.

I say: this is because of skips in invocations of the motion counters due to the moved 
clock being subjected to more collision activity in the acceleration/deceleration than the 
stationary clock:

If (blah-blah-blah) Then

Take care of blah-blah-blah

Else
// Newtonian motion

If  (SpeedCounter = Speed) Then

Move This
SpeedCounter = 0

End if

SpeedCounter = SpeedCounter + 1

End if

The more blah-blah-blah occurring, the less // Newtonian motion occurs.

The less // Newtonian motion that occurs, the less the parts of the clock move.

And that makes it appear as if it’d slowed down, compared to an uninterrupted clock. 
OK, applying force to the object slows it down, yup, just like Albert figured out, BUT my 
mechanism for this all fits into about 25 lines of if-then-else handling vs. having to 
program in the trig functions required to begin even thinking about coding in relativity.



If you looked at one atom on each of the two clocks, and could somehow put a tick 
counter on each of them, by my definitions the tick counter WOULD BE THE SAME 
because it’s still the Universal tick counter; if you understand what I’ve been saying, you 
must have assumed that too. RIGHT? WAKE UP!!!! 0 to 1 RULES!! It KICKS ASS!!

OK, but what if we could somehow see the individual SpeedCounters? Look at the 
algorithm’s structure… the SpeedCounter is what really imparts age to anything because 
if it never moves at all, it stays forever young.

The number of times the SpeedCounter gets tripped is equivalent to the ticks of these on-
board clocks. Age, as it relates only to motion over time, is equivalent to this and this 
alone.

In writing and reading this back, I can visualize what relativity is trying to say… that 
each of these two clocks lives in its own time frame. But in order to get it to work as 
advertised, both of the SpeedCounters need to be confined to ONE universal timeframe, 
whereas there are no such restrictions with relativity.

Forcing the clocks to all move in synch within a Universal timeframe is equivalent to 
locking them into a finite number of discrete phased-transitions. Once again, this is 
because I’m using a digitized approach using discreet counters to implement it, vs. a 
continuum.

Even though both of them is in perfect synch with the Universal tick clock, each of the 
individual clocks may experience some skips in the otherwise uninterrupted process. For 
the purposes of the experiment, what we’re looking at is the difference in the overall 
number of “SpeedCounter resets” between these two clocks due to such interruptions.

Interpreting the results of the experiment… well, it will simply wind up placing a ratio 
between the forces of acceleration upon the moving clock vs. the amount of time it ticks. 
Same thing predicted by Relativity and here, right? I know that I DO NEED to perform 
this, in fact its #3 on my list of scientific proofs.

From 10,000 feet up, they both behave the same. My inside-out approach to the speed of 
light…going from 0 to 1 rather than 1 to infinity now explains the common perception, 
but instead of bending time in the 1 to infinity fairy tale world, I just skip a few counter 
updates in my realistically achievable digital world.



44.2 My challenges to the theory of 
Relativity ask:

Would similar results be seen if the clock is just shaken, or just spun, or just 
stationary but exposed to radiation? I know about the adjustments needed for satellite 
clocks, but the mechanism of contracting time is just too wack to believe.

Also, if it really works the way I’m suggesting, then if some materials are exploded out 
from a center, statically, some would hang around the center and some would be headed 
away at various velocities. After a short time, the stuff with the most velocity is on the 
outermost surface of an inflating sphere shape.

Kind of my conception of the big bang although scientists are always really super quick 
to point out that it’s an expansion, not an explosion so don’t even try to think you can 
conceive of what happens pee-brain…

But anyway, if there were something that somehow exhibited a slow release of energy, 
perhaps radioactive decay, the stuff near the outer edge of the sphere would now decay at 
a slower rate than the stuff near the center, so wouldn’t that cause a gradient in an 
otherwise homogeneous field?

Just wondering, maybe, could that be the cause of the background radiation everyone 
knows about?



44.3 Now what about explaining quantum 
mechanics?

Now lets try some stuff and see what we can do to explain observations of the double slit, 
destructive observation, spooky action and predictive behavior, quantum tunneling, 
quantum entanglement, the five-second rule, all of it.

In the past, I will admit, I’ve had a hard time believing that uncertainty itself is the 
underlying theme running the Universe… the idea of bear farts not being real… that data 
is not decided upon until examined… how can that not be a load a of shit for side-show 
chumps?

Well, now that I’ve had a chance to really get into the programming, I can see that these 
things are technically possible!! Yes, it is possible for the program to be designed such 
that photons can be directed towards neural nets.

HOWEVER, I don’t think this capability is there because it’s a mathematical possibility 
that requires uncertainty, I think it’s an OPERATIONAL FEATURE and has nothing to 
do with any mathematical theories, in fact, I still believe the entire process is 
deterministic!

Specifically, I’m talking about the motion of light, about being able to make decisions 
upon which of 2 or more possible outcomes is selected... I called it an “operational 
feature”, and I’m alluding to claims that I attribute them to programming constructs 
rather than math theory (this is described below).

Still yet, this approach allows there to be a God or for it to all occur on auto-pilot. The 
funny thing is, this “operational feature” can be purposefully used as a way to 
implement a SET OF GOALS FOR THE ALGORITHM TO ACCOMPLISH, very 
possibly the creation of life forms, and that certainly would explain the more than rapid 
evolution of life on Earth that I believe has taken place $$$ the speed of evolution here 
on earth chapter.

This DOES NOT prove there is a God, but if there is one, it shows how his job is 
something that can be reasonably accomplished on reasonable hardware by a reasonably 
intelligent being, without the use of magic.





44.3.1 Transparency and concurrency

Two separate branches of a WFE containing a STREAM = 16 hit 2 transparent objects 
concurrently. 

I previously stated, “ONE of these is selected for activating an absorbtion reaction, 
and all concurrent branches are terminated”.  Of course, it would do so in order to 
conserve resources (the LAW of conservation of energy is RIGHT HERE). I say the 
algorithm must always limit the total number of WFEs required because the WFE 
list cannot be infinite in size.

Obviously. But now, in order to answer some quantum weirdness questions, let’s 
considering taking a different approach…

Let’s say that if a single photon hits multiple transparent objects, that it behaves 
differently; instead of terminating all branches and staring a new one from one 
and only of the transparent substrates, let’s create MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT 
WFEs; one from each of the concurrent points of contact.

In order to preserve the rules about conservation of energy/computing resources, I 
COULD now come up with a hair-brained theory about splitting a WFE 
containing a STREAM = 16 concurrently hitting 2 transparent objects into two 
WFEs each with a stream 8 originating from each separate point of absorbtion.

In this scheme, the energy-information is being re-distributed in smaller packages, 
and yet still conserved; the program needs room for additional WFEs to be 
created along the way, and yet, because its only starting with a finite amount of 
energy, it can only break down so far…

BUT, I’m thinking that’s NOT what happens… I’m still thinking that when that photon 
finally hits something, it will be the one and only thing hit (or detected, not both), and it 
will “carry its full informational weight”. Otherwise, I’m guessing that most of what we 
would see would be a diffused pattern that we couldn’t interpret!

So I’m still going with the same idea that an exclusive choice being made.

Ok, HOW?



44.3.2 Making a choice among several possible outcomes

Noticed the title of this chapter; it infers that these choices influence what happens 
in the future. Well, A CHOICE MUST BE MADE, and IT DOES IMPACT 
SUBSEQUENT ACTIVITIES, so, yes this is an appropriate title.

This is the ONLY thing about the Theory-Of-Everything thus far that even remotely 
appears as non-deterministic, yet. HOWEVER, if you, my dear reader, believe what I’ve 
said all the way though this whole thing but you’ve kept thinking in the back of your 
mind that:

1. This was strictly an operation explanation…

2. You now can visualize it all running like I’m describing it…

3. But YOU think that these choices are simply made at random…

4. And so there goes any chance of determinism in the ridiculous mind of yours truly 
with my TruthMachine idea…

Then, pal you got another thing coming!

($$$Photo of Judas Priest goes HERE)



44.3.3 Nothing is random; TheTruth machine is still possible in any case

Just ask any computation theorist if this kind of random uncertainty can creep into 
these kinds of calculations…

IS IT EVEN POSSIBLE TO PROGRAMMATICALLY CREATE A 
RANDOM NUMBER?

The answer is NO!!!

In fact, I recall some famous computation theorist once saying that if you believe 
you’ve done so, you must have made a deal with Satan, no kidding.

Of course these decisions could also be made PROGRAMMATICALLY by some kind of 
intentional algorithm designed by God himself to explicitly accomplish a goal.

And a nice middle ground here, and one that really makes the most sense to me, is that 
there are some very rudimentary decisions being made that direct light towards Neural 
Nets because its what gives evolution a big kick-start, and this capability still could have 
occurred as a random occurrence because this is the version of the U. that made ours and 
that is why we exist within it!

Survival of the best universe that can get the job done as advertised... if it includes a 
Universe in which human forms evolved it more than makes sense that’s required 
functionality at the grass-roots level to get us here.

Here’s the really cool part about this whole thing… In every one of these 
possibilities:

 -Randomized selection of choice (The Athiests choice)

 -Direction towards Neural Nets occurring as randomized processing (The 
“Faithfull, yet non-religeous man’s choice)

 -God’s plan, implemented without Magic (What I’m suggesting is really a 
religious man’s choice)

Everything is still 100% deterministic and 100% reproducible, 
and that means that the possibility of inventing TheTruth 
machine is better than ever.



44.3.4 How to make a programmatic choice

So now it’s starting to look more and more like the clouded explanations given in 
quantum mechanics. If such decisions can occur, unbound by limitations of time and 
distance, yes, it is very easy to “program” photons to be directed towards neural nets or 
away from them or any combination of spookiness desired.

There are all kinds of different parametrization introduced now, counts of carriers, counts 
of streams, queue release strategy, etc.

I say that is true if the photon is hitting a VP. If it hits another photon, the interference 
patters will emerge.

But still, how can it interfere with itself?

1. For one thing, maybe this behavior is intentionally program in as a means of 
implementing an underlying purpose.

2. For another, maybe this behavior is an unavoidable result of any algorithmic 
attempt to get the job done... it's just to hard to intentionally program around, 
perhaps due to constraints of limited resources.

3. Finally, and more suiting from my “primitive algorithm” approach, it just 
happened that way as a result of what it took to get us here at random, and this 
one accounts for “intelligent design”, it just happens at random (an atheist's 
dream).

And in all three of these scenarios, the code must keep on ticking, non-stop.

44.3.5 ($$$ I need a chapter explaining the oil-bounce experiments and the Starling 
flight patterns).



44.3.6 Past examinations by recursion

It will be something that involves RECURSION and this might involve 
EXAMINATIONS OF PAST HISTORY. I’m guessing that this will somehow appear to 
the observer as predictive behavior (because a coordination must occur between different 
photons traveling around as to what they will be hitting.)

THIS WILL EXPLAIN SPOOKY ACTION because this algorithm will need to examine 
the activity of ALL of the WFEs in order to make any decisions about each one…. This 
will result in PREDICTIVE BEHAVIOR.

Remember the oil-bounce experiments?  Remember the Starling flight patterns? Wherein 
a predictive behavior occurs in a desperate part of a network? 

THIS EXPLAINS IT… the predictive behavior is CALCULATED BY THE 
ALGORITHM, AND THEN the activity of the photon(s) is (are) decided.

Spooky action is now explained, because the function of the detectors is considered in 
predictive behavior as well, not just that they’re in the pathway, as I have alluded to in 
my previous terse explanations about destructive interference.



44.3.7 Programming recursion in the Theory-Of-Everything algorithm

Look at the code I have done to traverse a WFE. I showed it occurring in a loop, and then 
I showed a different example, wherein the question was asked, “Can you just tell me if a 
WFE crosses THIS location at THIS tick?” And it turned out to be simple few lines vs. 
the huge loop I first used. This is simple and it can be used inside of testing functions to 
provide a list of all WFE branches that are concurrently hitting stuff:

 Since multiple WFEs need to be considered in these decisions, I’m now thinking 
that the entire WFE list is proceed as a totally separate activity from the VP 
processing loop.

 Perhaps it will make a pass through it, and MARK OFF in the CURRENT VP list 
which VP are to be affected by the WFE algorithm and then in the VP processing 
loop, it uses this “intermediary processing information” to further enhance the 
decision making of the 4 forces of nature I have already described.

This above paragraph reminds me of the operation of a weaving loom… wherein 
a layer of color is laced in, followed by a weaving pattern based upon the 
placement of the colored laces. It also reminds me of the way DNA operates.

Whatever the goals are, the process must consider the state of every other VP, while 
trying to maintain the laws of conservation of energy, and at the same time, allow the 
photon to deliver its “full payload” to one and only one eventual target. 

THIS is the fine line that needs to be walked in order to explain everything and make 
everyone happy, but especially me, because I know that I also need to accomplish this 
under another huge restriction, that being that it must be accomplished and it must run 
upon realistic hardware.

IT IS THE COMBINATIONS OF ALL OF THESE REQUIREMENTS THAT 
MAKE THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING DESIGN ITSELF.



No WFE list at all???
All done with recursive examination of past events to calculate, eve predict the 
existence, location, and attribute of a WFE at a given tick.

In this recursive examination, yes, there will be locations at which, at any given tick, can 
where a photon APPEARS, but this is now being calculated because of a recursive 
process is indicating that it happened vs. a record in the WFE table… once again, the 
methods of calculating DON’T matter… this becomes an alternate rendition of the same 
functionality.

But there is one major difference: the trade-off of processing vs. elapsed time... using 
memory structures to hold in-process data or not. The WFE list was created for 2 reasons:

 To simplify my own understanding of the operation
 To get the thing to run

A finite size WFE list was required “for implementation on realistic hardware”, but if we 
can do it entirely with recursion, since we are NOT bound by ANY hardware restraints, 
now the size of the “list” is limited only by the processing power time we have available.

BUT STILL, the algorithm is restricted to a FINITE number of computations per 
universe tick cycle. It can use its own past historical data in any way it needs to, and 
obviously, that is limited to a finite number, at least since the big bang.

Hey! Maybe that what it’s for... a big reset button to take us all back to 12:00 and 
flashing! As long as the code-slinger didn’t unintentionally introduce any infinite loops in 
the code, it should continue to tick on and on, forever and ever, eh, man?



45 Appendix: The overall flow of the Universe

Please see the Appendix: A condensed scientific summary of the Theory-Of-Everything. 
That’s HOW it works, and now this very long chapter describes WHAT happens.

You might want to

                

“Break time”

Before you continue, and don’t say I didn’t warn yaz!



45.1 The basic model

45.1.1 States and transitions between them

We start with an elusive concept called “ORDERLINESS” Let’s QUANTIFY this as 1 
unit of “orderliness” = 1 VP in our U.

Turns out everything in the Universe seem to have opposite as well, well, actually, not 
opposites, they’re alternative states that can somehow be transitioned in-between, back-
and fourth.

It’s like this:

A – B

B – C

C – D

D – A

Something like it anyway.



45.1.2 Here is my latest model:

Orderliness – Mass

Mass – Gravity

Gravity – Kinetic energy

Kinetic energy – collisions (pv-nrt)

Collisions – HEAT

Heat - Changes in Geometry

Changes in geometry – heat exchanges and radiation

Radiation – mass

Mass – organization

This is the mantra of existence.

 185

185 “Carl” from the movie “Caddie Shack”. Check out The Ducks and Geese!



45.1.3 Structure declarations to quantify the basic model

Here is some of the code to exactly quantify it all:

Type FusionDetail
    HighestCompnentElementalNumber  As Integer
End Type

Type UniverseEntrophy
// the stretch and twist of the rubber band...

    lOrdelyness As Long        // we start out very 
orderly.... right at ZERO !!!

lParticle_1_Mass       As Long     // we start out with all 
mass = 0

lOtherThanParticle_1_Mass       As Long
 lTotalMass       As Long

lKineticVelocities As Long   // we start out still 
(Particle 1 never moves)

lKineticForceLevel As Long  
// displays the sum of (velocity * "Non-P0" mass) for all 
components
    



lTotalHeat       As Long  
// we start out with heat = 0 too! (Particle 1 stays cold 
the entire time)

lKineticHeatLevel As Long  
// Displays the sum of (heat  *  mass) for all components   
// 
// But the particles just can't all get along,
// so big bang boom!
// 
// We start by increasing velocity and heat,
// and decreasing mass ALL in tick 1.
// 
// This makes a plasma vapor spray about
// according to a couple of patterns,
// in tick 2 this instantly results in
// fusion of every particle except P0
    
lFusionCounter As Long  
// counts fusion events for display purposes,
// rolls over at (WordSize**2) / 2

sFusionDetail    As FusionDetail     // The wherefores of 
the last fusion

End Type



45.2 Initialization processing

The following segment is called ONLY during the processing of the first 
VP (OLD “Particle 1”, in the very first tick of time….

If (sStateParams(2).plUniverseTickCounter = 1) Then
            // only this first time out
// 
//  Let's set the mass of Particle 1
//  to the amount of lost organization,
//  as determined by the current value of lTotalSpeed.
// 
//  This is an appropriate value because
//  it represents the total distance moved
//  away from the orderliness.
// 
//  We need to deduct the amount of
//  “displaced orderliness” from the mass that
//  was there before.
// 



// The thing is, before tick 1,
// the sleeping giant was at rest
// with zero heat and zero mass.
// 
// ALL of the "energy" that this system
// will manipulate from now until the next
// big bang got put into this system,
// right here in this ONE tick.
// 
// We can therefore analytically track
// this quantity throughout
// the lifecycle of the Universe.
// 
// We're gonna both track the theory stuff
// and get it to operate at the same time.
// 
// Child’s play! No seriously,
// if you know anything about programming
// THIS IS OBVIOUS!!
// 
// 
// First off, lets store the change in mass
//  in Particle 1 (currently the target of
//  DetermineNext, how nice!)
// 
// 
    DetermineNext.Mass = -lTotalSpeed   // simple eh?
    
// 
//  now the karma stuff...
// 
    sStateParams(2).sUniverseEntropy.lOrdelyness = _
        sStateParams(2).sUniverseEntropy.lOrdelyness - 
lTotalSpeed   // Orderliness (see above)
   

    sStateParams(2).sUniverseEntropy.lParticle_1_Mass = _
            
sStateParams(2).sUniverseEntropy.lParticle_1_Mass - 
lTotalSpeed   // (see above)

    sStateParams(2).sUniverseEntropy.lKineticVelocities = _
        sStateParams(2).sUniverseEntropy.lKineticVelocities 
+ lTotalSpeed   // (see above)



   

    sStateParams(2).sUniverseEntropy.lFusionCounter = 0
    // counts fusion events for display purposes,
    // rolls over at (WordSize**2) / 2
                            
    sFusionDetail(tick)     // The wherefores of the last 
fusion
    
    sStateParams(2).sUniverseEntropy.lKineticForceLevel = 0
    // displays the sum of (velocity * mass) for all 
components
    
// //     lHeat = 0  //  just leave it at 0 for now...
    
    sStateParams(2).sUniverseEntropy.lKineticHeatLevel = 0
    // displays the sum of (heat * mass) for all components

            
            End If
            // first time out
        
        Else
        // else not object 0



45.3 First transition: ORDERLINESS < 
-- > MASS + KINETIC ENERGY

Kinetic Energy (K.E.) has components of MASS and relative VELOCITY.

Orderliness – loss of KE, but gain of mass.

Disorderliness – loss of mass but gain of KE.

These gains / losses of MASS are accompanied by changes in velocity relative to the 
HEART of the U. (or the point of eruption in a non-big-bang nuclear event caused by a 
NUCLEAR COLLAPSE.)

45.3.1 Side note:

This is where Albert Einstein has totally confused everyone. There actually is a 
law of e = mc2 but it only applies to the various forms of energy... it NEVER 
applies to matter… VPs (matter) are never “converted into energy” and 
energy is never “converted into matter”.

45.3.2 Unique, two-step operation

This first transition is very unique in that it’s a two-step operation… First, NUCLEAR 
FORCE sprays the co occupying VPs away from each other. Second, FUSION FORCE 
binds the scattered bits with one-another and MASS is assigned to the resulting ATOMIC 
COMPONENT.

This first transition in the life cycle of the U. is triggered by a unique state (called the pre-
big bang state) in which every particle in the U. are all in the exact same place at the 
exact same time; for example, location 0,0,0 … what I call the HEART OF THE 

UNIVERSE186.

186 I use the term HEART to refer to the point from which a big bang occurs wherein all of the VPs in the 
U. are ALL co-occupied, as the “PRE-BIG-BANG STATE”.

The CENTER of the Universe is the intuitive visualization, however, Universes can be shaped non-
symmetrically, for example, those that are “POSITIVE-ONLY” or those that don’t use 0,0,0 (for a 3-d 
example) as the SINGLE location for ALL of the co-occupied VPs. I currently do not support 
configurations wherein the big bang starts in a “non-pre big bang state”.



45.3.3 First Part of First Transition… the mechanism of Nuclear Force

The mechanism is very simple:

All of the co-occupying particles cannot co-occupy, they MUST be moved 
apart from one another.

This one simple rule (I call the NUCLEAR FORCE RULE) FUELS all subsequent 
activities in the system.

In our U., there were a shitload of co-occupying VPs at tick 0, and the Nuclear force rule 
sprayed these VPs apart from each other, and therefore away from the HEART (the point 
of co-occupation), all in the first tick of time.

45.3.4 Plasma-Vapor

This created a ball – shaped “PLASMA VAPOR” expanding away, which the rule of 
FUSION immediately enacts upon, and this is still tick 2 of the now expanding Universe.

45.3.5 Fill Patterns:

($$$TBD – reference the spray patterns and the face of God)



45.3.6 Second Part of First Transition… the mechanism of Fusion Force

The mechanism of fusion is also very simple:

Multiple free bits of plasma MUST be fused.

Fusion (the “FUSION” force, as I call it) of disordered plasma vapor into ordered 
ATOMIC COMPONENTS (chunks) all occurs in tick 2 of the U. These chunks are re-
assigned mass per the number of VPs it binds with (as expected per the examination of 
the count of protons = atomic number).

In order to preserve every bit of energy in the system, specifically, amount of “re-
ordering” that could be recovered for each, on an individual basis…. that’s why I use the 
relative ADJACENCY between two bits of the free plasma to determine the temperature 
upon fusion; the exact distances recovered between the two, in my mind, is the exact 
amount of “RE-organization”, and thus recovered as thermal energy.

If you notice, this also digitizes the entire process… the distances between VPs are 
OBVIOUSLY integers along each dimension of the grid (you will read, below about VPs 
zigzagging though the various dimension).

You DO KNOW everything travels in straight lines, one dimension at a time, 
RIGHT?) Of course! If not, just review the Pseudo-code… the OUTER LOOP is by the 
number of dimensions and everything gets moved one dimension at a time.



45.3.7 (Still in tick 2…)

In the big numerical balance going on, this partially regains some of the overall mass via 
these individual fusions.

AND

Since these components are already in motion, Kinetic energy is introduced as a “form of 
energy”. All the matter in the U. starts drifting away from the center as formed 
components (containing mass).

You can see how many times I repeat myself about some stuff. THIS ONE PROCESS 
introduced all the “momentum of flow” if there is such a term, that drives the Universe 
all the way to its next pre-big bang state.

When you get a chance, please check out this video of a very analogous process of 
momentum change. 3 minutes 54 seconds “YouTube embedded”.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qybUFnY7Y8w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qybUFnY7Y8w


45.3.8 What, no gravity?

The instant this started, GRAVITY was just now introduced…. ANOTHER “FORCE” 
(implemented BY THE ALGORITHM as all “FORCES” are), trying to counteract the 
disorderliness that was somehow introduced by the big bang.

I say “just now” because at tick 1, there was no mass in the U., only the explosion of 
mass-less VP vapor. Mass didn’t show up until tick 2.

In the big picture, the Universe is acting like a big rubber band, just 
sitting there, but if somebody comes by and stretches it, THEN the 
elastic force is activated, trying to get it back into shape again. In fact, 
ELASTIC is a good name for the overall way the U works!!!



45.3.9 Analytics of the first transition

Analytically, we need to calculate this in exact numbers… the initial quantity of 
orderliness was shifted into a quantity of pure velocity in tick 1, and now part of it gets 
shifted back orderliness. The combination of the two synergies into K.E. because the 
mass comes from the orderliness and the velocity comes from the already expanding bits 
of plasma vapor… that’s how THIS overall energy exchange took place in tick 2.

(Analytics go here… the calculations)



45.4 Quit the tick, eh?

Tick 2 is my favorite! I give it the top prize, and pal, when you see the mechanism of the 
big bang trigger, you’re gonna be face with the greatest contest of beauty of all time!

          

        



45.5 Tug–O-War

So now it’s a tug-of-war between the kinetic energy of the components drifting away 
from the center, and the force of gravity, trying to seal the U. back together again into its 
original form.

This is where cosmologists define two models of the U., open and closed. In the closed 
model, gravity wins and draws everything back together. In the open model, things just 
keep drifting away forever and ever.



I don’t want to introduce philosophy into the fray her, but I’m thinking, along these 
lines:

“If the U. CAN re-cyclic in some natural way, what are the odds that 
this is the very first run of it?” 

I think it’s pretty obvious that these odds are somewhere between “not a chance in 
hell” and “Ha-ha-ha, please don’t make me laugh any harder”.

I have been thinking about this question and I now have a very clear way of defining 
the U. so that it IS cyclic in nature and therefore CLOSED. But here is the 
invariable cool part that always follows all of my thoughts… in my Universe, every 
one of the VPs gets moved all the way the very end of the Universe before any of them 
head back towards the center.

And the mechanism for it is way-way cool! The point: its closed, but its as close to 
open as possible, within the limits of the system itself…. In other words, the rubber 
band gets stretched ALL the way out as far as possible before it snaps back to 
shape, really hard… it oscillates like this on and on for “Only G. Knows” how long, 
sorry couldn’t help myself.

In my model its definitely closed because of ROLLOVER as described HERE.



In my model, however I’m also trying to prove that by showing that I can get all the 
quantitative numbers to add up… all of those forms of “numeric currency” I was 
mentioning... they get shuffled all the way around and wind up, after who knows 
how long and who knows how far and who knows how many transitions between the 
various forms, and who knows what else I might have missed, I’m guessing it WILL 
ALL IT ADD UP TO ZERO loss.  I think that horse is dead, eh?



45.6 Sounds nutty, but,

And there’s even a more amazing reason FOR THIS; it’s the only way to get it done 
on the Atari-64. I’m not joking about this at all… please think about this; 

The only way to SIMULATE a Universe on such hardware is also the ONLY 
WAY THE UNIVERSE COULD HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED AT ALL 
BY REALISTIC PROCESSES!!!

Pretty cool, eh?

Back to raw transitions:

Recall, at this point, we have a bunch of pre-fused matter heading away from the 
center. Each has mass and velocity and therefore, each carries with it the force of 
energy, and this is all in a tug-of war with gravity.



Meanwhile, on the cosmic scale, this stuff is starting to clump! If you can’t sleep 
tonight, read “The Arm if Dave” in my book “Big Bang Formation of Matter”. It’s so 
simple, even a cave-man can read it.



Stars and Star Shine

The next thing is the formation of stars, and the next thing is the star collapses that 
create heavier and heavier elemental types. But before the starts could be lit,  a new 
mechanism had to be introduced to get that to happen;

“Atomic Collapse”

This mechanism is the SIMPLE result of attempting to exceed the limits of the 
system’s capacity by some combination of heat, momentum, possible simultaneous 
radiation absorption AND simultaneous collisions with (in 3-dinension), up to 
SEVEN other atoms. And when the mass get big on this stuff, ho boy!



Now THAT’S A lot of energy to squeeze down upon one poor little atom to hold, so, 
the system has a set numerical limit for this… a THRESHOLD of capacity that 
CANNOT be exceeded.



If these control limits do get exceeded, the system doesn’t hang, it doesn’t crash, it 
ACCOUNTS for these situations like ANY good program does… “  bullet-  
proof  ” that’s how I always wrote code  .187

Hey, I will tell you one, thing and I know what I’m talking about here… IT 
DOESN’T “RIP” anything, it doesn’t “TEAR” anything, and it doesn’t spindle, fold, or 
mutilate anything. IT’S ALL UNDER PERFECT CONTROL, PERIOD!

       

187 There are DOZENS of real-time production systems that I wrote and installed in the last century that are 
STILL UP AND RUNNING worldwide, at Ford Motor Co.  No shit.



The result is a very tiny pocket of co-occupying plasma soup, 

… and in the very next tick of time, the Nuclear Force rule takes effect 

immediately... Kaa-BOOM!!!

Nothing else is really new here any more.



OK, now is where I need to introduce just a few new concepts:

1. Paritcle #1 and the lynchpin around the number 0.
2. The mechanism of cooling and the result of space dust.
3. The exception rule to gravity: it don’t work when its 0 degrees K.
4. The exception rule to motion: when sitting at the last location possible, don’t 

proceed any more under this rule.
5. The “Sugar-Coat”... the layer of 1 VP thick cube that starts forming on the 

outermost surface of the cube (at the max locations).
6. “Splattering” the sugar-coat… evening it all out.
7. Black holes and photon collection points.
8. The photon grinder.
9. Photons and gravity.
10. The mass of energy?
11. The mass of the growing photon collection point.
12. The Big Bang trigger.
13. E = mc2 the way it really works… only upon energy, never upon matter!

It’s really not all that much, I could code it faster than I can explain it.



So What Happens Next?

It’s cool; NOW the U. starts cleaning up its act. It “separates” the pure clean energy 
(in the form of fast – moving radiation) from the cruddy slow moving matter of 
stars, planets and SPACE DUST.

How can it accomplish such a task? It’s really not that complex; it’s kind of like a 
race between a turtle and a rocket. And the turtle is crawling the wrong way!!! Hey, 
it’s JUST like that!

All VP matter drifts away from the center, out towards the sugar coat. Along the 
way, all of the energy in the U. that was captured in these masses (as Kinetic 
Energy, Heat, Spin, Charge, your ongoing battle with the IRS, WHATEVER) is 
slowly being converted back into light over the life of the U.

Here’s another really cool part…  once the VP matter passes a certain point, it will no 
longer be able to get back to the center before all of the light in the U. gets there first.

This race is the key to the balance of the U… I’m thinking that gravity will LOOSE 
this long battle. The elapsed period of the Universe’s adolescent struggle with 
survival is what I call an “eon”, btw.



Maybe it won’t loose the battle every time, maybe the U. will just collapse upon 
itself again… BUT, HEY, IT DOESN’T MATTER; the results would be the identical 
when the configuration is identical; this is based upon the fundamental theory of 
Marty...

“The finite series equation that drives the U. will continue from any point in time 
only according to the current state of the U. … there is no memory of past events, 
there is only what it is and what to do with it”.

Anyone who plays craps knows this for a fact.



But I don’t think it works this way at all, I think it starts growing outward and 
never looks back until it hits the wall and “splatters”. 

        

Think about this splattering… the programming needs some special considerations. 
The force of velocity must be strong enough to break the atom apart, and lock the 
plasma into individual grid positions on the 2-d surface. The special considerations 
must somehow take whatever energy the component has upon impact and use it to spread 
the layer all the way out, filling every empty block spot with an unbound flake of plasma.

        

We are “dusting the sugar coat”, covering it with a fine layer of particles.
    



Meanwhile, inside the black hole, a strange thing is occurring… the light from the 
rest of the U. is being collected and kept as a strange form of co-occupying energy soup 
that DOES have mass, and this mass is proportional to the radiation energy that arrived in 
the form of photons... I believe it starts slowly and builds up overtime.



The mechanism behind it, I’m calling the photon grinder, and I need to work on this 
a bit more before embarrassing myself with the concept, but basically, it accepts the 
various radiation frequencies and SOMEHOW adds them to the sum of growing 
mass. 

        

Yes, Albert, this is e = mc2 actually working, its just too bad you got it all mixed up with 
matter and time.

The idea of a black hole and its operation are commonly accepted science these 
days, but I’m trying it differently and I’m also quantifying it exactly. The cool  part 
is just around the bend…



As time goes on, all of the matter drifts to the sugar coat in the outer wall, and all of the 
pure energy of the system is converted into light and collected into the black hole the 
very center of the U. sitting squarely in good old LOCATION 0.

The mass of this black hole gets huge, yes, but THIS IS A DIGITAL 
implementation, Steven H., nothing is going to “tear”, ya dummy.

As its mass gets huge things DON’T start to speed up any faster as Hollywood would 
make you believe… NOTHING TRAVELS FASTER THAN C NO MATTER 
WHAT (other than Nuclear force re-location in huge Universes, that is). So, there’s 
no rush, we got all the time in the Universe to get it all pulled apart, right?

But these days, everybody’s in a big freakin’ hurry.

45.7 Need a little help to “push 
things along”?

Somebody needed to INVENT some “Dark Matter”, some “Dark Energy”, some 
“Anti-Matter” and some “bullshit” to pull things apart even faster because that’s 
what the guys with the big telescopes now report.

Hmmm. You gotta’ know by now, that ain’t how I operate, I’ve got solid 
mechanisms that actually do stuff… I don’t just throw in a bunch of interference, 



and extra dimensions, and conditions and call it “dark anything”, I’m CAUSING all 
of those observation to occur. (Ok, dead horse, I know).

So what gives?



Turns out, I don’t even need to program it, it already took place (I think), and its 
simple, as usual:

I think the photons are directed towards the black hole, AND, I think the 
matter is also being PUSHED away.

But how?

This is so cool… of course…



45.8 Particle 1 : The Lynchpin of the 
Universe

The photons themselves CAN be attracted to masses! This is accomplished SIMPLY 
by assigning a mass of –1 to all photons. This makes them susceptible to attraction 
from positive masses, but they don’t really affect anything at all (more on this 
“ZIGZAG” paradox, below). So now, all the radiation in the Universe can be all 
over the place and never affect any other masses by the force of gravity, which is 
cool because it maintains simplicity.

Need a ‘booster”? Remember Particle 1? It is used as just another virtual particle, 
but it never moves from location 0,0,0.

Side note: Programmers very often make special exceptions in the code for what 
happens when things get too close to zero, for example, an “If statement” that 
checks if the denominator of a division calculation is zero BEFORE the division by 
zero is attempted. I bet at least 5% of all the code that I ever wrote involves such 
“exceptions at index 0”.



This has the affect of “drawing” the photons towards the black hole at location 0, 
HOWEVER, paradoxically, it can’t really make them get there faster! Why?

Recall… THIS IS A GRID…. There is no direct path between any two points 
whatsoever, other than along the perpendicular dimensions of the grid. And so, it 
always winds up being the same distance traveled regardless of how you zigzag your 

way to glory188 through the perpendiculars.

        

188 I’m slipping some new stuff in on you here… the idea of the universal grid acting as a conduit for 
energy forms including electrostatic flow. Please see the chapter “Bolt, the Wonder Dog!” in “Big Bang 
Formation of Matter”.



Hopeful, in the meanwhile, the sugar coat is getting filled as well.



45.9 Are you ready to rumble?

When every photon in the U. has been collected by the black hole     in the center, and 
when every VP finally makes it to the sugar coat, an extremely unique -condition 
occurs… we are right at the edge of the “Snapping-point”… the rubber band is now 
stretched all the way to its (fortunately DIGITAL) limit.

Whatever the count of particles is, whatever (the exact) huge distance the U. can possibly 
encompass, and all of the energy that was ever there kick this whole dance off in the first 
place, has now been “distilled” into its purest forms.



Like I told you before, this is another unique and totally frickin’ COOL state the Universe 
can be in. This is the pre-big-bang state and it looks EXACTLY like

this: (I hope you don’t mind me using YOUR photo for this, Greg189):

189 This photo was pilfered from a web site by Gregg Moxness, another VR advocate.

http://theoryofeverything.org/wordpress/


IT MUST BE A CUBE SHAPE… that’s the shape of sugar-coat fills out in a 3-D 
universe every time!

The system is programmed to act a bit differently in this ONE unique scenario:

The VPs queued up at the sugar – coat are no loner restricted from moving 

forward due to their past momentum.190

45.10 Click,

In the very next tick of time, these VPs simple move forward (1 GC, as all motion in 
the entire system for VPs is 1 GC), all at the same time. But where do they move to? 
The next location in the outer direction (in the obvious case of rollover), IS location 
0. Its just another motion-by-momentum transaction… business as usual.

45.11 BOOM !!!!

In the very next tick of time, we are back in the pre-big-bang state and the whole 
thing just stars again, without skipping a beat.

Cool, eh?

190 (Its like a dozen extra lines of code to make it ALL happen)



46 Appendix: Prime Numbers and PrimeDentities

46.1 Terminology definition: Prime 
Number

Any smaller number other than the number 1 cannot equally divide a prime number. Here 
are the first 12 prime numbers:

1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31

Note that all prime numbers are unique from one another. Please see the comments about 
the Prime Spiral in 

46.2 Marty terminology definition: 
PrimeDentity

Given a list (an array in computer terms) of objects, each object is uniquely identified by 
its Array Index. For example:

Array 
Index

Object 
Value

1 Sex
2 Drugs
3 Rock
4 And
5 Roll,
6 That’s
7 What
8 Makes
9 Us
10 Crazy!
11 Sex
12 Drugs

The index of the second object in this list is 2, allowing us to use #2 to uniquely identify 
it, even if the object’s value (“Drugs”) is not unique, as shown in #12.



For reasons described above, we will need to make use of prime numbers in some of our 
calculations. Like the array index, each prime number is also unique. Marty calls the 
distinct prime number associated with each distinct array index the PrimeDentity:

Array 
Index PrimeDentity

Object 
Value

1 1 Sex
2 2 Drugs
3 3 Rock
4 5 And
5 7 Roll,
6 11 That’s
7 13 What
8 17 Makes
9 19 Us
10 23 Crazy!
11 29 Sex
12 31 Drugs

Within a non-contiguous (by array index) group of particles, we use the relative array 
index to assign PrimeDentities to:

Array 
Index PrimeDentity

Object 
Value

1 1 Sex
2 2 Drugs
3 3 Rock
5 5 Roll,
9 7 Us
10 11 Crazy!
11 13 Sex
12 17 Drugs



47 Appendix: How recursion works

$$$ To be completed, for now please research: Recursion (computer science).

RECURSION allows a function to call itself, and in doing so, the flow of execution 
implicitly follows a binary logical tree structure… traversing up one side of the tree, 
making decisions and coming back down the other side. Research: Reverse Polish logic.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_Polish_notation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_tree
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recursion_(computer_science)


48 Appendix: Benefits of the technology
 

48.1 Axis’s of Evil?

In my technical descriptions and pseudo code, I stated that I only described the location 
of a particle in the Universe in 3-d, just to make is easy to visualize. In the actual code, I 
only use one dimension to define all of the rules of motion.

If you really think about it, defining a location as 25, 28, 31 in a 3-d U. that has at most 
1000 locations in each dimension, can be implemented as the single number 250,280,310 
in a 1-d system with a total of 1 billion possible locations.

IT’S THE SAME THING… we just made a unique 3-d location specification in a 1-d U. 
That’s the way it really works in a computer anyway!

I don’t know if you can understand this without being able to see it in 3-d, but my simple 
model of the Universe really can work just like this. The next position calculations all 
simply occur in 1-d space, kind of like a line that is growing and shrinking. The line is 
composed of a set of discrete segments, like a ruler with inches delimiting each. Each 
segment corresponds to a discrete location away from the center of the universe. It’s all 
done in one-dimensional space, but, when observed from within, it represents our 3-d 
conception of the U.

Recently, scientists have come up with what’s known as the Holographic   View of the   
Universe. Although their derivations of this view far differ from mine, the visualization 
portrayed is similar.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holographic_principle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holographic_principle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holographic_principle


 

48.2 Architectural Sequences

If you really think about it, the state of the entire universe at any given moment can 
be defined simply as a number, and the motion of the universe can be defined 
simply as a sequence of changing numbers.
 
If we can figure out exactly which parts of the number changes and when it changes, we 
can map this to physical changes at an exact place and time in our universe, and we can 
thus precisely predict the exact sub-atomic behavior of matter. I call this 
ARCHITECTURAL SEQUENCING.

It’s accomplished similar to the way programmers use memory locations to map to 

physical or virtual structures191 or the way geneticists map genetic characteristics to 
certain pieces of DNA sequences.
 
 

(Stacker Cranes, controlled by a computer program)

191 For example, using a computer array list to represent a physical set of storage locations, such as these 
STACKER CRANES use to store and retrieve loads of materials.



48.3 Breaking the Heisenberg 
Uncertainty Principal

 
The current thinking, according to the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle for exactly 
locating a particle is, it is impossible, because:
 

1. It is believed that, at best, an area of statistical probability can be established in 
which a particle might exist at any given moment in time.

 
2. Any attempts to locate a particle “must” fail because it “must” introduce external 

locator particles, which affect the location of the particle being sought. 
 

The concepts of quantum mechanics, which are all built upon this principle, thus seem 
like a bunch of double-talk and bullshit, to me. To my best understanding it’s somewhat 
based upon the act of examination having affect upon what’s being examined. The 
terminology involved, the math derivations, and all of the conclusions are all centered on 
this concept of measuring changes per examination.

Remember a question from above; if a bear farts in the woods and nobody is around to 
hear or smell it, did he really fart?  The idea that things can only be measured according 
to the way the measurement itself affects it, to me, is just as stinky as the bear farts are 
real.

Of course, in order to scientifically prove anything, YES, testing is needed, and YES, it 
will affect what’s being observed. HOWEVER, that doesn’t preclude anything from 
occurring… isn’t this obvious? And yet, that’s the way the calculations work… these 
guys are imposing all of the bottom-up predictions from top-down observations of 
statistical probability.

And after all, like I previously stated, without having a clue what’s really happening at 
the grass-roots level, that’s all science CAN provide.



48.3.1 Working from the inside-out

However, if my theories are correct, using Architectural Sequencing technology 
(working “from the inside out”), we will soon:
 

1. Be able to predict exactly where a particle will be at an exact time. 
 

2. Be able to shatter the barriers that make the digitally discrete operations of 
particles at the quantum level appear to be continuous motions; we will be touch 
with the actual pulse of our Universe. 

 
And, since we won’t be introducing any external locator particles, nothing will be 
“disturbed by examination”.
 
As a result, we will very quickly gain a complete understanding of the exact motions and 
paths of these particles, and this new knowledge will then help us forge the tools we need 
to master the manipulation of matter in a myriad of new and exciting ways.

Please see Emergence (above).



 

48.4 Harvesting the knowledge… new 
machines of the future

 
Once the science of architectural sequencing becomes developed, we will be able to 
invent new ways to manipulate matter into anything we want. Soon, many new and very 
useful inventions will be created, harvesting this new knowledge:
 
48.4.1 Tiny Widgets
 
We will begin by creating tiny widgets that can be used as physical building blocks. We 
have already started using carbon nano-tubes for these purposes.

48.4.2 Tiny Tools that build Tiny Machines
 
Next, we’ll create tiny tools which can then be used to further manipulate tiny widgets, 
building them into tiny machines so small, they can actually work directly upon motions 
of particles at the quantum-level.

48.4.3 Tiny Grid-Snap Perpetual Radiant Energy Machine
 
The first tiny-size machine is a “grid-snap” perpetual radiant energy machine that creates 
energy from “nothing” by taking advantage of the digital rounding off of calculated next 
locations to move quantum-level size particles into positions from which various forms of 
radiant energy can be extracted.

48.4.4 Osmosis-Reel Heat-to-Mechanical Energy Conversion Machine
 
Marty contends that the phenomenon of osmosis occurs when atoms in close proximity 
get moved around by the Newtonian laws as the Universe ticks off grains of time. 
Occasionally the relative position of these atoms makes some of the movements repeat in 
cycles, like waves splashing back and forth in a small tub. We observe this as the 
“vibrations” your science teacher blindly told you about. Thus, osmosis results from the 
ticking of time in our virtual world.
 
Next, an “osmosis-reel” that latches onto an oscillating structure, and uses the force of 
motion to move a tiny leaver and spin a tiny reel, pulling a tiny string (like a carbon 
nano-tube) along, creating huge amounts of mechanical energy from small amounts of 
heat (which generate the oscillations). These can be used to construct “heat activated 
synthetic muscles” of unimaginable strength.



48.4.5 Ultra Concentrated Data Storage Units
 
The smallest particles of matter can be lined up into physical configurations and used to 
store information using micro-sized info-mapping. These configurations can also be 
chemically locked up into extremely secure micro-size data storage units.

48.4.6 Ultra Capacity Computers
 
Finally, “atomic” computers of unheard-of capacity and speed can be created. I predict 
that when that happens, it will greatly accelerate further development, making the 
concept of TheTruth machine even more and more believable.

48.4.7 TheTruth machine; our crowning achievement

One of our crowning achievements will be what I’m calling TheTruth machine. Please 
see my “Important message to the World” about it, and how it might help humanity in a 
big way.

It wouldn’t hurt!

file:///C:/Users/Marty/Documents/Martys_World/MartysMessageToTheWorld.htm




49 Notes and other to-do’s

49.1 The layout of the book is now 
determined….

Assignment 2 will add mass as an attribute of the VP record and double buffering will be 
required to get it to work.

I will then add multiple buffering as a precursor of upcoming plans.

M7P1DPOU: Start with the movement of matter by momentum as the outer loop.

Provide some demos.

Next, add the nuclear force rule,

Add Fusion force

Demonstrate momentum under the “OLD > 1 GL/Tick” method.

Calculate kinetic energies as spot quiz.

Discuss relativity (this is already done) and implementing the use of the motion counters.

Demonstrate the motion of matter using the new way

Add the atomic force rule (no radiation yet)

Demonstrate collisions

Demonstrate how Pv = nRT works

Discuss the need for radiation

Discuss radiation

Bring in Processing to demo radiation? I’m not sure yet.

Implement the program using a WFE list



Discuss the situations where multiple concurrent branches simultaneously strike multiple 
substrates

Discuss alternative algorithms for implementing radiation

Discuss using recursion to find the pathway most likely going to a neural net as a 
programming function… you see, spooky action is spooky but it is not magic!!!

Discuss not having a WFE list at all.

Discuss using the WFE lists as a queue mechanism

Discuss using it as a FIFO vs. a LIFO queue and how that can be programmatically used 
to regulate the size of the WFE queue.

Discuss how all of these programmatic variables each introduce what seems to be a 
random pattern, but is not.

Discuss snap-shooting the Universe and capturing a pocket that is unaffected by outside 
influences, for example, a galaxy cluster, or a solar system

Discuss ways of maintaining such a subset of the overall universe, and suggest that dark 
matter and dark energy represent all of the external forces that should be there, had the 
pocket not bee isolated… keep shrinking this idea down further and further until you find 
yourself plugged into a machine somewhere… then you know its all for real.





49.2 Misc. thoughts and to-dos:

49.2.1 Black holes of electric flow??

Stupid fantasizing is right here…

The activity of humans in designing chips that send electrons through those intricate and 
twisting patterns.

Analogous to the extra distance satellites fly giving the effect of time dilation..

Perhaps the extra activity we are now imposing… the extra distances we are creating in 
an otherwise primitive arrangement perhaps that will create a black-hole effect, drawing 
the rest of the more primitive (the less dense, computational-wise which really = 
distances traveled by electrons-wise, JUST LIKE CLUSTERING, ARM-OF-DAVE 
THEORY), would draw the rest of the U towards  it!!!

Perhaps the black holes the we see are just universe-wide concentrations of such “dense 
computational pockets”

So, maybe WE are in a REAL BATTLE, maybe the black holes are other cultures out in 
the U… ones that have advanced technology to the point of creation of some many 
microchips, they are actually curving space around them by virtue of this.

The reason for mankind? Aliens pick earth because it has all the materials needed to 
make chips and that what he has enslaved mankind into producing. Chalk it up.

Or another alternative, all the black holes we see are cultures that had advanced 
themselves to the point of creating one… just like what’s going on right now in CERN… 
HEY, YOU GUYS…  STOP !!!! 



49.2.2 A version using integers, another using fractional location specifications.

In the later, try to connect the positions (resulting from motion) using 
these fractions to the FACTORING required to make these calculations. 

Is it possible that these factorized locations that result within the new 
QUANTUM COMPUTERS, the way they operate, whereas the location 
of the particle motions occurs in factored positions,

Are really in touch with Marty’s world? 

We have a fixed amount of space separating the lasers from the 
substrate from which the positional particles emulate.

Is the computational engine that drives Marty’s world actually 
positioning these particles? YES.

I suggest that the oil bounce experiments, which display these same 
behaviors on a gross-macro level, also occur as the direct result of 
algorithmic repositioning. I believe the “mechanical” motion of the 
extending particles in quantum computers is due to algorithmic 
repositioning, and this is the starting mechanism for the tangential edge 
of molecules in very brief contact (at the bottom of their bounce cycles).

I believe that these are two direct proofs of my postulations.

Seth Lloyd calls it “Hacking into the computational ability of the U.”

 



50 Appendix: Three Troubleshooting Nightmares

50.1 Preface: HOW COMPUTER HARDWARE 
WORKS in 1/2 page

Computers have a BACK PLANE that provides SLOTS into which HARDWARE 

DEVICE CARDS192 are plugged into.

A “DEVICE DRIVER” is software that runs on a computer with hardware device cards. 
Device driver software reads information from and writes information to these cards, and 
THAT is how the computer performs INPUT and OUTPUT (I/O) through them.

Within the computer’s range of ADDRESSABLE MEMORY, a range of PHYSICAL 
MEMORY is set aside for the purpose of INTERFACING with the plugged-in device 
cards. This area of memory is known as the I/O PAGE.

Within the I/O page memory range, a small portion is dedicated for each device plugged 
into the back plane.

Hardware interface cards have a small range of ON-BOARD MEMORY as well, and 
when plugged in, these small areas of memory fit into the set aside portions in the I/O 
page, and thus it becomes available to programs (device drivers).

These small ranges of on-board memory are called “DEVICE REGISTERS” and by 
reading from and writing to these device registers, that is how device drivers 
communicate with these cards to implement I/O.

Please see Appendix: How computer GATES work, and follow the link to the 
YouTube video for a great explanation of how computers add numbers.

192 Similar to a SOUND CARD or a VIDEO CARD being inserted into the BACK PLANE of your home 
computer.



50.2 Purpose – a taste of real world 
programming and industrial 
terminology

 The real purpose of this chapter is to give you a broad taste of the real world of 
computer programming in an industrial environment. Many of the terms 
introduced here are industry standard buzzwords and expected to be known if 
you’re applying for a job as a programmer.

 A quick overview of how computer hardware operates was first provided, so you 
can understand some of the subsequent terms. These stories provide a decent 
overview of computer hardware and network architecture.

 This chapter also provides a historic review of how the industry evolved through 
the 80s and 90s, and a taste of what it was like to work at a real automotive 
industry plant doing REAL-TIME PROGRAMMING for SHOP-FLOOR 
APPLICATIONS.

BUGS!!!

When trying to troubleshoot computer problems, one thing 
you DEFINITELY DO NOT WANT is “EXTERNAL 
FACTORS”; these can actually drive you insane. 

Here are 3 real – world examples that happened to me:



50.3 (1) Incorrect hardware 
interfacing documentation: M.S.U. 
Physiology research Department

The first nightmare happened to me whilst working at my very first programming job at 
Michigan State University. I was hired into the Physiology research department on-
campus in Giltner Hall to write a program that collected data from live cows while being 
experimented upon.

The cows had sensors surgically implanted in them, which got hooked into “my” LSI-

11/03193 computer’s THIRD-PARTY194 A/D card (Analog to Digital converter 
hardware). It took me about 5 months to write the program, which included a custom 

“DEVICE HANDLER195” for obtaining the data from the hardware card.

It seemed to work just fine with a 2-channel DATA INPUT SIMULATOR. But when I 
hooked it up in a live cow test experiment and ran it, it had occasional problems when 
multiple input feeds were running.

Long story – short, it was the DOCUMENTATION of the A/D converter card that 
was in error… a STUPID 6 should have been a 4 in the manual that described how 
to write the device handler software!!! 

Now that one was one of the most difficult things to ever troubleshoot because 
according to the manuals, I was doing everything right, and the input data was right 
as well!

193 The LSI-11/03 was one of the first MICROCOMPUTERS manufactured. It was the baby sibling in a 
huge FAMILY of MINICOMPUTERS known as the PDP-11 family of the Digital Equipment 
Corporation (D.E.C.).
194 “Third party” is, for example, hardware NOT manufactured by D.E.C. but used on a D.E.C. box. Most 
of the component cards inside a typical computer ARE third party… various manufacturers specialize 
in certain types of interface cards, for example LinkSys specialized in network cards, and they sell their 
third party cards to HP to install in their computers, or, users can buy LinkSys cards and install them 
themselves.
195 A device handler is software that runs on a computer that has hardware interface cards. It reads 
information from and writes information to these cards, and THAT is how the computer performs INPUT 
and OUTPUT (I/O) through them.

The term “device handler” slightly differs from the term “DEVICE DRIVER”, wherein a driver is more 
closely integrated into the operating system whereas a handler is more of a user-written application. Both 
“handlers” and “drivers” access the registers of device cards, and both perform the same I/O functions.



I spent 2 months trying to figure out the problem and finally, I took it upstairs to a guy 
named Paul Sorrenson, a real-true-life genius, who hooked the A/D card up to an 
OSCILLOSCOPE and watched the BIT PATTERNS arrive, and walked through my 
device handler software and noticed that the card fell into a 2-channel mode when the 
number 6 was specified in the A/D card registers, whereas a 4 worked for all channels.

The ONLY good thing about this problem was that it was SOMEWHAT reproducible… 
the problem only appeared when more than 2 data input channels were used and so that 
helped direct us to the root cause.

Still, this project got delayed by 2 months, and that tells you something about the 
software business… IT IS NOT 100% PREDICTABLE… problems MAY arise that 
may not be easily solved, no matter how much money is throw at it.

If your boss is depending upon you to deliver something within a certain TIME 
FRAME, and you run into problems with no clue how to solve them, you need to let him 
know ASAP that his time frame might SLIP and his project might not happen at all. And 
then, you can wait until the smoke clears to even know if you still have a job or not!

This is the typical situation I was mentioning above… programmers get forced in 
between a time frame, a quality product, and a paycheck, it almost never fails! The thing 
is, it really doesn’t matter how much money is thrown at it, and in fact, at a certain point, 
adding MORE programmers adds LESS to a project. I call this the POINT OF 
SATURATION, but not one manager I’ve worked for yet will admit to believing me!

It IS true, though.



50.4 (2) Bad Hardware: Digital 
Equipment Corporation, on location at 
the Oldsmobile plant in Lansing, 
Michigan:

This is a really long story, but it introduces all kinds of computer and industrial 
engineering terminology. And its funny.

50.4.1 Medicine to Stacker Cranes

When I worked at M.S.U., I learned RT-11, the operating system of the LSI-11/03, 
and the Macro-11 and Fortran programming languages that ran under RT-11. Plus, 
I was exposed to the RSX-11M operating system and to PDP-11 MINICOMPUTERS, 
all from D.E.C..

This paved the way for a great job at Digital Equipment Corporation (D.E.C., the 
manufacturer of the LSI-11/03 and the second largest computer company in the world 
at the time).

This was only my second programming job, and my first one for a fortune-500 

company196. As an “Associate Software Specialist”, my first FIELD ASSIGNMENT 
was to re-write the software that ran all of the stacker cranes at the Oldsmobile industrial 
complex in Lansing, Michigan, the smallest one being 150 ft high, and 300 feet long!!!

196 My previous career was in the medical filed working as a registered Respiratory Therapist.



50.4.2 Historical and HUGE

The Grand river is seen here running from West to East around the Lansing City power 
plant (the “3-sisters”). Around the bend, the river runs N. and then makes a sharp right 
turn back E., right in front of the tall brown apartment building I lived in.

This is a historical site because the Red Cedar River (the one that goes through M.S.U.) 
joins up with the Grand right there … two major rivers always make for a place of 
commerce. This site has always housed some of the world's largest automotive industrial 
complexes.

The three long yellow structures are stacker cranes #24 (East/West, Engines), #42 (N/S, 
Body + Chassis) and # 80 (N/S in the foreground, Stamping plant inventory).

The N/S white checkerboard (N of #80) is Stacker #34, located in the assembly plant, 
containing dash-boards, seats, etc.

Further to the N and E of #24 stands the Ivory tower (black sides with white center).



50.4.3 Stacker Cranes software re-write

Over a three-year period I re-wrote the old Macro-11 programs in way more modern 

Fortran (still with a tad of Macro-11) and utilizing FMS197 for a more modern MENU-
BASED USER INTERFACE, still running under RT-11.

The enhancements they needed would have cost > $1,300,000 had new hardware been 
required, which they had several QUOTES on, done by several OUTSIDE 
CONTRACTORS.

However, my knowledge of Macro-11 and of how RT-11 accesses devices registers 
allowed me to figure out how these old programs INTERFACED with the 
INDUSTRIAL CONTROLLERS that ran the machinery.

My solution utilized the same old hardware, saving them about $900,000 
plus a lot of DOWNTIME198, so that was a big “gold star” for me right off 
the bat. 

197 Forms Management System, this is a software add-on from D.E.C. that made programming menu-style 
interfaces simple, and also standardized the LOOK-AND-FEEL for all users of the product. 
198 In this case, downtime would have surely occurred while upgrading the computer hardware. Downtime 
is so valuable in a plant, it often outweighs otherwise sensible plans of action.



50.4.4 Mike, clock-cards and SCUDs

Mike:

I only had one negative incident occur, and that was a run-in I had with a lazy good-for-
nutin' UAW line worker named Mike. Mike had problems in every department he worked 
for but he had like 30 years of union seniority, so he got away with a lot of shit. 

He was a FORKLIFT DRIVER but kept having “availability problems”, so they stuck 
him in a job where he had to stay put, but didn’t have to do much hard work… they made 

Mike the STACKER CRANE OPERATOR for stacker #34199.

Mike was a total asshole to work with, and me, being a “shirt” and plus being non-union, 
he just had a ball with me, abusing the living shit out of me every chance he could, and 
laughing all the way.

I had to work with him many times to install and test the new software and he 
continuously messed me over. One day I  scheduled a 2:30 meeting with him and walked 
the ¼ mile out there. He saw me coming up the platform stairs and told me to “cool my 
jets, he was busy”. But he wasn’t doing anything at all, so after 20 minutes of silent 
waiting, I finally asked him when I can start my test... he points at his watch and flashes 
me a “wait” finger expression. After another 15 minutes of silent waiting, I walk up and 
tell him it will only take him 2 minutes for the test and the shift ends at 3:15;  he walks up 
to me, takes a big drag of his cigar, blows the smoke RIGHT IN MY FACE and smirks 
“Hey... I'm off”, grabs his coat and walks down the stairs, leaving me standing up there 
on the platform with murder in my eyes.

Eventually, FINALLY, I did get the new system installed and running.

A few days later I get a phone call up in my office in the Industrial Engineering building, 
they tell me “an emergency meeting is being held at #34. So I go running all the way out 
there and find all kinds of union stewards, line managers, department heads, shift 
supervisors, you name it, all crowded up on the platform, and there’s Mike the operator, 
waiting for me to arrive to give a speech.

199 There were 4 stacker cranes. #34 was the biggest, located right in the center of the vehicle assembly 
plant.



He tells everyone “Watch THIS”. He enters one of the menu commands I programmed 
in, and the system crashes right in front of everyone. Then he speaks up “YOU SEE, 
YOU SEE? THIS IS JUNK. THIS SYSTEM IS ALL JUNK. THIS GUY (me) IS 
INCOMPETENT. YOU HAVE HIRED AN INCOMPETENT PROGRAMMER!!”

During his rant I re-booted the system, and it came up fine. I asked him if the problem 
could be re-produced, he screams SURE!! He goes into the “Change system time Menu”, 

enters a negative number for the hour and that crashes the system200.

200 Don't miss: ”An important side-note on Bullet-Proof code  ”, below  .



50.4.4.1 Clock Cards:

There were reasons that this bug slipped through, primarily, the computer running #34 
had a CLOCK CARD on it, and that meant there was no reason to ever change the 

system time201.

It WAS a bug, though, and I turn to the (now fewer engineers remaining on the platform), 
and promise “I’ll have it fixed within 2 hours.”

One of them remarks, “who called this meeting?” Mike says I DID. 
Everyone on the platform all roll their eyes up simultaneously and 
immediately get back to work, shaking their heads.

Mike’s line boss has a little hands-on-hips chat with him, while the union 
steward looks on. As I walk down the platform steps I hear them yelling at 
Mike “you can’t call a meeting like this …”, but Mike isn’t even looking at 
them at all; he’s watching me walk down the stairs with a huge smirk on his 
face as if to say “GOTCHA”202.

201 Other than the twice-annual 1-hour time shift. Spring FORWARD fall BACK… or is it fall forward, 
spring back?
202 A visualization that I will never forget, BTW. This really, really pissed me off, even though, by then, 
nobody disrespected me for it.



SCUDs:

Mike could have said something directly to me, he knew where to find me and he was 
supposed to have tested this himself as well. Instead, Mike went “OVER THE TOP”, 
meaning that he contacted me indirectly, via the upper management.

We programmers have a technical term for this; we call it a SCUD, as in a SCUD 
missile, attacking you from the top down.

When my immediate Oldsmobile boss, Don Kramer, consoled me about it, we figured the 
only reason he would have ever wanted to change the time was to make it appear as 
though he finished his work later on the printouts so he could just queue up a bunch of 

“PICK REQUESTS”203 and scoot out early, LEAVING THE 50-TON CRAIN 
RUNNING, UN-ATTENDED.

Like I said, the guy was a piece of shit. 

BUT,

If you read this entire long and dragged out story, you’ll see how I gave Mike some 
“payback”. It’s pretty funny.

203 Requests to fetch a load of material from the racks and move it to an OUTPUT STATION, where a 
forklift can pick it up and move it out. ASRS stands for Automated Storage and Retrieval System, the R is 
for Retrieval, = pick requests.



50.4.5 Next assignment: ECV

My next assignment was to make some minor changes to a system called ECV (Engine 
Component Verification). ECV’s function was to print LABELS that needed to be stuck 
onto the engines being manufactured. Many different MODELS of engine were 

manufactured there, and the E.P.A.204 had mandated that the correct PCV valve and the 
correct carburetor were being assembled onto the correct engines (by MODEL 

NUMBER)205.

This ECV system ran on both the gas and the diesel engine assembly lines. Even way 
back then, a conservative estimate of the downtime costs on these 2 assembly lines 
was > $20,000 a MINUTE! Downtime was UNACCEPTABLE, PERIOD, and the 
ECV system was federally mandated and therefore a CRITICAL PROCESS… it 
HAD TO stay up, PERIOD!

This system was extremely unique… it ran on LSI-11/03 hardware, but the operating 
system was ONE-OF-A-KIND! It was called ILIAD, developed at the G.M. TECH 
CENTER as a standardized method for developing and distributing production software. 

It all gets very political; I will try to explain the situation. Back in the day, there were 
POWER WARS going on for who had control of the systems that controlled the 
assembly lines:

204 The federal Environmental Protection Agency
205 They had discovered that engine manufactures had very often mixed these components up, creating 
engines that were major contributors to air pollution.



50.4.6 UAW Electricians:

You had the U.A.W.206 electrical workers, who originally had all of the control over such 
equipment, but at that time, the equipment started getting SMART… it went from 
primitive switching panels to sophisticated MACHINE CONTROLLERS knows as 
PLCs (Programmable Logical Controllers).

The electricians were responsible for DOWN-LOADING THE PROGRAMS (called 
LADDER-LOGIC) to the PLCs. These ladder-logic programs were originally 
programmed by these electricians, but as they got more and more sophisticated, the 
responsibility for programming them fell upon outside contractors, and eventually, these 
duties were taken over by the production engineering department, and rightfully so… as 
time went on, the design of the assembly lines themselves became more and more a 
matter of computer automation, implemented by smarter and smarter PLCs.

So the electricians lost these ladder-programming responsibilities, but they fought back 
by making it a union rule to only allow a U.A.W. electrician to download a ladder 
program into a production PLC. Their basis: SAFETY, and again, I can see their point… 
a brother union line worker might loose a hand if the wrong ladder program gets 
LOADED into a PLC controlling a stamping machine.

And so there was still plenty of work to go around just loading the ladder programs, as 
PLCs proliferated into every facet of modern production… no harm, no foul. These guys 
would carry the programs with them on tape or by other means and physically connect to 
them to (1) put the machinery into SAFE MODE, and (2) perform the download.

However, it didn’t take long for their livelihood to become threatened again. 

First, technology emerged that could safely load new PLC ladder programs via network 
connections … this saved a lot of time even for the electricians, however, they were 
setting themselves up for a big power-grab because now they were being taken “out of 
the loop”.

Once again, the “safety card” was played… they said, at long last after delaying it for 
many years, OK, OK, go ahead an drop a network line to it capable of re-loading the 
ladder program, BUT, a union electrician still needs to be present at the device controller 
to place machine into SAFE MODE when a DOWNLOAD occurs.

206 United Auto Workers union, who STRONGLY defended any job related issues such as loosing them to 
other, non-union groups.



When these PLCs started interfacing with PRODUCTION COUNTING SYSTEMS 
situated in the “IVORY TOWER” (the upper management departments… NON-
UNION employees of GM), and then when real-time feedback back DOWN TO the 
PLCs started, that’s when the real power-wars erupted.

The Ivory tower, with “the 3-sisters” looming further behind to the S. You can see the 
brown roofs atop the yellow stacker cranes #24 and #42 on the far right.



50.4.7 The Suits:

You had the 3-piece suit business programmers and their BIG-WIG managers, who 
worked in the ivory tower, which was all non-union. Being in finance, these groups had 
all the budget money in the world. But the problem with these guys was all they knew 
was DATA PROCESSING… you know, number crunching on big MAINFRAME 
computers doing financial stuff… these guys had NO CLUE as to how to interface 
with the smart new PLCs that were inevitably being installed on the shop floor.

They still needed the production data, but they were used to some DUDE sitting there on 
the shop floor, manually counting engines being produced by hour. The dude would write 
the counts down on a set of hourly production REPORT SHEETS and give them to his 
LINE MANAGER, who would compile the figures and enter then into an IBM 3270 
terminal.

Once the production data was “electronic” it got processed at speeds that roughly rival 
today’s computers. The only problem was that worldwide, the competition was gaining 
an edge on these manual data collection systems by interfacing directly with shop floor 
PLCs that provided the data in “REAL-TIME”.

These guys couldn’t do real-time if they wanted to… the programming languages used 
on the mainframes back then were primarily COBOL and RPG-II… these languages 
have neither the instruction set, nor the computability it takes to accept and process data 
in real-time… these languages, the mainframe hardware that was used, and the entire 
culture of data-processing that surrounded them were all about BATCH PROCESSING.

These guys were also in-bed with I.B.M. like BIG-TIME! Its like I.B.M. ran the Ivory 
Tower rather than being a vendor working on contract. The suits always sided with 
mainframe-only solutions, and I.B.M. was the mainframe of choice.

Spot quiz: D.E.C. was the #2 largest computer company in the world. Who was #1? 
DUH.



50.4.8 The UAW line workers:

You had the actual assembly LINE WORKERS AND FOREMEN… also U.A.W., but 
they were only interested in getting their job done… they could care less about who ran 
the computer systems other that they’d better NOT interfere with getting their production 
quotas filled.

When THESE guys spoke, EVERYONE LISTENED because, besides the fact that they 
were all UNION and that alone made them powerful, there was also the common goal 
amongst EVERYONE to MAKE PRODUCTION… THAT was the bread and butter 
that ran the entire plant, and thus these guys always had the final say.

The culture they lived was “anti-shirt”, and that made for a lot of cool stories I can tell 
y’all!



50.4.9 Real-time programmers:

That was us: the PRODUCTION ENGINEERING207 department’s RAPIDLY growing 
REAL-TIME COMPUTER PROGRAMMING section. We were the guys who 
GLUED together the data coming from the (smarter and smarter) shop floor device 
controllers into the big mainframes to supply production counts, quality information, etc., 
in REAL TIME.

In order to do so, we used SHOP-FLOOR COMPUTERS: these were smaller MINI-
COMPUTERS and MICRO-COMPUTERS that acted as intermediary data collection 
NODES in between the shop-floor PLCs and the mainframes in the Ivory Tower.

That was totally OUR realm…. we were the only guys who knew anything about them, 
or about the COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOLS send out from the shop floor PLCs. 
Knowledge of just one or 2 of these, for example, “MOD-BUS PROTOCOL”, used by 
PLCs made by the MODICON CORPORATION, was enough to guarantee job security 
for a long time at very high rates of pay!

And then, as if our job security wasn’t already strong enough, it was quickly realized that 
data doesn’t have to only come UP FROM the shop floor… FEEDBACK systems were 
soon put into place to limit and control production like never before in history.

207 Production engineering differs from PRODUCT ENGINEERING. The product is what is being 
manufactured, for example the engines being tested for heat in the Arizona desert, and appropriate changes 
being made to the engine’s design. Production engineering   is the design of assembly lines themselves…   
how they operate to produce the product.



50.4.10 Kanban and more job security:

The Japanese came up with a concept called “KANBAN” which translates as 
“Signboard”. In essence, Kanban means NO EXCESS INVENTORY. The only way to 
accomplish that is to have:

1. Accurate inventory of what’s ON-HAND
2. Accurate forecasts of what’s needed to be produced
3. A fast processing system that can consider 1 and 2, and immediately provide real-

time feedback DOWN TO the production systems.

And when that happened, our workload got quadrupled because NOBODY else could 
have done this and it was suddenly needed everywhere… inventories did indeed get 
reduced, scrap and waste were also reduced, and we all looked like heroes every time we 
save GM another 10 million bucks.

We had all the power in the world, and rightfully so… we had our hand on the pulse of 
modern manufacturing technology. We specialized in this sort of thing, and trust me, it 
really was (and still is) a specialty. 

Note that the TheroyOf-Everything program we’re developing 
in this book is NOT real-time, it’s more like old-fashion data 
processing.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanban


50.4.11 Other groups:

Everyone wanted a piece of the action:

1. All of the big computer companies (IBM, D.E.C., HP, Status, Sun, etc.) came 
out with data collection strategies and products in a big race for customer 
penetration. Some did it just to sell their hardware, others did it to provide 
services, etc., etc.

A foot in the door at the right time landed solid income for a long time thereafter 
because once a VENDOR was chosen, it was really hard to switch away from the 
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS and the HARDWARE AND 
ARCHITECTURAL DEPENDENCIES that certainly ensued.

This is where the protocols mentioned above came into play, big-time. Most 
of them were PROPRIETARY, meaning that these forms of communications 
could only work between PLCs that were MANUFACTURED by the 
company who PUBLISHED it.

These companies would also sell specialized COMMUNICATIONS 
INTERFACE CARDS (similar to the A/D converter cards I mentioned above) 
that got INSERTED into the shop floor computers, and PROPRIETARY 
SOFTWARE DRIVERS (similar to the A/D converter interfacing software I 
mentioned above) that ran on the shop floor computer nodes and made sense of 
the proprietary messages generated by these boxes.

In other words, once a vendor was chosen, this also involved choosing a 
protocol for messaging, and THIS meant that you were pretty much STUCK 

with that vendor for a very long time… years, maybe longer208.

2. Nation-wide STANDARDS COMITIES like MAP (Manufacturing Application 
Protocol) tried to impose their ideas upon everyone. Many of these committees 
were composed of the big computer companies, similar to the way today’s 
pharmaceutical companies create comities that tell us what’s wrong with us, and 
what they have to fix it.

208 This stuff gets “baked into the metal” of the assembly lines. Its been over 10 years since I left my last 
job at Ford and they’re STILL running communications protocols that I developed over 25 years ago, in 
live production, as I write this (late 2012). They STILL call it “MartyBus Protocol”. Believe it or not, this 
is a typical example of HARDWARE AND ARCHITECTURAL DEPENDENCIES and it just shows 
how important it is to choose the right vendor and use the right protocols.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing_Automation_Protocol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing_Automation_Protocol


3. Even within the G.M. Corporation itself there was a big race for power-

-The G.M. central technology centers had developers who wanted to centralize all 
of the PLC programming done corporate-wide.

-These were the same guys who helped develop architectural standards like MAP, 
etc.

-There were regional development centers always trying to expand their BODY 

COUNTS209.

-And plus, every local plant had some contractors and perhaps some entire 
departments dedicated to PLC programming and interfacing with shop-floor 
computers and higher – up systems.

4. The final monkey wrench for G.M. was the E.D.S. Corporation, headed up by H. 
Ross Perot; presidential candidate, billionaire, and total fucking asshole. E.D.S. 
somehow sold the GM board of directors a boatload of bullshit that they could 
completely take over all of GMs data processing needs and run EVERYTHING 
remotely in a cluster of I.B.M. computers located in an E.D.S. data center in 
Plano, Texas via REMOTE NETWORK ACCESS, in real-time, if needed, and 

this included all of the shop-floor data collection210!

They promised it would all work great because “it had worked successfully with 
credit unions transmitting from Hawaii”.

This was a huge LIE and it costs GM billions to get out of that contract. In fact, I 
believe that this was the start of the end for G.M.; they’re STILL trying to 
overcome the problems caused by EDS.

209 This is a term referring to DEPARTMENT HEAD COUNT… the number of employees working 
under a given manager. “The manager with the highest body-count wins” was the strategy used by 
everyone at G.M. back in those days. Well, at least it was between recessions.
210 I worked DIRECTLY with these guys when they came swarming in to take over everything… they 
knew ABSOLUTELY NOTHING about shop floor data collection and even less about remote data 
acquisition. These guys were total clowns; most of them were given a SIX WEEK training regimen where 
they were taught basic RELATIONAL ANALYSIS (data base programming, 101), and “suit wearing, 
301”.



50.4.12 Changing ECV… Iliad’s hideous program development environment:

So anyway, it was a political ZOO when I started working on the E.C.V. system. The 
changes required to this system were only to change the FORMAT of the printed labels, 
per a new set of EPA requirements that were going into effect.

This would have been a simple and straightforward job, except for the method of 
program development in place for the E.C.V. system. Remember ILIAD? It turned out 
that the E.C.V. system I worked on in Lansing, Michigan was the only system in the 
world to ever run ILIAD!

It was the PILOT SYSTEM, there to demonstrate the capabilities of ILIAD more than it 
was to function as the ECV system upon which the engine plant depended. ILIAD was a 
fart-gas idea, entirely motivated for political reasons.

The   intensions   of the guys who proposed ILIAD were for it   to be exclusively used   on   
every   computer hooked up to   any   PLC on   every   GM property… a pure POWER GRAB   
to gain control of this huge, huge emerging part of the business.

The idea was that G.M. was going to have this PROPRIETARY PROGRAMMING 
LANGUAGE that really was geared towards manufacturing, and it was going to be able 
to run on ANY shop-floor computer by replacing the NATIVE OPERATING SYSTEM 
with a single .exe, which completely overtook the target computer and ran the 
EMBEDDED ILIAD program(s).

Like I said, a total fart-gas idea, because that ain’t how it works;

 There are many companies involved with each company who makes a computer, 
and these other companies make hardware cards and software drivers just 
like I was explaining above about the companies who write protocols… GM 
could NOT single-handedly create all of these device drivers for all of the 
evolving technologies being introduced! 

 ILIAD was thus a self-limiting concept... unless GM was going into the global 
software driver cloning business, the versions of ILIAD created that did support a 
few devices on the LSI-11/03 became obsolete the minute a new third-party 
device was created that anyone wanted ILIAD to talk to!

But, hey, I’m sure they forgot to mention that when proposing this hair-brained 
architecture.



50.4.13 But it gets better:

All of the program source-code for every ILIAD program was to be maintained… get 
this… on a MAINFRAME COMPUTER. And the way they chose to do THIS… get this 
now… was to use an ancient text editing facility called ISPF… I think it was the first 
interactive replacement for the old card-punch machines, I mean this shit was CAVE-
MAN level. Seriously!

It did enforce the CENTRALIZED ACCESS CONTROL imposed and required by all 
of the I.B.M. mainframe systems running in the Ivory Tower, and in fact, THAT’S 
WHERE ILIAD CAME FROM… it was a project FUNDED by the jerks in the suits in 
the Ivory Towers with all the money, and the PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION was 
HANDED OFF to a group at the GM tech center in Warren, Michigan who were looking 
to have something, anything, to do.

In order to DEMONSTRATE THIS CAPABILITY, these clowns at the GM tech 
center created ILIAD, created the ECV program, and created a “programming 
development environment” for it.

This had all occurred many years before I started working there, and after this 
PILOT had failed (as predicted, but nobody gave a shit about money back then, 

especially the suits), the system FELL INTO OBSCURITY211.

211 This is a term given to a system that still runs, but there isn’t anyone around who knows anything about 
it any more. If such a system needs to be enhanced and/or fixed, or even sometimes just trying to replace it 
with a more modern, non-obscure solution, it might require the expertise of someone who can learn all 
about its quirks… like I said, there is BIG MONEY in being able to do this stuff.

http://texteditors.org/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?ISPF


50.4.14 The “programming development environment” was the biggest joke 
yet:

1. The source code was maintained in the mainframes under a source control system.

2. The sources needed to be compiled, however, because of this stupid arrangement 
a DIFFERENT COMPILER was needed for every type of target hardware 
that ILIAD was to be run upon.

The developers only choose 1 kind of CPU to demo the fiasco upon, and it was, 
you guessed it, the LSI-11/03. That made me the implicit “after-the-fact-expert” 
on it because I was one of the only code slingers in all of Oldsmobile who knew 
anything about ‘em!

3. They created what is know in the trade as a CROSS COMPILER… a compiler 
which can produce machine code   .obj   files   which can run upon the same 
machine that produced it.



50.4.15 The program development cycle procedure, by the book:

And so, here was the procedure to do any program development cycles on the Lansing 
ECV system:

1. Log in to the mainframe

2. Bring up the document control system, check out the source file(s) to be worked o

3. Get the source file(s) needed into a temporary testing area

4. Make the changes via the cave-man editing screen

5. DOWNLOAD THE CHANGES TO THE TARGET COMPUTER*** (see below 
on this one!)

6. Perform the cross-compile under RT-11 using the 
ILIAD_Cross_Compiler_For_LSI-11/03

7. Perform a link operation, also under RT-11

8. The resulting .exe was able to run on the same computer, however, when it ran, 
it completely obliterated the native operating system that ran it (RT-11), and 
totally took over the box; in other words, the .exe file produced by ILIAD was a 
complete operating system itself, but in order to boot it up, it required the native 
OS to be there first.

Every development cycle required all of these steps, and plus, if the programmer liked the 
changes, he had to check these back into the document control system.

I’m surprised that I didn’t have to hire a mule to move the any green-bar up any 
mountains!!!



50.4.16 Here’s what I had to work with before I took the assignment:

1. I had an excellent reputation after converting the stacker cranes. Everyone in and 
around the plant (and this was HUGE, one of the biggest in the entire world!) 
knew who I was or at least had seen me.

2. I had an office cubicle, but I was often not there, I’d be out in the plant212 
working with the machinery, the PLCs, the networks, and “MY" shop floor 

computers213.

3. My cubicle also had a little stand-alone LSI-11/73 in it exclusively for me to use 
as I pleased, at least 2 VT-100 terminals for accessing D.E.C. RT-11 and RSX-11 
systems, and everyone had an IBM 3270 terminal for accessing the Ivory Tower 

mainframes, as well214.

4. I used to hang out with the electricians in the all-Union “electrical shack” (about 
1000 feet from my office). I knew one electrician who was super-cool with me; 
his name was John Shockey. We had the utmost respect for one another. This guy 
looked and talked like a stupid hillbilly, but if there was a problem, he’d shut up 
and think about it and always figure things out, and I mean INGENIOUS; 
seriously, this guy played on the level of Paul Sorensen.

5. In the electric shack was a medium-size computer lab. The lab had a PDP-11/34 
mid-range mini computer there for me to use as I pleased for the purposes of 
program development. I could make it run RSX-11M or RT-11.

212 That was a rarity… very few non-union guys were ever found out on the shop floor. The union guys 
loved to “WRITE UP” anything they could get on us, like not wearing safety glasses, whatever. The 
culture of the union guys was “ANTI-SHIRTS” (I wore a collared shirt with a necktie for all those years at 
G.M., and a whole lot more).
213 “My” shop-floor computers were enclosed in HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH STEEL 
CABINETS, located in each of the 4 stacker crane structures.
214 Soon after, TERMINAL EMULATORS became the way, using a single desktop P.C. to replace the 
VT-100s, 3270s, etc.



50.4.17 The ECV system:

It was located in a small room inside of the Engine Plant, which was across from the 
electrical shack, another 500 feet away from my office.

If you’ve never been in a big manufacturing plant, let me quickly tell you about them:

Depending on the type of plant (engine, transmission, assembly, stamping, or 
foundry) each has its own distinctive odor, and this odor PERMEATES 
EVERYTHING in and around it. Engine plants have an oily-mist combined with 
ground-metal smell to them because that’s what they do… the grind holes in the 
engine blocks and cylinder heads and use massive stream of oily fluids to get it 
done. Black metal shaving dust settles in every crack and crevice.

“I love the smell of an engine plant in the morning ... it smells like ... … victory.”



Inside the Engine Plant was the small room made of a concrete floor, concrete and steel 
walls, one industrial-strength steel door, no windows, an air-conditioner sticking out the 
side of the room, and NO OTHER VENTILATION (no heat in the winter).

Inside the room was a desk and a chair, sitting on the desk was one VT-100 terminal and 
no telephone, and sitting on the floor in the middle of the room was the LSI-11/03 that 
ran both the Gas and the Diesel assembly lines, and one DecWriter PRINTER used for 
creating hourly and shift reports for the line supervisors.

The shift line supervisor’s office was around the corner, just out of sight.



50.4.18 ECV stations on the assembly line:

Inside the plant, in the final assembly areas is where the ECV system’s INPUT AND 
OUTPUT DEVICES were located.

The ECV system got its input from BAR CODE READERS and PUSH-BUTTONS, 
and sent its output to PRINTERS and LAMPS. These devices were the old SERIAL 
LINE DEVICES, and SERIAL LINES were strung from these final assembly stations, 
through the plant and into the little computer dungeon room.





At this stage in engine production, each engine is nearly completed, and is being moved 
down the assembly line from ASSEMBLY STATION TO ASSEMBLY STATION, 
suspended by a hook (see photo, above).

The ECV station is one of the very last on the each engine assembly line, in order to 
assure that all the right parts were ALREADY on the right engine.



50.4.19 ECV station procedures:

When an engine entered the ECV station in the final assembly line, here was the 
PROCEDURE the line workers followed:

-Make sure the printers are clear and ready to print.

-Scan a label that was already affixed to the engine call the ENGINE MODEL TYPE 
LABEL. This bar-code label identifies the engine a being one of many possible 
MODELS of engine being produced.

-Upon inputting the scan of the model label, ECV would look the model number up in a 
small list of model numbers to see if it’s a known model, and if so, outputs a serial line 
signal connected to a LAMP on the shop floor.

The lamp signals to the line worker that ECV has accepted the scan of the engine model 
label, it has recognized it as being a valid model, and now its ready to accept scans of 
other engine components including the carburetor, the PCV valve and the engine throttle 
springs.

-The ECV system then allows the line worker to scan these components (in any order he 
wants to), and when all the components have been scanned  (all that are expected for that 
particular model), ECV “ACCEPTS” the engine as being “VERIFIED”.  It then:

1. Prints out a special set of labels that can be scanned by the EPA to verify that this 
engine had the correct combination of components when assembled.

The labels are to be affixed to the engine.

2. Turns the lamp back off, and stands ready to accept another engine for ECV.

At this juncture, the engine is released from the station and the next engine IN-
LINE allowed to enter.

3. In addition, the ECV system kept track of how many engines passed this PAY 
POINT in production.

The ECV system had a PUSH-BUTTON at each station, used in case the printer jammed 
up or for whatever reason, this signal told ECV to reset itself from the component scan 
mode back to the model code scan mode, and turn the lamp back off.



50.4.20 ECV’s other system features:

The ECV system allowed the managers and other administrative personnel to obtain AD-
HOC REPORTS of production counts by engine model, by assembly line, by hour and 
by shift. These report had to be requested via menu options displayed on the VT-100 in 
the little computer dungeon room.

In addition to ad-hoc reports, ECV printed reports of production counts at SCHEDULED 
TIMES, like at the top of every hour and the end of each shift (SCHEDULED 
REPORTING)

Finally, ECV let users CONFIGURE the “DATABASE”, which was a simple list of 
engine models and the bar-codes of all of the components expected to be verified under 
each of them.

All-in-all the ECV system was a very simple and very basic production interfacing 
and reporting system.



50.4.21 The particulars of the hardware:

The ECV system had to communicate with 11 devices all at the same time (5 upstairs for 
the gas line final assembly ECV station, 4 for the diesel line downstairs, one for the VT-
100, and one for the printer in the dungeon room.

OK, now I might be getting a bit obscure by now, but in order to get an LSI-11/03 to 
support more than 8 serial lines, it needs a BUS EXTENDER BOX. If you look in your 
home computer, you’ll see a certain number of available slots and if you need more (to be 
able to support more cards than slots), you need a bus extender box.

In between the computer and the box extender box is an INTER-BUS EXTENDER 
CABLE.



50.4.22 A few last things about this assignment:

1. There were no more ILIAD programmers in the world and nobody to help me in 
any way, shape or form, beyond hardware support.

2. I only had 8 months to get the entire job done.

3. Most importantly, ONCE WE MADE THE SWITCH TO THE NEW LABEL 
FORMATS, THERE WAS NO GOING BACK!!!

In other words, it had to work, PERIOD!

Good luck, Jim! This tape will self-destruct when you remove ILIAD from the face of the 
Earth.



50.4.23 Starting out: setting up the development environment:

OK, now, lets talk about what happened when I started on this project.

The first thing I needed to do was be able to complete a development cycle. I figured if I 
couldn’t do that, I was wasting my time studying anything else.

I had a bunch of MANUALS from the creators of ILIAD… I was the only person to ever 
read them, so it was like they were written exclusively for me! There was one that 
described the development environment, and that’s where I started.

Recall the steps in the development cycle above? There was one big GOTCHA in it, the 
step to download the source from the mainframe onto the target box in order to perform 
the cross-compile.

I would have totally eliminated this step, in fact, eliminated the mainframe entirely, were 
it not for ILIAD’s way of keeping it a proprietary language… the “sources” sent from the 
mainframe were ENCRYPTED and only the cross-compiler knew how to DECODE 
them!

So I had to “follow the prescribed methods”. The way to do this, according to the 
manuals, was to use an old TELEPHONE ACOUSTIC COUPLER MODEM and 
DOWNLOAD the file at, get this, 300 BPM.

This was so archaic, it was a joke… telephone acoustic coupler modems used to be the 
way people communicated WAY back in the day. An acoustic coupler would sit on 
someone’s desk and when they needed to dial-into anything, here was the procedure:

1. Get the computer all ready to connect by running some kind of connection 
program

2. Pick up the telephone headset
3. Dial the target computer system’s ACCESS NUMBER
4. When you hear the other end answer the phone, listen for some clicking and for a 

CONNECTION TONE (a high-pitched screeching noise)
5. Very quickly, put the phone headset into the soft, rubbery ports in the acoustic 

coupler modem
6. Your computer would then recognize the connection and continue whatever it 

needs to do



Most of this technology pre-dated touch-tone telephones! Remember the movie WAR 
GAMES?

 “Would you like to play a nice game of ILIAD???”



50.4.24 Performing my first development cycle:

The modem download step SUCKED DICK! It was HORRIBLE. IT ALONE took 
at least an hour to perform, and I quickly discovered problems.

For one, my telephone line would sometimes get answered by someone else in my 
department and that messed up the download, so I had to ask for a private line, and the 
RED-TAPE for that meant weeks of delay.

I started coming in at night just to avoid this from happening215, and did get some UN-
INTERRUPTED downloads to take place and very soon was able to do an entire 
development cycle.

I did get it to work and I did get a private phone line, HOWEVER, very often, like about 
1 out of 4 times, the file got CORRUPTED during the Mickey-Mouse download, even 
when it was un-interrupted, and my time was wasted yet again!

I solved this new problem by the following method:

1. I got TWO private lines and TWO acoustic-couplers, and I was able to get 2 
downloads going at the same time

2. I took 2 downloads every time, and compare them, and if identical, that assured 
me the download was CLEAN.

This might seem like OVERKILL but this stuff HAD TO WORK PERFECTLY and I 
had no other way to get ‘er done.

So, I created some batch procedures on my RT-11 box to automate this process, and I did 
get another private telephone line, and I got the overall development cycle time 
down to TWO HOURS!!!

Two hours for EACH development cycle… that was worse that the card read runs 
at MSU, for Christ’s sake!

HORRIBLE!

215 It got a bit tense when I kept getting downloads nixed when my co-workers used the office phones all 
day to order pizza and yak with their stupid wives about their stupid kids. CONFRONTATIONS between 
programmers is common… I suppose it is in many situations, but programmers can be major HEAD 
CASES and I have seen a few confrontations. Just for the record, and to COVER MY ASS, “Hey, I told 
you so.” You need a thick skin to be a programmer.



50.4.25 Changing the label formats… a “SIMPLE” job to be done?

The labels were printed using PRINTRONIX printers, which had some awesome 
capabilities.

All that needed to be done was to change a set of FORMATTING STRINGS that 
got sent to the printers to make them print the labels according to the new EPS 
specs.

That was IT. Pretty SIMPLE, HOWEVER, if you do this sort of thing for a living, you 
get to know how its done, and what I surmised was that it was gonna take a SHITLOAD 
of TRIAL-AND-ERROR DEVELOPMENT RUNS to get these labels to look right!

And therein, I had a big problem… how could I get it all done on time 
when every development cycle was gonna take 2 hours?



50.4.26 Reconsideration:

I thought all about it, and I figured that the problem here wasn’t the ECV system… like I 
said above, it was a typical and very basic production interfacing and reporting system… 

no problem what so ever as far as what it did216 or with the way it did it217, and the 

hardware was all solid218.

The obvious problem was ILIAD and the stupid program development environment.

I figured that if I did complete the assignment sticking with ILIAD, the ECV system 
would be no better off the next time any changes are required.

I knew that we had everything we ever needed219 to develop an application like this and 
to run it on the hardware that was already in place.

216 We call this the FUNCTIONALITY of the system; what it does and what the user procedures are
217 We call this the IMPLEMENTATION of the system; the choice of computer languages, protocols, etc.
218 We call this the RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT of the system; the hardware used on the assembly line. 
Another consideration is the hardware in place to do development and testing; without that, development 
might not be possible because testing changes on PRODUCTION SYSTEMS (on the runtime 
environment) is typically taboo.
219 We call this the DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT… no taboos needed to be broken; we were fully 
capable of re-writing the ECV system.



50.4.27 My proposal (this is why I got the big bucks):

I called my Oldsmobile boss220, Dan Foltz, into a meeting and showed him exactly what 
it took to complete just one development cycle. He totally agreed that it totally sucked 
and that there was no other way around it.

While waiting for the 1-hour file download, I made him the following proposal221:

Dan, lets kill ILIAD, I said with an evil grin.

Dan’s eye lit up, not so much because he was bloodthirsty, but because this whole ILIAD 
thing was a pain in his ass ever since the tech center imposed it upon him. Recall, this 
was the pilot for ILIAD, and way before I started working there, and without Dan’s 
knowledge or approval, the ECV system was installed and that stack of manuals was 
dumped on his desk.

Dan was somehow expected to LOCALLY MAINTAIN the ECV system… the 
procedures in place demanded it… local plants were to develop and install systems using 
ILIAD and only call the tech center if major problems with ILIAD itself surfaced.

Dan, of course, wasn’t gonna DEDICATE A BODY to the ECV system. He wasn’t 
gonna hire someone into his department and tech him ILIAD (of all things) just in case 
ECV had problem.

This is a good example of corporate power grabbing causing problems down “where the 
rubber meets the road”. However, like I said before, you don’t mess with production, 
and if production was threatened, which it definitely was here, Dan had the power as the 
local plant real-time software group manager to say “screw the procedures set in place, 
we got a PRODUCTION situation on our hands here“.

We both blurted out at he same time “soooo… REWRITE, EH?”

220 As a contractor, you typically have at least 6 bosses you have to answer to. Ever see the movie Office 
Space?
221 Most times, contractors aren’t allowed to propose anything at all; they are to sit there, shut up and code. 
My previous proposal on the stacker cranes saved them close to a million $, so Dan took my suggestions 
seriously.



50.4.28 Proposal Estimates:

Programmers and their managers are analytical people, and I knew Dan was gonna ask 
me to come up with some numbers for him. We call these ESTIMATES.

Time to complete all of the development cycles:

I estimated that these changes would require at least 200 development cycles to 
get the labels to look correct. At 2 hours per cycle, that alone was 400 MAN-
HOURS on ILIAD.

I estimated that if I did a complete rewrite of the system and could eliminate 
ILIAD from being involved in the development, I could get these development 
cycles down to 10 minutes each. So this reduced this part of the WORKLOAD 
from 400 man-hours down to 33.

Time to rewrite ECV:

Fortunately, I was the perfect guy to rewrite ECV; I had all the experience and 
training to do it on the exact LSI-11/03 hardware, RT-11 operating system, and 
Macro-11 and Fortran computer languages needed to get the job done, and I was 
intimately familiar with what ECV did and how it worked.

I did a breakdown of the tasks222 that needed to be done, and come up with a 
rough guestimate of how long it would take. 

Fortunately, I already had a head-start because I ‘d already written a set of serial line 
device handlers in Macro-11 (for an old punched-paper-tape-reader, of all things**) and I 
planned on using them to do all the bottom level I/O for the 11 serial lines on the ECV 
box.

**This brings up a side-story that I think is worth mentioning. It’s basically about doing 
whatever it takes to get the job done.

222 This is a very important part of all program development. This breakdown is accomplished by the 
process of MODULARIZATION, as discussed here.



Punched paper tape

A scintillation counter



50.4.29 A side-story about transferring knowledge from job to job AND doing 
whatever it takes:

A SCINTILLATION COUNTER is a device that detects radiation levels of a set of 
small fluid containers each about the size of a prescription pill bottle. The unit upstairs in 
Giltner hall at M.S.U. was archaic, outputting a strip of punched paper tape containing 
the test results.

Besides working on the 11/03 in the cow lab downstairs, I also did some work on the 
PDP-11/34 upstairs, and my first job was to write a device handler (yup, another one) for 
the equally archaic punch-paper-tape READER mounted on the front panel of the 11/34. 
I swear, the photos of the scintillation counter and the 11/34 were exactly like the ones in 
the 3rd floor of the N.W. corner of Giltner.

A fully “D.E.C.ked-out” D.E.C. PDP-11/34 with yellow punched paper tape hanging 
down from the black Punched Paper Taper reader unit (PPTu), this is a sweet photo!!



I wrote a device driver for that PPTu in macro-11 because I had to write macro-11 for the 
cow project. This is a story about how knowledge is moved forward from job to job, well, 
that’s what I did, anyway.

Funny, when I worked for D.E.C. they had a sale on an old box that got obsoleted; list 
price was $12,000, but they had it for D.E.C. internal employees for around $1,000. So I 
bought one, and it was really cool because it ran RT-11!

An awesome photo of a PDT-11-150, exactly like the one we used to play the game 
ADVENTURE on in my house in Lansing that I shared with Dr. Dan Hyslop and Dr. Phil 

Barkley, ahh the good old days….



But ANYWAY, here’s the transfer of knowledge:

I took the PPTu serial line driver I wrote at MSU and used it to write a program that 
prints mailing labels, and did it using the concurrent FOREGROUND/BACKGROUND 
MONITORS of the RT-11 operating system.

That taught me how to interface with the stacker cranes and the ECV system.

The end of this little **side-story will be told later on, and it’s also pretty funny.

In the meanwhile, let’s get back to ECV… recall, I was making an estimates proposal to 
my boss Dan…



50.4.30 Project management:

Systems analysis is something that’s learned by experience. Nobody told me to decide if 
a re-write of ECV should’ve been done or not, that’s stuff that really can’t be taught. 
Ditto for the modularization breakdown.

However, once a decision is made that something needs to be done, there are 
METHODS IN PLACE to get them done. These methods are collectively called 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT.

Please research the following terms:

Systems Analysis
Relational Analysis

Project management

Project management PHASES:
Feasibility phase
Proposal phase
Proposal Acceptance
Functional Specification Manual creation phase
System Design Manual creation phase
Implementation phase (programming)
Unit testing
System testing

Acceptance test plan (ATP)
Installation
Transitioning

Final testing
Final buy-off



50.4.31 Cart before horse?

“PURE223” project management always dictates “WHAT before HOW”.

In pure project management, the choice of hardware, programming languages and 
operating systems are among the VERY LAST things done, and yet, here I am, 
braggin’ on and on about how my knowledge of these things made me perfect for the job!

In pure project management terms, I was totally backwards, putting the cart before the 
horse.

Yes, however, in these environments that’s commonly how it works!

If D.E.C. was called in to perform an analysis for a new “WIDGET production control 
system”, don’t you think they would have come up with a VENDOR SOLUTION that 
utilized D.E.C. hardware running D.E.C. operating systems and using D.E.C. protocols? 
OF COURSE!

If you had called HP for the same thing, then what would have happened? Would THEY 
have come up with the same solutions and recommend using D.E.C. hardware as well? 
Ha Ha Ha Ha HA!

Remember what I said about a CHOICE OF VENDOR?

What really happens is this: A company224 becomes know as being a D.E.C. SHOP or 
as being an HP SHOP… in other words, once D.E.C. was a vendor of choice, it became 
a “no-brainer” to continue having D.E.C. solutions.

One main reason for this is that a company would be able to share the expertise around 
from system to system. If Oldsmobile already had a staff of 50 D.E.C. programmers, why 
would they choose Wang to design the new “WIDGET production control system” on 
Wang computer systems, if they have no Wang programmers on hand and no Wang 
electricians on hand to support it?

The same goes for the BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS; Purchase order routing, ordering 
of spare parts, shipping, etc., etc.

223 By the book.
224 Typically, a small company, like about 500 employees will be fully dedicated to one or two vendors. 
G.M. was an exception; because they were so huge, even within one division (the former Oldsmobile 
division I worked in at the time), they had at least 4 vendors serving the real time programming group. The 
guys in the Ivory Tower, well apparently they had sold their souls to IBM. Other division had other 
PRIMARY VENDORS.



50.4.32 Proposal acceptance:

I told Dan that I could re-write ECV in 3 ½ months, do all the formatting work in 3 
weeks and install it all in just a few weeks… a total of 5 months.

He said DO IT, but Marty, its YOUR ass on the line if you don’t get it working by 
next March (this was in August, so I had less than 8 months to get ‘er done).

Now actually, Dan was taking a chance with this as well, because if I failed and if his 
bosses found out it was because we decided to rewrite instead of using ILIAD, all hell 
would break loose, and let me just say that shit flows DOWNHILL and I would have been  
the one to wear it.

Dan did run it through the GM line guys, though, and when we met, they said “If you can 

actually get it done, we will help you test it over the Christmas break225”. I though that 
was awful nice of em, but the one dude who was the Engine line supervisor, HE didn’t 
like the idea at all and he gave me a dirty look as if to say “IT HAD BETTER WORK”.

225 The engine plant was running some 24-hours shifts at the time, so the system needed to be tested over 
holiday breaks.



50.4.33 Good Progress through the IMPLEMENTATION phase:

It only took me 2 ½ months to rewrite ECV from scratch, and I had a fun time doing it 
because I did it all in the computer lab in the electronics shack on the PDP-11/34… no 
more cubicle, NO MORE DUELING ACOUSTIC COUPLERS, NO MORE 
MAINFRAME, NO MORE ILIAD. YIPPEE!!

There was even a Printronix printer in the lab that I used to test the label format changes. 
To my surprise, it took me SIX WEEKS to get all the new label formats correct, twice as 

long as expected226! I would guess I used about 500 development cycles to get it all 
done, so, good thing on the rewrite thus far, I would certainly have gone insane waiting 
1000 hours for ILIAD modem downloads.

I was ON-TIME AND UNDER BUDGET.

All I had to do next was install it on the production ECV system and test it over the 
Xmas holiday, and if it all worked, go ahead and put it into production.

It should have been simple and straightforward.

226 This is common on a project… estimates for one task might wind up taking more than expected, others 
might take less. You hope it all balances out in the end. That’s why we also use a lot of “FUDGE 
FACTORING”, which is the official term for “CONTINGENCY”. Personally, I would always take my 
best guess and DOUBLE it, and these estimates usually came in SPOT-ON, due to the RED TAPE and 
LAST-MINUTE-ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONALITY REQUESTS that invariably would CREEP 
INTO A PROJECT.



50.4.34 What Ever It Takes:

When working in a plant like Oldsmobile, PRODUCTION IS PRECIOUS. The attitude 
that I always took was:

Whatever It Takes.

I volunteered to come in over the Xmas break and get the new system tested, and the 
plant floor managers had also volunteered to come in and test it then as well.

“Whatever it takes” is a culture among real-time engineers. I think that the guys up in the 
Ivory Tower had a completely different understanding of “whatever it takes” meant.

I was well prepared, with everything I needed, including my own detailed 
ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN.



50.4.35 ECV Installation Begins:

On December 22nd, I entered THE DUNGEON, and it was FREEZING COLD in there. 
But you know my motto, right?

What Ever It Takes.

Obviously, I BACKED UP THE OLD SYSTEM in triplicate before I started, and it 
only took a few minutes to get “my” ECV system up and running on the old hardware.

The way I’d written it, NOTHING NEEDED TO BE CHANGED AT ALL! Everything 
was identical, even the reports looked the same as before. No HARDWARE 
UPGRADES were needed either. This is known as a SEAMLESS TRANSITION.

There was only ONE change in the USER PROCEDURES and it was really minor:

I wrote a baby program to prompt the user to enter the date and time. It ran every 
time the computer booted up. Previously, this was done inside of the old ILIAD 
program, which was now gone.

This was needed because unlike the computer that ran old stacker #34, the ECV 
computer didn’t have a CLOCK CARD on it.

I only spent 3 days, all by myself in the HUGE, yet empty and still engine plant (kind of 
cold and very eerie), during which I tested everything possible and it all worked great, 
other than….



50.4.36 Trap to 4:

I only had two “INCIDENTS” happen during the installation …

1. Once when my new ECV was printing one of the reports,
2. and once while I was testing the upstairs push-button,

the system HALTED and the CONSOLE printed out a message “Trap 
to 4”.  WTF?

I researched this in my trusty PDP-11 Processor Handbook, and found that a “Trap to 4” 
error means that “A bus timeout or other error occurred”.

Bus timeout error? Other error? Never seen that before!



50.4.37 Quarks?

Plants are famous for having “DIRTY POWER”, that’s why they build computer rooms 
that have special UPS POWER SYSTEMS.

This ECV box was just plugged into the wall socket in the little dungeon room, and this is 
the result of the GM tech center dudes dropping this pilot system off in Dan’s lap with 
ZERO planning. This also explained the Mickey-mouse wiring job done on the serial 
cable to the ECV stations… very un-professional.

I figured “Trap to 4” was caused by a POWER-GLITCH… a QUARK227, especially 
after having re-booted the box, like, 1000 times by then.

EVERYTHING ELSE WENT GREAT… I WAS READY FOR THE ATP.

227 Marty Definitions: I’m calling Quarks: power glitches, Quirks: funny little behaviors that computer 
systems have.



50.4.38 ATP: the Acceptance Test Plan:

On 24-Dec, I called Dan and the line managers and told them to meet me in the Engine 
Plant on December 27 to do the ATP. Dan was thrilled, and the GM line supervisors and 
the people from the MATERIALS HANDLING department all met me by squeezing 
into the ice-cold dungeon room. At last, it got a bit warm in there!

 We went through the ENTIRE system from startup through shutdown, every 
menu option, every report, everything was tested and reviewed.

 We went out on the shop floor to the final assembly station on the gas line 
upstairs and tested everything we could… we tried all kinds of combination of 
model code labels, scanning in of the various engine components, right, wrong, 
with the push-button, without, when the printers were turned off, turned on, with 
paper, without, with the wrong paper, everything!

 We went back downstairs and ran some reports to make sure it all matched our 
activates upstairs. It was all perfect.

 We did the same on the diesel line, everything worked great.

 The materials handling guys went through every label format and verified that 
they were all perfect for every engine model code.

It all worked, and everyone signed off on it… As of 02-Jan, this would now be the 
new ECV system. All I had to do was walk out the door, and leave everything as is.

I will admit it right here, I did party that night.



50.4.39 Making sure:

02-Jan, I got there at 5:00 AM and I was having some serious butterflies. This was a big 
deal for me, because this was MY IDEA, MY BABY, and a shitload of MY HARD 
WORK, and it would be MY ASS if it didn’t work.

The line supervisor (the one who projected distain) came in around 6:00 and we were 
both standing right there at 7:00 A.M. in the ECV station of the gas engine final assembly 
line when the horn went off, signaling the start of the first shift of the year.

Within minutes, the first engine came down the line, swinging from its hook, and my 
heart was beating like a drum!

The line worker grabbed a bar-code scanner, and pointed it at the engine model label. The 
light CAME ON!!! (phweeew).



He scanned the carb, the pcv valve, and the throttle spring and my system responded by 
printing out the most beautiful ECV label you’ve ever seen

(Well, not exactly like this, but close)

The lamp went out, the line guy stuck the label on the engine, and THAT WAS 
THAT… THERE WAS NO GOING BACK.

ONCE THIS NEW LABEL WAS STUCK TO AN ENGINE, MY ECV SYSTEM 
WAS TOTALLY ON ITS OWN.

THERE WAS NO GOING BACK TO ILIAD.

IT DIED RIGHT THEN AND THERE.

Hurray!!



50.4.40 The first HOURLY counts report:

I hung around until 8:00 AM waiting for the first scheduled HOURLY counts report to 
get printed.

The line sup arrived one minute before as well and gave me another dirty look, as if he 
expected something to go wrong.

Everything went fine. While being printed, standing next to him in that tiny cold room, he 
didn’t say a peep. He just tore the printout off and walked away like I wasn’t even there.

WHAT EVER!

It all worked great, and I hung around the plant all day, shootin’ the breeze with the line 
guys, and drinking massive amounts of Pepsi-cola, and running in to see my system print 
every hourly report, perfectly, right on-schedule.



50.4.41 The first SHIFT counts report: TOTAL DISASTER STRIKES:

OK, it was fun all day, but when the 3:00 SHIFT report was due to be printed, the system 
suddenly did a

TRAP to 4

And my heart SANK. The line sup gave me the dirtiest look I’ve have every seen!

This guy reminded me of “the man with no eyes” in that movie Cool Hand Luke… I 
don’t think I’d ever even heard his voice.

Until right then! He started cussin’ and swearing at me as if the world was coming to an 
end. He actually started shaking!

He stormed out of the room and slammed the steel door so hard, it shook the entire 
foundation. The CONCRETE foundation.



50.4.42 Oh My GOD!!!

OMG was right, the thing broke and now I was in a world of shit. I called my boss Dan 
right away and told him the bad news. He was stunned and disappointed. But Dan and 
everybody else knew that I would try my damnedest to make it right, come hell or high 
water.

I swore to Dan that I wouldn’t rest until it was fixed. He said, “I know”.

And thus began my entombment in the cold dungeon room.

It was January. Great.



50.4.43 Troubleshooting Trap to 4:

Oh yea, that was the topic, sorry, I tend to rant. (I know you just muttered “oh really?”).

WHAT HAPPENED??? 

I already gave you a heads up when I mentioned the previous times I’d seen Trap to 4 on 
this box, but truthfully, at the time, I didn’t recall those two “incidents”; I was just in a 
total tizzy from shock and a lack of sleep.

What ever it takes. What ever it takes. What ever it takes. 

I have not exaggerated ANYTHING in this story, I hope you believe me.

But what can not be believed is how is spent the next 2 ½ months; how HARD I worked 
trying to figure out Trap to 4.



50.4.44 First step in any disaster: CONTAINMENT:

This is especially true with computer systems that collect streams of data that “cannot” be 

lost. Trust me228.

The first thing I did was to ask “Bright Eyes” if our CONTINGENCY PLAN was in 
effect. He snapped “Hell yea” at me. The contingency plan here?

This system was still functioning when it was still running. That meant the bar 
code scanning, ECV, and label-printing functions were all still intact, and so that 
allowed PRODUCTION to continue, which was a God damn fuckin good thing.

The only problems were:

1. Occasion periods of downtime occurring at unpredictable times, but 
recoverable within 4 minutes (our REBOOT-BLACKOUT PERIOD)

2. Loss of production count data when (1) occurred

PRODUCTION IS PRECIOUS and cannot be halted, however, when the system 
crashed, somebody on the line started screaming and “Bright-Eyes” would run it 
and re-boot. We couldn’t get it to “AUTO-REBOOT”, for one reason, no 
CLOCK CARD; Bright-Eyes needed to enter the date and time in my baby 
program every time.

The assembly lines WERE ABLE to recover from these short bursts of 
system crash. These guys were used to stuff like that happening… you don’t 
think the ECV is the first assembly station in history to crash, do you?

Our “contingency plan” was DUDE from above… remember? The guy who sits there 
and counts? He was present and a-counting the whole day, JUST IN CASE, and now 
it looked like he had some real job security.

So, as pissed off as “Bright Eyes” was, and as surprised as my boss Dan was, and as 
disappointed as I was, the engine plant lines were intact and the problem was 
contained.

A damn good thing, that’s all I can say because I couldn’t afford no $20,000 a minute!

228 I now have over 20 years of real-time data collection experience under my belt.



50.4.45 Next steps in any disaster; DAMAGE ASSESSMENT and 
IMMEDIATE WORKAROUNDS:

I was clueless as to why this occurred, so all I could do to assess the impact was to count 
the number of time it failed, and come up with a running average and a plan of action 
based upon that.

After a week or so, I estimated that this BUG occurred about once a day. Not too bad, but 
still totally un-acceptable for a production system.

In the meanwhile, I came up with some immediate workarounds:

I decided that the only CRITICAL PROBLEM was production-count information being 
lost when crashes occurred.  I immediately did a quick code enhancement allowing the 
system to provide STREAMING REPORTING (immediate printing in real-time 
every time an ECV occurred).

This way, it didn’t matter if it crashed, the line sup’s production count data could be 
MANUALLY SUMMARIZED from the hard-copy output, if and when the system 
crashed.

I explained the RECOVERY PROCEDURES to Mr. Happy, and honestly, I thought he 
was going to murder me right there on the spot.

My boss Dan started getting upset with me, especially when he started getting calls from 
his bosses who were alerted of the situation via SCUDS from the material handling 
group.



50.4.46 Next step; Investigation of what went wrong:

Our thinking cap gets put on here… I thought that it must have been my fault. I was 
certain of it… absolutely certain.

It had to be my fault, … it worked before …

(So I thought)…

Ho boy!

Cool story so far, eh?

Actually, ICE COLD in that tiny little room; for the next 2 months, that’s where I lived 
18 hours a day… either there or the computer lab in the electrician’s crib, running 
simulations.

I tried everything in the book.

I could go on and on.

And on and on and on.

As time went on, my boss Dan got even more and more upset with me, and the other 
programmers in my group started looking at me with jaded eyes and crossed arms.



50.4.47 All-night, every night:

Honestly, I believe I lost my sanity right around that period of time.

I am not exaggerating anything here, I worked 18 hours a day for the next 2 months 
straight. I basically lived at the plant, out in the cold, and I ate burritos from a street 
vendor parked right next to the plant every day and night. They were awesome!

Starting in February, they didn’t run any midnight shifts, so I worked every night, all 
night because that was my chance to troubleshoot what caused Trap to 4 to occur about 
once every day.

I tried every trick in the book to get this problem to REPLICATE itself… but I had 
no luck. These kinds of problems are the worst to tackle. You can only try to guess 
what ‘s going on under the covers.



50.4.48 Until ONE FINE DAY:

OK, one day I early march, I’d say it was around 6:00 in the morning, I’d spent another 
whole night running some test versions of ECV with debugging outputs. My brain was 
pus. My hands and feet were frozen. I had to re-boot that god-dammed box for the 
100,000th time, and set the date and time in my baby program.

And then, out of the blue, it happened…

Trap to 4

FROM MY BABY PROGRAM!!!!

Trap to 4 was caused this time, not by my rewrite of ECV that I was absolutely 

certain had caused it, this was a hardware problem!!

I suddenly realized that I just spent the past 2 ½ months chasing down a phantom 
bug that I could never have found.

There was no bug at all.

It was the god dammed, mother fucking, cock sucking, boat anchor-piece of shit ECV 
COMPUTER HARDWARE that was crashing!

I will never, ever forget seeing Trap to 4 come up from my baby program. Ever.



50.4.49 John Shockey to the Rescue!

My good buddy John Shockey was in early that morning and I met him up at the 
electronics shack where he was shootin’ the bull with the rest of the boys. I didn’t really 
get along with every UAW electrician and John knew it, so as soon as he saw me in my 
frazzled, up-all-night-and-dead-serious state, he got up from the table right away and 
walked out of the building with me.

He was well aware of the problems at ECV and he just automatically started walking 
toward the engine plant with me without saying a word. It was as if he knew what I 
found. We walked all the way into the frozen dungeon room without saying a word!

I just pointed down at the ECV box and said:

HARDWARE PROBLEM.

Now, a lot of coders would have been screaming this all along. Perhaps I should have 
earlier because, trust me, I simulated the entire ECV run-time environment on the PDP-
11/34 in the lab, and I could never, ever get it to Trap to 4.

And there it is, still printed out on the console printer… right there in plain sight… 

Trap to 4 (occurring from my little baby time entry program).

John sees it, looks at me and replies with his first and only word yet, on that cold, early 
morning...

“Yes”, with a nod.

And then, he goes silent. And then, …  ...     …    ...  the genius goes to work. 

He doesn’t touch anything, he doesn’t even move.

He stares at the box for a good 5 minutes, and never makes a peep.

Then he suddenly looks up at me and says, “got it”.



50.4.50 John’s ingenious hands-free hardware troubleshooting:

John was eyeballing the 11/03’s auxiliary bus extender box. Recall, it was needed 
because this system had 11 serial lines attached.

A CABLE called the INTER-BUS-EXTENDER-CABLE attached the extender box to 
the LSI-11/03 Q-BUS…

(That looks like it, hanging in the front)

But here are 3 facts that John puts together the way that NOBODY else in the world can:

1. Trap to 4 = “A bus timeout or other error occurred”

2. I could never get the system to fail running it on the PDP-11/34 in the lab; it only 
fails on the production ECV box, and thus, it only fails when the INTER-BUS-
EXTENDER-CABLE is used.

3. These INTER-BUS-EXTENDER-CABLEs come in TWO SIZES: 12 inch and 18 
inch.



John surmises that the problem is in what he calls the BUS TERMINATORS:

When an electric signal is propagated through the bus, it goes 2 ways; towards the 
CPU where the signal is detected and interpreted, and also to the OTHER END 
OF THE BUS, where a BUS TERMINATOR ABSORBS the signal, and thus it 
won’t ECHO back to the bus and propagate itself all the way to the CPU.

If that happens the CPU picks it up and interprets it as ANOTHER signal!

John figures that THIS is what a Bus-timeout error is (at least, one cause of 
it)

That’s why the bus terminators are so important… they’re what prevent echoed 
signals from taking place.

Those poorly-strung serial lines throughout the plant made them at risk for power quarks, 
and John figured these stray signals would amplify the wave patterns when they 
coincided.

John visualizes this in his mind and instantly knows that the SIZE of the INTER-BUS-
EXTENDER-CABLE is the key to FIXING the problem... it's got to do with PRIME 
NUMBERS, and the distances between the cards in the primary and auxiliary buses.

The various cables lengths are engineered so these wave pattern overlaps can't occur in 
various card placement configurations.



50.4.51 The fix:

We walk back to “the crib” (the UAW electronics shop) and John starts tearing through 
parts drawers, and after 10 minutes or so, he blurts out, “Found one!”

It’s exactly like he said… this was the shorter 12 inch version, and John was certain that 
the one on the ECV box was the 18 inch version.

(The real deal)

We walk back across the frozen tundra, into the icy dungeon room, and look down at the 
ECV box… sure enough, it has the 18-inch cable.

The only question now is whether the 12-incher is long enough.  John tells me he’s seen 
it work on other 11/03s. 

Ok, so, now, my next thoughts are to contact the production guys and schedule a 
MAINTENANCE FIX (that = downtime, something we don’t ask for). John is looking 
at me and reads my mind.



He reaches down, and to my shock and surprise, he turns the live production box 
OFF!!

I ask “what in the FUCK are you DOING, JOHN?”

He snickers and says…

“Trap to 4”!

And before the man with no eyes has a chance to bust through the 20-ton steel door, John 
already has the cables switched and the box is being re-booted.

He comes BARGING in, all pissed off, as usual.

Both John and me stand shoulder to shoulder, and at the same time, say

“Trap to 4”
229

229 I’m not making this up.



50.4.52 Cause and effect:

While he’s standing there watching John enter the date and time via my baby program, I 
ask him, directly to his face:

Have you ever seen Trap to 4 before I replaced the software?

He says:

Yep, used to happen about once a month or so.

Can you freekin' believe it? It was a hardware problem230.

He knew it all the time

And yet

He let me work for 18 hours a day

In a cold, dark, smelly room

For 2 ½ months STRAIGHT

For no reason

What
So
Ever

Nice, eh?

Like I said, you need a thick skin to be a programmer!

I went back and told Dan, who just said “keep your fingers crossed”

The system NEVER crashed ever again.

230 The hardware problem was always there, but it was exasperated by my ECV re-write. I created my own 
serial line device handlers, which did a lot more device activity than the ILIAD program, and this made the 
chances of a bus-timeout error much greater.



50.4.53 Lessons learned from this really long story:

Beside you having learned about 100 important industry terms, it’s what I’m trying to 
warn you about troubleshooting… what to look out for.

That sometimes a problem might be caused by an EXTERNAL FACTOR that’s totally 
out of your control.

All right, the first problem was an external factor, but it was somewhat repeatable.

This problem was also caused by an external factor but it was NOT repeatable, and that 
made it a lot harder to figure out.

Here is another tale about the same kind of problem, but this one's a bit shorter and lot 
sweeter!



50.5 (3) Equipment Sabotage: Mike’s 
payback at the old Oldsmobile

50.5.1 Promotions and old responsibilities:

After the ECV fiasco, everyone involved considered me a total hero. I gained a lot of 
respect and power, and they started to let me design whole systems on my own from 
scratch.

Only 2 years later I became the lead designer of a huge project called EPS (Engine Plant 
System) for another engine plant called Plant 5, about 10 miles from the central complex. 
EPS was a 10,000 man-hour project… nothing trivial about it at all, and it was all “my 
baby”.

However, once you’ve been intimately involved with a system like ECV, you remain 
an “EXPERT” on it, and you remain somewhat responsible for it for the remainder 
of your life.

This is a common courtesy between all coders… I’ll help you, if you help me. This 
extends even between jobs sometimes… you might get called years later and asked 
questions about a system’s quirks from a previous job.

Sure enough, one day I got a call from the guys in material handling. 
There was trouble with stacker #34… remember my old buddy Mike?

They told me they needed me to help them because nobody else could. My boss didn’t 
like the idea that my time was being spent “off project”, but like all good I.T. managers, 
he looked away and allowed me to provide the common courtesy for 1 man-day, and no 
more!



50.5.2 Rust never sleeps:

Right around that time, the whole GM Corporation went through a whole bunch of 
changes. Oldsmobile division got eliminated as a stand-alone group, and it was integrated 

into the B.O.C. (Buick, Oldsmobile, Cadillac) group231.

By now, production engineering was becoming even more complex than the products we 
were making!

The entire vehicle assembly line in the Oldsmobile main complex was going to be gutted, 
and replaced with two new lines called GM-10 and GM-20… the idea was that the 
chassis of Buicks, Oldsmobiles and Caddies were similar enough that they just made 
them into a common-component (the same chassis was used), and these new lines were 
going to be able to assemble all kinds of different makes and models on the same 
assembly lines, concurrently. (This is known as FLEXIBLE ASSEMBLY.)

231 Not Blue Oyster Cult. Don’t fear the reefer.



50.5.3 What’s up with #34?

The capacity of stacker crane #34 was HUGE; it had 3,300 storage bins containing 
mostly car seats and dashboard assemblies. Like I said, it was located right in the middle 
of the old vehicle assembly line and it was a critical part of its operations.

But now that the old line was being torn out, stacker #34 was being torn out as well, and 
so the entire INVENTORY still stored in it had to be removed.

Nothing too surprising so far, right?

In order to remove the inventory, they planned on setting up a convoy of forklifts to 
move the individual loads out to other areas of the plant including some of the other 
stacker cranes on-site.

Mike’s job was the same as it’d been for many years now, he was still the operator of 
stacker crane #34 and still an asshole to everyone he made contact with.

It was going to take about 6 weeks to empty out all of the inventory remaining in stacker 
#34, after which it was to be demolished and that meant that Mike would no longer have 
his cushy job sitting way up on the platform giving shit to everyone below.

The inventory removal HAD to be done by a certain time (as expected) and it was going 
OK, when suddenly, the crane stopped working.

This was a HUGE deal!! The IE (Industrial engineering department) sent all kinds of 
specialists in, trying to figure out what went wrong. These guys were PLC programming 
specialists, but they couldn’t find anything wrong with the Ladder programs, or the PLCs, 
or the cranes… everything seemed fine.

They just couldn’t get “my” computer to send any pick requests into the crane system.

After a few weeks and a lot of wasted (and expensive) man-hours, the time-frame became 
too critical, and the call for yours truly was made.



50.5.4 Preliminary investigation:

I walked up to the platform and saw Mike for the first time in a couple of years, sitting in 
his classic position which was hiding behind one of the printers, reading the newspaper. 
He saw me and immediately the old blood started boiling in both of our veins… I didn’t 
like him, and he obviously was a complete jerk with me.

So I didn’t say shit to him, I just spoke with the engineers who, by now, had had started 
camping-out up there on the platform.

Basically, the crane had two levels of automation, one was a primitive level wherein the 
machine controllers could operate manually, or the crane could be run “automatically” by 
“my” computer.

The crane still worked fine manually but my computer was NOT able to send it any 
instructions. However, since my software hadn’t been touched in many years, I was at a 
loss as to why.

In other words, “my” computer system was just fine, and whatever the problem was, it 
was BEYOND THE SCOPE OF MY RESPONSIBILITY.

I did check and make sure the software running the for the correct crane (#34 yup), that it 
was indeed my “LATEST, IN-PRODUCTION VERSION”, I made sure it rebooted 
OK, I even checked if manually entering the time would mess it up (nope, my fix to that 
problem was “BULLET-PROOF”).

After that I submitted a report to the materials handling guys explaining what I found: 
“Not my yob, man”



50.5.5 An important side-note on Bullet-Proof Code:

“Bullet-Proof” code means ”Can Not Fail No Matter Fucking What, PERIOD”.

All production code should be Bullet Proof!!

The example here was the date/time entry screen that Mike the Jerk had previously 

“CRACKED232”: “Bullet-Proof” here meant that there was no way for Mike to enter 
anything into it but a valid date and time. Bullet-Proof means intercepting negative values 
for an hour of the day. Bullet-Proof means that the algorithm accounts for ANY possible 
input data… recall DontDivideByZero?

I’m making a big deal out of this because it is!

If our Universe is a computational process as I claim it is,

and since (by my calculations), it has executed

1557267732091973686357 TICKS every Second233,

for 86,500 Seconds ever Day,

for 365 Days a Year,

for 13.7 Billion (with a B) Years,

all with flawless precision,

it is of my opinion that our Universe has proven to be as Bullet-Proof as possible. Of 
course, once again, this is just my lowly opinion as a real-time programmer; perhaps you 
can supply me with a better example?

And I’m sorry for getting off on a tangent here (like I NEVER do that, right?), but I also 
seriously doubt that the Universe can Tear, Rip, Bend, Spindle, Mutilate, or any 
other such total nonsense. Do you hear me good, Mr. Steven Hawking? The 
algorithm running the Universe IS IN COMPLETE CONTROL. Dang!

232 Cracked means that somebody like ‘ol Mike figures out a way to transition a system into an 
uncontrolled state.  In this case, by introducing input data into the system that wasn’t accounted for.
233  The UniverseTickRate, the derivation of which is described HERE.



50.5.6 Not good enough:

A week later, I got another call asking for more help, and this time I was allowed to work 
on it for up 3 man-days.

Whatever it takes, remember?

OK, I was determined and I got out all of my old tools and my DATASCOPE234, and 
headed out to camp at #34 until it was fixed.

Since the crane was no longer “In-production”, I was allowed to do whatever it took to 
get the bins cleared.

234 A DATASCOPE is used to examine various forms of communications being transmitted over a serial 
data line.



50.5.7 A special debugger version: taboo in production… usually:

Like I just said, nobody is allowed to experiment with a production system, but they told 
me I could do whatever it took to get the job done.

The first thing I did was to build a DEBUGGER VERSION of stacker #34’s software 
and I ran it on the actual production crane… taboo, usually, but running THE 
DEBUGGER against a debugger version of software can reveal what’s going on inside 
of a program better than any other tool, period.

Real-time coders live and die by the debugger.

I brought the debugger up and STEPPED THROUGH the program to the point where I 
needed to do a “PICK REQUEST”. Since only UNION guys were allowed to enter these 
commands, I had to ask my pal Mike to do it, and he flat-out refused, screaming and 
crying like a little brat, right in front of everyone… “you ain’t gonna tell me what my job 
is…” on and on, pathetic!

The next morning, THE DEPARTMENT HEAD of entire materials handling group was 
up on the platform along with a senior union steward who was there to allow the non-
union manager to enter the commands. When Mike saw that he got really pissed but he 
couldn’t say shit because he would have been fired… the union guy was also there to 
make that very clear.

I started getting a kick out of it.



50.5.8 Bingo!

With Mike looking on from his hiding spot, I re-started my de-bugging session.

I asked the manager to request a bin from one know to have material, and he entered the 
pick command.

The system did NOTHING! I said “Hey, that ain’t supposed to happen, something’s 
wrong.” I heard Mike mutter “Hey, no shit, Sherlock!”

I kept on digging and I STEPPED THROUGH the entire algorithm that performs picks. 
I was able to see the actual machine instructions being executed one at a time, and I 
noticed that the routine was LOOPING, continuously.

Looking deeper, I noticed a call to check a Modicon235 register at the top of every loop.

Modicon registers, as read by “my” computer, represented the state of various electronic 
equipment components on the crane. This pointed to a set of “LADDER LINES” which 
are electrical circuits being controlled by the PLC via the LADDER LOGIC 
PROGRAM.

I was able to identify the exact ladder line that was being polled in the code that kept 
looping:

“Check out line # 7374” I yell out to one of the electricians. And when I say that, all of a 
sudden, Mike lets out this horrendous groan, stands up and walks out onto the platform.

The electrician looks up line #7374 in his Ladder Program… after a couple of minutes, he 
says “OUT STATION PHOTO CELL”.

235 These were Modicon brand PLC controllers controlling the heavy-duty crane machinery.



50.5.9 Photo cells and conveyor belts:

Photo cells were used all over the crane to detect the presence of material bins.

The system won’t start a new pick request while the out-station (the 
final destination on the crane from where the forklift driver “takes it 
away”) has a load present.

The idea is to not jam anything up by having at most 1 load in the out station at a time.

When Mike heard them say “Out-station photo cell”, he just started moaning and 
groaning.

Because he knew right then and there, the gig was up!



50.5.10 Sabotage:

The electrician walked over to the outstation to look for the photocell unit to see why it 
wasn’t functioning.

And then we all heard him say “Hey… IT’S GONE… SHEARED OFF!!!”

And mike gave me a shit-eating, low-down-dog-look.

What Mike had done was to bend the photocell unit over with a large crow bar and then 
had the system perform a pick such that the bin sitting on the conveyor chopped the 
photocell unit clean off. Without an outstation photo detector, the system 
thought a load was there and wouldn’t allow “my” computer to request 
it to do any picks.

Mike had sabotaged the crane ON PURPOSE so that he could sit on his fat ass, doing 
absolutely nothing for months, while GM spent thousands of $$$ trying to figure out why 
it was broke.

He cost them at least $150,000 just in time spent by the experts, alone, he caused the 
entire launch schedule of the assembly line to be delayed, and caused a lot of other 
headaches with the materials people, as well.

As if he cared. He didn’t, and he didn’t get fired for it, either. The union is so strong, he 
simply got his hands slapped and he remained on the job.

It took them another few weeks to remove the remaining inventory, (Mike had to comply 
this time, he removed everything himself) and then, sure enough, they tore down the 
crane.

The next time I saw mike, he was driving a forklift on the shop floor, and I gave him a 
look and a wink as if to say “Gotcha!” and he humbly flicked his cigar butt AWAY from 
me in an act of peace.



50.5.11 Lessons learned:

This kind of problem was also an “external factor”, but instead of being reproducible 
(like (#1)), and instead of it being non-reproducible (like (#2)), this problem was a 
“SUDDEN AND PERMANENT”.

The course of action taken to fix a bug is something that can be discussed, as far as 
general guidelines. However, just like some of the skills of systems analysts, some of this 
stuff cannot be taught, it just comes with experience.



50.6 The dreaded multiple-problems-at-
once situation:

One thing I can warn you about is the dreaded “MORE THAN ONE THING GOING 
WRONG AT THE SAME TIME” situation; take all of the problems and headaches 
you’ve seen and multiply them… square them… cube them – that’s how bad multiple 
concurrent problems will mess you up.

This is especially true when > 1 unrelated problem pops up out of thin air AT THE 
EXACT SAME TIME!

It really happens… a LOT! I seem to be a MAGNET for em, I’ve never figured out why. 
SERIOUSLY!!

The point here is to NEVER DO MORE THAN ONE THING AT A TIME, NEVER 
TEST MORE THAT ONE THING AT ONCE, AND NEVER MAKE MULTIPLE 
CHANGES TO CODE WITHOUT INDIVIDUALLY TESTING THEM ALONG 
THE WAY.

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED. Seriously, trust me.



50.7 Quirks

Another thing I can warn you about is what I’ve been calling “QUIRKS”… little 
behaviors of a particular system or a procedure that are a-typical and/or not obvious. This 
is especially true in obscure systems with very few users, like ECV.

A good example of a quirk: Finding out that ECV was programmed under ILIAD… 
that’s a really good example, come to think of it!

Often times, without knowing these little quirks, and without having proper 
documentation to identify them, a programmer who takes over an old system is in for a 
world of hurt. I’ve seen programmers spend MONTHS doing stuff that the original 
programmer could have done in MINUTES for this very reason.

Not to brag, but I always put a great emphasis on documentation (as you must have 
gleaned from the programming chapters in this book). The reason for this IS my having 
to support a few old systems and running into quite a few quirks left by the last guys.

I also made it a point to spend weeks, sometimes months instructing those about to inherit 
my work.

I could sit here and bitch and moan about it all day, however, ON THE OTHER SIDE 
OF THIS COIN, if you really think about it, for programmers, obscurity = job 
security.

“ohhhhh, what a world…” (a quote by the wicked witch of the North)



50.8 (Bonus Bug): In my programming 
department

Typical programmers don’t have much to do with hardware; most of them write code that 
runs on a mainframe or on a web-server, and there isn’t any deep hardware involvement 
at all.

But some of us, especially us real-time coders, have our hands all over the hardware.

This story didn’t happen to me…

A very high-lever developer was working on a shop-floor data collection system. He had 
NUMEROUS pieces of hardware equipment in his cubicle and all day long he’d be 
messing around with the cabling and the hardware.

His project was in the implementation phase (see the list of project management phases, 
above), meaning that he was writing new code.

As mentioned above, the choice of hardware isn’t typically involved until much later 
phases of a project. However, being a real-time coder, we very often need to do hardware 
testing AS we write code, and this introduces multiple dependencies which are VERY 
DANGEROUS, in fact, I just warned you about this in a previous section!

So, this guy’s daily progress depended upon his testing environment being up and 
running all day, every day.

There was a low-level developer in the cubical next to him... a guy there to write some 
user interface forms, which only takes about 6 weeks of training to become an expert in.

All day long, all he could hear was the high-level guy next door belittle him, brag about 
how much high-level shit he knew, and him playing with all of his hardware.

An Ethernet cable ran under the low-level coder’s cube and into the testing hardware in 
the cube next door.

One day, the low-level dude accidentally unplugged he cable, and he IMMEDIATELY 
heard a bitch and a moan coming from the jerk in hardware-land. It made him smile.



For the next 3 years straight, every once in a while, he’d make some popcorn, unplug the 
cable, sit back, and enjoy the show. The hectic - high-tech dude would go totally ape-shit, 
right on-cue, every time!

His project got totally waylaid because he really thought there were bugs in his code.

Sound familiar?

It was a non-reproducible bug, occurring randomly and lasting for random 
amounts of time, made ∞ worse because there were code changes involved.

The code changes themselves acted as external influences and multiplied the 
problems exponentially.

And this guy knew about performing multiple code changes between testing, and so he 
spent an extraordinary amount of time developing testing modules and performing them 
every time he changed anything at all.

But in this one situation, all the testing in the world couldn’t help him, and it seriously 
ruined his life. Seriously.

I heard about this many years later after both of them were gone, but do I remember the 
guy and his computer-lab-cubicle, and I do recall hearing about all the problems he had, 
and I do recall smelling a lot of popcorn, and I did also think that he was a dick.

The lesson to learn here is:

Be NICE to your fellow employees, and that goes for everyone, not just your 
bosses and fellow code-slingers. If anyone is picked to be made miserable, it’s 
usually not the nice guy, it’s the prick whom everyone hates.

Don’t be that guy, OK?

Lesson learned.



50.9 One last thing: Grace Under 
Pressure and Thick Skin

Even if you are a nice guy, and even if you don’t have the misfortune of encountering a 
horrible bug, and even if you do everything right, your successes is still not guaranteed! 

You might be put on a project that’s doomed to fail from the start236, and it might mess 
with your reputation even if you and everyone else knows it’s not fair.

If you actually read all the way though these long-winded stories, you’ll see that my 
career depended on just a couple of tiny little details… a single number misprinted in a 
manual… the length of a piece of wire… knowing a great electrician. There is a lot of 
luck involved; things could have gone the other way very easily.

My point is this: I’ve met many people who were so hard-core about the success of their 
careers that it made jerks out of ‘em. I’m not suggesting that you should be lazy or 
complacent, and I’m not telling you to take the success of your career lightly, but I am 
suggesting that you approach your job one day at a time and just try to live it out. 

You can’t count upon success; if you win great, if you loose, well…

In either case though, try to act like a winner and don’t let the success or failure of 
your project affect the true grit you have inside.

50.9.1 Thick skin

A thick skin doesn’t mean a thick head, in fact, in real-time programming, the guys who 
show the most grace under pressure, those are the ones who get all of the respect. The 
guys who get all uptight and take everyone else down with them when they fall? Those 
are the guys who get “unplugged”.

The exact opposite is true, however, for upper managers, lawyers, and politicians. Go 
figure.

236 Been there, done that.



50.10 How’s ‘bout a happy ending? 
Remember the **side story?

It was about my about my old PDT-11-150 and the transfer of knowledge from job-to-
job? This is funny, ironic, and very fitting.

Many years later, EDS took over everything and made it clear that no contractors were 
going to be left at Oldsmobile237, but in the very end, I had dug myself in so deeply it was 
hard to get rid of me and I wound up being amongst the very last contractors out of 
several thousand to finally get the EDS boot.

But before that happened, my little PDT-11-150 HAD ITS DAY, BIG-TIME, in fact, I 
could have actually personally SHUT DOWN PRODUCTION AT THE MAIN 
COMPLEX ENGINE PLANT because this little box wound up running the entire 
production ECV system for I don’t know how many years after I left Lansing!!!

I swear to God (if there is one), this is all true; when Oldsmobile transitioned into 
B.O.C. and then GM-10/20 and EDS took over all with a few short year’s time span, 
things got so out of control it became a total joke, as I keep editorializing about the 
culture at GM during the hay day of rapid expansion that our industry went through.

So this was truly a fitting end to my stay in Lansing, Michigan’s industrial complexes.

237They held a big meeting and came right out and said “contractors are like heroin”, and said they would be 
“eradicated” (true quote). Yea, and what were THEY??



One day, about a year before I finally left, I got a call from the Engine plant line 
manager... my old pal, the man with no eyes!!! That’s right, he calls me up directly, but 
this time he’s got a friendly voice, because years of respect had patched up his unfounded 
differences with me, and we both developed a bit of respect for one-another. I mean, after 
all, his only goal in life was getting production made. Hey, I can respect that.

He tells me they’re shutting down the computer room the now housed ECV. The old LSI-
11/03 box was STILL RUNNING STRONG after all of those years, and let me make 
another off-the-subject remark:

D.E.C. hardware was the most solid I have ever and will ever see, PERIOD. One 
the right bus cable was installed, that box never crashed once, even with all the 
dirty power and the poorly strung serial lines hanging from the rafters.

His problem wasn’t the hardware it was a legal snafu that had brewed up between the 
UAW electricians and EDS in that they were not allowed to ship the production 11/03 
box away from the plant; that box became a “LINE IN THE SAND” as to what EDS 
was claiming as being under their “SCOPE OF CONTROL”.

And recall what a mess this box had gone through before, during and after I'd re-written 
the software running it? It never got any better for that poor box; that one box was 
signaled out by GM's UAW electricians (I bet my old pal John Shockey had something to 
do with it) as “DO NOT MOVE, DO NOT EVEN TOUCH”.

OK, when they moved that old box out of the little frozen dungeon room, all they did was 
install a set of remote serial line “BOOSTER UNITS” that allow RS232 cabling (yes, 
RS232 is SERIAL-LINE cabling, normally limited to under 200 feet), to be extended as 
far as required via high-speed POINT-TO-POINT MODEM technologies.

These technologies used the CORPORATE-WIDE BROADBAND NETWORK to 
route the serial lines from the dungeon room into the 11-03's new home in a UAW-
electrician-run ON-SITE computer room. But these same broadband technologies could 
just as easily route these connections into the EDS computer room in the building I then 
worked in, OFF-SITE about 2 miles from the main plant.



Now here is where it starts getting funny.

My PDT-11-150 used the exact same LSI-11/03 CPU as the ECV system and even had 
the same floppy drives, memory capacity and of course, ran the RT-11 operating system. 
It also had 4 serial lines on it plus one console line… 5 serial lines in total. And now get 
this,  GM had SHUT DOWN one of the assembly lines, I think the gas line, and so the 
ECV system only needed 5 serial lines to run the entire (diesel) engine assembly plant.

They had also cut production down to only day and afternoon shifts, only on weekdays.

And so, one day, on a total whim, I brought home the floppies and tried running the 
ECV system software on my PDT-11-150, and it worked like a freaking charm! I didn’t 
need to modify anything at all; it was like it was meant to run on that little piece of iron.

On another total whim:

• I sneaked it into the EDS computer room in my off-site office building the 

following Saturday when only the armed guards238 were on-duty, and hooked it 
up to some local serial modem lines.

• I called up my old friend, the man with no eyes, whom I suspected was working 
over the weekend, to have him make a request to the LAN network group to re-
route the 5 serial lines across town and into the EDS computer room.

Totally surprised, he jokingly asked me, “what, do you have your own PDP-
11 in your pocket?” and I told him, “as a matter of fact I do, but it's a PDT-
11!!”

Of course, he thought I was kidding!!

I figured he sort of owed me for past transgressions, and so I played him 
along and acted like I'd fired up a PDP- family box in the EDS computer 
room and IT was awaiting him to do a remote test... it was running my boot-
up baby time-entry program.

238EDS had guards holstering live side-arms in every one of their dozens upon dozens of buildings and 
facilities. Fucking jerks.



He said, OK, and made the call to swap the network serial connection routing, per my 
instructions. Within minutes, the system was all connected and he called me up on his 
cell phone from inside the tiny dungeon room that still had that same old VT-100 hooked 
up... he said “Your time-entry program is up and I'm entering it now... it works great!”

I was amused. Next, he told me he was “just gonna go ahead and enter the new engine 
code designations into it (about 6 hours of work), JUST IN CASE”, echoing his die-hard 
attitude that production was our bread-and-butter and we need to do whatever it takes to 
keep it going.

Yes, by now we'd developed a lot of respect for one-another. But HE 
OWED ME some payback, REMEMBER?? And so I went ahead and let 
him waste his 6 hours entering the engine codes... a pittance compared to the 
2 ½ months he had me locked up in the dungeon room freezer!



It gets funnier...

He calls he back at home the next morning and says that he not only entered all of the 
Engine codes, he also stayed up half the night and went ahead and tested the entire 
system using my old ATP (Acceptance Test Plan, in case you forgot)..

And then he asked if I foresaw any problems with using it as a “HOT BACKUP”, 
meaning that the box was to remain up and connected to the network and could be 
switch-over to simply by re-directing the networked serial connections.

OK, I couldn’t hold it back any more and burst out laughing... I said 
“sure, it'll work great but this is MY own box”, to which he jokingly 
replied, “what are you using it for anyway?” … a joke, because even way back 
then, a box like this was worthless as a personal computer. Well, it COULD play a mean 
game of adventure, but without a graphics card, otherwise useful only as a personal boat 
anchor. And besides, how could I have had a spare $20,000 or so, the going price for a 
PDP-11 family box... D.E.C. hardware was strong and sturdy, yes, but it also cost an arm 
and a leg, impossible for me to be serious that I really, actually did own it.

So he thought I was still joking and that I'd ran ECV on one of the 
PDPs in the EDS computer room. BUT, I COULD NOT CONVINCE 
HIM THAT I WASN'T JOKING and that made both of us laugh even 
harder!!

And I got an extra kick out of the whole deal because it worked even better then what 
EDS had promised they could do a few years earlier… run the assembly lines from 
remote, networked modems, TRANSPARENTLY.

Neither of us wanted to get into trouble with the UAW electricians or EDS or the UAW 
line workers or the materials handling people… we both wanted to make absolutely sure 
the modems were switched back to the old LSI box before production started the 
following morning, and so he, and the material handling manager, and myself ALL made 
network change requests.



Now here's where it starts getting hilarious...

Finally, as a total joke, I left the box running and attached, sitting on one of our VAX – 
11/750s in the EDS computer room; I was gonna show everyone the next day my ECV 
HOT-BACKUP AS A TOTAL JOKE to my staff of over 20 coders working under me at 
the time on the Plant-5 EPS systems.

Sure enough, the next day I took a bunch of my crew into the computer room and showed 
off my stuff. I was telling everyone the long, drawn-out story about TRAP to 4 and my 
entombment in the frozen dungeon room, and how I saw TRAP to 4 on my baby time-
entry program, and when asked about it, I unplugged the serial line unit from the modem 
and hooked it into a VT-100.

AND WHEN I PLUGGED IT IN, IT WASN'T RUNNING THE BABY 
PROGRAM, IT WAS RUNNING THE LIVE PRODUCTION ECV SYSTEM!!! 
Apparently, the network group had went ahead and interpreted the THREE 
separate re-routing requests as null and void and did NOT re-route anything at all.

It all worked so well, nobody even noticed!!!

OK, so I immediately called the man with no eyes right in front of the 
whole group on speaker-phone, and it was like the fumiest conversation 
ever because I just could not convince him that the B.O.C. Diesel engine 
plant's production ECV system was being run on my own personal LSI 
computer... I swear, we were all rolling in the aisles for hours.

I invited my pal to come on down to our office for lunch so I could show 
it to him. He did, and when he walked into the EDS computer room and 
saw that tiny little box, he just about shit his pants, and every one of us 
was watching him, fully enjoying the show, let out a roar of laughter.

Like I said, though, he had mellowed out over the years, and when he heard 
the roar, he joined in the laughter as well.



Next thing you know, we were having a meeting with one of my new EDS bosses and 
here was my pal, sticking up for me, telling her that I had a great deal of self 
-motivation and initiative, and it was stuff like this what keeps production going, and he 
demanded that they leave the system hooked up as  a hot backup until EDS could provide 
another solution.

AND THEN, TO MY SURPRISE, they just left it connected and let it continue 
running the actual live production assembly lines! And then, after just a few short 
months, the electricians went and unplugged that old LSI-11/03, and with the auxiliary 
bus extender cable (that John had applied in live production) dangling the whole way, 
they carted it back to the electrician's crib to be reclaimed as spare parts for the other 
11/03s still running in that big old plant.

UNBELIVEABLE AND YET THIS REALLY HAPPENED.

The months went by and the day of reckoning approached. I just smiled from ear to ear… 
I knew that EDS was going to HAVE to make me an offer on my PDT-11-150 and it had 
to be before my final day.

I suppose I could have asked them for anything I wanted, it was still worth $10,000 a 
MINUTE to them, for Christ's sake.

The retail price was $12,000 and plus, I had personally provided this solution, all free of 
charge working in  my own spare time, so to them, it was a TURN KEY system… a 
packaged deal, already seal and delivered, just never signed or paid for.

I mention this to my new boss, an EDS-er clear through. She would have paid me the 
$50,000 if I had demanded it, and maybe I should have what with all the debauchery 
going on everywhere in that freakin' zoo.

I charged her $1,300 for it… a tidy profit of $300... just enough to show myself that I can 
make money as a direct vendor solution, in spite of rules and policies of EDS.

HA! Take THAT H Ross.

I honestly don't know how many years that little box ran the production ECV system after 
I left Lansing, but D.E.C. hardware was the backbone of a LOT of systems up in Lansing, 
and now that its all been torn down, I just look back at this whole thing and laugh, 
thinking that my little PDT-11-150 might have outlasted the production assembly line 
that it ran.



50.11 Thanks for reading these horror 
stories

I hope you enjoyed this appendix as much as I did writing it. Ahhhh, the good old days!

This is all true… here is my resume239!

239 I stopped working for the man in 2003 because of a nagging chronic abdominal pain issue. Now I just 
write these books about virtual reality, and I also have a gaming software company called SpikerSystems, 
L.L.C.

http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/documents/Resume.html
http://spikersystems.com/
http://spikersystems.com/


51 Appendix: The Ducks and Geese

The Ducks and Geese

By Marty Wollner

discflicker.com

09-Jun-2007

As we walk along Lola Valley
Carrying our discs
In bag and hand

The Ducks and Geese see us coming

http://discflicker.com/


But they don’t panic
They know we won’t harm them

We just got to throw

 
240

--- === ---

240 The Champ, Ken Climo demonstrating fluid transfer of motion into force



If the ducks pass on
To a place of judgment

`

They would tell about the people
Carrying platters
In bag and hand
Kind and gentle

Just needing to throw



241

--- === ---

If we pass on
To that place of judgment

Well, hey, we got that working for us242

Which is nice

241 King Bennett
242 A quote from the movie Caddy Shack



52 Appendix: TheTruth machine

“TheTruth” machine will be used by our justice systems.
It sits on the judge’s desktop.

TheTruth machine is very simple to operate:

When:  yyyy-mon-dd  hh:mm:ss

Where: longitude:   dg.mm.ss
  latitude:    dg.mm.ss

Start       Pause       Stop

The judge selects a time and a place and presses Start.



TheTruth machine shows what really happened then and there; The Truth, right there 
on the viewing screens  for all to see…

and pass judgment upon …

It’s THAT SIMPLE!!



I want to tell the world about this invention. It’s what I live for. Please continue 
reading…

It’s so simple; I think anyone can understand this, right?



Do YOU understand it?

(of course you do)

OK, BUT, DO YOU BELIEVE IT’S POSSIBLE???

IF you do believe this invention IS POSSIBLE,

THEN,

Don’t you think you should change your ways? Try to be a better person?



SERIOUSLY!!!

If you KNEW the creation of TheTruth machine IS possible in your lifetime, would 
you still break the law? Would you still do bad things (if you had the inclinations)?

Please, take a minute to think about it...



Hmmmmm…

What if I told you that TheTruth machine actually exists? That it’s already in place and 
running… would you lighten up then?



PAY ATTENTION!!!

My question, once again: If you knew for sure that you were being watched 
and would be held accountable for your wrongdoings, would you still do 

them?



I know, I know, this sounds like Sunday school… an angry sprit might be watching you 
all the time and he will judge you for your sins when you die…

                  

But since the dead don’t talk, you have to accept it upon faith because that’s what they’ve 
always told you...

         



Well, once committed, you can’t hide from your sins any more… so 
TheTruth machine is kind of like that, except:

 The judgments will come in your lifetime… like very soon… not after your 
already dead.

 You will be punished in your lifetime; it won’t be something mystically 
applied in a possibly mystical state of death; it will be a real punishment of the 
contemporary day applied to you immediately upon sentencing.

 You are accountable for your sins no matter what anyone 
believes happens when we die.

No amount of money or after-the-fact redemption can buy you a 
reprieve; your sins are plain to see and straightforward to convict and 
sentence. The process isn’t hindered nor prejudiced by false witnesses or 
incorrect investigations… nobody can argue with the truth.

 
 The operation of TheTruth machine is based upon actual 

modern science and technology… its creation is a 
DEFINATE MATHEMATICAL POSSIBILITY, not a 
matter of blind faith.



Bottom line:

The realistic possibility of TheTruth machine’s creation 
should give us all a solid reason for accountability and a 

desire to follow the golden rule.

          

I am dead serious about all of this.

This is, at last, a non-religious reason for accountability, 
something the world needs more than anything else.

We have the possible technology, right now.



My important message to the world is simple:

From now on, always assume that you are being 
watched, and that you will be held accountable for 

your wrongdoings.

Don’t be a jerk… just follow the golden rule… think 
about how the other guy feels… never harm 

children or animals, don’t turn a blind eye to the 
unfortunate ones that you can help, don’t kill anyone, 

do I need to spell it all out for you?



You have   now   been told.   YOU MUST MAKE A DECISION, RIGHT NOW:

Do the right thing, starting right now! Please, always follow the golden rule. If we 
aren’t judged by TheTruth machine in the near future, then perhaps by God 

himself.

If I’m wrong about any of this, still, “It wouldn’t hurt243”.

My parents, Helen and Max Wollner

243 A quote by my mom, Helen Wollner 1921 – 2002, may she rest in peace.



53 Appendix: Scientific proofs for my conjectures

($$$ To be completed)

Internal (From the Theory-Of-Everything program itself)

1. parabolic motion of a fluid
2. michelson-morley experiment
3. application of force interrupting motion by momentum to explain time dilation
4. diffraction of light patterns
5. double-slit experiments
6. re-constructing quantum probability fields

External (Research that will correlate with what I say and/or my own research)

1. finding a physical set of widgets in the prime spiral
2. forces of acceleration upon a clock
3. bolt the wonder dog



54 I will have all of this programmed in a few weeks, no 
problem whatsoever?? Sure, Marty. DREAM ON… 
REALITY is…

54.1 ?????? Sure, Marty, GET REAL … (This 
is my final rant, please hear me out)

HEY! All I’m grasping for is a thread of chance; a leaf to hold onto upon the slippery 
slope of our misunderstandings. As far as I know, nobody has come up with a total 
explanation as I have.

Admittedly, its 99.99999% wishful thinking. At this point, I have to admit to myself its 
mostly delusional… even the parts I claim to be “scientific”!

HOWEVER, in my lame, childish diagrams and my unbelievably winded repetitive 
shouting, I do establish a solid framework that COULD possibly work, and I do have a 
solid and realistic explanation of where the original universe might have come from.

Like I said, I did show this to a forum of   real-qualified scientists  , and like I said, they 
mostly consider me a crackpot and full of shit, but some were open to the concepts, and a 

very few considered it unique and intriguing244.

                

“Give me just a thread of scientific possibility, and I will sew you a new suit of  

reality.”245

244  These people pointed out that most of my thoughts are not original, my methods are not 
scientific, that I have lied about what I claim to have discovered, that I am a braggart about 
my questionable capabilities, and that I am obsessive, obstinate and argumentative in 
trying to prove it. REALITY IS: They were mostly correct. OK, but still, ...

245 I just made that up!

http://www.bautforum.com/showthread.php/125256-A-theory-of-eveything-in-5-pages-of-program-code!
http://www.bautforum.com/showthread.php/125256-A-theory-of-eveything-in-5-pages-of-program-code!


54.2 OK, but still, ...

But still, I see a real, true thread of scientific possibility.

That’s all I want. That’s all I need; just a thread of SCIENTIFIC believability.

Now it’s my deepest prayer that the public at large 
somehow pick up on this slim thread of possibility, and 
we use it to pull us out of the darkness that humanity 
has slithered into.

In the same way I claimed that:

The only way for the Universe to realistically exist is as a 
computational process operating in finite virtual space.

I’m also claiming:

The only way to fix humanity is to make all of us accountable for 
our wrongdoings.

Without trying to snowball the masses with false dogma built upon 
fables of faith,

without threatening, drugging, or in some way, forcing the masses into 
conformance,

the only way to get us humans to be ACCOUNTABLE 
for our wrongdoings is by the threat of the possibility of 
the invention of TheTruth machine within our lifetimes.



54.3 What if?

I’m sorry about all the shouting, but what if people believed in this? What if?

I dream of a world in which we could all live in peace and harmony, why not, am I 
so childish to think this is an impossible dream? If you thinks “Duh, Yea”, please be 
serious for one minute.

What I think is childish is believing that everyone really accepts religion as being for 
real, and this can suffice to control asshole wolves who tear through passive victims 
like sheep.

It is A FACT that mankind's inhumanity to mankind has turned our otherwise 
Garden-of-Eden into a living hell. My family experienced the Holocaust first-hand, 
and that wasn’t even that worst things we do to ourselves.

There are evil people out there who will hurt and destroy if they can get away 
with it. They don't believe religion or they at least think they can get away with 
wrongdoings until they're already dead anyway.



54.4 Marty's Top 2 Questions of All-
Time

My first question of all-time:

Would they think they can get away with it if modern 
science agreed that TheTruth machine WILL BE 
invented, that it's not a qestion of if, it's just a matter of 
when?

Eh??

My next:

I believe in this possibility myself, why shouldn’t anyone 
else?

Whoops (again)??



54.5 Whoops, again?

Whoops, please don’t call the booby squad on me just yet....

OK, I claim to have disproved relativity, yes,

and I claim our world is a computer process, yes,

and I claim to have cracked the secret Theory-Of-Everything, yes,

and I say that I can build a machine that can see – all, and know all, yes,

and I'm asking people to accept this on blind faith, just for now, until I can get a 
bigger computer and a staff of programmers, HEY wait a second... 

MAYBE I AM FUCKING NUTS, Yes?



54.6 Yes,  BUT STILL,

YES, YES, YES, BUT, I still say it's fucking possible. Y’all had best start 
following the golden rule.



54.7 And besides, “It Wouldn’t hurt”!

But, hey, it doesn’t matter if the theory of everything works, 
and it doesn’t matter if TheTruth machine is a load of shit… 
“It wouldn’t hurt” isn’t just a catch phrase, it's what I’m 
counting on to actually get this thin thread of an idea to take 
root and blossom.

Thanks for reading, and stay out of trouble!

Martin S Wollner
discflicker.com

http://discflicker.com/


55 Glossary

The glossary provides an excellent overview wherein the terms introduced in this book, 
in the order in which they’re introduced, provide a pathway for anyone to learn this stuff, 
starting with zero knowledge of computer programming.

The table of contents also provides an excellent overview of this book’s contents.

The glossary will be completed later. All of the new terms introduced in this book will 
have an entry here. These new terms are all identified throughout this book as BOLD, 
CAPITALS, UNDERLINED.

55.1 Glossary, in sequential order of 
introduction of terms

55.2 Glossary, in alphabetical order 
of terms



56 References

56.1 My reading of work from others

I didn’t start doing any research on VR until just recently. I did this on purpose so I could 
try to come up with a design before being influenced by ANYONE’S thoughts.

When I started reading articles by Stephen Wolfram, Seth Lloyd and Brian Whitworth,
I was STUNNED because of what I had converged upon. Every time I read anything 
about VR I get the same chills.



56.2 Brian Whitworth’s The Physical 
World as a Virtual Reality

The Physical World as a Virtual Reality

(http://brianwhitworth.com/2008-BW-VRT1.pdf)

Brian Whitworth
Massey University, Albany, Auckland, New Zealand
http://brianwhitworth.com/

Written, I believe around 2007, this paper easily spells out in 14 pages what it takes me 
200 pages to fail to explain.

In nearly every piece of literature on VR (certainly in all of my e-books), a good portion 
of it is spent up-front just explaining what VR is; VR writers must first make a 
methodological and convincing general case for VR itself in order to make our paper’s 
specific content believable.  This must go down without flaw or the reader will 
immediately stop reading under suspicion of quackery.

When I tried to explain my cut at it to a forum of scientists a while back, I also prefixed it 
with a lengthy “BASIS OF PROOF”, as though I was talking to a group of children. 
Those genius dudes called it “SANSKRIT” and they insisted I drop it and show them 
some actual scientific proof (which, btw, I didn’t have), but my point is this:

The words of Brian Whitworth in this paper provide all the 
BASIS OF PROOF Sanskrit any VR paper needs up-front.

He provides a compelling case for VR by putting non-VR (you know, those old 
supposedly tried and true accepted methods of science) ON TRIAL vs. VR. VR wins, 
hands down.

http://brianwhitworth.com/2008-BW-VRT1.pdf
http://brianwhitworth.com/
http://www.bautforum.com/showthread.php/125256-A-theory-of-eveything-in-5-pages-of-program-code!
http://brianwhitworth.com/
http://brianwhitworth.com/2008-BW-VRT1.pdf
http://brianwhitworth.com/2008-BW-VRT1.pdf
http://brianwhitworth.com/2008-BW-VRT1.pdf
http://brianwhitworth.com/2008-BW-VRT1.pdf


VR provides the ONLY plausible answers to all of the questions at hand whereas the 
“trilogy of accepted approaches to physics” (the Newton, the Einstein, and the Holy 
Feynman) not only FAIL TO AGREE on their most fundamental basis’s, Whitworth 
points out that there are direct and irresolvable conflicts between them which 
scientifically makes the case that neither can be correct, leaving VR as the only 
possibility.

Brian Whitworth does this in such a concise and convincing manner, I think he should 
have been a lawyer, and honestly, I’m jealous of his ability to do so in such a terse, yet 
readable format246.

From now on, I won’t be writing any more 200-page introductions to 
any of my VR books. I’ll just include a link to Brian Whitworth’s paper, 
The Physical World as a Virtual Reality. Thanks, Brian!

This book goes beyond most other VR books as far as commonality with my beliefs:

Specifically, Brian discusses the speed of light and the idea that it 
results from the update cycles of a Theory-Of-Everything 
computer functioning!!!

I almost shit when I read that; it’s EXACTLY the kind of convergence of ideas that 
I’m seeing now that I’m reading other people’s work, and it makes me super-
excited, even more so than ever, that I might have a provable basis for my ranting.

56.2.1 Update 02-Nov-2012:

I wrote a letter to Brian on 02-Nov-2012, basically the Seth Lloyd letter, followed by 
the Yahoo question, with the following cover paragraphs:

(Spelling corrections were made)
(… 02-Nov-2012) 

246 So much so, I wrote him a letter stating it! (And thanking him for his awesome insights.)

http://brianwhitworth.com/2008-BW-VRT1.pdf


Dear Brian:
 
Thank you for your awesome contributions to the science of virtual reality.
 
I've been thinking about VR for the past 8 years like full time, but I took a really unique 
approach... I tried to figure it all out from scratch, on my own, BEFORE researching anything.
 
I wound up writing a slew of e-books on the subjects, and let me just state right here and now that 
I suck at writing and expressing my ideas; I invariably break everything down as if I'm explaining it 
to a baby.
 
About a year ago, I got all confident that I had come up with some really unique ideas, and 
THESE IDEAS CHALLENGE THE BASIS UPON WHICH ALL MODERN (Since Michelson-
Morley) SCIENCE REST, and I thought that it was about time for the world to hear about it all.
 
I SHOULD HAVE DONE SOME RESEARCH BEFORE IT PLACED MY FOOT IN MY MOUTH 
and I also should have done more to prove my case rather than trying to snowball the experts 
with "99% Sanskrit, 1% bullshit".
 
It did, however, get > 14,000 views on the thread, right near the top in its history on BAD 
ASTRONOMY.COM forum.
 
I have since started doing actual research on relativity and quantum theories, and I've also finally 
started looking at what OTHERS, such as Seth Lloyd and yourself, have done to investigate VR.
 
AND THIS IS WHERE I AM STUNNED BY YOUR PAPER, "The Physical World as a Virtual 
Reality" BRIAN!! I CANNOT EXPRESS HOW MUCH I AGREE WITH YOUR LINE OF THINKING, 
AND I AM REALLY PISSED BECAUSE YOU CAN SUMMARIZE, IN A SINGLE PARAGRAPH, 
WHAT IT TAKES ME 10 PAGES TO EXPRESS!!! And just like you, I get so deeply into it, so 
heated, that I start SHOUTING about it with fonts and colors! 
 
Following is a copy of a letter I wrote to Seth Lloyd only a few months ago. Just to show how 
detached I've been, in the letter to Seth, I describe what I have since discovered to be a Turing 
machine, and this is exactly what makes me so excited about everything... reading your paper, 
reading work from Steven Wolfram, Ray Kurdswield, I keep saying, YEA, THAT'S EXACTLY 
WHAT I CAME UP WITH ALL BY MYSELF!!!
 
Following the letter to Seth, I've included a YAHOO QUESTION that surmises my explanations to 
the Michelson-Morley and the observations of the double-slit experiment. I HAVE A SOLID 
EXPLANATION FOR THE BEHAVIOR AND THE SPEED OF LIGHT, RIGHT 
HERE. If you want to see more, please, please check out "The Theory of Everything: God's 
Program, Written in C" (still in-progress, approaching 600 pages), and TheTruth machine (about 
30 pages).
 
Enjoy, Brian, keep up the great work, and if you reply to me, that would REALLY 
make my day!!!

http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/projects/Martys_World/MartysMessageToTheWorld.htm
http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/projects/Martys_World/TheoryOfEverything_In_C.htm
http://spikersystems.com/FlashNet_Pointer/www/projects/Martys_World/TheoryOfEverything_In_C.htm
http://www.bautforum.com/showthread.php/125256-A-theory-of-eveything-in-5-pages-of-program-code!
http://www.bautforum.com/showthread.php/125256-A-theory-of-eveything-in-5-pages-of-program-code!


56.2.2 Update 07-Nov-2012:

I’ve written, I guess about a half-dozen letters to the likes of Seth Lloyd and Ray 
Kurdswield, but the first response I ever got was from Brian:

Hi Marty,

Well we just have to make haste slowly and listen to 
other people. That is what science is all 
about.

regards, Brian

This acknowledgment means a lot to me, it at least tells me that even if I’m a total 
crackpot, at least I speak the lingo! I guess Brian was mocking my shouting, perhaps 
because I misspelled his named as “Brain”, twice, but hey, it’s cool.  Now, if I were to 
reply back, informing him of this positive book review, would he think I’m a total 
looser/wanna-be-thinker/crackpot/stalker? I will assume YES and leave him be, at least 
until I have some of my proofs in order.

Yo, Brian, if you do read this and get back with me again, that would make my 
year… thanks again!



57 Parting shots

Stay out of trouble! Now you know how and why. Do unto others as you would have 
done unto yourself (it's that simple). Now you know everything, Grasshopper. 

BE NICE!
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